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1. Context 
 
Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) have made tremendous progress over the last 50 years 
or so. The Economist, in a paper discussing such progress, made the following comparison “[i]f cars and 
skyscrapers had improved at such rates since 1971(…) the fastest car would now be capable of a tenth of the 
speed of light; the tallest building would reach halfway to the Moon.”1  

Nordhaus2 argues that the growth in computer power from 1940 to 2001 averaged 55 percent per year and a 
chip produced today is 400,000 time more powerful than it was at the beginning of the 70s. Gordon Moore’s 
prediction foreshadowing that chip performance would double every 18 months has proved accurate for 
several decades.3 

The first hard drive shipped by IBM4 in 1956 had a storage capacity of 3.75 megabytes (Mb), setting the 
price per megabyte at US $10,000. Twenty-five years later, the cost per megabyte went down by a factor of 
50, reaching US$196 per megabyte. In 2013, 158 Mb of storage cost 1 US cent5, one gigabyte only 6,33 US 
cents. Such price decrease is caused by an increase in the storage capacity of media, which in turn has created 
a demand for ever more storage capacity by computer users. Mark H. Kryder6 noticed that the density of 
information stored on magnetic data carriers quickly increased and, in 2009, he predicted that the amount of 
data stored on a 2.5-inch hard drive could reach 40 Terabyte (Tb) by 2020. In August 2016, Seagate unveiled 
a 60 Tb Solid-State Drive7 (SSD) and some experts predicted that a 128 Tb storage capacity would be reached 
by 2018 with SSD technology.8 Chip9 stresses that in 15 years, “hard disks had increased their capacity 
1.000-fold, a rate that the Intel founder, Gordon Moore, himself an optimist in technological progress has 
called ‘flabbergasting’.” 

The success of the World Wide Web and the underlying TCP/IP protocol during the 1990s has turned the 
Internet into something more than a mere technological breakthrough. The Internet has become a new 
medium adding a layer of interactivity between broadcasters and their audiences. It has also facilitated 
everyone to become both a broadcaster and an audience. As quoted by some Internet pioneers10, “the Internet 
is at once a world-wide broadcasting capability, a mechanism for information dissemination, and a medium 
for collaboration and interaction between individuals and their computers without regard for geographic 
location.” 

The tremendous progress made by these technologies has improved and broadened the capacity of businesses 
and individuals to collect, store, manage and exchange digitized data. It also gave birth to new types of data 
born from the interactions between individuals and machines. The Internet of Things (IoT), for instance, 
already offers the possibility to collect data describing the behavior and body conditions of individuals during 
interactions with machines and devices. The relatively new field of Big Data builds on these and other data 

 
1  In a paper published in The Economist on 12 March 2016, “The future of computing”, “Intel CEO Brian Krzanich explained that if a 

1971 Volkswagen Beetle had advanced at the pace of Moore’s law over the past 34 years, today you would be able to go with that car 
300,000 miles per hour. You would get two million miles per gallon of gas, and all that for the mere cost of four cents.” in Moore’s 
Law Keeps Going, Defying Expectations Annie Sneed for the Scientific American 19 May 2015. Available at < 
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/moore-s-law-keeps-going-defying-expectations/> Last Accessed on 15/06/2019 

2  Nordhaus, W.D. (2001) The Progress of Computing. Cowles Foundation Discussion Paper No. 1324., 28 Available at 
<http://ssrn.com/abstract=285168 > Last Accessed on 15/06/2019  

3  “The original prediction was to look at 10 years, which I thought was a stretch” in Moore’s Law Keeps Going, Defying Expectations 
Annie Sneed for the Scientific American May 19, 2015  

4  The IBM 350 Disk Storage Unit 
5  Komorowski, M. (2010) “A History of Storage Cost” blog “Cost of Hard Drive Storage Space”. Available at < 

http://ns1758.ca/winch/winchest.html> Last Accessed on 15/06/2019 
6  Kryder, M.H., Chang Soo K. (2009). “After Hard Drives - What Comes Next?” IEEE Transactions on Magnetics. 45 (10) 
7  ‘World’s largest SSD revealed as Seagate unveils 60TB monster’ - Zdnet.com, 10 August 2016. Available at 

<http://www.zdnet.com/article/worlds-largest-ssd-revealed-as-seagate-unveils-60tb-monster/> Last Accessed on 15/06/2019 
8  “Toshiba: hard drives will be 40TB by 2020, SSDs will be 128TB by 2018” by Matthew Humphries on Geek.com 28 August 2015 

Available at http://www.geek.com/chips/toshiba-hard-drives-will-be-40tb-by-2020-ssds-will-be-128tb-by-2018-1632425/ Last 
Accessed on 15/06/2019 

9  Walter, Chip (August 2005). ‘Kryder’s Law’. Scientific American. 
10  Leiner, B.M. et Al. ‘Brief History of the Internet’. Available on the website of the Internet Society. Available at 

http://www.internetsociety.org/internet/what-internet/history-internet/brief-history-internet > Last Accessed on 15/06/2019 
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deluges to seek meaningful inferences and conclusions from the analysis of huge amounts of raw data 
automatically collected from many connected devices.  

The new oil of digital economy 
 

Commentators11 have claimed that “[d]ata is the New Oil of the Digital Economy”12. This assertion has 
turned out to be fairly accurate.13 However, as mentioned by Scaruffi14, “the difference between oil and data 
is that the product of oil does not generate more oil (unfortunately), whereas the product of data (self-driving 
cars, drones, wearables, etc) will generate more data (where do you normally drive, how fast/well you drive, 
who is with you, etc)”. 

Defining the notion of data remains challenging and different disciplines have different understandings of 
notions such as ‘data’, ‘information’ and ‘knowledge.’ For Rosenberg15, data is the digital form of 
information. For Floridi16, it could be a subset of information designed to carry the meaning and knowledge 
included in the information. Zins17 observes that data is “commonly used to refer to records or recordings 
encoded for use in computer but is more widely used to refer to statistical observations and other recordings 
or collections of evidence.” Data could also be a conventional representation of information18 conveying 
information through a series of recognized symbols and figures. Ackoff and Rowley19 argue that information 
and data are of the same nature20 but information results from data structured to be meaningful.21  

Personal data has been understood by the European lawmaker as providing knowledge on natural persons 
regarding their identity, location, status, preferences or health conditions in different artefacts (e.g. picture, 
text, video, drawing).  

Data protection regulation 

Personal data processing to a large extent relates to natural persons. In the EU, the processing of such data 
is regulated by a specific data protection legislation. The starting point for the applicability of such legislation 
framework is the notion of personal data, which is defined (in Article 4 (1) GDPR) as “any information 
relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one 
who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an 
identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, 

 
11  IBM’s CEO Says Big Data is Like Oil, Enterprises Need Help Extracting the Value, 11 March 2013 by Maria Deutscher for Silicon 

Angle. Available at < http://siliconangle.com/blog/2013/03/11/ibms-ceo-says-big-data-is-like-oil-enterprises-need-help-extracting-the-
value/ > Last accessed on 15/06/2019 
Microsoft touts developer tools, business software at Build by Matt Day reporter for Seattle Times technology. Available at 
http://www.seattletimes.com/business/microsoft/microsoft-touts-developer-tools-business-software/ > Last Accessed on 30/092019 
Gartner Says Worldwide Enterprise IT Spending to Reach $2.7 Trillion in 2012, Keynote of Peter Sondergaard, senior vice president 
at Gartner and global Head of Research, 17 October 2011. Available at < http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/1824919> Last 
Accessed on 15/06/2019  
Meglena Kuneva, European Consumer Commissioner, Keynote speech on the Roundtable on Online Data Collection, Targeting and 
Profiling Brussels, 31 March 2009 

12  “Data is the new oil of the digital economy” declared Joris Toonders in Wired Magazine online on 7 July 2014. Available at 
http://www.wired.com/insights/2014/07/data-new-oil-digital-economy/ > Last Accessed on 15/06/2019 

13  Google’s annual revenue reached 111 billion $ in 2017. Figures from CNN Business website. Available at 
https://money.cnn.com/quote/financials/financials.html?symb=GOOGL  Last Accessed on 15/06/2019 

14  Scaruffi, P. (2014). A History of Silicon Valley-Almost a 3rd Edition. Create Space Independent Publishing Platform. 
15  Rosenberg, D. (2013). Data before the Fact. In L. Gitelman (Ed.), Raw data is an Oxymoron (pp. 15–40). Cambridge, Massachusetts; 

London, England: The MIT Press, 33 
16  Floridi, L. (2010). Information: a very short introduction. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 17 
17  Zins, C. (2007). Conceptual approaches for defining data, information, and knowledge. Journal of the American society for 

information science and technology, 58(4), 480. 
18  Kitchin, R. (2014). The Data Revolution: Big Data, Open Data, Data Infrastructures and 

Their Consequences. Sage. See also Capurro, R., Hjørland, B. (2003). The Concept of Information. Annual Review of 
Information Science and Technology, 37 

19  Rowley, J. (2007). The wisdom hierarchy: representations of the DIKW hierarchy. Journal of 
Information Science, 33(2) 

20  Ackoff, R. (1989). From Data to Wisdom. Journal of Applied Systems Analysis, 16, 3–9. 
21  Laudon, K. C., & Laudon, J. P. (2006). Management Information Systems: Managing the Digital Firm. Upper Saddle River, NJ: 

Pearson Prentice Hall. 
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physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person.” The scope of the 
notion of personal data is very wide, in particular when compared to the related concept of Personally 
Identifiable Information (PII)22, and many borderline cases have been discussed and disputed, such as the 
nature of IP addresses23.  

The data protection legal framework has recently been updated. Its cornerstone, the GDPR, came into full 
force on 25 May 2018. Regulation 2018/172524, protecting EU citizens when their data are involved in the 
processing conducted by the EU institutions25, has been updated to reflect the content of the GDPR. The 
European legislature has also enacted Directive (EU) 2016/68026, the so-called Law Enforcement Data 
Protection Directive (LEDP Directive) in April 2016 to harmonize data protection rights when personal data 
of EU citizens are used in police and judicial investigations and Directive (EU) 2016/681 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the use of passenger name record (PNR). The regulation 
proposal intending to update Directive 2009/136/EC, the so-called E-Privacy Directive27, regulating 
confidentiality within electronic communications is still in discussion as of December 2018.28  

The European regulation of data protection also relies on a series of standards and codes of conduct drafted 
by different combinations of private and public bodies with the aim to reassure the public on the reliability 
of data processing conducted as part of the e-commerce29. Others provide safeguards for data collection for 
advertising purposes30 and others again were negotiated to ensure minimal protections when personal data 
are transferred outside the EU.31  
 

 

 
 

22  Purtova, N. (2018). The law of everything. Broad concept of personal data and future of EU data protection law. Law, Innovation and 
Technology, 10(1), 40-81. Schwartz, P. M. and Solove, D. J., Reconciling Personal Information in the United States and European 
Union (September 6th, 2013). 102 California Law Review 877 (2014). 

23  See the CJEU’s judgment of the 19 October 2016 in Case C-582/14, Breyer ECLI: EU:C: 2016:779 commented in a blog post of “EU 
Law Radar” of 19 October 2016. Available at <http://eulawradar.com/case-c-58214-breyer-seeing-the-logs-from-the-trees-in-privacy-
law/> Last Accessed on 15/06/2019. See Also WP 29 Data protection Working Party - Opinion 4/2007 on the concept of personal data.  

24  Regulation (EU) 2018/1725 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2018 on the protection of natural persons 
with regard to the processing of personal data by the Union institutions, bodies, offices and agencies and on the free movement of such 
data, and repealing Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 and Decision No 1247/2002/EC 

25   González Fuster, G. (2014). The Emergence of Personal Data Protection as a Fundamental Right of the EU (Vol.16). Springer Science 
& Business, 141 

26  Directive (EU) 2016/680 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data by competent authorities 
for the purposes of the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties, 
and on the free movement of such data, and repealing Council Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA 

27  The proposal intends replacing Directive 2009/136/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2009 amending 
Directive 2002/22/EC on universal service and users’ rights relating to electronic communications networks and services is under 
revision 

28  The proposal for a Regulation on Privacy and Electronic Communications made by the European Commission can be found on the 
latter’s website. Available at <https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/proposal-regulation-privacy-and-electronic-
communications> Last Accessed on 15/06/2019 

29  See for instance the Code of conduct and Charter issued by the Federation of European Direct Marketing. The “European Code of 
Practice for the Use of Personal data in Direct Marketing” and the “Ethical Personal Data Management Charter” available on the 
FEDMA”s website at < https://www.fedma.org/work-areas/self-regulation/> Last Accessed on 15/06/2019 
See also “The Global Ecommerce Code of Conduct” from the Ecommerce foundation in the Netherlands. A presentation of the content 
of the code of conduct is available on the Ecommerce foundation’s website at https://www.ecommercefoundation.org/ Last Accessed 
on 15/06/2019  
Another interesting initiative can be found in the E-Commerce Europe Trustmark code of conduct that offers its members to display a 
seal on their website once they have committed to apply the code of conduct. See a presentation of the code of conduct and the 
trustmark on E-Commerce Europe’s website at <https://www.ecommerce-europe.eu/> Last Accessed on 15/06/2019 

30  See, for instance, The Online Behavioural Advertising (OBA) of the European Interactive Digital Advertising Alliance (EDAA). See a 
full presentation on the website of the EDAA at <http://www.edaa.eu/> Last Accessed on 30/092019 

31   The Safe Harbour agreement was agreed upon in 2000 by the European Commission and the US Department of Commerce to ensure 
an adequate level of protection of the data flows between the EU and the US. This self-certification procedure was quickly discredited 
by the absence of enforcement challenging the actual compliance of firms that self-declared their conformity with the principles 
defined in the Safe Harbour scheme.  The Safe Harbour agreement was finally invalidated by the Court of Justice of the European 
Union (CJEU) in October 2015 following the Maximillian Schrems v Data Protection Commissioner case and replaced by the EU-U.S. 
Privacy Shield Framework enacted by the European Commission on 12 July 2016.  
See the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) case Maximillian Schrems v Data Protection Commissioner, C-362/14 
Schrems ECLI:EU:C:2015:650. The case was commented on by Moerel, L (2016) in An assessment of the impact of the Schrems 
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Certification in the context of the data protection legislation 
 

Traditionally, processing of personal data comprised a controller (processing the data for its purposes) and 
data subjects (individuals whose data are processed)32. However, practice has become much more complex33 

and nowadays data controllers and data subjects clearly do not have the same level of information about how 
the processing of data is conducted (transparency). Transparency is one of the foundations of the Data 
Protection legislation (both DPD and GDPR).  

The sanction policy defined in Directive 95/46/EC and national data protection laws in case of non-
compliance34 have not always ensured a deterrence effect on data controllers. Data protection authorities did 
not have enough time, money, and competences, especially in a context of budget cuts, for effective 
enforcement.35 The territorial scope set in Directive 95/46/EC36, watered down by political compromises 
during its implementation37, did not offer a satisfactory response to the data protection issues emerging with 
growing cross border data flows.38 

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) aims to address these shortcomings and modernize the 
framework. It introduces a number of important new cornerstones in the regulatory framework, most notably 
the risk-based approach and accountability39. The accountability framework includes Certification, data 
protection impact assessments and codes of conduct. Certification40 is an accountability-based mechanism 
that assists controllers and processors to achieve and demonstrate compliance of their processing operations 
with the obligations imposed by the GDPR. Certification has a long history in domains where entities have 
to operate within the framework defined by norms. 

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO)41 defines certification as the attestation of 
conformity granted by a third-party entity having obtained the assurance that the conformity with predefined 
requirements has been demonstrated through a conformity assessment. But Section 6 of this introduction 
shows that certification is more than that. Certification is a flexible system encompassing at least a 

 
judgement on the data transfer grounds available under EU data protection law for data transfers to the U.S. Memorandum, Morrisson 
and Foerster available at <https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/opinion-of-prof-lokke-moerel-of-34211/> Last Accessed on 15/06/2019 
The Privacy Shield intends to address the Safe Harbor shortcomings, as underlined by the European Commission and later by the 
Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU), in the Schrems’s decision. The Privacy Shield suggests implementing improved data 
protection principles, a better enforcement by the U.S. authorities, some redress mechanisms for EU citizens and safeguards 
surrounding law enforcement and intelligence activities. The Privacy Shield is still a self-regulatory instrument: companies that want 
to participate in the system agree to a set of data protection principles and to implement those principles within their organization. 

32  This is the model that underlies Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC and that is still clearly visible in the GDPR as well, although the 
GDPR acknowledges more complex arrangements involving more entities on the controller side. 

33   Arbesman, S. (2016). Overcomplicated: Technology at the Limits of Comprehension. Penguin. 
34  Article 24 of Directive 95/46/EC suggested the Member States establish their own sanction policy. 
35  A recent survey led by Reuters in May 2017 on DPAs readiness to manage enforcement tasks with the entry in force of the GDPR 

concluded “Seventeen of 24 authorities who responded to a Reuters survey said they did not yet have the necessary funding, or would 
initially lack the powers, to fulfill their GDPR duties”. Busvine Douglas, Julia Fioretti, Mathieu Rosemain “European regulators: 
We’re not ready for new privacy law” Reuters Business News 8th May 2017. Available < https://www.reuters.com/article/us-europe-
privacy-analysis/european-regulators-were-not-ready-for-new-privacy-law-idUSKBN1I915X > Last Accessed 15/06/2019 

36  Article 4 of Directive 95/46/EC completed by Weltimmo s. r. o. v Nemzeti Adatvédelmi és Információszabadság Hatóság (C-230/14) 
and, more recently, Google Spain SL, Google Inc. v Agencia Española de Protección de Datos, Mario Costeja González (C-131/12). 
See comments on these case law in “EU court ruling outlines which countries’ data protection laws apply to businesses with interests 
in multiple EU countries” Outlaw blog entry of the 2nd of October 2015. Available at < https://www.out-
law.com/en/articles/2015/october/eu-court-ruling-outlines-which-countries-data-protection-laws-apply-to-businesses-with-interests-in-
multiple-eu-countries-/ > Last Accessed 15/06/2019 

37  Nielsen, N., (2013). Hundreds of US companies make false data protection claims. See also FTC Brings First Enforcement Action 
Under Privacy Shield Framework. Hunton & Williams” Privacy & Information Security Law Blog posted on 8 September 2017. 
https://www.huntonprivacyblog.com/2017/09/08/ftc-brings-first-enforcement-action-privacy-shield-framework/ 

38  Unmonitored access to financial moves by the US government. See “The SWIFT case and the American Terrorist Finance Tracking 
Program”. Available at < http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-07-266_en.pdf > Last accessed on 15/06/2019. The issue of 
Passenger Name Record (PNR) unmonitored access following terrorist attacks in the US and Europe. See LSE Media Policy blog entry 
from Diana Dimitrova “Passenger Name Records and data protection issues: busting some myths”. Available at 
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/mediapolicyproject/2015/05/19/passenger-name-records-and-data-protection-issues-busting-some-myths/  > Last 
accessed on 15/06/2019 

39  For instance, Article 24 GDPR requires controller to be able to demonstrate its conformity on demand  
40  Article 42 GDPR 
41  ISO/IEC 17000:2004 subclause 5.5  
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conformity assessment process leading to the issuance of an attestation of conformity when the conformity 
has been demonstrated.    

The market and ISO recognize that the attestation of conformity and conformity assessment are closely 
related and contribute to build a system called certification scheme. On the basis of such a scheme, the 
conformity of products, services, management systems or people’s knowledge can be certified against a set 
of criteria. A certification scheme usually involves a conformity assessment body, that frequently plays the 
role of certifier, and a certification candidate. It also includes a third-party attestation of conformity (the 
certification) with a third-party conformity assessment process and a set of requirements.  

The candidate applies to a certification body for certification of a product, service, management system or 
person against predefined requirements. The certification body audits or involves an external assessor to 
assess the conformity of the relevant product, service, management system or person with the certification 
requirements. The certification body, based on the conclusions of the audit report, decides whether to grant 
the attestation of conformity, the certification, with a predefined and limited period of validity.    

The discussion on the potential role of certification in the European data protection framework started a 
decade ago. In 2010, the Stockholm programme42 suggested that the European Commission should “examine 
the introduction of a European certification scheme for ‘privacy-aware’ technologies, products and services”. 
The Article 29 Working Party, which has become the European Data Protection Board (EDPB) since the 
entry into force of the GDPR, similarly argued that “the provision on accountability may foster the 
development of certification programs or seals.”43  

Some contributors to the public consultation on the data protection reform44 carried out by the European 
Commission also highlighted the opportunities offered by certification in regulating data processing to 
achieve a good level of data protection. Some argued45 that businesses could use certification to demonstrate 
compliance and reassure customers. Others46 thought that entrusting Data Protection Certification (DPC) to 
recognized certification bodies could improve the enforcement of the data protection legislation. According 

 
42  Notices from European Council “The Stockholm programme - An open and secure Europe serving and protecting citizens», Official 

Journal of the European Union C 115 / 4.5.2010.  
43   “The development of certification schemes in Opinion 3/2010 on the principle of accountability”, WP 173 of WP 29, Paragraph 66 
44  A comprehensive approach on personal data protection in the European union. Available at <https://eur-

lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2010:0609:FIN:EN:PDF> Last Accessed on 30/092019 
45  “Accountability... goes beyond simple industry self-regulations in that it requires companies not only to commit and show willingness 

to ensure a high level of privacy and data protection but also to demonstrate their capability and ability to do so.   This capability 
should be validated by an external, independent body, who would certify compliance.” Pradelles, D., Bednarich, I. (2011). HP 
response to the European Commission’s Public Consultation on the Review of the Legislative Framework for Data Protection. 
“Creation and application of certification programs should be encouraged. Certification should not be a domain reserved only for 
DPA’s. A level playing field should be created between different providers of certificates. Self-certification, similarly, with CE type 
approval should be considered. A common criterion should be created to prevent disparity and confusion between different certificates, 
recognizing, however, the different needs for different types of business models. Incentives to utilize certification should be 
introduced, such as leniency in case of enforcement” in Nokia (2011.). Position on the European Commission’s consultation on 
proposed reforms to the European data protection framework, 20 
“Vodafone supports the concept of an EU privacy certification, as discussed above in relation to supervision and accountability. 
Independent experts who are able to assess and provide privacy seal of approval is going to alleviate the burden on regulators and 
foster consumer confidence in the safety and protection of their personal information”.  Zafeiratou, E. (2011) A comprehensive 
approach on personal data protection in the European union. Vodafone’s response, 19 

46  “The creation of a normative framework at the EU level for data protection audits is to be welcomed. Voluntary audits represent a 
particularly effective element within the area of preventive self-regulation and can make a significant contribution to the development 
and strengthening of data protection. The statements made in data protection certificates, in combination with privacy policies, provide 
an excellent means for improving the transparency of data processing for data subjects and supporting them in asserting their rights.” 
Wojtowicz, M. (2011). Statement TÜV on the Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the 
Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions “A comprehensive approach on personal data protection in the 
European Union”. TÜV Informationstechnik GmbH., 2 
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to European authorities47, certification could contribute to spread data protection principles and promote 
compliant products and services.  

When this PhD research was initiated in 2012, only a few data protection certification schemes were 
available on the market: one in Japan that exists since 1998, some in the US, Germany and France that exist 
since 2011. However, the contribution of certification to data protection had never been evaluated and barely 
discussed in scholarly literature, especially in legal studies.  

The author conducted a Master thesis research48 on certification in 2010 questioning the opportunity to 
certify the conformity to the Autorisations Uniques. These were dedicated standards enacted by the French 
Data Protection Authority, the CNIL, and offering French data controllers the possibility to self-manage 
sensitive data processing without the need for prior declaration to the CNIL.  

This preliminary work convinced the author that certification could, to some extent, contribute to help data 
controllers and processors comply with the relevant data protection legislation. In other words, certification 
could be “one of the links in the chain of compliance.”49  

The draft regulation proposed by the European Commission in 2012 suggested to include certification in the 
reform package of the data protection framework. The European lawmaker, once again, has played a 
trailblazing role in the data protection regulation by introducing certification in the framework even if its 
possible contribution to data protection has never been evaluated before its endorsement by the GDPR. All 
the reasons above have definitively convinced the author that a research should be initiated to assess the 
possible contribution of certification to data protection. 

2. Research questions 
 
This thesis seeks to answer the following central question: What could be the contribution of certification 
to data protection? The question seeks to determine whether, how and to what extent certification can 
help50 data controllers and data processors comply with data protection principles. In view thereof, this study 
intends to answer the following sub-questions:  

1. What types of contribution could certification give to data protection? The question aims at 
specifying the theoretical and practical contributions that DPC could have to data protection. It also 
aims to identify direct and indirect contributions, short-term and long-run ones, positive and 
negative contributions of DPC to data protection. 
  

2. Where can certification be a relevant contribution to data protection? Certification can relate 
to products, services, management systems and persons. The study addresses these types of 
certification and tries to determine which type of DPC could provide the most value to data 
protection. It also seeks to determine which functional and geographical scopes would be the most 
suitable for DPC to contribute to data protection. 

 
47  “The European Data protection Supervisor (EDPS) fully supports this aim (to explore the creation of EU schemes 

for privacy) and suggests including a provision providing for their creation and possible effect across the EU, which may be further 
developed later on in additional legislation. The provision should complement the provisions on accountability and privacy by design.” 
(…)  “Voluntary certification schemes would enable verification that a data controller has put in place measures to comply with the 
legal instrument. Furthermore, data controllers - or even products or services - enjoying the benefit of a certification label are likely to 
gain a competitive advantage over others. Such schemes would also help data protection authorities in their supervision and 
enforcement role.” EDPS Opinion A comprehensive approach on personal data protection in the European Union”, 24 
“Council conclusion on the communication from the commission to the European Parliament and the Council - A comprehensive 
approach on personal data protection in the European Union” Council of the European Union (2011) Paragraph 11 

48  Lachaud, E. (2010) “Certifier la conformité aux Autorisations uniques de la CNIL” Master Dissertation. Master Data Protection 
Management – Institut Supérieur d’Electronique de Paris. Available in French at < 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333633767_Certifier_la_conformite_aux_autorisations_uniques_de_la_CNIL?showFulltext=
1&linkId=5cf7f71da6fdcc84750894af> Last Accessed on 30/092019 

49  Thank you Kees Stuurman for suggesting this interesting idea. 
50  The Oxford dictionary online defines a contribution as “the part played by a person or thing in bringing about a result or helping 

something to advance”.  
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3. What are the limits of the contribution of certification to data protection? The aim of the sub-

question is to identify the limitations inherent to certification itself, the subject matter (data 
protection) and the regulatory framework applying to it. It seeks to evaluate the methodological, 
technical and legal shortcomings of DPC. 

3. Research Scope  
 
One of the major challenges was to manage a research on DPC in a moving regulatory environment. The 
research was started in the months following publication of the draft proposal for the GDPR by the European 
Commission in 201251 and was concluded in December 2018.  

The initial draft of the European Commission interestingly suggested to introduce certification as a tool for 
regulating data protection. However, the drafting process took four years and resulted in four versions of the 
draft including the final text enacted in April 2016. The contours of certification under the GDPR stayed 
unstable until the very last version thereof. The wording of the relevant part describing the role of 
certification was amended five times from the initial version to the last version and split into two separate 
articles covering certification and accreditation. Furthermore, the numbering of articles was modified. The 
provisions previously included in Article 39 GDPR were later transferred and split and divided into Article 
42 and Article 43. The content of the latter two articles is dense and some provisions still need to be clarified 
as of December 2018. The EU authorities issued some guidelines but most of them were still in draft mode 
as of December 2018.52 The first schemes, designed to fit the new regime, are awaiting the authorities’ 
approval.  

It would have been possible to limit the scope of the research to DPC under Articles 42 and 43 of the GDPR 
and assess its contributions to data protection in this form leaving aside applications of DPC outside the 
scope of the GDPR. But, the endorsement of certification in the GDPR was confirmed very late in the 
research process and is still too recent to offer valuable feedback. Moreover, the GDPR has not prohibited 
DPC outside the regime set in Article 42 and Article 43. To some extent, the future of DPC could be an 
extension of DPC before its endorsement in the GDPR. Focusing on Articles 42 and 43 would not say much 
on DPC outside this regime. In order to offer a comprehensive overview of DPC at a pivotal moment, the 
schemes established before and during the reform have been studied and discussed in addition to the new 
regime set in Articles 42 and 43 GDPR. 

Undertaking legal research on DPC when the subject-matter has barely been addressed by scholarly literature 
represented another challenge. Legal studies on DPC are scarce and relatively recent.53 The opportunities to 
discuss certification in the EU legislation before the enactment of the GDPR were limited and did not always 

 
51  Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing 

of personal data and on the free movement of such data (General Data Protection Regulation).  Available at 
<http://www.europarl.europa.eu/registre/docs_autres_institutions/commission_europeenne/com/2012/0011/COM_COM(2012)0011_E
N.pdf >  Last accessed on 30/092019 

52  EDPB Guidelines 4/2018 on the accreditation of certification bodies under Article 43 of the General Data Protection Regulation 
(2016/679) - Annex 1 - version for public consultation 
EDPB, (2018). Guidelines 1/2018 on certification and identifying certification criteria in accordance with Articles 42 and 43 of the 
Regulation 2016/679 - version for public consultation 
EDPB Draft Guidelines on the accreditation of certification bodies under Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (WP 261) adopted on 6 February 
2018.  

53  To date, a few comprehensive legal studies have been conducted on DPC. See Rodrigues R., Papakonstantinou V. (2018) Privacy and 
Data Protection Seals. Information Technology and Law Series, vol 28. T.M.C. Asser Press, The Hague.  
See also Kamara, I., Leenes, R., Lachaud, E., Stuurman, C., Van Lieshout, M. and Bodea, G., (2019). Data Protection Certification 
Mechanisms: Study on Articles 42 and 43 of the Regulation (EU) 2016/679. 
See also Trilateral Research, Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB) and Intrasoft International SA (2014) “EU Study on Privacy Seals”. 
Institute for the Protection and Security of the Citizen (IPSC), Joint Research Centre, European Commission 
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contribute to clarify the legal status of this concept in the EU legislation. The legal status of certification still 
largely depends on national frameworks, when there are any, and remains very fragmented.54  

The purpose of the study is not to offer a comparative study of the different legal frameworks applying to 
certification in each of the Member States in general or at the European level. Some authors have already 
addressed that issue.55 Neither does the research seeks to provide a thorough study on certification in general. 
As demonstrated in the section dedicated to the keywords used in the research56, certification is a complex 
and multifaceted concept that, as an independent research subject, requires more than merely a legal analysis 
focusing on DPC as offered below. 

The scope of the research focuses on the interplay between certification and data protection before and after 
the endorsement of certification by the GDPR. The research analyzes all possible interactions between these 
two notions and evaluates their consequences for data protection.    

4. Research Methodology 
 
To achieve the aforementioned result, the research is based on a threefold approach: 1/ taking stock of the 
research on DPC and certification in general through a review of scholarly literature; 2/ scanning the EU 
market57 of data protection certification to offer a snapshot of DPC in the EU and clarify its functioning; 3/ 
scrutinizing the different stages of the draft GDPR to figure out the final shape of DPC under the new 
European data protection framework.     

4.1 Review of the academic literature 
 
The review of the academic literature seeks to address the need for clarifying the nature and purpose(s) of 
DPC. It also offers the opportunity to build a cross-discipline bibliography on certification in general since 
literature references are, to date, scattered over different disciplines. 

The review presents and discusses relevant literature on DPC and certification in general which the author 
has found in legal studies, political sciences, sociology and economic studies, including relevant papers 
published in econometrics.  

The language skills of the author have defined the geographical scope of the research primarily to the 
literature available in English, French and Spanish. The studies and papers available in Dutch, German and 
Italian have been studied with the help of automatic translation tools. 

The author used different keywords to scan scholarly databases58 and search engines59 available online. The 
mix made between data protection60 and privacy61 keywords is linked to the confusion that is maintained 

 
54  Heavner, B., Justus, M.R., (2009). World-wide Certification-Mark Registration A Certifiable Nightmare. Bloomberg Law Reports. 

Uzcategui Angulo, A.C., (2006). Las marcas de certificacion. Tesis de doctora en derecho - Area des relaciones internationales - 
Universidad Federal de Santa Catarina - Brasil 

55  Belson, J., (2017). Certification Marks. Sweet and Maxwell, London. 
See also Rott, P., (2019). Certification – Trust, Accountability, Liability, Studies in European Economic Law and Regulation. Springer 
International Publishing. (Forthcoming April 2019) 

56  See the entry dedicated to certification in Section 6 of this introduction 
57  Switzerland has also been included into the scope for the reasons mentioned below 
58  Springer, Elsevier, Persée, Cairn.info, revues.org 
59  Google Scholar, Researchgate, JSTOR Collections, Mendeley, Social Science Research Network 
60 One finds many certification schemes referring to data protection. (e.g. the Data protection audit certificate from the Hungarian Data 

Protection Authority, Certificación en materia de protección de datos personales from the Mexican authority, the Ordinance on Data 
Protection Certification from the Swiss authority, the a.s.k. external data protection scheme from a.s.k. Datenschutz, the Datenschutz 
Zertifizierung from the IITR Institut für IT-Recht GmbH, the Datenschutz Zertifizierter from the Inois Institut für organisatorische 
Informationssysteme in Germany). 

61 One also finds many schemes in Europe and outside the EU referring to privacy. (e.g. the ICO Privacy Seal in the UK, Privacy Seal from 
Mind Your Own Business Information in the Netherlands, The E-privacy seal from E-privacy Consult or the Service Providers with 
Certified Data Privacy Management from TÜV Rheinland in Germany and the Good Priv@cy From SQS in Switzerland.  The TRUSTe 
Children”s Privacy Certification and TRUSTe Smart Grid Privacy Certification from TrustArc, the Privacy Safe Trust seal from 
Trustguard, the ESRB Privacy Certified from the Entertainment Software Rating Board in the US.  
The research also regularly refers to privacy rather than data protection. See Obsolete, B., (1985). IT Privacy Certification. 
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between the two notions in the scientific literature. Without entering the debate, the author of the study has 
preferred scanning all available literature on data protection and privacy certification even when the term 
‘privacy’ was used by authors instead of the phrase ‘data protection’, while referring to the EU data 
protection framework.  

The literature discussing DPC from a non-EU perspective, mainly in the US and Asia, has been excluded 
from the review to prevent inconsistencies in the study. The normative basis of DPC schemes established 
outside the EU can be of various natures and the level of requirements set is not always equivalent to the one 
required in the EU. Non-EU DPC schemes sometimes refer to concepts, like privacy, that, in meaning and 
scope, can slightly differ from the EU approach of data protection.62  

In my view, comparing schemes based on different frameworks could have been perilous and possibly 
confusing. Moreover, the notion of certification has a broader scope in the US and can be based on a self-
declaration of conformity. Including such self-certification in the discussions would have conflicted with the 
approach retained in the study that defines, as previously indicated, certification as a third-party attestation 
of conformity.  

DPC from Switzerland has been included into the scope of the review because DPC in this country offers 
interesting examples of DPC schemes and especially of de facto mandatory certification. Furthermore, data 
protection principles included in the Swiss data protection law63 are very close to EU principles.64 

Research keywords 
 
Data protection certification 
Data protection seal 
Data protection mark 
Data protection schemes  
Data protection audit 
Privacy certification 
Privacy seal 
Privacy mark 
Privacy schemes 
Privacy audit 
 

Figure 1.  Keywords used for literature review on DPC 
 
Regarding the academic literature review on certification in general, the filter excluding non-EU schemes 
was not applied because the consistency issue concerning the normative basis was no longer an issue. 

 
Communications of the ACM, 28(10), 1030-1044. LI. See also Chao-ling, et al. (2010) Agents-Based Model of Privacy Certification 
Authority. Journal of Information Engineering University 1: 026.Kim, K. and Kim, J., (2011) Third-party privacy certification as an 
online advertising strategy: An investigation of the factors affecting the relationship between third-party certification and initial trust. 
Journal of Interactive Marketing, 25(3),145-158. See Rodrigues, R. et al. (2013) Inventory and Analysis of Privacy Certification 
Schemes: Final Report Study Deliverable 1.4. EU Privacy Seals Project Commissioned by the European Commission. Luxembourg: 
Publications Office of the European Union. See finally Rodrigues, R. et Al. (2016) The Future of Privacy Certification in Europe: An 
Exploration of Options under Article 42 of the GDPR.” International Review of Law, Computers & Technology”. 

62  See entry dedicated to Certification in subsection 6 below 
63  See the Swiss Federal Data Protection Act of 19 June 1992.  Available at < https://www.admin.ch/opc/en/classified-

compilation/19920153/index.html > Last Accessed on 15/06/2019  
See also the overview of the Swiss data protection law done by Matthias Stauffacher from Streichenberg, Attorneys at law on 
Thomson Reuters practical law blog. Available at < https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/9-502-
5369?transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default)&firstPage=true&comp=pluk&bhcp=1 > Last Accessed on 30/092019 

64  Switzerland has obtained an adequacy decision from the European Commission in 2000. See 2000/518/EC: Commission Decision of 
26 July 2000 pursuant to Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the adequate protection of personal 
data provided in Switzerland (notified under document number C (2000) 2304) (Text with EEA relevance.) 
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Technical and management system standards are generally not linked to some local or regional legal 
framework.     

However, the literature review focused on papers discussing third-party certification (involving third-party 
assessors and certifier). Self-assessment and self-declaration of conformity have been excluded from the 
review to be consistent with the definition of certification retained in the study.65 

 

Research keywords 
 
Certification 
Certification seal 
Certification mark 
Certification schemes 
Certification mechanisms 
Attestation of conformity 
Conformity assessment 
Third party certification  
Third party certification bodies 
Conformity assessment bodies 
Conformity audit 
 

Figure 2.  Keywords used for literature review on certification in general 
 
Different filters were successively applied to include the papers into the research bibliography. A first one 
checked their relevance for the research topic. The objective was to know whether the papers discuss 
certification in general and/or DPC.  

A second filter was applied to ensure that the papers met the criteria defined above regarding the scope for 
DPC and certification in general. The objective was to know whether the papers discuss third party 
certification (involving third-party assessors and certifier) and also whether they discuss DPC schemes based 
on the European data protection framework?   

Additional criteria were applied to ensure the quality of the sources. The search favored the most recent 
official documents and peer reviewed papers before considering grey other sources. Online sources were 
also considered and sometimes included when they were published by trustable sources like recognized 

 
65  See the section dedicated to Certification in subsection 6 below  
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organizations, law firms or recognized scholars’ blog. The use of newspapers was as limited as possible, 
unless they offered meaningful examples unavailable in peer reviewed and official sources.  

The date of publication was put in last position of the inclusion criteria because the date was not of crucial 
importance.  

 

Order Criteria Value 

1 

Relevance of 
the content 
with the 
research 

Data Protection 
Certification or/and 
Certification in general 

2 
Match with 
the scope 
defined  

European regulatory 
framework for DPC. 
Certification in general 

3 Official 
sources 

Law and regulations. 
Documents published 
by the European and 
national authorities 

4 
Peer 
reviewed 
journals 

All peer reviewed 
journals worldwide 

5 

Recognized 
and trustable 
online 
sources 

Law reviews and 
newspapers, Attorney’s 
official blogs, 
recognized 
organization or scholar 
blogposts worldwide 

6 Date of 
publication  

From the most recent 
to the less recent one 

Figure 3.  Inclusion criteria used in the literature review 
 

The academic literature review identified many interesting research papers on certification in forestry 
management, sustainable development and food supply chain regulation where certification was introduced 
in the beginning of 1990s, in the wake of emblematic schemes like the Programme for the Endorsement of 
Forest Certification (PEFC)66, the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)67 in forestry management, Fairtrade 
foundation68 and the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO)69 in sustainable  development and 
GlobalG.A.P70 in food supply chain management. Academic research on certification in these areas turned 

 
66  See the Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification’s (PEFC) website for a full presentation of the scheme. Available at 

< https://www.pefc.org/about-pefc/who-we-are > Last Accessed on 15/06/2019  
67  See Forest Stewardship Council’s (FSC) website for a full presentation of the program. Available at < https://ic.fsc.org/en >   Last 

Accessed on 30/092019 
68  See the Fairtrade’s website for a full presentation of the scheme. Available at <  https://www.fairtrade.org.uk/ > Last Accessed on 

30/092019 
69  See RSPO’s website for a full presentation of the scheme. Available at < https://rspo.org/about > Last Accessed on 30/092019 
70  See GlobalG.A.P’s website for a full presentation of the scheme:  Available at < 

https://www.globalgap.org/uk_en/what-we-do/globalg.a.p.-certification/ > Last Accessed on 30/092019 
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out to be much more advanced than the one on DPC and already discusses the actual contribution of 
certification71 to the field. 

It could have been tempting to apply, or at least test, some findings made in the areas mentioned above to 
DPC. However, the regulatory environment in forestry management, sustainable development and food 
supply chain regulation is different from the data protection regulation72 even before the endorsement of 
certification in the GDPR. The author refers to interesting findings in other areas in this study, but all the 
contributions were presented in their own context to prevent any confusion. Furthermore, the author uses 
parallels between certification in these areas and certification in the context of data protection with caution 
to avoid inappropriate conclusions.  

4.2 Market scan 
 

The author conducted a first screening of existing data protection certification schemes from mid-2013 to 
mid-2014 with the aim of sketching a more thorough picture of DPC than the one offered by the rare literature 
available on the topic at that time.  

Three years later, the author was asked to conduct a new survey of the DPC market, as member of the 
research team involved in the study on the role of data certification in the GDPR commissioned to Tilburg 
University by the European Commission (henceforth, the ‘EU study’). 73  

The scope of the second survey was slightly different from the first one74, but the methodology used during 
the second scan remained very close to the first one. The second market scan results from a collective work 

 
71  Van der Ven, H., B. Cashore, (2018). Forest certification: the challenge of measuring impacts. Current Opinion in Environmental 

Sustainability 32, 104–111. See also Abrams, J., et al. (2018). How Do States Benefit from Nonstate Governance? Evidence from 
Forest Sustainability Certification. Global Environmental Politics 66–85. Dragusanu, R., N. Nunn, (2017). The Effects of Fair Trade 
Certification: Evidence from Coffee Producers in Costa Rica. Fiankor, D. et al (2017). Does GlobalGAP certification promote agrifood 
exports? GlobalFood Discussion Papers. 

72  DPC directly or indirectly refers to the legal provisions. This is rarely the case in sustainable development and in supply chain 
management where the schemes are mostly based on principles negotiated between NGOs and multinationals 

73  The Directorate-General for Justice and Consumers launched in February 2017 a request for services under the framework contract 
JUST/2014/DATA/FW/0038 regarding a study on certification mechanisms, seals or marks under Articles 42 and 43 of Regulation (EU) 
2016/679 

74  The scope of the scan included non-EU DPC schemes and certification schemes focusing on IT security. Conversely, it has excluded 
certification of persons. See Kamara, I. et al. (2019) , Chapter.3 
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rather than the author’s work only. For this reason and because the research methodology was extensively 
described in the final report of the EU study75, it will not be detailed below.  

The following sections detail the methodology used by the author during the first scan and the results 
obtained in that survey. A few outcomes of the second scan will be mentioned within the discussions when 
they support, complete or contradict the methodology or results of the first scan.   

4.2.1 Selection 
 

The market scan realized in 2013-2014 used the same scope as the one defined for the DPC literature review. 
This facilitates consistency in the study sample and offers ways to compare the various certification schemes.  

The scope was limited to the schemes, established inside or outside the EU76 enforcing the EU data protection 
framework (Directive 95/46/EC) in 2013, or a national data protection framework derived from Directive 
95/46/EC.  

The scope included voluntary and mandatory certification schemes, schemes applying to processes, products 
and certification of persons. The schemes have been included without taking into account their creation date. 

The schemes established in Switzerland to enforce the Swiss data protection law were included into the 
scope for the reasons previously mentioned.  

All the other schemes auditing extra-European frameworks, especially the ones established in the US and 
Japan, were excluded because these are based on entirely different legal frameworks than the European 
framework.  

Trustmarks77 were excluded because data protection criteria included in the requirements are usually not the 
main aspect covered by the Trustmark, but rather part of a larger set of criteria covering aspects such as the 
financial situation of the webshop, privacy and security measures taken to protect transactions and personal 
data of consumers and clarity of the information provided on the website.78 In addition, they are relying on 

 
75  Kamara et al. (2019), Chapter 3  
76  The CIPP/E scheme from the International Association of Privacy Professional (IAPP) was initiated in the US but certify the level of 

knowledge of privacy professional with the European data protection framework.   
77  A Trustmark can be defined as a “signal adherence to a set of rules (hereafter referred to as a code of conduct) in order to increase the 

consumer’s confidence in the online trader.” In Trzaskowski, J., (2006) E-Commerce Trustmarks in Europe - an overview and 
comparison of Trustmarks in the European Union, Iceland and Norway, Report, European Consumer Centre Denmark, 2006, 11. 
See also for a full analysis of Trustmarks Europe Civic Consulting, (2012). A Pan-European Trustmark for E-Commerce: Possibilities 
and Opportunities. 

78  “Trustmarks may cover a wide range of topics, such as compliance with (consumer) regulations, the financial situation of the webshop, 
privacy and security measures taken to protect transactions and personal data of consumers, clarity of information provided on the 
website, dispute resolution in case a conflict emerges between webshops and consumers, mystery shopping and payment and delivery 
methods.” In Remotti, L. et al., (2012). EU online Trustmarks Building Digital Confidence in Europe, 4 
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self-declaration of conformity79, instead of relying on third-party assessors, which is essential in the 
definition of certification adopted in this research.  

The ISO standards focusing on privacy matters80 were also excluded because they were not incorporated in 
any certification scheme discovered in the (late) 2013 survey.81  

 

 
Schemes  
included  
 

 
Schemes  
excluded  
 

 
The selection includes the schemes 
demonstrating conformity with 
European data protection 
framework (Directive 95/46/EC or 
national data protection framework 
derived from DIR 95/46/EC) 
 

 
The selection excludes the schemes 
based on extra-European data 
protection framework 

 
The selection includes the schemes 
established in Switzerland 
demonstrating conformity with 
Swiss data protection law 
 

 
The selection also excludes 
Trustmarks  
 

 
The selection includes voluntary 
and mandatory schemes  
 

 
 

 
The selection includes certification 
schemes applying to processes, 
products and certification of 
persons 
 

 

 
The selection includes the schemes 
no matter the type of framework in 
which the data have been included 
(standard, code of conduct, 
regulation)  
 

 

 
The selection includes the schemes 
whatever their creation date 
 

 

  Figure 4.  Selection criteria applied during the first market scan 
 
The initial screening was entirely conducted using the Internet in the languages mastered by the author.82 
The schemes operated in other languages were only considered where an English version was available.83 
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The language issue can be a challenge to the collection of a representative data sample. Automatic translation 
tools are not reliable enough yet to allow for a reliable analysis of the schemes operated in foreign languages. 
During the second survey in 2017, the language issue was addressed with the help of students enrolled in the 
TiU TILT Ma program Law & Technology mastering the Slavic and Scandinavian languages.  
 

4.2.2 Classification 
 
During the first scan, forty-four schemes84 meeting the above selection criteria had been identified. To refine 
the picture, a classification of the schemes was undertaken according to the dimensions detailed in the table 
below.85 The classification dimensions represent a mix of the ones usually used by certification 
professionals, the one suggested by ISO and proposals made in the scientific literature. They aimed at 
determining the type, the origin and the main features of the schemes.  
   

Dimension Possible value Details 

Type 
 

Products 
Processes 
Persons 

The dimension classifies the 
schemes depending on whether they 
certify the conformity of products, 
processes or the knowledge of 
persons. 

Country of 
origin 

Germany,  
France, UK 

The dimension classifies the 
schemes on the basis of the country 
where they are established. 

Age Number of years 
since the creation  

The dimension classifies the 
schemes depending on their age. 

Spread 

Number of 
certifications 
granted since the 
creation 

The dimension classifies the 
schemes depending on their uptake 
measured in terms of certifications 
granted. 

Nature of the 
scheme 

Mandatory / 
Optional 

The dimension classifies the 
schemes depending on whether they 
are mandatory or not. 

Geographical 
scope 

National /  
International 

The dimension classifies the 
schemes depending on whether they 

 
79  Balboni, P. (2008). Trustmarks: Third-party liability of trustmark organisations in Europe 

Balboni P., Dragan T. (2018) Controversies and Challenges of Trustmarks: Lessons for Privacy and Data Protection Seals. In: 
Rodrigues R., Papakonstantinou V. (eds) Privacy and Data Protection Seals. Information Technology and Law Series, vol 28. T.M.C. 
Asser Press, The Hague 

80  ISO/IEC 29100, ISO/IEC 29101, ISO/IEC 29151, ISO/IEC 29191 
81  ISO/IEC 27018 setting up data protection principles for data storage in the cloud was first published in July 2014, at the end of the first 

scan.  See ISO/IEC 27018:2014 Information technology -- Security techniques -- Code of practice for protection of personally 
identifiable information (PII) in public clouds acting as PII processors 

82  English, Spanish, French 
83  The Hungarian DPA has, for instance, published a version in English of its Data protection audit certificate  
84  See table 1 in Annex 1 
85  One finds many taxonomy proposals in the scientific literature and outside and the system nature of certification offers almost endless 

opportunities to arrange and rearrange the components of the same scheme. See the discussion on the notion of certification in Section 
6 
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cover one or multiple countries  

 
Normative 
basis 

 

Law /  
Standard / 
Code of Conduct 

The dimension classifies the 
schemes depending on whether they 
are directly auditing compliance 
with legal provisions, standards or 
code of conduct. 

 
Type of 
conformity 
assessment 

 

 
Individual 
assessor/  
Auditing body/ 
Accredited 
individual or body 
 

The dimension classifies the 
schemes depending on whether the 
assessor is an individual or a body, 
accredited or not. 

 
Arrangement 

 
Public / 
Semi-public / 
Private 
   

The dimension classifies the 
schemes depending on whether they 
are fully or partly managed by a 
(semi) public authority or private 
entity.   

Renewal 
process 

 
Full reassessment/  
Partial 
reassessment  
 

The dimension classifies the 
schemes depending on whether they 
require a full or partial reassessment 
of the candidate’s conformity when 
the renewal of the certification is at 
stake. 

Dispute 
resolution 
process 

 
Internal process/ 
External process/ 
Both internal and 
external processes 
 

The dimension classifies the 
schemes depending on whether they 
have an internal dispute resolution 
process or use services of an 
ombudsman or both. 

Figure 5:  Classification dimensions used during the first market scan 
 
During the EU study, a further classification was done to define, where possible, certification models linked 
to the scope of the schemes. Accordingly, the table below suggests five additional dimensions used to 
classify the certification schemes used during the analysis of the second scan.86 
 

Dimension Details Example 

All processes 
models 
 

The schemes 
apply to all 
process types 
 

Schemes applying to management 
systems 

 
86  For details, see Kamara et al. (2019), Chapter 3  
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Dedicated 
processes 
models 
 

The schemes 
apply to some 
dedicated 
processes included 
or not in a product 
range  
 

 
Schemes applying to cross border 
flows 

Multi-sector 
models 
 

 
The schemes 
apply to all or 
certain processes 
in all business 
activities 
 

 
Schemes applying to a Data 
Protection Officer’s (DPO) 
knowledge 

to Single-sector 
models 

 

 
The schemes 
apply to one 
specific business 
activity 

 

 
Schemes applying to the storage 
activity of personal health data 

SME friendly 
models 

 

The schemes have 
an offer dedicated 
to SMEs 
 

 
Schemes applying discounted fees 
to SMEs  

Figure 6:  Additional classification dimensions used during the second market scan 
 

4.2.3 Description 
 
A questionnaire (see below) was sent to the operators of the forty-four schemes87 identified from an initial 
scan made on the Internet with the aim to collect data relating to the identity of the scheme and describe its 
functioning.88 The questionnaire also sought to determine the normative basis of the scheme and the different 
steps of the process from the accreditation of the assessor, if any, to the issuance of the certification and its 
possible renewal.  
 
The issue of the certification cost(s) was also addressed in the questionnaire but turned out to be complicated 
for technical and business reasons. The price of certification usually depends on the scope and the rate offered 
by assessors who are sometimes sub-contractors of the scheme owner. Certification also has hidden costs89 
that also depend on the scope, the maturity level of the candidate and the complexity of the data processing 
to audit. Many scheme operators were reluctant to provide an average cost of certification during the survey 
because it is difficult to determine a certification cost without any concrete context. The only cost provided 
was the annual fee charged by the owner to the certified entities. The annual fee does not provide any 
meaningful information on the actual cost of the process of certification and recertification.  
 

 
87  See table 1 in annex 1 
88  See one example of questionnaire completed for ULD Gutesiegel in Annex 2 
89  The hidden costs of certification are linked to the preparation and maintenance of certification. Certification requires to align the 

processes/features before to apply to the certification. It also requires maintaining the alignment of the processes/features.  
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Name of the scheme Graphic Sign issued if any 

Owner Legal owner of the scheme  

Country Country of origin 

Creation date Creation date of the scheme 

Number of seals 
delivered 

Number of seals granted from the creation of 
the scheme 

Coverage Country (ies) or region(s) covered by the 
scheme 

Scope Scope of the scheme (product, process or 
persons) 

Optional/Mandatory Mandatory nature of the scheme 

Licensing  Licensing of the full certification scheme or of 
the certification seal  

Validity Validity period of the certification 

Foundations Legal or normative basis of the scheme 

Normative basis 

Type of requirements 
(regulation/Standard/Code of conduct) 

Details of the requirements 

Accreditation Accreditation process and processor if any  

Process 

Assessors status (Internal/External) 

Assessment process 

Certification issuance process 

Monitoring  Monitoring process of the certified bodies if 
any 

Renewal  Renewal process  

Guarantees Guarantees or rights granted with the 
certification 

Dispute (Alternative) dispute resolution mechanism if 
any 
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Costs Price of the process to be certified and possible 
regular (annual) fees 

Contact  Service or people in charge of the scheme 

Website  Presentation of the scheme on Internet 

Figure 7. Questionnaire sent to identified DPC schemes 
 

Out of the forty-four schemes initially identified, more than 50% were eliminated90 from the survey because 
no response to the information request was ever received. The author was unable to determine whether these 
schemes were still active or not, even though their websites were still online.  

The questionnaire was completed and verified for twenty-one schemes of the selection through a series of 
email exchanges and follow up through semi-structured interviews via telephone calls based on the 
questionnaire. The data collection was long and laborious. Some schemes openly refused to provide any 
information citing confidentiality91 reasons. At the opposite, others were surprisingly collaborative even 
though their activity was sometimes more sensitive92 than the activity of the schemes that had refused to 
collaborate.93 The author did not find any satisfactory explanations for the lack of collaboration of certain 
schemes. The questionnaire had been designed and redesigned to be as light, clear and convenient as 
possible. The author tried to collect information by telephone rather than by email to alleviate any 
unnecessary workload for the scheme owners. The author even collected information via other sources94 
before asking the scheme owners to validate the data. However, all these efforts did not improve the data 
collection so much. Moreover, as rightly quoted in the study led on privacy seals in 201495, the schemes’ 
lifetime is uncertain, and some schemes are already inactive although their website remains online.96 It is 
then difficult to ensure that the information presented online is accurate without any confirmation from the 
scheme’s owner. 

Does a survey conducted on a limited sample of twenty-one (verified) schemes offer a good overview of 
DPC market and would the results have been different if the survey had been realized from the initially 
selected forty-four schemes? To answer this question, the author has compared the results obtained on the 
twenty-one schemes of the verified sample with the results that could have been obtained if a similar analysis 
has been conducted on the sample of the forty-four schemes.  
 
The table below shows that the figures found in the verified sample of twenty-one schemes are similar to 
those observed in the full sample of forty-four schemes, except for the average age of the schemes. The 
figures could offer a rough indicator of the representativeness of the verified sample compared to the full 
one. However, it must be used with caution. The below comparison was made from the unverified 

 
90  See table 2 in annex 1 
91 DEKRA in Germany, for instance, openly refused, for ‘confidentiality reasons’, to provide any information about the scheme they are 

operating on behalf of Deutsche Telekom.  
92 The Dutch utility Liander, for instance, was totally transparent and fully collaborative during the scan. The German certification bodies 

Schufa, ensuring the certification of credit scoring and TÜV IT were also very friendly and collaborative.  
93  Different factors could explain such a disappointing result. The limited human resources available in the scheme owner’s organization 

and the lack of time for dealing with researchers’ solicitations could be a factor. The scheme owners might have been afraid to reveal 
critical information to their competitors. Due to my status of external student, I did not have a Tilburg university email address at this 
time, and this certainly had negative impact on their collaboration. 

94  The raw information was sometimes collected outside the owner’s website, in other studies or even during the interview with 
competitors.   

95 Rodrigues, R, et al., (2013) Inventory and Analysis of Privacy Certification Schemes. Final Report Study Deliverable 1.4. EU Privacy 
Seals Project. European Commission Joint Research Centre Institute for the Protection and Security of the Citizen. 

96  The research team also had the same issue during the study led on behalf the European Commission in 2017-2018. Appytest, for 
instance, still has a presentation online of its certification scheme that does not work anymore according to its owner. Available at 
<https://www.appytest.com/en/certificacions-3/novetat-certificacio-de-privacitat/ > Last Accessed on 30/092019 
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information publicly available on the website of twenty-three schemes excluded from the study.   
 

Dimensions Value 

 
Verified sample 

21 schemes 

 
Full sample 
44 schemes 

 

Origin 
Germany 48% 9/21 61% 27/44 

Private scheme 66% 13/21 79% 35/44 

Geographical  
Scope National scope 66% 14/21 86% 38/44 

Normative  
Basis Standard 86% 18/21 82% 36/44 

Age Less than  
5 years 52% 11/21 18 % 16/44 

Spread  Less than 50 
bodies certified 81% 18/21 No 

information 
No 

information 
 
Figure 8: Comparison of results found in the verified sample with the unverified sample 
 
The main lesson of the first scan conducted in 2013-2014 is that it is difficult to establish an accurate picture 
of data protection certification in Europe. The data collection proved difficult, but a more pressing 
explanation is the immaturity of the DPC market in Europe at the time. There were only a few certification 
schemes to begin with and in 2014, the market was almost exclusively managed by newcomers and some 
data protection authorities.  
 
However, in 2017, the market turned out not to be significantly different. The data collection was 
significantly easier, though. The introduction letter provided by the EU Commission during the second 
survey helped to reach out to the scheme owners and speed up the data collection. At the end, only two 
schemes from the fifteen97 selected for in-depth study had been reluctant to collaborate.    
 
The results offered by the second market survey, even though it was based on a different scope98, confirmed 
the results obtained during the first study. Germany was still the EU Member State where DPC was the most 
developed.99  
 

 
97  Compared to the 21 schemes studied in detail in the first survey, 15 may seem less successful. The number, however, derives from a 

decision within the project to limit the detailed analysis to (only) 15 schemes for a matter of time. The potential number of schemes 
that could have been studied was much larger as will be explained below. 

98  The scope of the scan included non-EU DPC schemes and certification schemes focusing on IT security. Conversely, it has excluded 
certification of persons. See Kamara et al. (2018), Chapter 3. 

99  20% of the schemes identified during the scan came from Germany. See Kamara et al. (2018), Chapter 3 
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4.3 Draft proposals analysis 
 

The last element of the methodology used during the research was a legal analysis of the provisions dedicated 
to certification in the draft GDPR. 

The different versions of the relevant provisions have been analyzed since they were publicly available. The 
analysis aimed to understand the lawmaker’s approach to certification in the GDPR and the processes the 
EU authorities intend to implement for issuing and maintaining DPC.  

The results of the analysis were included into the research papers constituting the core of this thesis. In 
particular, one of the papers100 was drafted following the publication of the final version of the GDPR in 
order to comment on the final position of the EU lawmaker on DPC.  

The author acknowledges that some papers initially underestimated, or maybe even misunderstood, the 
actual intent of the lawmaker101 because, in the early days, there was no access to the persons involved in 
the discussions of the draft, nor was there any clear guidance in the form of authoritative comments. 

5. Outcome of the research 
 
The result of the research is presented as a series of four papers published in three peer reviewed journals. 
The papers were drafted and published before the entry into force of the GDPR in May 2018. The oldest 
ones102 refer to Article 39 GDPR rather than Article 42 and 43 because they were based on the initial 
Commission proposal. The numbering (and content) of the provisions has changed over time in the revised 
versions introduced by the Parliament, Council and the final version of the GDPR.  

The papers are presented in facsimiles with the same layout with which they were published in the reviews. 
They are positioned at the end the introductory chapter of the study in order to offer the opportunity for the 
readers to go further in the analysis. 

All the papers assess the contribution of certification to data protection, some from a theoretical point of 
view, others from a practical one. 

The paper, titled ‘The general data protection regulation and the rise of certification as a regulatory 
instrument’103, argues that the endorsement of certification in the GDPR has introduced a new instrument 
in the data protection regulation, which the author suggests calling monitored self-regulation. This additional 
instrument could fill the gap existing between regulation and self-regulation instruments and contribute to 
address the lack of monitoring affecting self-regulation in the data protection field. 

The papers ‘Should the DPO be certified?’104 and ‘Could the CE Marking be relevant to enforce privacy 
by design in the Internet of Things?’105 assess two types of conformity assessment where DPC could have 
valuable contributions to data protection. The papers also demonstrate that the nature of the contribution of 
certification to data protection depends on the context in which certification is used. 

The fourth paper, titled ‘Why the certification process defined in the General Data Protection 

 
100  See section 5.4 ‘Why the certification process defined in the General Data Protection Regulation cannot be successful’ 
101  The author for instance initially underestimated the important issue of the certification scope in Article 42.1. 
102  Lachaud, E., (2014) Should the DPO Be Certified? and Lachaud, E., (2016). Could the CE Marking Be Relevant to Enforce Privacy by 

Design in the Internet of Things? 
103  Lachaud, E., (2017). The General Data Protection Regulation and the rise of certification as a regulatory instrument. Computer Law & 

Security Review 
104  Lachaud, E., (2014) Should the DPO Be Certified? International Data Privacy Law, 4, 189–202 
105  Lachaud, E., (2016). Could the CE Marking Be Relevant to Enforce Privacy by Design in the Internet of Things? in Data Protection on 

the Move: Current Developments in ICT and Privacy/Data Protection, ed. by Serge Gutwirth, Ronald Leenes, and Paul De Hert 
(Dordrecht: Springer Netherlands, 2016), 135–62 
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Regulation cannot be successful’106 argues that the contribution of certification to data protection could be 
undermined by the arrangement proposed by lawmakers in Articles 42 and 43 of the GDPR because certain 
provisions set by the regulation challenges the sustainability of the certification schemes.  

5.1 Paper 1: DPC as an additional enforcement tool 
 
Certification has been introduced in the GDPR as a voluntary process to verify compliance which data 
controllers and data processors are encouraged to use for demonstrating such compliance.  

The paper titled ‘The general data protection regulation and the rise of certification as a regulatory 
instrument’ shows that the introduction of certification completes the regulation framework by introducing 
an additional regulatory instrument that had never been used before as part of the data protection legislation. 

The paper argues that DPC offers an additional and voluntary enforcement layer in the data protection 
legislation that could contribute to address the lack of confidence plaguing self-regulation107 usually due to 
the absence of reliable enforcement of the self-defined rules. 

It also argues that certification could bridge the gap existing between self-regulation and command and 
control regulation108, and thus contribute to build a regulation continuum in the data protection legislation. 

The paper finally demonstrates that the contribution of certification to the data protection legislation is 
twofold. On the one hand, the endorsement of certification in the GDPR represents a contribution per se 
since it introduces an additional enforcement tool. On the other hand, the contribution remains theoretical 
because certification under the GDPR is voluntary, its legal value is limited, and the actual contribution to 
data protection has never been evaluated as part of and outside the GDPR regime.  

5.2 Paper 2: DPC as a consistency tool 
 
The paper ‘Should the DPO be certified?’ focuses on the practical contribution of DPC. It assesses the 
opportunity, feasibility and limits of certifying the Data Protection Officer’s competences. Article 37 of the 
GDPR establishes a set of skills that DPOs are supposed to demonstrate when designated. But the GDPR 
does not suggest any process to verify that DPOs actually possess the required competences.  

The paper shows that the certification of a person could contribute to assure a consistent level of competences 
of DPOs across the EU. Personal certification could facilitate the professional recognition and uptake of the 
role within businesses and, in the long run, contribute to enhance data protection in companies.  

The paper stresses that certification, generally speaking, remains plagued by some basic shortcomings that 
challenges confidence of stakeholders in its reliability. 

The paper finally notices that personal certification in 2014 was the most mature market of DPC in Europe 
and the upgrade of the existing schemes to be compliant with the GDPR would be quick and easy. 

The paper was drafted before the final version of the GDPR, which excluded certification of a person from 
the scope of Article 42, was made available. The analysis remains relevant insofar as the GDPR does not 
prohibit the establishment of certification schemes outside the regime of Article 42 and the DPO certification 

 
106  Lachaud, E. (2016) Why the Certification Process Defined in the General Data Protection Regulation Cannot Be Successful, Computer 

Law & Security Review, 32, 814–26 
107 Self-regulation can be defined as “the possibility for economic operators, the social partners, non-governmental organisations or 

associations to adopt amongst themselves and for themselves common Guidelines at European level” European Commission, 
European Parliament & European Council of Ministers, “Inter-Institutional Agreement on Better Lawmaking”, OJ C 321, 31.12.2003, 
1 in Van Heesen-Lacléa, S.D, A.C.M Meuwese (2007). The legal framework for self-regulation in the Netherlands Utrecht Law 
Review, Volume 3, Issue 2 (December), 116 

108 The Command and control regulation is the traditional state of the regulation specified by “the promulgation of an authoritative set of 
rules, accompanied by some mechanism, typically a public agency, for monitoring and promoting compliance with these rules” in 
Jordana, J. and D. Levi-Faur, (2004). The Politics of Regulation in the Age of Governance, 2004, 3. In Jacint Jordana, David Levi-
Faur, ‘Handbook on the Politics of Regulation’, Edward Elgar Publishing, 335 pp.  
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has rapidly flourished since the enactment of the GDPR.109 

5.3 Paper 3: DPC as entry barrier 
 

While the paper ‘Should the DPO be certified?’  discusses the potential benefits of using certification of 
individuals in the data protection world, the paper titled ‘Could the CE Marking be relevant to enforce 
privacy by design in the Internet of Things?’110 evaluates the interest of certification of products for data 
protection. The paper assesses the relevance of using a model similar to the CE marking process to enforce 
the data protection by design principles applied to manufactured devices involved in the Internet of Things 
(IoT).  

Article 25 of the GDPR encourages data controllers and manufacturers to include technical measures for 
ensuring the protection of personal data in the processing included in manufactured devices. The GDPR, 
however, does not suggest any process to enforce this requirement, especially when the devices are 
manufactured outside the EU.  

The paper argues that the CE marking process offers inspiring solutions to address this issue. The CE 
marking process is a conformity assessment process that requires manufacturers to demonstrate compliance 
of their products with mandatory European regulations on safety, health and environment.111 Compliant 
manufacturers benefit from a presumption of conformity once they have formally declared their conformity 
with applicable regulations. The presumption of conformity grants a ‘European passport’ for products to 
travel freely on the European single market.  

Such an approach, if applied to connected devices, could make it possible to monitor the product entries on 
the EU market depending on whether they comply or not with the design requirements set out in Article 25 
of the GDPR.  

However, the CE marking process is not free from downsides and, in its current form, is unable to address 
the data protection issues raised by the IoT. It remains uncertain whether the current process would meet all 
the requirements for the regulation of connected devices and would be able to include the required changes 
without undermining the whole process. Furthermore, the CE marking, in its current form, remains harshly 
criticized for its lack of reliability. 

The paper argues that the CE marking does not offer a ready to use solution to enforce data protection in the 
IoT. It proposes interesting take-aways that should be considered to design tailor-made solutions based on 
the capacity offered by certification to segment the market and exclude non-compliant products. 

5.4 Paper 4: GDPR as an obstacle to DPC 
 

The last paper ‘Why the certification process defined in the General Data Protection Regulation cannot 
be successful’ presents the author’s reading of Articles 42 and 43 and takes a critical look on the arrangement 
suggested by the European lawmakers.  

The paper shows that the GDPR has designed a complex system that has not always taken into account the 
basics of certification. Articles 42 and 43 foster competition between private certification bodies, national 
DPAs and European DPAs. It thus challenges the economic sustainability of private certification bodies 
interested in Article 42 GDPR DPC.  

Moreover, the GDPR does not provide any mechanism of mutual recognition for the certifications granted 
 

109  Lachaud, E., (2018). DPO certification should be regulated. Available at < https://ssrn.com/abstract=3176471 > Last accessed on 
15/06/2019 

110  Lachaud, E. (2016) Could the CE Marking Be Relevant to Enforce Privacy by Design in the Internet of Things?, in Data Protection on 
the Move: Current Developments in ICT and Privacy/Data Protection”, ed. by Serge Gutwirth, Ronald Leenes, and Paul De Hert 
(Dordrecht: Springer Netherlands, 2016), 135–62 

111  European Commission (2016) Guide to the implementation of directives based on the New Approach and the Global Approach,  
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in the different Member States. This potentially conflicts with the lawmaker’s claim to encourage European-
wide certification. The GDPR does not offer clear and attractive incentives for using certification112 which 
could hamper SMEs’ uptake although the GDPR makes it one of its priorities.  

The paper argues that the contribution of certification to data protection depends on the conditions under 
which certification is designed and implemented. These conditions drive the uptake and sustainability of 
DPC.   

It also teaches that it is certainly too early in the implementation of the GDPR to predict what the future of 
DPC will look like and suggests that further analysis will have to be undertaken to confirm or refute these 
preliminary observations. 

6. Key concepts 
 
Different scientific disciplines are involved in the discussions on certification and these disciplines 
sometimes use similar vocabulary with however (slightly) different meanings. To prevent misunderstandings 
on the key concepts used in the research, the following sections provide the author’s understanding of data 
protection, regulation, standardization, certification and data protection certification. The section is 
organized as a glossary dealing with each of these key concepts within a dedicated subsection. 

6.1 Data protection  
 
Data protection can be defined as the fundamental right of individuals to have their own personal data 
protected113 and that is recognized in the European legal framework. It can also be envisaged as a set of 
principles applying to data controllers and data processors as well as a set of rights granted to the data 
subjects. 
 
A fundamental right 

Data protection is now enshrined in EU treaties and fundamental laws, but the endorsement of this 
fundamental right has only come gradually. Data protection has long been considered as a subset of the 
right to privacy. Data protection has gained its autonomy with the development of computerized data 
management from the 1970s. The core principles of data protection, as in use in the GDPR, were drafted 
in the early 1980s with the seminal contributions of the OECD Guidelines and Convention 108 from 
the Council of Europe. However, it was necessary to wait until the enactment of the Charter of 
Fundamental Rights of the European Union in 2000 and the entry in force of the Lisbon Treaty in 2009 
to see data protection officially recognized in the European legislation as a fundamental right separated 
from the right to privacy.   
 
The risks on civil liberties born with the development of computerized databases and the threat of 
massive storage of personal data have early encouraged national and European authorities to enact laws 
to address potential harm to these liberties. Domestic laws enacted during the 1970s in the German 
Land of Hesse, Sweden and France, backed with Resolutions 73/22114 and 74/29115 adopted by the 
Council of Europe, all went in this direction.  
 

 
112  The price to obtain the Europrise certification has been evaluated at more than 20 000 € in 2017. 
113  Article 8 (1) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (2000/C 364/01) “1. Everyone has the right to the protection 

of personal data concerning him or her.”; Recital 1 GDPR 
114  Resolution (73) 22 on the protection of the privacy of individuals vis-a-vis electronic data banks in the private sector 
115  Resolution (74) 29 on the protection of the privacy of individuals vis-à-vis electronic data banks in the public sector 
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However, data protection was still considered, at this stage, as a subset of the right to privacy. It was 
commonly agreed that the right to data protection contributes to the right to privacy as endorsed in 
Article 12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights116 (UDHR) and Article 8 of the European 
Convention on Human Rights117 (ECHR). Resolutions 73/22 and 74/29, for instance, refer to the 
protection of privacy of individuals vis-a-vis electronic data banks in the private sector rather than data 
protection.   
 
Both the issuance of the OECD Guidelines and the enactment of Convention 108 marked a turning point 
in the establishment of data protection as an autonomous right. The Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) and the Council of Europe in 1980 issued non-binding rules 
aiming to either serve as a basis for legislation in countries without any data protection legislation or as 
a set of principles for the existing ones. The Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to 
Automatic Processing of Personal Data, the so called Convention 108118, enacted one year later, 
includes similar principles to the ones included in the OECD Guidelines.119 However, it requires 
signatory countries to designate a dedicated authority to oversee the compliance with data protection 
laws and assist data subjects, even non-EU ones, in the exercise of their rights.120 CoE Convention 108 
offers the first international binding data protection instrument applicable both to Member states and to 
non-EU signatory countries. 
 
The OECD Guidelines and Convention 108 also contributed to define the contours of the European data 
protection right from an operational point of view. Directive 95/46/EC, the first EU data protection 
framework enacted with the aim of harmonizing the legal frameworks in Member states, was largely 
based on data protection principles defined in these two texts.  
 
However, Convention 108 and Directive 95/46/EC still refer to data protection as a component of the 
right to privacy contributing, according to the data protection Directive, to the “safeguards for 
everyone’s rights and fundamental freedoms, and in particular the right to the respect for privacy.”121 
Convention 108 and Directive 95/46/EC also underline that the data protection right is not an absolute 
one. It must be balanced with the objective to promote the free flows of data in the Union.  
 
The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (the Charter) offered the second important 
milestone in the recognition of data protection as a fundamental right. The contribution of the Charter 
has been twofold. Article 8 has created a right to data protection besides the right to privacy. In addition, 
it provides that data protection focuses on the protection of personal data122 and describes the basic 
principles of the protection of personal data based on the ones defined in Convention 108. According 
to Article 8.2 of the Charter, the processing of data must be fair, it must be carried out for specified 
purposes and have a legitimate basis, individuals must have the right to access and rectify personal data 
and there must be a supervisory authority to oversee compliance.  
 

 
116  Universal Declaration of Human Rights, United Nations.  
117  European Convention on Human Rights  
118  Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data, Convention 108  
119  Convention 108 does not address transborder flows with non-signatory countries. The Additional Protocol signed in 2001 will introduce 

the concept of adequate level of protection that should be offered by importing non-signatory countries to   
Additional Protocol to the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data, 
regarding supervisory authorities and transborder data flows 

120  Article 13 of convention 108 
121  Recital 2 of Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of individuals 

with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data 
See also Preamble of convention 108 

122  Article 8.1 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union 
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The Charter enacted in 2000 was given binding legal effect when the Treaty of Lisbon came into force 
in 2009. The Treaty of Lisbon has amended two other European treaties: The Treaty on European Union 
and the Treaty Establishing the European Community later renamed in Treaty on the Functioning of the 
European Union (TFEU). The TFEU echoes Article 8.1 of the Charter in Article 16.1 by providing that 
“everyone has the right to the protection of personal data concerning him or her”. But, the TFEU extends 
the scope of data protection by stating in Article 16.2 that all institutions of the European Union must 
protect individuals when processing personal data. 
 
The reason(s) explaining why data protection has been endorsed as a fundamental right has never been 
given by the European lawmaker and different interpretations have been suggested123. To De Hert and 
Gutwirth124, it aimed to legitimate Directive 95/46/EC. Rouvroy and Poullet125 rather saw in the 
endorsement the intent of the lawmaker to include important topics126 not covered in Directive 
95/46/EC.  
 
Even if the data protection right is officially endorsed, the nature and scope of this right are still debated, 
especially its relationship with the right to privacy. European courts have regularly based their decisions 
on data protection since the Promusicae case127 in 2008, but they sound still reluctant, as noticed by 
commentators128, to disentangle data protection from the right to privacy.  
  
The nature of data protection has been confirmed in Recital 1 of Regulation EC 2016/679129 (GDPR) 
providing that “The protection of natural persons in relation to the processing of personal data is a 
fundamental right.” The framework has defined, in the aim of operationalizing data protection, a set of 
principles applying to data controllers and data processors, whatever their country of residence, as long 
as they are processing personal data of EU residents.130 The following section offers a quick overview 
of the principles included in the new data protection framework.  
   
The data protection principles 

Article 5 of the GDPR131 lists seven core principles applying to the processing of “any information 
concerning an identified or identifiable natural person”132, to personal data processed for historical 
research and genealogical purposes133 and to the processing of pseudonymized personal data. They do 
not apply to “anonymous information, namely information which does not relate to an identified or 

 
123  Lynskey, O., (2014). Deconstructing data protection: the ‘added-value’ of a right to data protection in the EU legal order. International 

& Comparative Law Quarterly 63, 584 
124  De Hert, P., Gutwirth, S. (2009) “Data Protection in the case law of Strasbourg and Luxemburg: Constitutionalisation in Action” in S 

Gutwirth, Y Poullet, P De Hert, S Nouwt and C De Terwangne (eds), Reinventing Data Protection? (Springer, 2009), 5 cited in 
Lynskey, O., (2014). Deconstructing data protection: the “added-value”of a right to data protection in the EU legal order. International 
& Comparative Law Quarterly 63, 572 

125  Rouvroy, A. and Poullet, Y. “The right to informational self-determination and the value of self-development: Reassessing the 
importance of privacy for democracy” in S Gutwirth et al. (eds), Reinventing Data Protection? 

126  Personal data involved in security policies and criminal prosecution for instance 
127  Case C-275/06 Productores de Música de España (Promusicae) v Telefónica de España [2008] ECR I-271, para 63 
128 Gonzalez Fuster, G., Gellert, R., (2012). The fundamental right of data protection in the European Union: in search of an uncharted 
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van der Sloot, B., (2017). Legal Fundamentalism: Is Data Protection Really a Fundamental Right? in: Data Protection and Privacy: (In) 
Visibilities and Infrastructures. Springer, 12 

129  Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with 
regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data 
Protection Regulation) 

130  Article 3 GDPR 
131  Lawfulness, fairness and transparency; the purpose limitation, data minimization, accuracy, storage limitation, integrity and 

confidentiality that 
132  Recital 26 GDPR 
133  Recital 160 GDPR 
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identifiable natural person or to personal data rendered anonymous in such a manner that the data 
subject is not or no longer identifiable”.134 
 
To be lawful135, the personal data must be processed on a legal ground. The data processing must be 
carried out within applicable laws and must not conflict with other legal frameworks. Article 6 of the 
GDPR enumerates the processing grounds that are deemed legal. A data processing is lawful when: 

a. the data subject has consented to the processing;  
b. or the processing is part of a contract where the personal data is required to conclude it; 
c. the processing stems from a legal obligation; 
d. the processing is necessary to preserve the vital interests of the data subject; 
e. the processing contributes to a public task carried out by the authorities;  
f.  the data controller or the data processor has a legitimate interest in processing the data and the 

legitimate interest is not outweighed by the data subject’s rights.  
 
The principle of fairness requires data controllers or data processors to timely deliver a fair level of 
information136 on the nature of the data processing, its purposes and the identity and location of the data 
controllers or processors. The principle of fairness also encompasses the promise that the data 
processing will not have any negative effects on the data subject.  
 
The principle of transparency completes the fairness principle and requires information to be timely137 
delivered in “concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and plain 
language.”138 Articles 13 and 14 of the GDPR list the minimal pieces of information to disclose when 
the data are directly or indirectly collected from the data subjects.  
 
The purpose limitation principle requires the data controllers to collect the data with regard to the 
purpose specified to legitimize the collection. The GDPR authorizes the secondary use of the data if 
these additional purpose(s) for which the data controller intends to process the data is (are) closely 
linked and is (are) compatible with the initial one.  
 
The data minimization principle completes the purpose limitation principle. This principle limits the 
collection of data to the data necessary to accomplish the goal specified to legitimize the data collection.  
 
The accuracy principle requires data controllers and processors to ensure that the data collected are 
accurate and kept up to date. In addition, the data controllers and the data processors are required to 
take all ‘reasonable measures’139 to correct or delete inaccurate data, especially at the request of the data 
subject. 
 
The storage limitation principle states that the data is stored for a limited period that is not longer than 
what is necessary to meet the purpose(s) for which the data have been collected and processed. The data 
storage limitation principle may be limited by the requirements to store certain categories of data to 
comply with local or international laws.  
 

 
134  Recital 26 GDPR 
135  Article 5.1(a) GDPR 
136  Article 12.1 GDPR 
137  Article 13.1 GDPR 
138  Ibid 
139  Article 5.1(d) GDPR 
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Data controllers must ensure the integrity and confidentiality of the data140 by taking appropriate 
measures to protect the personal data “against unauthorized or unlawful processing and against 
accidental loss”.141 The GDPR suggests data controllers and data processors use pseudonymization and 
encryption techniques to meet the security requirements described above.  
  
Moreover, the GDPR introduces in Article 5 of the GDPR a general principle of accountability requiring 
data controllers and data processors to be able to demonstrate their compliance with the data protection 
principles through technical and organizational measures like data protection policies, codes of conduct 
or certification schemes. 
 

Set of rights 

In addition to the principles outlined above that define the scope of lawful personal data processing, the 
GDPR grants a series of rights to the data subjects in line with Article 8.2 of the Charter when it provides 
that “everyone has the right of access to data which has been collected concerning him or her, and the 
right to have it rectified.” 142 
 
Article 15 of the GDPR authorizes the data subject to obtain the information that an organization holds 
on him or her. It specifies which information the data controllers or/and the data processors are required 
to provide (when available) following the data subject’s request.  
 
Article 16 entitles the data subject to request that inaccurate information relating to him or her is 
rectified. This right supplements the principle of data accuracy set out in Article 5.1 (d) of the GDPR 
that requires the data controllers and the data processors to correct or erase inaccurate or incomplete 
collected data.   
 
The data subject is entitled to request the restriction of the processing of its own data143 for a limited 
period. The processing must be put on hold in a case in which the accuracy of the data or lawfulness of 
a data processing is contested. It can also be requested because the data subject opposes the erasure of 
the data when this data constitutes the basis of a legal claim, or the lawfulness of the requested erasure 
needs to be verified. 
 
The data subject may object144 to a data processing, even if the data controller can prove a legitimate 
interest in the processing. The controller is then no longer allowed to process the data unless it can 
“demonstrate compelling grounds”145 justifying the processing.  
 
The data subject has the right not to be subject to any automated decision-making146. But the right is 
only applicable when the automated decision is solely based on an automated processing and produces 
legal effects on the data subject or otherwise seriously affects him or her. 
 
The right of erasure, the so called right to be forgotten (RTBF)147, allows the data subject to request the 
erasure of his or her personal data under certain conditions, such as that the data are no longer required 

 
140  Recital 30 and Article 5.1(f) GDPR 
141  Article 5.1(f) GDPR 
142  Article 8.2 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union 
143  Article 18 GDPR 
144  Article 20 GDPR 
145  Article 21.3 GDPR 
146  Article 22 GDPR 
147  Article 17 GDPR 
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to accomplish the purposes for which they were collected, or there is no longer any lawful basis to 
process the data or the data have been unlawfully processed so far.  
  
Finally, the GDPR offers the opportunity to the data subject, under the right to portability148, to request 
the return of his or her own data in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format. The data 
subject is also entitled to request the data controller or data processor to transfer, free of charge, their 
own data to another controller of their choice.  
 
To conclude this section, it can be said that the definition of data protection is twofold. On the one hand, 
data protection is a fundamental right endorsed by the European lawmaker a decade ago. This right has 
gradually gained its autonomy from the right to privacy. However, the scope and relationship of the 
data protection right with the right to privacy is still debated because the endorsement of the right to 
data protection remains recent in the EU legislation. On the other hand, data protection as an instrument 
is embodied by a series of principles and rights managing the processing of data controllers and data 
processors and in their relations with the data subjects. The rights granted by the GDPR to data subjects 
elaborate the right to data protection as defined in the Charter. The extension of the scope covered by 
this right demonstrates that data protection is a living field. 
 

6.2 Regulation 
 
The word regulation is multilayered. It can have different meanings depending on the context in which it is 
used. The following section aims to clarify the different meanings of the term “regulation” and circumscribe 
its use in the context of the study. A regulation can be a document “providing binding legislative rules, that 
is adopted by an authority” or, in a broader sense, a document setting “an authoritative rule dealing with 
details or procedures.”149 Regulation in this interpretation is the outcome of the act of regulating. In a 
different interpretation, regulation is a practice. The Webster’s dictionary150 defines ‘regulation’ as the act 
to “govern or direct according to rule.” There is no established single definition of regulation.151 There is 
disagreement on whether regulation is a practice or a product, both perspectives being adopted in practice. 
It is however fair to say that within each perspective there is room for discussion regarding the “central facets 
of the phenomenon.”152   

The act of regulating 

Baldwin et al.153 see the imprint of regulation in “all mechanisms of social regulation.” They argue that 
“Anything producing effects on behaviour is capable of being considered as regulatory”.154 For Mitnick155, 
regulation is an interference, “a diversion from what would otherwise occur”.  

Black156 and Ogus157 notice that the nature and scope of regulation is closely linked to the perspective and 

 
148  Article 20 
149  Definition of regulation found in the Merriam Webster English dictionary online 
150  Ibid 
151  «It is not a term of art, and unfortunately it has acquired a bewildering variety of meanings» in Ogus, A (1994) “Regulation: Legal 

Form and Economy Theory. Hart Publishing,1 
«The concept of regulation is not often defined; indeed, it is not often discussed as a concept. It has no accepted definition» in Mitnick, 
B.M. (1980), The Political Economy of Regulation. Columbia University Press,1 

152  Black, J. (2002) Critical reflections on regulation. Australian Journal of Legal Philosophy, 27, 22 
153  “Anything producing effects on behaviour is capable of being considered as regulatory” in Baldwin, R at Al. (1998), 3 
154  Baldwin, R, Scott C, Hood C. (1998) A Reader in Regulation Oxford University Press, 3 
155  “Perhaps the central element of the class of behaviours that might be termed ‘regulation is an interference of some sort in the activity 

subject to regulation - It is to be governed, altered, controlled, Guided, and regulated in some way” writes Mitnick in In Mitnick, B. M. 
(1980). Concept and Objects of Regulation. The Political Economy of Regulation (pp. 1-20). New-York: Columbia University Press, 2 

156  “How ‘regulation’ is conceptualised often depends on the problem or issue that the writer is focusing on” in Black, J. (2002) 
157  Ogus, A. (2002). Comparing regulatory systems: institutions, processes and legal forms in industrialised countries. In Leading issues in 

competition, regulation and development pp. 146-164. Andeweg, R.B. & Galeb A. I (2002) Governance and Politics of the 
Netherlands. Palgrave MacMillan. See also Majone, G. (1996) Regulating Europe, London, Routledge 
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purpose of who defines it and Baldwin et al. 158 conclude that “there’s no single agreed meaning of the term, 
but rather a variety of definitions in usage which are not reducible to some platonic essence or single 
concept.”159  

The scientific literature usually divides regulation in three sub-categories depending on the authorities’ 
involvement in the drafting and enforcement of the rules. But the notion of regulation appears similarly 
difficult to capture with this approach because the word covers a broad range of binding and non-binding 
rules.  
 

A set of binding rules 

Traditional regulation as a product is usually called ‘command and control regulation’160. It encompasses all 
regulatory instruments “by which governing institutions, at all levels of government, impose obligations or 
constraints on private sector behavior”.161 The scholarly literature162 sometimes refers to ‘red light and green 
light’ regulation to describe this direct and prescriptive approach of regulation by authorities. 
 
Co-regulation involves collaboration of private and public stakeholders in drafting and/or enforcement of 
rules.163 Bernstein et al.164 stress that the rulemaking in co-regulation gives birth to a compromise “resultant 
of interaction and adjustment processes between contending parties.” Haufler165 argues that, usually, the 
rulemaking in co-regulation is left to the private sector while the enforcement process is entitled to the public 
sector.  
 
Private entities in ‘self-regulation’166 draft and monitor the rules they intend applying to themselves. Self-
regulation is a wide-open category comprising voluntary standards, codes of conducts and practices and 

 
158  Baldwin, Robert & Colin Scott & Christopher Hood 1998: A Reader on Regulation Oxford readings in socio-legal studies Oxford 

University Press,3 
159  The scientific literature identifies four main purposes. Firstly, regulation reduces the asymmetry of information existing between the 

regulator and regulated bodies and individuals.159 It balances conflicting interests and assures an equitable participation of all members 
to the community expenses. It seeks to maintain a fair level of competition between the market competitors and acts to establish or 
restore fair conditions between them. Regulation also overcomes the failures and market abuses. Second, regulation streamlines the 
development of the society in a long run159 and provides a ‘continuity of service’ in activities where the market has demonstrated its 
inefficiency. Third, regulation protects and promotes the interests of groups of individuals that are unable to defend themselves and that 
are not handled by the market efficiently enough. It redistributes and assures the social justice. It supports the victims of natural disasters 
and, to some extent, imposes paternalistic behaviors for the common good, with road safety programs, alcohol and tobacco restrictions 
as examples. Finally, regulation ensures, in democratic societies, its own regulation with respect to its own decisions. It makes regulators” 
decisions accessible, assessable and, when needed, enforceable by a court. See Shapiro, M. (1997) The problems of independent agencies 
in the United States and the European Union” Journal of European Public Policy Volume 4, Issue 2. See also Majone, G. (1990) 
Deregulation or reregulation? Regulatory Reform in Europe and in the United States, Londres, Pinter p. 7-58 

160  Harlow, C., Rawlings, R. (1997) Law and administration 2nde edition London, in Baldwin, R, Cave, M. (1999) Understanding 
Regulation - Theory, strategy and practice Oxford University Press, 168. 

161  OECD, Recommendation of the Council of the OECD on Improving the Quality of Government Regulation, OCDE/GD (95)95, Note 
1; OECD (1997) The OECD Report on Regulatory Reform: Synthesis, Paris 
“Regulation is the public administrative policing of a private activity with respect to a rule prescribed in the public interest” writes 
Mitnick in Mitnick, Barry M. (1980) The Political Economy of Regulation New-York - Columbia University Press, 7 
As Black notices “Braithwaite and Drahos equate regulation with the norms, standards, principles and rules that govern commerce and 
their enforcement. In their view, governments are regulated by, for example, Standard and Poor’s and Moody’s ratings of the bonds 
they issue”. In Black (2002) 

162  Harlow, C., Rawlings, R, 168 
163  Haufler, adds a subcategory, the multi-stakeholder regulation, involving, in addition to public and private stakeholders, actors coming 

from the civil society in the regulation process. See Haufler,V. (2003), 238 ff.  
164  Bernstein, M. H. (1955) Regulating business by independent commission. Princeton, N.J., Princeton University Press, chap. 9 

“Regulation as resultant of the actions of regulator and regulatees constrained by and in interaction their environment” argues Merle in 
Merle, F.(1980)  “Some Reflections on the Nature of the Regulatory Process,” in Friedrich and Mason, eds., Public Policy, p. 320. 28. 
Schubert, Public Interest in Mitnick, Barry M. (1980) The Political Economy of Regulation New-York - Columbia University Press, 7 

165  “Co-regulation involves both the government and the private sector in the processes of regulation, with market actors often delegated 
the task of developing standards and the public sector applying sanctions for non-compliance” in Haufler, V. (2003), 238  
Co-regulation “combin[e] state and non-state regulatory activities” and contrasting it with self-regulation which operate “without any 
state involvement”. In Strauss, J. and Rogerson, K.S (2002) Policies for Online Privacy in the United States and the European Union, 
19 Telematics and Informatics pp.173-188 

166  Self-regulation represents “the possibility for economic operators, the social partners, non-governmental organisations or associations 
to adopt amongst themselves and for themselves common Guidelines at European level” European Commission, European Parliament 
& Council of Ministers, “Inter-Institutional Agreement on Better Lawmaking”, OJ C 321, 31.12.2003, p.1 in Van Heesen-Laclé, Z. D., 
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technical specifications which are indifferently produced by standardization bodies, professional 
associations, NGOs and businesses. 
 
The command and control regulation offers a clean-cut category of rules and way of creating them 
(government), while self-regulation and co-regulation follow different drafting processes and produce 
various types of rules, with or without any binding effects and involve different stakeholders, sometimes a 
mix of public and private ones.  

In scholarly literature, regulation commonly equated to all binding rules issued by the authorities. Selznick167 
for instance, stresses that “there’s a strong temptation to identify regulation with the whole realm of law and 
social control.”  Similarly, Black168 notices that “UK government’s Better Regulation Taskforce (BRT) 
defines regulation as “any government measure or intervention that seeks to change the behaviour of 
individuals or groups, so including taxes, subsidies and other financial measures.” She adds169 that the OECD 
also “defines regulation as “the full range of legal instruments by which governing institutions, at all levels 
of government, impose obligations or constraints on private sector behaviour. Constitutions, parliamentary 
laws, subordinate legislation, decrees, orders, norms, licences, plans, codes and even some forms of 
administrative guidance can all be considered as “regulation.” 

ISO goes into the same direction by defining regulation as a set of “binding legislative rules, that is adopted 
by an authority”170 and separates regulation from the technical regulation171 that is providing technical 
criteria to conform with a standard. The EU law supports this approach by specifying that a regulation is a 
type of legal act enacted following a process defined in the Treaty of Functioning of the European Union.172   

A regulation as an EU legal act 

An EU Regulation is, like Directives, one of the outcomes of the ordinary EU legislative procedure173 
requiring the formal interplay between EU lawmakers. The European Commission submits the law proposal 
to the European Parliament and the Council of the EU.174 The EU Parliament builds a position on the 
proposal and sends it to the Council for comments or approval. In case of approval, the act is adopted. The 
proposal goes back to the Parliament for a second reading when the Council comments the European 
Parliament’s first reading and the European Parliament has not integrally adopted the proposal. A second 
round takes place eventually, leading to the adoption of the act in case of agreement. When the 
disagreement175 persists after the second reading, both the president of the Council and the Parliament may 
organize a Conciliation Committee composed of an equal number of representatives to build a compromise 
between the different positions of the institutions. Without an agreement within a six week176 period, the act 
is deemed to have failed to pass.177 To streamline the legislative process, the EU lawmaker uses, since 2007, 
another informal conciliation procedure called Trilogue which is similar to the Conciliation Committee but 
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167  Selznick, P., (1985). Focusing Organizational Research on Regulation. In: Noll R, ed. Regulatory policy and the social sciences, 363 
168  Black, J., (2002). Critical Reflections on Regulation. London School of Economics and Political Science, SRC Centre for Analysis of 

Risk and Regulation, 12 
169  Ibid, 12 
170  ISO/ IEC Guide 2 -Subclause 3.6 
171  ISO/ IEC Guide 2 - Subclause 3.6.1 defines a technical regulation as a “regulation that provides technical requirements, either directly 

or by referring to or incorporating the content of a standard, technical specification or code of practice.” 
A technical regulation, adds the standard “may be supplemented by technical guidance that outlines some means of compliance with 
the requirements of the regulation, i.e. deemed-to-satisfy provision.” 

172  Article 294 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU). 
173  Article 288 TFEU 
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176   Article 294.10 
177   Article 294.11 
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which can take place at any moment of the legislative procedure. The agreement reached during the Trilogue 
has no legal value and must be formally confirmed by the three EU lawmakers.  
 
A regulation is a EU legal instrument “apply(ing) automatically and uniformly to all EU countries as soon 
as it enters into force”.178 A regulation usually offers a higher level of consistency than a Directive because 
the Regulation is “binding in their entirety on all EU countries” 179 without the need to be transposed into 
the national legal framework, as is the case with a Directive.  
 
It can be said, to conclude this section, that the meaning of the term ‘regulation’ is twofold. Firstly, regulation 
refers to a way of structuring society (activity). However, the very nature of regulation as a way of structuring 
society remains hard to grasp. Scholars only agree on the purposes of this notion. Regulation is usually used 
as a mechanism for balancing conflicting interests, substituting the market in case of failure, ensuring the 
defense of the most vulnerable categories of persons and self-regulating its own action in a democratic 
context. Secondly, regulation refers to a set of rules (product). However, the nature of the rules included in 
regulation proves to be tough to circumscribe insofar as the word covers a wide range of documents. The 
definition suggested in this section adopts the common approach according to which the term regulation 
refers to a set of binding rules adopted by an authority. The study mainly uses the word regulation with the 
latter meaning and very occasionally with the former one.     
     
  

 
178  Article 288 TFEU  
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6.3 Standardization 

  
ISO defines standardization as the activity of drafting standards.180 Various types of standards can be 
distinguished.181 In this context, the distinction between formal and non-formal standards182 is 
especially relevant and will be used to introduce the topic. In this paragraph we will also briefly describe 
the use of standards as a regulatory tool and the legal status of standards. 
 

Drafting formal standards 

In the ISO approach, a standard is elaborated by voluntary members participating in the work of a FSO. 
The standard is adopted according to a general agreement procedure called consensus.183 FSOs do not 
directly draft the standards, it is the members of the relevant standardization committee who do so.184 
FSOs’ members are entitled to make standard proposals to the appropriate FSO committees with the 
support of other members.185 Once accepted, the proposal follows a formal drafting and validation 
process186 until the standard is adopted or abandoned.   
 
For ISO, a standard is primarily a technical document187. It can be a specification defining a set of 
requirements to be fulfilled by some products, raw materials, systems, services or persons. It can also 
be a method describing the manner in which an activity should be implemented, the degree of accuracy 
that should be achieved in the outcome and, where necessary, the equipment to be used in this activity. 
An ISO standard can as well be a guide providing general information on a topic or a glossary defining 
the vocabulary employed in a sector of activity. It can be a classification organizing names and 
descriptions of different states of a product, a system or a service. A standard can also be a code of good 
practice compiling the theoretical information and practices accepted by professionals in a sector of 
activity.188 Certain ISO basic standards189  and all standards published by ETSI can be accessed free of 

 
180   ISO/IEC Guide 2 Standardization and related activities - General vocabulary Subclause 1.1 note1. The standard is available for free on 

the website of the European Commission. Available < 
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cros/system/files/ISO%20reference%20definitions%20-%20%20guide%202%20-%202004%20-
%20rev.doc> Last accessed on 15/06/2019 

181  In mapping the world of Formal Standardization Organizations usually three levels are being distinguished: national, European and 
global. ISO sits at the top. International standards, in most fields, are developed and published by experts contributing to the 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO). International standards dedicated to electrical, electronic and related technologies 
are developed and published by experts involved the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and those dedicated to 
telecommunication by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). European standards are developed and published by experts 
contributing to the European Committee for Standardization (CEN). The standards dedicated to electrical, electronic and related 
technologies are developed and published by experts contributing the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization 
(CENELEC) and those dedicated to telecommunication those involved in the European Telecommunications Standards Institute 
(ETSI). National standardization bodies draft national standards and experts participate to the European and international 
standardization bodies. Over 160 national standards bodies contribute to the ISO and more than 30 to the CEN and CENELEC.  
See for details Hagelund, J.J.J., (2015). A World Built on Standards–A Textbook for Higher Education. Danish Standards Foundation 

182  Madelung, N. and Andersen, K.B., (2013). An Introduction to Formal Standardization and the Work on ICT Standardization in 
ISO/IEC–JTC1. Journal of ICT Standardization, 1(1), pp.1-24. Available 
<https://www.riverpublishers.com/journal_read_html_article.php?j=JICTS/1/1/1 > Last accessed on 15/06/2019 
See also Hagelund, J.J.J., (2015). 19 

183  IEC/ISO Guide 2:2004 subsection 1.7 defines the consensus mode a “general agreement, characterized by the absence of sustained 
opposition to substantial issues by any important part of the concerned interests and by a process that involves seeking to take into 
account the views of all parties concerned and to reconcile any conflicting arguments. NOTE Consensus need not imply unanimity.” 

184  Hatto, P., (2010). Standards and Standardization Handbook - European Commission - Directorate G - Industrial technologies,13. 
Available < https://ec.europa.eu/research/industrial_technologies/pdf/practical-standardisation-guide-for-researchers_en.pdf> Last 
accessed 15/06/2019 

185  The number of supporting members may differ from a standardization organization to another 
186  See Hatto, P., (2010), 11  
187  “The primary use of standards are as technical documents” ISO/IEC Guide 23 :1982, subclause 8 
188  ISO/IEC GUIDE 2: 2004, subclause 5 

See for instance ISO/IEC 27018:2019 Information technology -- Security techniques -- Code of practice for protection of personally 
identifiable information (PII) in public clouds acting as PII processors in data protection field 

189  See for instance ISO’s publicly available standards on the ISO website. Available at < 
https://standards.iso.org/ittf/PubliclyAvailableStandards/ > Last accessed 15/06/2019 
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charge. Other FSO’s standards are restricted and third-party wishing to access the standards must 
conclude a license agreement190 with the FSO who published the standard against the payment of license 
fees.191 
 
The taxonomy of standards remains an open and disputed topic192 in standardization. De Vries193 
underlines that many classifications have been proposed, but all are “unsystematic and lack of 
underpinning”. He adds that a more accurate approach should classify standards based on their subject-
matter and the stakeholders involved and interested in the drafting process.  
 
For ISO194, a standard consists in an archive compiling the knowledge on a special topic to facilitate 
innovation and business partnerships. For Benezech195, a standard is also a document of organization 
aiming to collect and organize scientific and technical knowledge to suggest solutions to a constant 
technical problem. For Foray196, a standard defines a set of criteria allowing manufacturers to measure 
the quality of the production with regard to predefined requirements.  
 

Drafting non-formal standards 

Limiting standardization to the drafting of standards by FSOs does not map the full landscape of 
standardization.197 The FSO approach does not consider de facto, consortia and company standards that 
also contribute to the body of standardization documents. 
 
Stuurman198 underlines that a de facto standard “is not developed by an official standard body but is set 
in the marketplace”. It sometimes results from the dominant position of a product, a system or service 
requiring competitors to ensure the compatibility of their equipment199 to access the market. A de facto 
standard can also result from the gradual adoption of a company or consortium standard by 
challengers200 wanting to access the market.  
 
Company and consortia standards are elaborated by companies or company consortia established with 
the aim to set up standardization in a particular domain. Their drafting does not necessarily follow ISO 

 
190  It should be noted that when accessing free ISO standards, concluding a license agreement remains mandatory. 
191  The “terms and conditions of sale” on the ISO website specifies the licensing conditions to access and use ISO standards. Available at 

< https://www.iso.org/terms-conditions-licence-agreement.html > Last accessed 15/06/2019 
192  de Vries, H.J., (2013). Standardization: A Business Approach to the Role of National Standardization Organizations. Kluwer 

Academic Publishers, 159 
See also Kamara, I., (2017). Co-regulation in EU personal data protection: the case of technical standards and the privacy by design 
standardisation ‘mandate’ European Journal of Law and Technology 8, 5 

193  Egyedi, T.M. and Ortt, J.R., (2017). Towards a functional classification of standards for innovation research. In Handbook of 
innovation and standards. Edward Elgar Publishing. 
De Vries, H.J., (1999). Classification of Standards, in: Standardization: A Business Approach to the Role of National Standardization 
Organizations. Springer, Boston, MA, 79 

194  ISO/CEI Guide 2: 2004 subclause 3.2.1 
195  “une forme conventionnelle qui assure la coordination des activités en situation d’incertitude critique” stresses Benezech in Benezech, 

D. (1996). “La norme : une convention structurant les interrelations technologiques et industrielles,” Revue d’économie Industrielle, 
Programme National Persée, vol. 75(1), 33.  
See also de Vries, H.J., (2013). Standardization: A Business Approach to the Role of National Standardization Organizations. Springer 
Science & Business Media, 137 

196  Foray, D. (1994). Diversité, sélection et standardisation : les nouveaux modes de gestion du changement technique. In: Revue 
d’économie industrielle. Vol. 75. 1er trimestre 1996, 257. 

197  De Vries, H.J., (1997) Standardization—What’s in a name? Terminology. International Journal of Theoretical and Applied Issues in 
Specialized Communication 4, 68. 

198  Stuurman, C., (1990). Legal aspects of standardization and certification of information technology and telecommunications: an 
overview. Amongst friends in computers and law, 77 

199  Microsoft Windows Operating System (OS) in PCs and Android in smartphone industry both offer an example of technical de facto 
standard third-party hardware and software companies must conform with to access the PC or phone market.    

200  The Video Home System (VHS) standard developed by JVC has won the standard war with Sony’s Betamax in the 1980s and has 
become de facto standard in video tape industry during the 1990s. See Shapiro, C., & Varian, H. R. (1999). The art of standards wars. 
California management review, 41(2), 8-32. see also Stango, V. (2004). The economics of standards wars. Review of network 
economics, 3(1). 
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drafting recommendations.201 Company and consortia standards are sometimes fully accessible202,  
sometimes restricted. In the latter case, any third-party wishing to access the standard must request the 
owner’s approval and conclude a license agreement against the payment of license fees.203 
 
Standardization outside FSOs meets a growing demand, for different reasons204. It offers ICT companies 
the opportunity of sharing R&D costs and speed up the drafting process of standards deemed too slow 
within FSOs’ committee framework.205 The uptake of consortia standards in ICT is also linked to the 
underlying desire of ICT manufacturers to impose technical solutions to their competitors and, thus, 
secure their market shares.206  
 
Consortia standards are often linked to ICT but can also be relevant in other sectors. An example is the 
food industry where consortia standards have been promoted by food retailers to address the issue raised 
by the absence of harmonized regulatory frameworks in the food supply chain. The mad cow’s disease 
crisis during the 1990s encouraged European food retailers to draft consortium standards207 to secure 
food supply chain management. The Global Food Safety Initiative208 (GFSI) established by a 
consortium of thirteen European retailers, has been instrumental in the issuance and monitoring of non-
FSO standards in food supply regulation. GFSI’s standards now occupy a prominent role in the 
regulation of food supply chain209 and offer an example of private regulation.210  
 

The role of standards in drafting regulatory rules 

Standards can be used as a regulatory tool in varies ways. We will briefly discuss two examples in which 
standards are used to supplement European legislation. Under the European New Approach policy211 the 
European Standardization Organizations (ESOs) develop standards that supplement the EU regulatory 
framework for market access and product safety. The EU legislator drafts the essential requirements for 
products in New Approach Directives and, then, mandates the European Standardization Bodies (ESOs) to 
translate these essential requirements into technical specifications.  

Standards published by the ESOs on request of the European Commission are called ‘harmonized’ when 
the references to these standards have been published by the Commission in the EU Official Journal. 
Manufactured products in compliance with these standards benefit from a presumption of conformity 
with the essential requirements of the applicable EU legislation. This implies that manufacturers can 

 
201  Stuurman, C., (1990), 77 
202  The html, xml or xhtml formats offer an example of open standards accessible for free from the private non-profit group W3C.  
203  The Portable Document Format (PDF), developed by Adobe Inc. during 1990s had been a private closed standard until 2008 requiring 

a licence agreement and the payment of fees   
204  Hawkins, R. (1999). The rise of consortia in the information and communication technology industries: emerging implications for 

policy. Telecommunications Policy, 23(2), 159-173. 
205  Hawkins, R. & Bouillon A., (2000), 128 
206  Stuurman, C., (1990), 89 

See also Blind, K. and Gauch, S., (2005). Trends in ICT standards in European standardisation bodies and standards consortia. In SIIT 
(pp. 26-36). 
Jakobs, K., (2008). ICT standardisation-co-ordinating the diversity. In 2008 First ITU-T Kaleidoscope Academic Conference-
Innovations in NGN: Future Network and Services (pp. 119-126). IEEE 
Pohlmann, T.C., (2013). Attributes and Dynamic Development Phases of Informal ICT Standards Consortia. 

207  Havinga, T, Verbruggen, P., (2014). Hybridisation of Food Governance:  Trends Types and Results. Presented at the Panel 
Hybridization of RegGov: Trends, Types and Results of Public-Private Interaction ECPR on Standing Group on Regulatory 
Governance Conference, Barcelona 25-27 June 2014 

208  Verbruggen, P., Havinga, T., (2018). Transnational Business Governance Interactions in Food Safety Regulation: Exploring the 
Promises and Risks of Enrolment, 2  

209  Ibid 
210  See Cafaggi, F., Renda, A., Schmidt, R., (2013). Transnational Private Regulation, International Regulatory Co-Operation: Rules for a 

Global World, Vol. 1. OECD. 
211  European Commission, (2014). Guide to the implementation of directives based on the New Approach and the Global Approach. 

Available https://ec.europa.eu/growth/content/%E2%80%98blue-guide%E2%80%99-implementation-eu-product-rules-0_en  Last 
accessed on 15/06/2019 
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market these products on the European market without undergoing additional formalities. In this case, 
standards are hence used to supplement EU legislation. 

A second example of the use of standards as a regulatory tool can be found in the GDPR where standards 
play the role of an auxiliary to the regulation aimed at providing auditable requirements. In particular, 
Article 43.9 of the GDPR assigns to standardization the aim of designing the certification requirements 
that should be used in the Article 42 and 43 schemes.212 This role is not new to the extent that formal 
standards are commonly used, if not designed, as requirements in conformity assessment processes and 
ISO even provides recommendations213 to make them readily auditable.   

Article 43.9 of the GDPR reads that the European Commission may “adopt implementing acts laying 
down technical standard for certification mechanisms and data protection seals and marks (…).”214 The 
GDPR does not explicitly entitle the European Commission to request ESOs to draft standards even 
though Article 43.9 could be interpreted in this manner according to Kamara et al.215  

The legal status of standards 
 
Standards are produced by private bodies and hence the question of whether they are binding and, in 
the affirmative, who it is binding upon, is not straight-forward. In general, standards are not binding on 
anyone. However, interoperability and compatibility may render a standard binding de facto because 
non-adherence to the standard may make interoperability very difficult. Furthermore, national and 
European legislation sometimes refer to technical standards and/or make compliance to their content 
mandatory. For instance, in the case of the New Approach policy, standards provide an elaboration of 
the essential requirements set out by the EU legislator and provide a presumption of conformity. But 
even here, compliance with technical standards is optional in the New Approach and conformity with 
the essential requirements can also be demonstrated against these requirements directly. 
 
The position of the European authorities on the legal status of standards is moving without being, up to now, 
entirely clear. In its ruling in the James Elliott Construction216 case, the CJEU ruled in 2016 that harmonized 
standards are part of the EU law.217 However, the exact consequences of this ECJ decision in terms of legal 

 
212  Kosta, E., & Stuurman, C. (2015). Technical standards and the draft General Data Protection Regulation. In P. Delimatsis (Ed.), The 

Law, Economics and Politics of International Standardisation (Cambridge International Trade and Economic Law, pp. 434-459. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 

213  The ISO/IEC 17007:2009 Conformity assessment -- Guidance for drafting normative documents suitable for use for conformity 
assessment has been published to offer guidance to draft auditable standards. 

214  Article 43.9 GDPR 
215  Article 10(1) of Regulation (EU) No 1025/2012 lets the door open to the European Commission to use mandates. However, the scope 

on which European Commission is capable to issue a mandate is limited. See Kamara, I., Leenes, R., Lachaud, E., Stuurman, C., Van 
Lieshout, M. and Bodea, G., (2019). Data Protection Certification Mechanisms: Study on Articles 42 and 43 of the Regulation (EU) 
2016/679,29  

216  Case C-613/14 James Elliot Construction Limited v. Irish Asphalt Limited, EU: C: 2016: 821. 
217  Colombo, C. and Eliantonio, M., (2017). Harmonized technical standards as part of EU law: Juridification with a number of 

unresolved legitimacy concerns? Case C-613/14 James Elliot Construction Limited v. Irish Asphalt Limited, EU: C: 2016: 821. 
Maastricht Journal of European and Comparative Law, 24(2), pp.323-340. 
Volpato, A., (2017). A. Court of Justice The harmonized standards before the ECJ: James Elliott Construction. Common Market Law 
Review 54, 591–603. 
Purnhagen, K.P., (2017). Voluntary ‘New Approach’ technical standards are subject to judicial scrutiny by the CJEU! – The 
remarkable CJEU judgment ‘Elliott on private standards. European Journal of Risk Regulation 8, 586–598. 
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status of harmonized standards, options for judicial review of harmonized standards and accessibility to these 
standards under copyright are still not fully clear.   

The legal value of technical standards more in general is also subject to debate and may vary from one case 
to another.218 In liability cases, standards have sometimes been interpreted as binding rules by the court219 
when they were largely accepted as current state of the art.220. Under the New Approach, the effect of 
harmonized standards on liability is however limited. Even when a product complies with the relevant 
harmonized standards, manufacturer remains fully liable in case of damages. 221 

Accessibility of standards is another important legal issue. FSOs’ standards are usually protected by 
copyright and only accessible under a licensing agreement requiring the payment of a fee.222 The access 
to standards that are part of or being referred to in legislation varies from a Member State to another.223 
Some legislators require the national standardization body (NSO) to make the relevant standards 
accessible, at no charge, when compliance with them has been made compulsory by the law.224 This 
also holds in the Netherlands225 even though the Dutch Supreme Court had supported the view of the 
government that referencing private standards in the law does not make them part of the law and, thus, 
does not prohibit to use copyright to regulate access to the standard.226  
 
To conclude this section, it can be said that standardization is the activity of drafting standards. The drafting 
of standards can be managed by FSOs or by other private actors. The scope and content of standards can 
vary significantly. Some specify a set of requirements, other methodologies, definitions or metrics. Some 

 
218  Van Leeuwen, B. (2017). European standardisation of services and its impact on private law: paradoxes of convergence. Bloomsbury 

Publishing. 
Appl, C. (2012). Proprietäre technische Normen und De-facto-Standards im Wettbewerbsrecht. In Technische Standardisierung und 
Geistiges Eigentum (pp. 315-530). Springer, Vienna. 
Stuurman, C. (1995). Technische normen en het recht: beschouwingen over de interactie tussen het recht en technische normalisatie op 
het terrein van informatietechnologie en telecommunicatie. 

219  See Case C-171/11, Fra.bo SpA v Deutsche Vereinigung des Gas- undWasserfaches eV (DVGW) — Technisch-
WissenschaftlicherVerein, ECLI:EU:C:2012:453, paragraph 32 
See also Medzmariashvili, M. (2017) “Delegation of Rulemaking Power toEuropean Standards Organizations: Reconsidered”. Legal 
Issues of Economic Integration 44, no. 04: 353–366; 
See also Hettne,J. (2017), “Standards, Barriers to Trade and EU Internal Market Rules: Need for a Renewed Approach?”. Legal Issues 
of Economic Integration 44, no. 04: 409–420 

220  Picard, J.-M., Frémaux, C. (2012.). “Sécurité sociétale : la prise en compte des aspects juridiques induits par les normes de 
management. Conference paper (Available in French) presented at the 18ème Congrès de Maîtrise des Risques et Sûreté de 
Fonctionnement - 16-18 octobre 2012 Tours, Subsection 1.2.4. Available at < 
http://www.utc.fr/~picardje/xpubli/lm18_com_1E-4_178_J-M_Picard.pdf > Last accessed on 15/06/2019  

221 Ghestin, J., (1985) Normalisation et contrat, in Le droit des normes professionnelles et techniques, Bruylant, 1985, 504 
222  Copyright revenues are in many cases an important pillar under the business model of FSO’s. For example for ISO the sales of 
standards represented 25% of ISO’s revenues in 2017. Source: ISO Annual Report 2017, 63. Available at < 
https://www.iso.org/files/live/sites/isoorg/files/about%20ISO/annual_reports/en/annual_report_2017_en.pdf > Last accessed on 
15/06/2019  

223  Karpen, U., & Xanthaki, H. (Eds.). (2017). Legislation in Europe: A Comprehensive Guide for Scholars and Practitioners. Bloomsbury 
Publishing, chapter 10, 176 

224  Ref 28 of Austrian Standardisation Act, January 2015. Available at 
<https://www.ris.bka.gv.at/Dokumente/BgblAuth/BGBLA_2015_ I_153/BGBLA_2015_I_153.pdf > Last accessed on 15/06/2019 
Article 17 of French Decret on standardization requires the AFNOR to provide a full access to the standards made compulsory by the 
law. Décret n° 2009-697 du 16 juin 2009 relatif à la normalisation. Available at < 
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=JORFTEXT000020749979&categorieLien=id > Last accessed on 15/06/2019 

225  Knooble case, Supreme Court June 22th 2012, NJ 2012/397 
See Stuurman, C. (2010). Public access to standards: Some fundamental issues and recent developments. In L. Mommers, H. Franken, 
J. van den Herik, F. van der Klaauw, & G. J. Zwenne (Eds.), Het binnenste buiten: Liber amicorum ter gelegenheid van het emeritaat 
van prof. dr. A.H.J. Schmidt, hoogleraar Recht en Informatica te Leiden, pp. 405-415 
See also van Gestel, R. (2012). Hoge Raad is duur: Over het verwijzen naar normalisatienormen in wetgeving. RegelMaat, 4(27), 249-
259. 

226  The Dutch legislator has, following the Knooble-case (although a victory for the government), made significant number of mandatory 
standards accessible free of charge.  
See NEN’s website for Dutch policy on standard access. Available at < 
https://www.nen.nl/Normontwikkeling.htm> Last accessed on 20/12/2018 
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standards are open and free of charge while others are closed and must be paid for. In some cases, the 
authorities use the standards to complement the regulatory legal framework.   

 

6.4 Certification 
 
There is no single definition of certification that has been agreed upon. Certification concerns a family of 
practices with some generic elements, but also significant variations on other elements. For ISO227, 
certification is essentially a statement claiming that the conformity of a product, service or person to a set of 
defined requirements has been demonstrated. However, some authors228 challenge this approach because it 
does not say anything on the process used to demonstrate the conformity. They suggest including the 
conformity assessment into the definition of certification. ISO agrees in the sense that certification can also 
be defined as a system including a conformity assessment process and an attestation of conformity. 

6.4.1 Attestation of conformity 
 
ISO defines certification as an attestation of conformity applying to products, processes, systems or 
persons issued by a third-party body.229 In addition, for ISO, the attestation is a statement based on a 
formal review establishing “that fulfilment of specified requirements has been demonstrated.” 230  
 
The attestation of conformity is commonly granted in the form of a written certificate often issued with 
a seal231, sometimes called mark, label or sign the recipient of which is authorized to affix on its products 
and/or documentation. One finds certification seals in certification of products, processes, systems or 
certification of persons. However, certification seals are much more common in relation to consumer 
products.  
 
A certification seal can be an image232, a pictogram or an acronym.233 The seal can be customized to 
provide additional information on the conditions of issuance.234 The same seal is sometimes used with 

 
227  ISO/IEC 17000:2004 subclause 5.5  
228 “Certification is the (voluntary) assessment and approval by an (accredited) party on an (accredited) standard” in Meuwissen, M. 

(2003) Technical and economic considerations about traceability and certification in livestock production chains, eds. Jahn, G. et Al. 
(2005) The Reliability of Certification: Quality Labels as a Consumer Policy Tool, Journal of Consumer Policy, 28, 57 
“Certification is a method of (conformity) assessment” in Eijlander, P., Evers, G., De Moor, A. J. and Peters, H. (2003). De inkadering 
van certificatie en accreditatie in beleid en wetgeving [The framing of certification and accreditation policies and legislation]. A study 
commissioned by the Ministry of Economic Affairs. Instituut, Centrum voor Wetgevingsvraagstukken, Universiteit van Tilburg, 2003 
- 194, 12 
“Certification is not only an assessment. It’s a complete ecosystem” in Conroy, M.E., (2001). Can Advocacy-Led Certification 
Systems Transform Global Corporate Practices? Evidence and Some Theory. Political Economy Research Institute (PERI) University 
of Massachusetts Amherst, 4 
“ Certification is a type of conformity assessment: The declaration of conformity is valid for a certain period of time” in Neerhof, R., 
(2019). The Use of Conformity Assessment of Construction Products by the European Union and National Governments: Legitimacy, 
Effectiveness and the Functioning of the Union Market, in: Certification–Trust, Accountability, Liability. Springer, 74 
“The truth-value of certification follows from a conformity assessment undertaken according to a predefined procedure, whereby it is 
determined whether a give factual state of affairs meets a pre-established norm o set of norms” in Daskalova, V.I., Heldeweg, M.A., 
(2019). Challenges for Responsible Certification in Institutional Context: The Case of Competition Law Enforcement in Markets with 
Certification, in: Certification–Trust, Accountability, Liability. Springer, 25 

229  ISO/IEC 17000:2004 subclause 5.5  
230  ISO/IEC 17000:2004 subclause 5.2 
231  The optional feature of the sign is underlined by the ISO/IEC 17030: 2003 stating that «A third-party mark of conformity may be 

accompanied by additional information to make the meaning of the mark more clearly understood. Such information shall not be 
misleading and should be in a language understood by the intended recipients. NOTE It is preferable to use symbols that are 
universally understandable rather than descriptive words» 
ISO/IEC 17030: 2003 - Conformity assessment -- General requirements for third-party marks of conformity Subclause 5.2 

232  The European Protected Denomination of Origin and the Forest Stewardship Council schemes offer a pictogram. The CE marking, the 
SA 8000, the Kitemark in UK, the in the Netherlands, the GS mark in Germany and the NF mark in France are letter marks. 

233  The French NF mark means Normalisé Français (standardized in French) and refers to the standardization activity.  
234  The CE marking must display the identification number of the notified body that certified the product in all the modules except the 

module A. The GS mark displays the logo of the certification body in charge of the certification process. The NF mark displays the 
name of the certifier and the activity domain.  
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several certification schemes.235 The seal can be the property of a private236 or a public237 body or the 
property of an NGO.238 It can be registered as a trademark.239 The registration grants the owner an 
exclusive right on the seal240 and authorizes civil action in case of misuse and/or infringement.241  
 

 

 

 

 

  

KEMA-KEUR (NL) KiteMark (UK) GS Mark  
(DE) 

NF Mark  
(FR) 

Figure 9: Example of certification seals 
 

The attestation of conformity can be issued by the owner of the certification mark based on the report 
provided by an external assessor, usually called Conformity Assessment Body (CAB) in charge of 
demonstrating the conformity. The attestation of conformity can also be issued by the CAB in charge of the 
conformity assessment, sometimes under a licensing agreement signed with the owner of the certification.  

The attestation is deemed ‘first party’ when the manufacturer or service provider self-declares its own 
conformity. ISO talks about a ‘declaration of conformity’, while the EU legislation of Self-Declaration of 
Conformity also sometimes refers to ‘Suppliers Declaration of Conformity.’ Others242 improperly use 
sometimes the word self-certification to refers to the self-declaration of conformity.  

The attestation is ‘second party’ when it is issued by somebody (client, partner) having a relation with the 
recipient. The attestation is ‘third party’ when an independent third-party body, without any prior relation 

 
235  In 2017, 100 certification schemes were using the BSI’s Kitemark, 171 the AFNOR’s NF mark. Sources BSI group and AFNOR 

certification  
236  The Kitemark is the property of the British Standards Institution (BSI). 
237  The Geprüfte Sicherheit (GS) is the property of the German Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affair. The Gütesiegel is the 

property of the Data Protection Authority (DPA) of Schleswig-Holstein. The CNIL seal is the property of the French DPA. 
238   The logo of FSC and SA 8000 registered as a trademark of the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and Social Accountability 

International  
239  Regulation (EU) 2017/1001 introduced the EU certification mark “capable of distinguishing goods or services which are certified by 

the proprietor of the mark in respect of material, mode of manufacture of goods or performance of services, quality, accuracy or other 
characteristics, with the exception of geographical origin, from goods and services which are not so certified”.  
The law requires the owner of the mark to register a regulation of use along with the certification mark to determine “the persons 
authorized to use the mark, the characteristics to be certified by the mark, how the certifying body is to test those characteristics and to 
supervise the use of the mark. Those regulations shall also specify the conditions of use of the mark, including sanctions”.  
Regulation (EU) 2017/1001 has established two limitations to the EU certification mark.  The EU certification mark cannot be 
registered by a business which market similar products or services than the one object of the certification.  Moreover, the EU 
certification mark cannot be used to distinguish the geographical origin of goods and services.  
The licensing agreement is usually granted for a limited validity period specified in the agreement.  The validity period may vary from 
one year to 10 years but rarely exceeds 5 years.  At the end of the validity period, the attestation of conformity is renewable if a new 
conformity assessment demonstrates the conformity has been maintained. Some owners require a full reassessment of the conformity 
while others review only the criteria for which the situation of the certified has notably changed since the previous assessment. 
See Regulation (EU) 2017/1001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 June 2017 on the European Union trade mark 

240  ISO talks of a third-party mark of conformity which is a “protected mark issued by a body performing third-party conformity 
assessment, indicating that an object of conformity assessment (product, process, person, system or body) is in conformity with 
specified requirements. EXAMPLES Third-party marks of conformity can be: product certification marks, quality/ environment 
management system certification marks, environmental conformity marks, etc.” 

 ISO/IEC 17030:2003 - Conformity assessment -- General requirements for third-party marks of conformity Subclause 3.1 
241  Article L. 716-1 of French Code of Intellectual Property provides that the owner of a registered certification mark is protected by the 

law against counterfeiting and infringement.   
242  Some professionals are talking of self-certification in this particular case. The UK Labor law may require from employees to self-

certify the number of days off during their sick leave. See Taking sick leave on the UK government website. Available at < 
https://www.gov.uk/taking-sick-leave> Last accessed 15/06/2019 
A self-certification process was set within the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act in the US. The EU-US Privacy Shield Framework 
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with the recipient, issues the attestation of conformity. ISO only acknowledges third-party attestation of 
conformity under the umbrella of certification.  

Once issued, the attestation of conformity creates legal ties between the certifier, the recipient and, possibly, 
the owner of the certification scheme.243 A licensing agreement grants the recipient the right to  use the 
attestation of conformity and affix the seal, if any, on its products and documentation.  

The attestation of conformity can be registered as a mark with or without a seal. The registration grants the 
owner an exclusive right on the certification mark and entitles the owner to go to court in case of infringement 
or counterfeiting. Until 2017, the regime of property applicable to certification marks was defined by national 
laws.244   

Regulation (EU) 2017/1001 has introduced an EU certification mark “capable of distinguishing goods or 
services which are certified by the proprietor of the mark in respect of material, mode of manufacture of 
goods or performance of services, quality, accuracy or other characteristics, with the exception of 
geographical origin, from goods and services which are not so certified”.  

The law requires the owner of the mark to register a regulation of use along with the certification mark to 
determine “the persons authorized to use the mark, the characteristics to be certified by the mark, how the 
certifying body is to test those characteristics and to supervise the use of the mark. Those regulations shall 
also specify the conditions of use of the mark, including sanctions”.  

Regulation (EU) 2017/1001 established two limitations to the EU certification mark. The EU certification 
mark cannot be registered by a business that markets similar products or services the one that is subject of 
the certification.  Moreover, the EU certification mark cannot be used to distinguish the geographical origin 
of goods and services.  

The licensing agreement between the owner and the certified entity is usually granted for a limited validity 
period specified in the agreement.  The validity period may vary from one year to 10 years but rarely exceeds 
5 years.  At the end of the validity period, the attestation of conformity is renewable if a new conformity 
assessment demonstrates the conformity has been maintained. Some owners require a full reassessment of 
the conformity while others review only the criteria for which the situation of the certified has notably 
changed since the previous assessment. 

The attestation can be suspended and/or withdrawn during the validity period if the recipient has not 
maintained its conformity.245 The recipient is then required to redress the non-conformity within a limited 
period of time agreed upon with the certifier. If the recipient fails to do so or refuses to address the issues, it 
then loses the right to use the attestation of conformity and the right to display the seal, if any, on its own 
products and documentation.  

The certification body is required to assure the reliability of the certification246 through a permanent 
monitoring of the certified conformity. Italian law247 even authorizes a certification recipient to sue the 

 
refers to the Privacy Shield self-certification process to comply with the framework.  See also Stuurman, C. (1990). Legal aspects of 
standardization and certification of information  

243  If the CAB issues the certificate under a license from the owner of the certification mark, then there will (indirectly) also arise 
obligations of the certified towards the owner of the mark (in terms of use limitations) 

244  Belson, J., (2017). Certification and Collective Marks: Law and Practice. Edward Elgar Publishing. 
See also Rott, P., (2019). Certification-Trust, Accountability, Liability. Springer. 

245  Article 42.7 of the GDPR provides that the certification can be withdrawn by data protection authorities in case on noncompliance 
observed during a control.  

246  Uzcategui-Angulo underlines that the lack of control over the mark of certification is a cause of cancellation of a certification mark in 
the United States. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. June 27, 1990, Decided. No. 90-1043. 906 f.2d 1568; 1990 U.S. app. 
Midwest Plastic Fabricators, Inc., Appellant v. Underwriters Laboratories Inc., Apellee. In: Lexis 10502; 15 u.s.p.q.2d (BNA) 1359. 
In: World Intellectual, Lexis.com/116HH2. See Uzcategui-Angulo (2006), 152 note 255 

247  Pettiti, P., (1994). Il marchio collettivo. Commento alla nuova legge sui marchi. In: Rivista del Diritto Commerciale e del Dirritto 
general e delle Obbligazioni. Giovanni B. Ferri (Dir). anno XCII, no 9-10 sett. -ott. p. 621-638. in Uzcategui-Angulo, A.C. (2006) p 
152 
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certification body if it does not do enough to maintain confidence in the quality and validity of its 
certifications. However, recent court decisions in France248 and in Germany249 recalled that certification 
bodies cannot be held liable when they have fulfilled their contractual obligations and/or the recipient has 
not provided full and relevant information during the conformity assessments. 

The exact legal relations between the owner, the certified entity and third parties are not fully clear and may 
vary from a case to another.250  

The attestation of conformity remains a private contract between a certifier and its client. The contract does 
not usually create any binding effects upon third parties251 because “certification has not been designed to 
be a warranty and certification body are not insurers”. Belson252 underlines that “requiring from certification 
bodies to guarantee the conformity of each product is unrealistic and would kill the business” because, adds 
von Waggenheim253, information on candidate’s conformity is limited.  

For Bokhorst254, certification offers a snapshot of the conformity providing “a situation at a given moment 
in time (t) at which it is checked whether a product, process or person meets the requirements. It does not 
give any guarantee that such a product, process or person function that well at t + 1.”  

Hesser et al.255 stress that “the certificate gives no 100% guarantee that these requirements are met, but it 
surely gives a serious amount of confidence that they are met”. Dasklova et al256 underline the dual purpose 
of certification that provides, on the one hand, a snapshot of the conformity at the given moment and, on the 
other hand, raises an expectation that conformity is maintained and monitored over time.      

Certification attests the conformity with predefined requirements. This aim has coined the word and 
historical records confirm that certification has been used with this purpose in mind for centuries.257 

 
248  See the comments from Nicolas Carbonnelle. Blogpost of November 17th, 2015. On the Bird and Bird law firm website as part of the 

section “Medical devices liability update”. Available at < https://www.twobirds.com/en/news/articles/2015/global/life-sciences-
november/medical-devices-liability-update> Last Accessed on 15/06/2019 
Rott, P., (2019). Certification of Medical Devices: Lessons from the PIP Scandal, in: Certification–Trust, Accountability, Liability. 
Springer, pp. 189–211. 
van Leeuwen, B., (2015). La responsabilité des organismes notifiés du fait d’implants mammaires défectueux : TÜV Rheinland devant 
les tribunaux français et allemands. Revue internationale de droit économique, 29(1), pp.69-85.  

249  Glinski, C. and Rott, P., (2019). Regulating certification bodies in the field of medical devices: The PIP breast implants litigation and 
beyond. European Review of Private Law, 27(2), pp.403-428. 
Verbruggen, P. and Van Leeuwen, B., (2017). The Liability of Notified Bodies Under the EU’s New Approach: The Implications of 
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However, the attestation of conformity offers more, in terms of effects, functions and consequences than just 
meeting some standard. It also signals the conformity to the stakeholders who themselves may be unable to 
verify it. It distinguishes the products, services or persons which conform to some requirements from those 
that don’t. Hence, it offers an opportunity to use the certification as a market differentiator to gain 
competitive advantages. Finally, the attestation of conformity provides formal evidence that can be produced 
to report the conformity. 

 
Signal  
 

The theory of the asymmetry of information in economics demonstrates that an unbalanced information level 
about characteristics of products and services between two parties involved in an exchange disturbs the 
market because price no longer provides a reliable indicator of quality. The buyer becomes unable to evaluate 
the product or service’s quality because the seller uses the information asymmetry to increase the price 
without any relation with the quality. Akerlof258 demonstrates that information asymmetry creates “adverse 
selection behaviors” promoting low quality products because the better ones leave the market since they are 
unable to value the quality with higher prices (leaving a market for lemons). 
 
According to Tirole259, the level of the asymmetry of information depends on the nature of the goods. “Search 
goods”, like vegetables and fruits, offer immediate information about their quality. “Experience goods”, like 
electrical appliances and electronic goods, reveal the information on their quality only after they have been 
purchased and used. “Credence goods” for which the quality assessment remains always incomplete, as it 
relies on the confidence the buyer places onto the supplier, like for training sessions,  

To address this issue, the party benefitting from the asymmetry must disclose some of the hidden information 
it owns.260 The certification reveals that certain inaccessible features of a product or a service have been 
verified to ensure that there are conform with some predefined requirements. Certification plays the role of 
a trustable signal provided to the party who is unable to assess by itself certain features of a product or a 
service.  

The “signaling model” theorized by Spence261 similarly demonstrates that university grades not only attest 
the competences of job seekers but also provide a signal to the recruiter that the job candidate has already 
been recognized by a trustable third-party.  

Agency262 and transaction costs263 theorists show that certification contributes to lowering transaction costs 
on products by reducing the amount of information required to evaluate their quality. Neo-institutionalists264 
and authors following the transaction costs approach265 argue that spreading technical information facilitates 
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trade. For Neo-institutionalists266, it also helps businesses improve their skills and assure long-term success.  

Market differentiator 

By attesting the selective quality of being standard conformed, the signal distinguishes certain products and 
services from others. The attestation of conformity may be then used as a marketing tool267 promoting the 
conformity to leverage a comparative advantage on the market.  

For Eymard-Duvernay et al.268, certification offers an additional instrument269 for commercial brands to 
communicate on quality of products. He stresses that commercial brands are no longer able to communicate 
on quality because there are too many brands and their credibility has declined. Therefore, he argues that 
certification offers a meta-brand making “the (quality) promise of the trademark (again) credible.”270 

Mason et al.271 argue that manufacturers producing high quality products are more willing to make their 
production recognized to justify higher prices. However, Woodward272 notices that the general elevation of 
quality benefits all products. It forces manufacturers of non-certified products to prevent the differentiation 
of quality from diverging too much with certified ones because the increasing gap could result in market 
share losses for non-certified products.  

Linnemer and Perrot273 argue that in a distributor/manufacturer relationship, certification is more beneficial 
for the distributor because the manufacturer alone bears the financial burden of certification. As a 
consequence, Shapiro et al.274 argue that manufacturers prefer certifying medium quality products to bring 
them into, what they call, the ‘consumer’s confidence circle’ rather certifying high quality ones that already 
benefit consumer confidence.  

Shapiro275 considers that setting a minimum quality level reduces the number of available levels of quality 
and tends to exclude the poorest consumers because certified products raise the average price of products. 
The exclusion of weaker consumers has drawn the attention of regulators, such as the WTO. However, Siroën 
et al.276 argue that they fall short on their promise, made in the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade, 
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that technical standards and conformity assessments would prevent obstacles to trade, They add that these 
instruments are only new forms of protectionism that have fostered the dominance of developed countries 
on developing ones because the latter are unable to get their products certified for cost reasons and lack of 
local expertise.  

The capacity to exclude non-compliant products or services can be intentionally used as a regulatory 
instrument to control the access to the market. The CE marking process offers an example of an entry barrier 
mechanism requiring manufacturers to demonstrate compliance with the requirements set out in technical 
standards before being authorized to access the European single market. 

Regulatory instrument 

The attestation of conformity could be seen as giving evidence of conformity, and hence is also an 
accountability instrument277 enabling regulated entities to demonstrate their conformity.278 Caffagi and 
Scott279 underline that the attestation of conformity is an operator-oriented instrument because it places the 
(financial) burden of demonstrating compliance or conformity on the shoulders of the regulated entity. Rallet 
and Rochelandet280 argue that this is also an ex-ante accountability instrument, “compel(ing) all the operators 
whose activities present certain risks” to demonstrate their compliance before the exchange takes place.  

Certification contributes –with the disclosure, shaming, rating and reporting it contains–, to what some 
authors281  have called the ‘regulation by information.’ Bartley et al. argue282 that certification remains “a 
very circumscribed form of regulation by information” because it discloses only little information and only 
positive information on the regulated entity. (Full) disclosure, or more extensive accountability goes further 
because it makes the regulated entity disclose all relevant information without any selection. 

Conroy283 observes that certification contributes to the development of voluntary accountability programs 
that companies increasingly use to demonstrate their good faith in the application of laws and regulations. 
This trend has been reinforced during the last decades following highly mediated scandals.284 With this trend, 
Conroy foreshadows a long run evolution towards what he calls a “new era of certified corporate 
accountability”285 in which certification would offer a trustable signal of conformity to customers and 
authorities.     

In the meantime, Bartley et al286 notice that a new generation of Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) 
has leveraged the growing ‘conscientious consumerism’ of western consumers to increase the pressure on 
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multinationals to improve working conditions in developing countries where the manufacturing has been 
outsourced. The NGOs have initiated a series of media campaigns287 that had detrimental effects on the brand 
image of targeted multinationals. To end the contested practices, they have forced multinationals to 
contribute to the design and management of multilateral certification programs.288 The multinationals have, 
since, participated to these programs as an “an insurance against malfeasance”289 to preserve “their 
reputations and maintain market positions in the face of globalizing”290. Conroy et al291 argue that modern 
brands have become a strategic asset for multinationals and brands are very sensitive to any event 
undermining their financial value. Conroy292 adds that multinationals use certification schemes set up by 
NGOs as a risk management tool to “avoid the risk of brand damage.”  

Fiorini293 argues that the rise of certification could also be an outcome of the new balance between the State 
and civil society representatives with the emergence of new actors, NGOs, that intend to represent ‘global 
consciousness.’294 For Bartley295, certification could offer a compromise in the balance of power, between 
multinationals, authorities and NGOs.296 As mentioned, multinationals adhere to certification programs to 
protect their brand image. Authorities consider this procedure as “soft monitoring” preventing new 
administrative burdens and NGOs support certification as a possible “shift in firms’ acceptable behavior.”297 
Barnes298 adds that it could be a toolbox with which multinationals could be able to implement positive 
behaviors.  

Bartley299 identifies an additional purpose of certification, at least in sustainable development, on which his 
research focuses. He argues that certification becomes a ‘mode of social regulation’ adopted in response to 
the social issues raised by the globalization of trade. Certification offers what he, along with Cashore et 
al.300, calls a” political settlement and an institution-building project” set to address the social issues born 
with the globalization of trade. Van Der Meulen301 and Zadek302 argue that certification offers, for instance, 
a suitable response to the labor and environment issues in outsourcing countries where no reliable legal 
framework is available.  

Power303 argues that the introduction of auditing processes in the regulatory landscape has offered “a way 
of reconciling contradictory forces: on the one hand, the need to extend a traditional hierarchical command 
conception of control, in order to maintain existing structures of authority; on the other the need to cope with 
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the failure of this style of control, as it generates risks (of non-compliance)304 that are increasingly hard to 
specify and control.”  

Certification offers the opportunity to pre-empt or even substitute public regulation with tailor-made rules 
for multinationals.  In economics terms, Cochoy analyzes the rise of certification as the possible outcome of 
the long run endeavor of businesses to “internalize their externalities”305. In other words, certification could 
be a solution suggested by businesses to address the different issues (social, environmental), the so-called 
externalities, created in the wake of their business operations.  

Similarly, Loconto and Busch306 see in rise of certification the emergence of what they call the ‘Tripartite 
Standard Regime’ (TSR) which they define as a “shift from binding to voluntarist, neo-corporatist regulation 
through private standards and with varying levels of accountability, which have a quasi-governmental 
function”. They add that TSR represents a form of governance aiming “at producing security through the 
market strategy of self-governance that pre-empts state-led regulation of markets”.307 

The development of certification as a regulatory instrument could also be one of the results of the growing 
intertwinement between public and private regulations. O’Rourke308 notices that national regulatory systems 
have weakened with the growing influence of international and European laws and the empowerment of 
globalized multinationals. This move has given room to what researchers in private law309 have called the 
rise of Transnational Private Regulation (TPR). Caffagi310 argues that TPR offers a “growing number of 
(private) regimes, each one focusing either on a single policy or on a set of integrated policies”. 

Others argue that certification suggest a particular approach of TPR. For Conroy311, certification offers a 
“market-driven process designed to encourage and reward compliant firms.”312 For Bartley313, certification 
is primarily a ‘soft law’ instrument regulating by “stimulating informal social pressures, deliberation, and 
learning within the community of the regulated.”314  

The trends described above point at certification gaining popularity as a soft law instrument to guarantee a 
minimum level of compliance or conformity to standards. These standards do not come from the state or 
legislature, but from private or semi-public entities, such as the relevant industry and NGOs.  

Certification can have a function as a regulatory instrument but also has a number of inherent flaws. Whether 
this kind of self-regulation actually delivers ‘desirable’ behavior and acceptable products and services in the 
absence of norms provided by the legislature remains to be seen. One can question the substance and 
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impartiality in the design of the standards. The reliability of certification and hence the actual process of 
monitoring and behavior modification315 are open for debate as well.   

Limited regulatory instrument 

There is a fundamental potential conflict of interest in certification because the candidate to be assessed is 
also a (paying) client of the assessor, who  must be satisfied.316 Certification providers face what 
Rochelandet317 calls the ‘who watches the watchers’ dilemma which is encouraging a ‘forum shopping’ 
behavior of entities seeking certification.318 To uphold reliability, certification bodies are required to apply 
stringent management rules. Rochelandet adds that this close monitoring potentially drives certification 
candidates towards more lenient providers in order to maximize their chance of obtaining the certification. 
In the absence of monitoring authority (ultimate watcher), this paves the way to a race to the bottom leading 
to adverse selection behavior when “the impossibility for operators to report about the quality of their policy 
(discourage) them to use certification.”319 

The issue of trust is central in certification because the value of a certification relies on the trust stakeholders 
grant to it. Surprisingly, distrust and excess of trust in certification may have similar consequences on trust 
in certification.   

On the one hand, distrust in the CE marking320 has forced manufacturers to add national certification to the 
EU conformity mark to foster public and suppliers’ trust in their products. However, the accumulation of 
certification seals on products has caused confusion in the public on the meaning and value of these 
certification.321  

On the other hand, Sayogo322 has shown that the strong uptake known by certification in sustainable 
development323 has boosted the scheme offer and encouraged forum shopping behaviors. The competition 
between unregulated schemes has led to a race to the bottom undermining trust in certification as the whole. 
The situation was enough alarming to require from the market stakeholders the establishment of private 
regulators324 to monitor the schemes. However, the solution establishing private regulators has only moved 
the ‘who watches the watchers’ dilemma mentioned above to upper level without solving it. The solution 
suggested by the European lawmaker in Regulation (EC) N° 765/2008325 entitling a single national 
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Associates (2008) Certification and Marks in Europe. A Study commissioned by EFTA - Consumer Research Associates Ltd, 43 

321  Regular surveys conducted on public awareness about certification marks concludes that they are generally recognized but not always 
very well understood by the public. See the outcomes of the EC survey conducted in 2012: 

 - 66 % of people surveyed recognize the CE marking 
 - 33 % believe that it means «made in Europe» 
 - 25 % are able to explain it actual purposes  

In Commission Staff Working Document on Knowledge-enhancing aspect of consumer empowerment 2012-2014  
322  Sayogo, D.S. et al. (2016). Ontological Modeling of Certification and Inspection Process to Support Smart Disclosure of Product 

Information. International Journal of Public Administration in the Digital Age (IJPADA) 3, no. 2 (2016), 86–108. 
323  The Ecolabel Index project identified more than 450 labels in sustainable development in 2015. Cited in Bartley, T. et al. (2015). 

Looking behind the Label: Global Industries and the Conscientious Consumer. Indiana University Press. p.2  
324  Verbruggen, P., T.Havinga (2014). The Rise of Transnational Private Meta-Regulators. TBGI Project Subseries No. 20 Vol. 10/Issue. 
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325  Regulation (EC) No 765/2008 — setting out the requirements for accreditation and market surveillance relating to the marketing of 

products 
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accreditation body326 with the authority of the last certifier, albeit not perfect327, offers a better option to 
prevent competition between regulators. 

The risk of ‘free riding’328, of benefiting services or advantages without supporting their cost, is also common 
in certification.329 Havinga and Verbruggen330 describe regulatory conditions that potentially encourage free 
riding behaviors in food supply regulation. RiskPlaza is a private agrifood certification scheme in the 
Netherlands operated by accredited third party certification bodies. The certification is recognized by the 
Dutch food safety authority (Nederlandse Voedsel en Warenautoriteit – NVWA). RiskPlaza certified 
producers benefit a lower number of inspections from the authorities. However, the NVWA is unable, due 
to a lack of resources, to ensure a higher number of inspections on non-certified businesses. Therefore, non-
certified producers benefit a similar leniency from the authorities without having to spend time and money 
in the stringent RiskPlasa certification. The authors conclude that this issue “potentially undermines the 
effectiveness of the whole collaboration.”331  

Boiral and al.332 have also demonstrated through a field study conducted on certification, based on the ISO 
9001 standard, that many businesses deploy minimal efforts to obtain and maintain certification without 
managing quality management. Certification contributes to what Meyer and Rowan333  have called a ‘rational 
myth.’ The entities manage to superficially conform to mostly accepted behaviors to ascertain their position 
in a community without searching to align with the requirements linked to these behaviors.   

Finally, a study conducted in 2003 by Eijlander et al.334 following the Vernieuwing Rijksdienst experiment335 
in the Netherlands, concluded that certification presents serious risks of regulatory capture.336 It could be a 
complement to the traditional regulation but certainly not a substitute. 

To sum up the above positions, it can be said that certification is a formal attestation issued by a trustable 
third-party body offering a trustable presumption of conformity with some predefined requirements. The 
attestation of conformity is commonly issued in the form of a certificate in writing, which is frequently, but 
not always, accompanied with a seal. Certification can be registered and protected as a trademark. It can be 
issued by the owner or by a licensed body. The licensing agreement signed between the issuer and the 
recipient is, by design, time limited, renewable and conditioned by the maintenance of the conformity. The 
license can be suspended or terminated anytime in case of non-conformity observed by the issuer. 
Certification offers a trustable presumption of conformity, but the legal effects of this presumption remain 
limited and depend on the appreciation of the judge that is varying from a court to another. However, the 
attestation of conformity offers more than a trustable presumption of conformity. It provides a signal to the 

 
326  Article 4 of Regulation (EC) No 765/2008  
327  The single national accreditation body must be competent and independent. If not, the whole confidence chain is challenged without 

additional solution.  
328  Free riding in this case means businesses are claiming their compliance without assuring it. 
329  Boiral, O. (2012). ISO Certificates as Organizational Degrees? Beyond the Rational Myths of the Certification Process. Organization 

Studies 33(5-6), 635 – 654. On rational myths, see Meyer, J. W, and B. Rowan. (1977) Institutional Organizations: Formal Structure as 
Myth and Ceremony. American Journal of Sociology 83 (1977): 340–63. 

 Christmann, P., Taylor G. (2006) Firm self-regulation through international certifiable standards: determinants of symbolic versus 
implementation. Journal of International Business Studies Vol. 37, No. 6, 863–878 

330  Havinga, T., Verbruggen, P., (2014). Hybridisation of Food Governance:  Trends Types and Results. Presented at the Panel 
Hybridization of RegGov: Trends, Types and Results of Public-Private Interaction ECPR on Standing Group on Regulatory 
Governance Conference, Barcelona 25-27 June 2014, 13 

331  Havinga, T., Verbruggen, P., (2014), 15 
332  Boiral, O., Amara N. (2009). Paradoxes of ISO 9000 performances: A Configurational Approach. The Quality Management Journal 

16, 3: 36-60. See also Christmann, P., G.Taylor (2006) « Firm self-regulation through international certifiable standards: determinants 
of symbolic versus implementation ». Journal of International Business Studies Vol. 37, No. 6. (s. d.): 863-78. 
Heras-Saizarbitoria, I., Boiral, O., (2018). Faking ISO 9001 in China: An exploratory study. Business Horizons. 

333  See Meyer, J.W, Rowan, B. (1977) Institutional organizations: formal structure as myth and ceremony, American Journal of 
Sociology, 83, 340-63 

334  Eijlander, P. et al. (2003). De inkadering van certificatie en accreditatie in beleid en wetgeving. Schoordijk Instituut, Centrum 
voor Wetgevingsvraagstukken, Universiteit van Tilburg. 

335  Bokhorst, A. (2010). Effectiveness of certification and accreditation as a public policy instrument in the Netherlands. 
Presented at the ECPR conference in Reykjavik, 3 

336  The agency theory sees a regulatory capture when the action of a public agency is captured by regulated interests. See Bernstein, M.H. 
(1955), Regulating business by independent commission, Princeton University Press 
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parties unable to verify the conformity by themselves. The attestation rewards the products, services or 
persons that have demonstrated their conformity with predefined requirements. The reward can be used to 
build a competitive advantage on the market and offers a formal evidence to the recipients that can be 
produced, voluntarily or on demand, to demonstrate the conformity.   

6.4.2 Conformity Assessment  
 
In the view of ISO, certification is a statement confirming that the “fulfilment of specified requirements has 
been demonstrated.337 The statement of conformity338 establishes that the fulfilment has been 
demonstrated339 but it does not contribute to demonstrating the fulfilment itself.340   
 
Certain authors challenge ISO’s approach arguing that the process (the conformity assessment) and its result 
(the conformity) contribute and condition the outcome (the attestation of conformity). Some341 suggest to 
include the conformity assessment process in the definition of certification while others342 reverse the 
definition and envisage certification as a conformity assessment process that is granting an attestation of 
conformity when the assessment concludes to the conformity.  

According to ISO, a conformity assessment is the “demonstration that specified requirements relating to a 
product, process, system, person or body are fulfilled”. The conformity assessment follows established 
methodologies.343 344 It compares observed values against predefined criteria included in a recognized 
document. The conformity assessment ensures a strict match345 with the criteria even if small deviations 
(tolerances) could be accepted when they have been specified.346 The conformity assessment can either 
conclude to the conformity or the non-conformity of what is assessed.  

ISO identifies different methods of conformity assessment. Testing347 verifies whether a claimed feature of 
a product is conforming with specified requirements. Inspection348 assesses onsite the conformity of product 

 
337  ISO/IEC 17000:2004 Subclause 5.2 
338  ISO/IEC 17000:2004 Annexe A.4.1 
339  Technically speaking, this is the audit report which establishes that the fulfilment with the specified requirements has been 

demonstrated.     
340  Ibid 
341  Conroy M.E. (2001), 4; Meuwissen, M. (2003), 57; Eijlander, P., Evers, G., De Moor, A. J. and Peters, H. (2003), 12; Heldeweg, 

M.A., (2019), 25. See also Marx, A., (2010). Global governance and the certification revolution type, trends and challenges. Leuven 
Centre for Global Governance Studies Working Paper No. 53, 6 
One finds a similar understanding in certain European official documents. For instance, “Certification schemes ... provide assurance 
(through a certification mechanism) that certain characteristics or attributes of the product or its production method or system, laid 
down in specifications, have been observed” in the Introduction EU best practice Guidelines for voluntary certification schemes for 
agricultural products and foodstuff (2010/C 341/04). See also for data protection EDPB, (2019). Guidelines 1/2018 on certification and 
identifying certification criteria in accordance with Articles 42 and 43 of the Regulation 2016/679 - Revised version 3, 8 and EDPB, 
(2018). Guidelines 4/2018 on the accreditation of certification bodies under Article 43 of the General Data Protection Regulation 
(2016/679) Revision 3, 7 

342 Neerhof, R., (2019),14; Meuwissen, M. (2003), 57; Eijlander, P., Evers, G., De Moor, A. J. and Peters, H. (2003), 12; Conroy M.E. 
(2001), 4.  

343  A special committee of ISO, the Conformity Assessment Committee (CASCO), elaborates the standards organizing this activity. See 
rationale and works of CASCO on the ISO’s website  

344  ISO/IEC 17000:2004 subclause 2.1  
EU legislation has adopted the same definition. See Article 2.12 of Regulation (EC) N° 765/2008 of the European Parliament and the 
Council setting out the requirements for accreditation and market surveillance relating to the marketing of products and repealing 
Regulation (EEC) No 339/93 

345  Decision No 768/2008/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 9 July 2008 on a common framework for the marketing of 
products, and repealing Council Decision 93/465/EEC (Text with EEA relevance) 

346  Certain technical standards are dedicated to the specification of tolerances. See examples on ISO’s website. 
https://www.iso.org/search.html?qt=tolerance&sort=rel&type=simple&published=on 

347  ISO/IEC 17000: 2004 subclause 4.2 
348  ISO/IEC 17000: 2004 subclause 4.3 
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samples or their production processes. Sampling349 selects a random series of products used during a testing 
or an inspection. An audit350 verifies the conformity of management systems.  

The conformity assessment can be optional or mandatory351 or de facto mandatory when optional 
demonstration of conformity is required to access or do something. The conformity assessment remains, in 
any case, intentional since the candidate initiates or requests it. 

As mentioned in section 6.4.1 above, the conformity assessment is deemed first party when the manufacturer 
or service provider self-assesses its own conformity. It is second party when a client or business partner 
verifies the conformity of its partner or supplier. The third-party conformity assessment involves an external 
conformity assessment body (CAB) to conduct the assessment.  

The ISO/IEC 17000:2004 standard assigns three functions: the selection, determination and review and 
attestation to the conformity assessment.352 The wording suggested by ISO/IEC 17000:2004 is ambiguous 
and questions the nature of certification. ISO/IEC 17000:2004 seems to suggest that certification (as 
attestation of conformity) is a subset of the conformity assessment. The relation between the conformity 
assessment enabling the issuance of the certification because its “add(s) substance or credibility to claims 
that specified requirements are fulfilled” is unclear in the standard.353 

ISO is also unclear when it defines the CABs354 as the “organizations providing the following conformity 
assessment services: testing, inspection, management system certification, personnel certification, product 
certification and, in the context of this International Standard, calibration.” Does this mean that attesting the 
conformity is a conformity assessment service among others or does it mean that certification offers more 
than attesting the conformity when it acts as a conformity assessment service?  

In practice, third-party conformity assessments are commonly regarded as equivalent to a certification 
process.355 The CABs which carry out the conformity assessments are frequently issuing the attestation of 
conformity as well.356  Many stakeholders357 refer to the word ‘certification bodies’ to designate such third-
party CABs358. In practice again, many stakeholders refer to the word ‘certification schemes’359, 

 
349  ISO/IEC 17000: 2004 subclause 4.1 
350  ISO/IEC 17000: 2004 subclause 4.4 
351   ISO/IEC Guide 23:1982 subclause 7.2  
352  ISO/IEC 17000: 2004 Annex A subclause A.1.1 
353  ISO/IEC 17000: 2004 Annex A subclause A.1.1 
354  ISO/IEC 17011: 2004 subclause 1 
355  Hesser, W., Feilzer, A.J., De Vries, H.J., (2007). Conformity Assessment, in: Standardisation in Companies and Markets. Helmut 

Schmidt University Hamburg, 519 
356  ISO/IEC 17000: 2004 subclause 2.5 and ISO/IEC 17000: 2004 subclause 2.1 paragraph 2 
357  ISO uses the word certification bodies to refer to the entity involved in the selection process part of the conformity assessment. See 

ISO/IEC 17000: 2004 Annex A subclause A.2 
The word is also interchangeably used by certification professionals. Examples can be found on the website of world leading 
conformity assessment bodies like Bureau Veritas, SGS. The word is also interchangeably used in sustainability certification schemes 
like Marine Stewardship Council, Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) or Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO). See for instance 
on the FSC website. Available at < https://www.fsc-uk.org/en-uk/business-area/certification-bodies > or < https://www.msc.org/for-
business/certification-bodies > Last Accessed 15/06/2019 

358  “‘conformity assessment body’ shall mean a body that performs conformity assessment activities including calibration, testing, 
certification and inspection” in Article 2.13 Regulation (EC) No 765/2008 Of The European Parliament and of the Council of 9 July 
2008 setting out the requirements for accreditation and market surveillance relating to the marketing of products and repealing 
Regulation (EEC) No 339/93” 
See also Article 56.4 of Regulation (EU) 2019/881 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 April 2019 on ENISA (the 
European Union Agency for Cybersecurity) and on information and communications technology cybersecurity certification and 
repealing Regulation (EU) No 526/2013 (Cybersecurity Act) (Text with EEA relevance) 

359  See for instance the presentation of the Gluten Free certification services offered by SGS. Available at  < 
https://www.sgs.com/en/agriculture-food/food/food-certification/gluten-free-certification-services >  Last Accessed 15/06/2019 
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‘processes’360 or ‘procedures’361 to describe the threefold relationship362 involving the applicant, the 
assessor363 and certifier in a third-party conformity assessment. 

The certification candidate requests the certifier of its choice to conduct a conformity assessment. 
Certification is a free market where the applicant is free to select the certification body with which it wants 
to work. Once a service contract has been concluded, the certifier requests the assessor (internal or external) 
to conduct the conformity assessment against a set of criteria included in a standard, a technical specification 
or any other recognized reference document. The assessor realizes the assessment and reports the results to 
the certifier. The certifier reviews364 the results and decides, based on the review, to issue or not the 
attestation of conformity. A similar process must be repeated each time the applicant wants to renew the 
attestation of conformity at the end of the validity period of the attestation.  

Assessors and certifiers can also undergo a third-party assessment process (called accreditation) attesting 
their technical and organizational capacity to manage a conformity assessment. Accreditation365, the 
certification of certifiers, like certification, is time limited and must be renewed at the end of the validity 
period.   

  

Figure 10:  Certification process threefold relationship 
 

ISO366 admits that “the terms declaration, certification and accreditation, which are defined as types of 
attestation only, may be used with ‘system’ or ‘scheme’ to describe conformity assessment systems or 
schemes that include the type of attestation activity indicated as the final step.” The ‘certification system’ is 

 
360  See for instance the presentation of the certification process on Bureau Veritas’s website. Available < 

https://www.bureauveritas.com/home/about-us/our-business/certification/about-us/understanding-the-certification-process/ >  Last 
Accessed on 15/06/2019 

361  See for instance the presentation of the certification procedure suggested by the European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) on 
its website. Available <  https://www.easa.europa.eu/document-library/certification-procedures > Last Accessed 15/06/2019 

362  See Figure 10 below  
363  ‘Whilst ‘audit’ applies to management systems, ‘assessment’ applies to conformity assessment bodies as well as more generally.” 

ISO/IEC 17000:2004 subclause 4.4 
364  ISO/IEC 17065:2012 subclause 7.5 requires the certifier is different from the auditor especially when the same company manages both 

activities.  
365  ISO/IEC 17001:2004 subclause 5.6 
366  ISO/IEC 17001:2004 Annex A subclause A 4.3 
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a conformity assessment system that includes different steps (selection, determination, review) leading, in 
case of successful completion, to the certification as the attestation activity. 

The ISO system focuses on the processes rather than the actors involved in the process. By selection, ISO 
means all the activities required to prepare the conformity assessment, like defining the scope and collecting 
audit material367. Determination368 refers to the conformity assessment itself and the review verifies whether 
the conformity has been fully demonstrated. The certification concludes the process when the attestation of 
conformity is issued by a third-party entity.  

The positions discussed above offer some interesting takeaways for defining certification. Firstly, the 
proposal made by certain authors at the beginning of the section to include the conformity assessment into 
the definition of certification makes sense since both the market and ISO recognize the intertwinement 
existing between the attestation of conformity and the conformity assessment. They look like the two faces 
of the same coin. Secondly, the involvement of a third-party entity at every step of the process (as part of 
both assessment and attestation), represents a core feature of the notion of certification. Finally, ISO’s 
proposal to envisage certification as a system or scheme369 highlights another basic feature of this notion. 
Certification is a set of interrelated elements interacting with each other. 

6.4.3 Scheme 
 

Scholars370 agree on the fact that a certification system or scheme encompasses at least a set of criteria 
usually called ‘requirements’, a ‘conformity assessment process’, an ‘attestation of conformity’ and a 
‘conformity assessment body’ (CAB) possibly playing the role of certifier. The scientific literature also 
underlines the core components of the certification scheme can be of various natures. ISO371 identifies four 
families of requirements. A first group includes the different types of regulations enacted by national and 
international authorities372. The standards published by Formal Standardization Organizations (FSOs)373 
represent the second group. The company, consortia and de facto standards developed outside FSOs 
represent the third group. The last group comprises internal methods and procedures established by 

 
367  ISO/IEC 17001:2004 Annex A.2 subclause A 2.1 
368  ISO/IEC 17001:2004 Annex A.3 subclause A 3.1 
369  ISO/IEC 17001:2004 Annex A subclause A 4.3 
370  “What a certification scheme contains is  
(i)  A Standard  
(ii)  A Process to check initial and over time compliance 
(iii)  A Mark to reward compliance” 
 Conroy, M.E (2007). Branded! How the certification revolution is transforming global corporations. New society publish, 12 
 A certification scheme involved:  
 - Set of requirements  
 - Assessment process 
 - Certification can be issued by self-assessment or 1/3 party 
 Civic Consulting (2012) A Pan-European Trustmark for E-Commerce: Possibilities and Opportunities - Study for the Directorate-

General for internal Policies - European Parliament, 40. Available  
“certification scheme contains in general the following components: 

 - the (interpretation of the) norm(s) 
 - the operating procedures and methodology to be used for inspections 
 - the certification criteria and rules with regard to non-compliance 
 - additional qualification criteria and demands for certification personnel” 
 Staaij, J.V.D. (2008). Certification as sustainable self-regulation. Master Thesis - Rotterdam School of Management Erasmus 

University, Department Business-Society Management, 35 
371  ISO/IEC Guide 2: 2004 in the Subclause 3.1 identifies “standards, technical specifications, codes of practice and regulations.” 
372  Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with 

regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data 
Protection Regulation) (Text with EEA relevance) and OECD Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of 
Personal Data belong to this group 

373  This type of standards is also sometimes called formal standard or de jure standards. This latter denomination remains questionable 
insofar it falsely suggests technical standards have inherited some legal value. On standards classification, see Vries, H.J., (1999). 
Classification of Standards, in: Standardization: A Business Approach to the Role of National Standardization Organizations. Springer, 
Boston, MA. See also Telyas, D., (2014). The Interface Between Competition Law, Patents and Technical Standards: PhD Thesis, 
Department of Law, Aarhus University. Chapter 7 
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businesses to manage their own production processes and the different codes of conduct issued by company 
consortia and professional associations to guide their practice.374 

As mentioned, the attestation of conformity may also take various forms since the certificate can be issued 
with different validity periods with or without a seal. It may apply to the products, services, persons or the 
management systems.  

The CABs offering conformity assessment services frequently issue the attestation of conformity following 
an assessment having demonstrated the conformity. Some FSOs375 have developed a conformity assessment 
activity beside their involvement in standardization and grant an attestation of conformity at the end of the 
process. Some certification bodies sub-contract the conformity assessment and keep the issuance of the 
attestation of conformity as their business.376 Others license the full process of conformity assessment and 
attestation issuance to other CABs.377 

The various natures of components offer many possible combinations and the multifarious classifications 
suggested offer an overview of the almost endless possibilities. The schemes can be classified depending on 
the nature of the requirements, of the assessment process, the type of attestation issued, the geographical 
scope or the origin of the certifier.378 The research on data protection certification mechanisms379 conducted 
by Tilburg University on behalf of the European Commission has also suggested to classify the schemes 
whether they focus on a particular subject matter, activity domain or whether they are SME friendly.  

Lewandowski et al.380 suggested to classify certification schemes depending on how they have been designed 
for professionals or consumers. Jahn381 and Conroy382 differentiate the schemes depending on whether they 
have been initiated by private bodies, authorities or NGOs. Couret et al.383 classify the schemes according 
to whether the schemes certify full or partial processes, minimum or maximum quality levels or compliance 

 
374  The European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity organizing self-regulation for scientific research or the European Commission 

Code of Conduct for Data Centre Energy Efficiency describing the best practices for energy efficiency in data center management. See 
a presentation of the code on the European Commission website. Available at <  https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/energy-efficiency/code-
conduct/datacentres > Last Accessed on 15/06/2019 

375  The British Standard Institution (BSI) certifies under its own brand. The Association Francaise de Normalisation (AFNOR) and the 
Deutsches Institut für Normung e.V (DIN) have created dedicated brands to manage their own certification activities. AFNOR 
certification in France and DIN Certo in Germany.  

376  The data protection certification scheme Europrise manages the issuance of the attestation of conformity but delegates the assessment 
process to accredited individuals or bodies. See a presentation of the certification process on Europrise’s website. Available at < 
https://www.european-privacy-seal.eu/EPS-en/Product-and-Service-Privacy-Certification > Last Accessed on 15/06/2019  

377  The CEN/CENELEC is also the owner of a European certification mark, the Keymark, that is managed by DIN Certo and licensed to 
the other certification bodies. The CEN has set up a European certification mark aiming at demonstrating the conformity with the 
European Standards. The Keymark is co-owned by the CEN and CENELEC. The full process of certification is delegated to accredited 
certification bodies. The DIN CERTO is managing the scheme on a daily basis on behalf the CEN/CENELEC. A full presentation of 
the scheme on CEN’s website is available at <  https://www.cen.eu/news/brief-news/Pages/NEWS-2015-012.aspx > Last Accessed on 
30/092019 
The data protection scheme ISDP©10003:2015 from the Italian certification body Inveo licenses the full certification process to other 
certification bodies once they have been accredited. See Kamara, I., Leenes, R., Lachaud, E., Stuurman, C., Van Lieshout, M. and 
Bodea, G., (2019). Data Protection Certification Mechanisms: Study on Articles 42 and 43 of the Regulation (EU) 2016/679: Annexes 

378 The inventory of agrifood certification schemes realized by Areté for the European Commission suggests six possible classifications 
for the 424 schemes the study has identified. See Inventory of certification schemes for agricultural products and foodstuffs marketed 
in the EU Member States - Study conducted by Areté for DG AGRI  

379  See Kamara, I., Leenes, R., Lachaud, E., Stuurman, C., Van Lieshout, M. and Bodea, G., (2019) 
380  Lewandowski, I and A.P.C FAAIJ, (2006). Steps towards the development of a certification system for sustainable bio-energy trade. 

Elsevier 30, 83–104. 
381  Jahn, G., et Al (2005) The Reliability of Certification: Quality Labels as a Consumer Policy Tool, Journal of Consumer Policy, 28: pp. 

53 – 73 
382  Conroy M.E. (2007). Branded! How the certification revolution is transforming global corporations. New society publish. 

Dingwerth, K. (2007), The New Transnationalism: transnational governance and democratic legitimacy (Basingstoke: Palgrave 
Macmillan)   

383  Couret, et al. (1995), 41 
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with one or several regulations. Van Tulder and Van der Zwart384 look at the purposes of the schemes and 
the level and nature of the authorities’ involvement in their management. 

A largely accepted classification, suggested by ISO385 and adopted by the EU authorities386, divides the 
schemes between those certifying products, services, management systems and persons. Eijlander et al. 387 
divide the schemes into four main clusters depending on the authority’s involvement in the design and/or 
management of the schemes. They also divide the schemes according to their legal value. Within this 
classification, the Recognition (erkenningsvariant) category includes the mandatory schemes offering the 
only way for some regulated body to demonstrate its compliance with the law and serves as a condition to 
enter on the market, the Admission (toelatingsvariant) category brings together the schemes having a legal 
value, the Enforcement category (toezichtsvariant), encompasses the schemes offering a means, amongst  
others, for demonstrating the conformity with the law and the last category, the Ordering one 
(marktordeningsvariant), includes the schemes only having a self-regulation purpose. 

None of these classifications looks more relevant than the others, although some are more frequently used 
than others in the academic literature. The variety in certification taxonomy reflects the one existing in the 
nature of the components. It also highlights the interchangeability of components offered to the scheme 
owner, to exchange one or several components in the scheme to create a brand new one, depending on its 
needs and purposes. Variety in the schemes’ classification also demonstrates that the certification system 
can be presented by using each one of the components. Certification modularity schemes makes any attempt 
of taxonomy difficult.   

To conclude this section, certification can be defined in three different ways. ISO defines certification as an 
attestation of conformity granted by a third-party entity having the assurance that the conformity to the 
requirements has been demonstrated. The definition offers a clear overview on the nature of certification 
(result) but does not provide any indication on the process used to demonstrate conformity. To be more 
comprehensive, some authors suggest adding the third-party assessment process to the definition. The above 
discussion has shown that the definition remains valid when components are exchanged. Certification can 
be defined as a third-party conformity assessment realized by a third-party entity issuing an attestation of 
conformity when the assessment has demonstrated the conformity. Moreover, the market and ISO recognize 
that the attestation of conformity and the conformity assessment are closely linked and contribute to build a 
system. The certification system includes a third-party attestation, a third-party conformity assessment but 
also a set of requirements, a conformity assessment body and a certification candidate. 

 
6.5 Data Protection Certification 

 
The entry into force of the GDPR in May 2018 has opened a transition period during which two different 
approaches of DPC still coexist. DPC already existed before its inclusion in the GDPR even though its uptake 
had been relatively limited. Many different types of schemes had been established making DPC very diverse. 
Since the inclusion of certification in its Articles 42 and 43, the GDPR suggests a much more organized 
approach that slightly conflicts with the definition of certification proposed in the previous section. 

6.5.1 DPC before the GDPR 
 
The landscape of DPC presented in the following subsection summarizes the results of the market scan 

 
384  Van Tulder, R Van der Zwart (2005) International Business-Society Management: Linking corporate responsibility and globalization, 

Oxon: Routledge, 440 
385  ISO/IEC 17000:2004 subclause 5.5 
386  Commission Communication — EU best practice Guidelines for voluntary certification schemes for agricultural products and 

foodstuffs - Official Journal of the European Union – 2010 - point 1.1 C 341/6 -and scholars, section 1.1 
387   Eijlander et al. (2003). De inkadering van certificatie en accreditatie in beleid en wetgeving. Schoordijk Instituut, Centrum voor 

Wetgevingsvraagstukken, Universiteit van Tilburg, 50  
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conducted in 2013-2014. The one conducted in 2017 on behalf of the European Commission only confirms 
the trends and adds interesting insights missing in the initial scan.  

Recent 

DPC remains relatively recent in Europe. The first DPC scheme was established in 2000 by the DPA of the 
German State of Schleswig-Holstein, the ULD, 388. However, 80% of the 44 schemes identified during the 
initial scan389 were established after 2005 and half of them after 2010.390  

The uptake of certification procedures in sustainable development391, food safety regulation392 and, in IT 
security393 has possibly encouraged the development of DPC. The gradual change of the regulation paradigm 
encouraging co-regulation and accountability procedures394 and the belief by some stakeholders395 involved 
in the framework reform that DPC can positively contribute to the data protection regulation396 has possibly 
contributed to its development as well. However, no tangible evidence supporting these assertions has been 
produced so far and the connections, if any, remain to be demonstrated.   

Confidential 

The schemes available and the volume of certified entities have remained low and the additional market scan 
conducted in 2017 did not demonstrate a significative change in the landscape. 50 or so relevant schemes 
were found in 2017 on a larger geographical and functional scope.397 

If one excludes the Japanese PrivacyMark System398 included in the second scan which has certified more 
than 15,000 entities since 1998, the volume of certified entities represented, on average, less than 100 entities 
per scheme in 2017 (compared to 68 per scheme in the 2014 study). Relatively low numbers are also 

 
388 The Privacy Seal – Gütesiegel initiated by the ULD. See for details on the scheme Kamara I. et al. (2019), Annexes 
389  See Figure 6.  Selection criteria applied in DPC market scan in 2014 
390  The Certified Information Privacy Professional/Europe (CIPP/E) from the IAPP in 2011, E-privacy seal from E-privacy Consult in 

2012, Fair Data from MRS in 2013, Label CNIL Coffre-fort numérique in 2013, Label CNIL Formations Informatique et Libertés in 
2011, Label CNIL Gouvernance Informatique et Libertés in 2014, Label CNIL Procédures d’audit in 2011, OBA certification in 2012 

391  Tröster, R., M. Hiete (2018). Success of Voluntary Sustainability Certification Schemes–A Comprehensive Review. Journal of Cleaner 
Production. 

392  Havinga, T. (2006) Regulation of Food Safety by Supermarkets. Law & Policy Vol. 28, No. 4, October 2006. See also Havinga, T., P. 
Verbruggen (2014). Hybridisation of Food Governance:  Trends Types and Results. Presented at the Panel Hybridization of RegGov: 
Trends, Types and Results of Public-Private Interaction   ECPR on Standing Group on Regulatory Governance Conference, Barcelona 
25-27 June 2014. 

393 The first version of the ISO 27000 standard dedicated to the IT security has been published in 2005. Since more than 33,000 bodies 
have been certified from 2005 and 2016. Between 2015 and 2016, the number of bodies certified has increased of 21% according to 
the annual survey led by the ISO. See ISO Survey of Management System Standard Certifications 2016. 

394 Article 24.2 GDPR sets a general principle of accountability that can be demonstrated with the adoption of certification procedures 
395  “Accountability...   goes   beyond   simple   industry   self-regulations in that it requires companies not only to commit and show 

willingness to ensure a high level   of   privacy   and   data   protection but   also   to   demonstrate   their   capability   and   ability   to   
do   so.   This   capability should be validated by an external, independent body, who would certify compliance.” Pradelles, D., I. 
Bednarich (2011). HP response to the European Commission’s Public Consultation on the Review of the Legislative Framework for 
Data Protection. 
“Creation and application of certification programs should be encouraged. Certification should not be a domain reserved only for 
DPA’s. A level playing field should be created between different providers of certificates. Self-certification, similarly, with CE type 
approval should be considered. A common criterion should be created to prevent disparity and confusion between different certificates, 
recognizing, however, the different needs for different types of business models. Incentives to utilize certification should be 
introduced, such as leniency in case of enforcement” NOKIA (2011). Position on the European Commission”s consultation on 
proposed reforms to the European data protection framework, 20 
“Vodafone supports the concept of an EU privacy certification, as discussed above in relation to supervision and accountability. 
Independent experts who are able to assess and provide privacy seal of approval is going to alleviate the burden on regulators and 
foster consumer confidence in the safety and protection of their personal information”. in Zafeiratou, E. (2011). A comprehensive 
approach on personal data protection in the European union. Vodafone’s response, 19 
“The creation of a normative framework at the EU level for data protection audits is to be welcomed. Voluntary audits represent a 
particularly effective element within the area of preventive self-regulation and can make a significant contribution to the development 
and strengthening of data protection. The statements made in data protection certificates, in combination with privacy policies, provide 
an excellent means for improving the transparency of data processing for data subjects and supporting them in asserting their rights.” 
in Wojtjowicz, M. (2011). Statement TÜV on the Communication from the Commission to the European 

396  Article 29 Working Party, Opinion 3/2010 on the principle of accountability (WP173), 13 July 2010, paragraphs 69-71 
397  The market scan done within the study led for the European Commission was not limited to Europe and to privacy focused schemes  
398  Japanese PrivacyMark System was out of the scope of my initial study. The figures regarding the Japanese PrivacyMark System are 

available (in English) on the website of the scheme. Available at < https://privacymark.org/reference/pdf/ThePrivacyMarkSystem.pdf 
> Last accessed on 15/06/2019 
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demonstrated when looking at particular schemes. A well-known seal, the ULD Gütesiegel, for instance, had 
certified 200 public bodies in 2014, in the fourteen years the scheme has existed.  

The most ‘successful’ schemes in terms of uptake were the ones certifying the skillset of privacy 
professionals. GDDcert399 in Germany granted more than 550 certifications in ten years’ time and IAPP 
Europe400 certified more than 400 privacy professionals between 2010 to 2014.  

Figures of DPC are far from the million entities certified worldwide against ISO 9001 or the 33,000 certified 
against ISO/IEC 27001 in Europe.401 To offer a quick but meaningful comparison, GDDcert delivers 55 
certifications per year while German certification bodies annually certify up to 420 entities against ISO/IEC 
27001.402 The ratio was roughly of 1 to 10 in 2014 in a country where data protection is a relatively popular 
topic and where certification is an appreciated process. The market of DPC was and remains immature and 
experimental.403  

The situation has started to evolve since 2014. The publication of ISO/IEC 27018404, drafted to address the 
specific needs of data processors handling personal data in the cloud405, has opened new opportunities and 
raised some interests in well-established certification bodies.406  

The entry into force of the GDPR with the level of financial sanctions set in it407 might accelerate the drafting 
of standards in the coming years to help companies comply and demonstrate their compliance. ISO is already 
preparing a new standard408 aiming to complete the ISO 27000 series on privacy issues.  CEN/CENELEC is 
to issue its own dedicated standards409 following the mandate given by the European Commission a few 
years ago.410  ISO suggests a slightly different approach and vocabulary411, called ‘Privacy in ISO’s 
approach’, to address data protection issues412.  

The proliferation of private standards could create some normative competition between private and public 
regulations and challenge the consistency of data protection. As of December 2018, it remains unclear 

 
399  The Zertifizierung der Datenschutzqualifikation (GDDcert.) is presented (in German only) on the GDD”s website. Available at < 

https://www.gdd.de/der-datenschutzbeauftragte/zertifizierung > Last Accessed 30/092019 
400  The results of the CIPP/E must be taken with care to the extent the market of this scheme is larger than the EU only. The IAPP”s 

schemes have been much more known and adopted in the US than in EU so far.    
401 Annual ISO Survey of Management System Standard Certifications - 2015 issue available on the website of the ISO.  Available at < 

https://www.iso.org/files/live/sites/isoorg/files/standards/conformity_assessment/certification/doc/survey_executive-summary.pdf >  
Last Accessed 30/092019 

402  The detail of the ISO survey is available in Excel spreadsheet format on ISO”s website.  Available at < 
http://isotc.iso.org/livelink/livelink?func=ll&objId=1888772&objAction=browse&viewType=1 > Last Accessed 15/06/2019  

403  Some DPAs like the CNIL and the ULD have been playing a pioneering role, experimenting the interest of this procedure for data 
protection. 

404 ISO/IEC 27018:2014 — Information technology — Security techniques — Code of practice for protection of Personally Identifiable 
Information (PII) in public clouds acting as PII processors. See a quick description of the content of the standard on Information 
security standards. See also Beckham, J. et Al. (2014). ISO 27018 – Data Protection Standards for the Cloud. National Law Review.  

405  De Hert, P., V. Papakonstantinou, and I. Kamara, (2016). The cloud computing standard ISO/IEC 27018 through the lens of the EU 
legislation on data protection. Computer Law & Security Review, 32(1), 27. 

406 The British Standards Institute (BSI) has verified and certified Microsoft Azure, Office 365 and Dynamics CRM Online are aligned 
with the ISO/IEC 27018:2014. Bureau Veritas did the same with IBM and Ernst and Young with Amazon Web Services,   

407  Article 83 GDPR authorizes the DPAs to fine up to 20 million € or 4% of company’s worldwide turnover in case of serious 
infringement  

408  The ISO/IEC CD 27552 Security techniques — Extension to ISO/IEC 27001 and to ISO/IEC 27002 for privacy management — 
Requirements and Guidelines 

409  EN 16571-2014 RFID privacy impact assessment, the CEN/TR 16672-2014 Privacy capability features of current RFID technologies 
410 Under the mandate issued by the European Commission to the European Standardization bodies « M/530 Commission Implementing 

Decision C (2015) 102 final of 20.1.2015 on a standardization request to the European standardization organizations as regards 
European standards and European standardization deliverables for privacy and personal data protection management pursuant to 
Article 10(1) of Regulation (EU) No 1025/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council in support of Directive 95/46/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council and in support of Union’s security industrial policy. 

411  See subsection 7.4.1.3 of Data Protection Certification Mechanisms Study on Articles 42 and 43 of the Regulation (EU) 2016/679 
Directorate – General for Justice and Consumers Unit C.3 Data Protection and Unit C.4 International Data Flows and Protection 

412  ISO/IEC 29100 defines a privacy framework  
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whether existing international standards on privacy will be endorsed by the European authorities or/and will 
be gradually amended to ensure their alignment with the requirements of the GDPR.      

Focused on personal competences 

Until now, DPC has been essentially a certification of persons certifying the competences of data protection 
professionals. Almost half of the schemes matching the criteria of the 2014 scan came from Germany where 
the national data protection legislation required hiring a data protection officer (DPO) in companies 
employing more than 10 persons.413  

Certification is recognized and appreciated in Germany and this procedure could have been used to assure a 
minimum level of competence to the mandatory data protection officer.  

The market scan conducted in 2017414  has confirms that Germany remains the European champion of 
DPC.415 It also confirms that the certification of privacy professionals is still on the rise416 following the 
endorsement of the DPO in the GDPR.  

Diverse 

All the schemes identified during the two scans were managed by third parties. As indicated above, 
trustmarks417 and other self-declarations of conformity were excluded from the study samples in 2014 and 
2017. 

The certifications identified were always limited in time. The average validity period in the sample studied 
was 3 years but varied from 1 to 5 years. The maintenance of the attestation was conditioned by the 
maintenance of the conformity during the validity period. The attestation was renewable under the same 
conditions than the one used during the initial certification. The scheme from E-Privacy Consult was, as part 
of the 2017 scan, the unique DPC scheme in the sample that offered to only reassess the offsets from the 
initial conformity assessment.   

The suspension and/or withdrawal of the attestation of conformity in case of persistent non-compliance were 
common policy within all the schemes studied. Some schemes, but not all of them418, set up a dispute 
resolution process which was, most of the time, managed internally and, in a few cases, the services of 
external ombudsman were used. E-Privacy Consult, for instance, collaborated with the regional chamber of 
commerce in Hamburg and used it as an intermediary in case of persisting disagreement with a client. 

A few schemes were compulsory but most of them were voluntary. The Swiss health insurance regulation419 
requires insurance companies in Switzerland to certify the conformity of data processing established with 
Swiss hospitals against the local data protection law. The French ‘Agrément des hébergeurs de données de 

 
413 Section 38 of the German Data Protection Act (BDSG) updated on 30 June 2017. https://www.gesetze-im-

internet.de/englisch_bdsg/englisch_bdsg.html#p0316  
414  Study on certification mechanisms, seals or marks under Articles 42 and 43 of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 supported by the 

Directorate-General for Justice and Consumers 
415  Germany represented 20% of the schemes mapped during the market screening.  
416  The mapping made for writing the research paper dedicated to the DPO certification found out 45 schemes dedicated to this activity. 

See Lachaud, E. (2018) Certification of Data Protection Officer should be regulated. Forthcoming Available at SSRN: 
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3176471 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3176471 > Last Accessed 30/092019 

417  A trustmark does not necessarily require a prior conformity assessment. The trustmark is commonly affixed following a self-
commitment of conformity.  A Trustmark may be “[a] label or visual representation showing participation in a Trustmark scheme. A 
subscriber to a Trustmark scheme can display a Trustmark if he meets the Trustmark requirements.” In UNICE-BEUC e-confidence 
project, 2001 (Glossary). 
“A signal adherence to a set of rules (hereafter referred to as a code of conduct) in order to increase the consumer’s confidence in the 
online trader.” In Trzaskowski, J. (2006) E-Commerce Trustmarks in Europe - an overview and comparison of Trustmarks in the 
European Union, Iceland and Norway European Consumer Centre Denmark, 11. 

418  Public schemes like former CNIL’s seals did not set any dispute management process to the extent the DPA relies on administrative 
courts to manage possible disputes. 

419  The ordinance on medical insurance (OAMal) is accessible online on the website of the Swiss Federal government. Available < 
http://www.admin.ch/opc/fr/classified-compilation/19950219/index.html > Last Accessed 30/092019 
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santé à caractère personnel’420 requires data processors handling health personal data for medical institutions 
to be authorized by the CNIL before starting their activity. Between the two scans, the approval process was 
replaced by a mandatory third-party certification.421    

Some certification bodies managed the full process on their own.422 The process was commonly split in 
different steps. TÜV IT and Europrise423 schemes contain a seven-step process while TÜV Rheinland adopts 
eight steps. Six of these steps were dedicated to the conformity assessment and the other two related to a 
review and issuance of the attestation of conformity. Some schemes conducted the conformity assessment 
based only on a written questionnaire or/and a documentation review424 while the others also relied on an 
audit onsite. ULD and Europrise reviewed the audit report and issued the attestation but delegated the 
conformity assessment to external accredited individual experts.425  

Some schemes used external methodologies to shape their audit process. Europrise and TÜV IT, for instance, 
defined the certification scope based on the Target of Evaluation426 (TOE) described in the ISO/IEC 15408 
standard. The Swiss scheme DPCO:2014 used the risk-based approach427 suggested by ISO/IEC 27002 to 
draft its own data security requirements.  

The CNIL drafted its own requirements which were published as regulation in the French Official Journal428. 
The Swiss DPA enacted an ordinance429 with a content derived from the Swiss data protection Act.430 

 
420  The requirements and process of the Agrément des hébergeurs de données de santé à caractère personnel is available (in French) on the 

French Ministry of Health”s website. Available at < 
https://www.cnil.fr/sites/default/files/typo/document/procedure_hebergeurs_sante.pdf > Last Accessed 30/092019 

421  See the process (In French) on the ASPI Santé’s website. “Certification des hébergeurs de données de santé. Available at < 
http://esante.gouv.fr/en/services/hebergeurs-de-donnees-de-sante/procedures-pour-les-hebergeurs-de-donnees-de-sante > Last accessed 
15/06/2019 

422  TÜV Rheinland, TÜV IT, Datenschutz cert, Privacy Consult in Germany, SQS, KPMG in Switzerland, the CNIL in France, the 
Hungarian Data Protection Authority (NAIH), the Dutch private investigators Association entirely manage their own processes.  

423  Steps towards certification are accessible on the Europrise website. The detailed certification process remains private. Available at < 
https://www.european-privacy-seal.eu/EPS-en/Product-and-Service-Privacy-Certification > Last Accessed 30/092019 

424  The CNIL and ASIP Santé, the owner of the Agrément des hébergeurs de santé, are basing the conformity assessment on the answers 
provided by the candidates.   

425  ULD and Europrise directly manage the accreditation process of individuals and bodies interested in assessing their requirements. The 
process used by the two bodies is quite similar. The candidates for accreditation must demonstrate probity, independence and 
competence. The first two require a formal statement from the candidate. The Applicants for accreditation are then invited to follow a 
seminar presentation of the ULD or the Europrise. Following the seminar, a case study is submitted to them for which they must 
deliver within a 2 months period an audit report that the scope (technical or/and legal) is defined by the scope of accreditation. The 
candidates are invited to send their evaluation to the European Privacy Seal Board for approval and admission decision as ULD or 
Europrise expert board. The accreditation is granted for a period of three years, renewable if the expert has conducted one audit at least 
in this area in the meantime or if followed the upgrade training proposed by the certification bodies.     

426  The Target of Evaluation (TOE) defines the audit scope in the security assessment process of IT products. The ToE is a notion defined 
in the ISO/IEC 15408-1:2009 Information technology -- Security techniques -- Evaluation criteria for IT security -- Part 1: 
Introduction and general model 

427  The Swiss DPA presents on its website a flowchart summarizing the approach borrowed in the ISO/IEC 27002 standard (in French and 
German). Available at < 
https://www.edoeb.admin.ch/datenschutz/00756/00974/index.html?lang=fr&download=NHzLpZeg7t,lnp6I0NTU042l2Z6ln1ae2IZn4
Z2qZpnO2Yuq2Z6gpJCDdX59hGym162epYbg2c_JjKbNoKSn6A--> Last Accessed 30/092019 

428  Decision No. 2011-315 dated 6 October 2011 adopting a standard for delivering privacy seals in matters of training covering the 
protection of persons with regard to the processing of personal data published to the French Official Journal on 3 November 2011. 
Decision No. 2011-316 dated 6 October 2011 adopting a standard for delivering privacy seals in audit procedures covering the 
protection of persons with regard to the processing of personal data published to the French Official Journal on 3 November 2011. 
Decision No. 2014-017 dated 23 January 2014 adopting a standard for the delivery of privacy seals concerning digital safe boxes 
published to the French Official Journal on 7 February 2014. Deliberation No. 2014-500 of 11 December 2014 on the Adoption of a 
Standard for the Deliverance of Privacy Seals on Privacy Governance Procedures published to the French Official Journal on 10 
January 2015. See the requirements on the CNIL’s website (Available in English). Available at < https://www.cnil.fr/en/privacy-seals 
> Last Accessed 30/092019 

429   Ordinance of 28 September 2007 on data protection certification, so called DPCO accessible on the Swiss DPA’s website. Available at 
< https://www.admin.ch/opc/en/classified-compilation/20071826/index.html > Last Accessed 30/092019 

430   Swiss Federal Act on Data Protection of 19 June 1992, so called LPD accessible on the website of the Swiss Data Protection 
Authority. Available at < https://www.admin.ch/opc/en/classified-compilation/19920153/index.html > Last Accessed 30/092019 
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Europrise drafted a private open standard431 accessible at no charge while TÜV IT432 and TÜV Rheinland433 
made their own requirements accessible only to paying clients.  

Most of the schemes studied were referring to the national data protection law or, for some such as Europrise, 
to the European framework. Swiss based Good Priv@cy434 directly referred to the OECD Principles435 and 
Market Research Society from UK proposed to certify ten home-made principles.436 The Dutch professional 
association of private investigators437 attested the conformity with a code of conduct of the private 
investigator profession.438 E-Privacy consult439 offered to certify the conformity to the Online Behavioral 
Advertising (OBA), the code of conduct published by the professional association of European 
advertisement companies (EDAA).  

Most of the schemes were fully private since no authority was involved in the design or the management of 
the schemes. There was one example of a fully regulated scheme: the CNIL’s certification where the 
authority drafted the requirements, assessed the conformity, granted the attestation and monitored the 
compliance of the certified bodies. Other schemes, like the German DPA ULD, were examples of co-
regulated schemes where the conformity assessment process was delegated to private accredited third parties 
while the attestation issuance was internally managed by the DPA.  

DPC before the GDPR looked like quality certification because it meant to reward and promote products 
and processes compliant with data protection laws. DPC before the GDPR was also a conformity certification 
close to the certification based on OHSAS 18001 standard440. Both DPC and OHSAS intend to certify the 
conformity to legal provisions. But DPC, like Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) certification, intends 
to certify the conformity to fundamental rights. The aim of DPC, the nature of the requirements audited and 
the fact that both base the process on private norms translating legal provisions make DPC close to CSR 
certification at first sight. The following sub-section explores the comparison in more detail. 

Close but not similar to CSR 

Corporate Social Responsibility is commonly defined as a set of “mechanisms to voluntarily integrate 
social and environmental concerns into business operations and their interactions with their stakeholders, 

 
431  This standard meets the definition of an open de facto standard insofar as it has been developed outside of standardization bodies and 

stays fully accessible to the public. The Europrise’s criteria are available for free on Europrise’s website. Available at < 
https://www.european-privacy-seal.eu/EPS-en/Criteria > Last Accessed 30/092019 

432  A presentation of the Trusted Site Privacy scheme is available on TUV IT’s website. Available at < 
https://www.tuvit.de/en/services/data-privacy/trusted-site-privacy/ > Last Accessed 30/092019 

433  A short description of the Data Privacy Program certification scheme is available on the TÜV Rheinland’s website. < 
https://www.tuv.com/world/en/data-privacy-certification-for-companies.html > Last Accessed 30/092019 

434  Goodpriv@cy is presented on the SQS website. Available at < http://www.sqs.ch/en/index/leistungsangebot/lgpr.htm > Last Accessed 
30/092019 

435  OECD Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data issued in 1980 and updated in 2013. Available 
at < http://www.oecd.org/sti/ieconomy/oecdGuidelinesontheprotectionofprivacyandtransborderflowsofpersonaldata.htm > Last 
Accessed 30/092019 

436  The data protection principles used as requirements in the Fairdata scheme are based on the UK data protection law. The principles 
derived from the law are available on MRS’s website. Available < http://www.fairdata.org.uk/10-principles/ > Last Accessed 
30/092019 

437  The Dutch professional association of private investigators offers the Keurmerk Particulier onderzoekbureau. See a presentation of the 
scheme on the the Nederlandse Veiligheidsbranche website. Available at < http://www.veiligheidsbranche.nl/KM_POB_nl.html  > 
Last Accessed 30/092019 

438  The privacy code for private security organizations (Gedragscode voor particuliere recherchebureaus 2016) is available on the Dutch 
DPA’s website. Available at < 
https://autoriteitpersoonsgegevens.nl/sites/default/files/atoms/files/privacygedragscode_particuliere_onderszoeksbureaus_17_novembe
r_2015.pdf > Last Accessed 30/092019 

439  The German certification body, E-Privacy Consult, offers to certify the compliance with the EDAA-OBA framework. See a 
presentation of the scheme on E-Privacy Consult website. Available at < https://www.eprivacy.eu/en/privacy-seals/edaa-oba-
certification/ > Last Accessed 30/092019 

440  The requirements of the OHSAS 18001 certification derive from the British Organizational Health and safety policies laws and the 
International Labor Organization Guidelines. See Turekova, I. et al. (2009). Basic Information about Occupational Health and Safety 
Management System (OHMS). The CE marking process certifies the products’ conformity with the essential requirements set into the 
New Approach Directives. See the ‘Blue Guide’ on the implementation of EU product rules 2016, section 1.2.3.  
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which are over and above the entities’ legal responsibilities441.” As Banerjee442 suggests, it is “curious to 
say the least because one could interpret this as meaning that corporations currently do not have a culture 
of compliance and should be encouraged to develop one.”  

As previously stated, the acceleration in the globalization of trade and the lack of regulation in countries in 
which manufacturing has been outsourced has given room for the development of private regulations, like 
certification. It simultaneously increased the pressure exerted by NGOs on multinationals through a series 
of media campaigns to assure decent work and living conditions to sub-contractors along with the respect of 
minimal environmental standards. These trends have contributed to the emergence of a series of private 
standards focusing on environmental issues443, fair trade and sustainability.444  

One of the most emblematic standard, because it was the first one, is Social Accountability 8000 (SA 8000) 
developed to address the issue of children work in Asian countries following Nike’s sub-contractor scandal 
revealed in 1997.445 The quick and relatively strong uptake met by the standard446 and the sustained demand 
for CSR standards have encouraged many other initiatives447 and finally ISO to draft its own CSR standard.  

ISO 26000 Social Responsibility, published in 2010448, covers “all aspects of sustainability ranging from 
economic, although in a limited way, to social and environmental topics.”449 The standard suggests that more 
than 300 high-level requirements initially designed to be guidelines. Certification based on the standard was 
not intended. However, a strong demand from businesses to certify conformity to the standard has led to the 
establishment of a series of certification schemes based on ISO 26000 standard.450  

Both DPC451 and CSR intend to certify the conformity of corporate behavior with provisions protecting 
individuals. Both certify conformity to fundamental rights recognized in international regulations.452  Both 
use a standard as a sub-legal instrument translating the legal provisions to make them auditable and 

 
441 AS 8003-2003 Corporate governance - Corporate social responsibility from the Australian Standards Association (ASA).  A preview 

of the paying standard is available on the ASA website. Available at < https://infostore.saiglobal.com/preview/as/as8000/8000/8003-
2003(%2ba1).pdf?sku=323784 > Last Accessed 30/092019 

442 Banerjee, S.B (2011). Corporate Social Responsibility: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly. Critical Sociology 34(1), 67 
443  The most emblematic of forestry certification is the Forest Stewardship Council established in 1993.  However, there are many others 

like the Rainforest Alliance (1991), Sustainable Forestry Initiative (1995), Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification 
(1999) to only name a few. See Cashore, B. (1999). Competing for legitimacy: globalization, internationalization, and the politics of 
green labeling (Eco-Forestry certification) in the US and Canadian Forest Sectors. In Paper presented to the 15th Biennial Conference 
of the Association for Canadian Studies in the United States, November (pp. 17-21). 

444  Fairtrade International (1988), Fair Labor Association (1996), Ethical Trading Initiative (1998), Marine Stewardship Council (1996) 
Social Accountability 8000 (1997), Worldwide Responsible Apparel Production (1998), Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (2003) to 
only name a few. See O’Rourke, Dara. (2005). « Locally accountable good governance: strengthening non-governmental systems of 
labor regulation ». GEG Working Paper 2005/16, 6 

445  Greenhouse, S. (1997) Nike Shoe Plant in Vietnam Is Called Unsafe for Workers - New York Times Nov. 08,1997 
446  The Social accountability accreditation services reports on its website 3 663 facilities in 63 countries have certified from 1997 to 2017. 

2/3 of them employs less than 250 employees. Available at < http://www.saasaccreditation.org/certfacilitieslist  > Last Accessed 
15/06/2019   

447  See note 413 
448  See a general presentation of the ISO 26000 standard on ISO’s website. Available at < https://www.iso.org/iso-26000-social-

responsibility.html > Last Accessed 15/06/2019   
449  Gdaniec, D.E. (2012) Comparison of different certifiable and non-certifiable Corporate Social Responsibility standards in the 

European telecommunications industry. Master Thesis in cooperation with Deutsche Telekom AG, Faculty of Geosciences. 
Department of innovation, Environmental and Energy Science Sustainable Development – Environmental Policy & Management 
Track: Universiteit Utrecht., 24 

450  IQNet SR 10 from the Swiss SQS, the DS 49001 from the Danish Standard organization. See Gdaniec, D.E. (2012), 24 
451  Data Protection Certification (DPC) refers in the following section to the schemes set up before the enactment of the GDPR 
452  “The (SA 8000) Standard reflects labor provisions contained within the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and International 

Labour Organization (ILO) conventions” declares Social Accountability International on its website. Available <http://www.sa-
intl.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=Page.ViewPage&PageID=1689 > Last Accessed 30/092019. 
see also Llach, J., Marimon, F., & del Mar Alonso-Almeida, M. (2015). Social Accountability 8000 standard certification: analysis of 
worldwide diffusion. Journal of Cleaner Production, 93, 288-298. 
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certifiable.453 Both could be analyzed as an additional contribution to the rise of Transnational Private 
Regulation abovementioned.  

The normative transfer from laws to private norms questions the legal nature of the resulting document454 
and the legitimacy of the body that commits to draft them.455 The process, rarely monitored by democratic 
elected institutions before the endorsement of certification in the GDPR456, raises a threat of authority capture 
by private regulators and the risk to privatize the public rule.  

Moreover, as underline by De Hert and Al.457, the approach and vocabulary suggested in ISO privacy 
standards do not always match those defined in European data protection regulation. This threatens to create 
inconsistencies and, possibly, to encourage the competition between public and private regulations. 

DPC and CSR certification have some features in common, but they are very distinct in relevant aspects. 
The scope of CSR is wider than the scope of DPC. Data protection is one topic among many others when 
included in CSR. CSR may refer to high level data protection requirements but does not cover all data 
protection provisions, let alone all data protection requirements set out in the law (Directive or national data 
protection laws). CSR certification intends to substitute the absence of binding rules relating to the covered 
topics while DPC aims to attest compliance with data protection legislation. This is the role of accountability 
instrument the GDPR intends to offer to DPC.   

The endorsement of DPC in the GDPR represents the most recent and remarkable feature of DPC. Article 
42 and 43 GDPR define a full ecosystem organizing the design and management of third-party certification 
schemes. The next subsection sheds light on the arrangement suggested by the European lawmaker and 
evaluates the possible consequences on the future of DPC.      

6.5.2 DPC after the GDPR entered into force 
 

Article 42 defines the nature, scope, process and legal value of certification under the GDPR while Article 
43 focuses on the conditions and process to authorize (accredit) certification bodies to attest the conformity 
of data processing against a set of approved certification criteria.    

Article 42 and Recital 100 require DPAs but also Member States, the EDPB and the European Commission 
to encourage the establishment of certification mechanisms and certification seals or marks458 preferably, 
but not exclusively, at the European level.  

According to the GDPR459, certification should enhance transparency for consumers and promote compliant 
products and services. It should offer an opportunity for data controllers and processors to voluntarily 

 
453  The GDPR entitles DPAs to draft and approve certification requirements. Article 43.8 GDPR encourages the European Commission to 

adopt delegated acts for specifying certification requirements possibly through standardization mandates. See Kamara et al. (2019), 29   
454  The debate on normative transfer between law and private norms has been initiated in French speaking Law research but has not 

found, so far, many echoes in the legal English-speaking literature. For French speaking literature, see Pezet, E. and Sénéchal, J. 
(2014) L’internormativité entre normes juridiques et normes managériales Maison des sciences de l’homme. Recherche et travaux. 
L.G.D.J Collection : Droit et société. See also Frydman, B. (2013) Prendre les standards et les indicateurs au sérieux. In Gouverner par 
les standards et les indicateurs : De Hume au rankings. Penser le droit. Bruylant. See also Van Waeyenberge, A. (2013) Les normes 
ISO, CEN et celles issues des consortiums privés- bric à brac ou système pour l’Union européenne ? » In Gouverner par les standards 
et les indicateurs : De Hume au rankings, Penser le droit. Bruylant. See also Ost, F., (2018). De l’internormativité à la concurrence des 
normativités : quels sont le rôle et la place du droit ? Les Cahiers de droit 59, 7–33. 

455  The New approach policy uses a mandating process, called standardization request, triggered by the European Commission at the 
request of the European Parliament, to grant the drafting legitimacy to the private European standardization bodies.  

456  The GDPR entitles the supervisory authorities to monitor the drafting process of the certification requirements. The monitoring is 
given to national or European administrative authorities. See Article 42.5 GDPR,    

457  De Hert, P., V. Papakonstantinou, and I. Kamara, I., (2016). The cloud computing standard ISO/IEC 27018 through the lens of the EU 
legislation on data protection. Computer Law & Security Review, 32(1), 27 

458  Article 42.1  
459  Recital 100 
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demonstrate their compliance with the GDPR460 and, for controllers located out of the reach of the GDPR461, 
to voluntarily demonstrate they have set up appropriate safeguards462 to transfer data outside the EU.463 

Certification under the GDPR can be a process or/and a seal.464 Article 42.1 introduces a difference between 
the certification seal and mark465 without specifying the meaning of the difference, if any.466  The GDPR 
leaves open some questions. It is, for instance, still unclear whether a seal can house multiple certification 
schemes even if the EDPB has recognized467 that multiple conformity assessment bodies may assess the 
conformity to the same set of certification criteria. It was also unclear how a certification seal could work 
without certification mechanism. The EDPB has confirmed that the certification seal or mark is an optional 
outcome of the demonstration of the conformity.468     

The drafting of certification requirements based on the provisions in the GDPR is open to all third parties 
even though the GDPR encourages the European Commission to handle the drafting.469 The requirements 
may apply to data processing included in software or hardware but they cannot apply to individuals. The 
status of the certification of management systems remains, as of December 2018, unclear.470 The certification 
requirements must refer to the data protection provisions defined in the GDPR471 but, as stressed by 
Leenes472, nothing prohibits the criteria to be more stringent than the legal requirements or cover only part 
of the provisions in the GDPR to create certification for specific topics within the data protection domain, 
such as processing data of children, security, or Privacy by design.   

National DPAs or the EDPB approve the requirements drafted by third-party bodies before their issuance. 
When the requirements have been approved by the EDPB, the scheme becomes a European Data Protection 
Seal possibly having a Europe-wide coverage.473 

The Member States are entitled to define whether the DPA and/or the national accreditation body (NAB)474 
is/are in charge of the accreditation of private certification bodies interested in issuing Article 42 
certification. The NAB, when entrusted with this task, is required to realize the accreditation based on 
ISO/IEC 17065:2012 standard475 supplemented “with the additional requirements established by national 
supervisory authority.”476 The EDPB477 recommends DPAs to use the same requirements as the NAB when 
they act as an accreditation body to ensure a consistency in the process.  

The certification bodies are accredited for a renewable period of five years478 once they have demonstrated 
their independence and expertise479 in data protection to the DPA. Article 43.2 (a) seems to suggest that the 

 
460  Article 24.3, 28, 32.2,  
461  Article 42.2 
462  In the sense specified in Article 42 
463  Article 42.2 
464  Article 42.1 
465  Article 42.1 and Recital 100 GDPR 
466  The EDPB uses indifferently the two words in the guidelines. See EDPB Guidelines 1/2018 on certification and identifying 

certification criteria in accordance with Articles 42 and 43 of the Regulation 2016/679, subsection 1.3.2 
467  EDPB Guidelines 4/2018 on the accreditation of certification bodies under Article 43 of the General Data Protection Regulation 

(2016/679), 4 
468  EDPB Guidelines 1/2018, 6 
469  Article 43.8 and Article 57.1 (p) 
470  EDPB Guidelines 1/2018, 12 
471  EDPB Guidelines 1/2018, 10 
472  Leenes, R.E (2019) Article 42 GDPR in Kuner, C., Bygrave, L.A. and Docksey, C. (2019) The EU General Data Protection Regulation 

(GDPR) – a commentary, Oxford University Press, forthcoming. 
See also Kamara, I., & de Hert, P. (2019 Article 42 commentary. In I. Spiecker gen. Döhmann, V. Papakonstantinou, G. Hornung, & 
P. de Hert (Eds.), European general data protection regulation: A commentary (1 ed., Vol. 1). (Kooperationswerke Beck - Hart - 
Nomos). Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft. 

473  EDPB Guidelines 1/2018 on certification and identifying certification criteria, 9 
474  Article 43.1 
475  ISO/IEC 17065: 2012 Conformity assessment - Requirements for bodies certifying products, processes and services 
476  Article 43.1 (b) 
477  EDPB Guidelines 4/2018, 8 
478  Article 43. 4 
479  Article 43.2  
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final accreditation decision of belongs to the national DPA480 even if the NAB realizes the accreditation 
process. This would be similar to the ‘notified bodies’ in the New Approach. The NAB provides 
accreditation  to the certification body but, next, the national government gives ‘notification’ to this 
accredited body appointed to do certification related to the New Approach Directive. 

The DPA or the certification body duly accredited by a DPA and/or the NAB481 manage the conformity 
assessment482 and, if successful, issue the certification. However, the accredited certification bodies must 
inform the national DPA483 “with the reason for granting the certification” before issuing it. Article 58.2 (h) 
allows the DPA “to order the certification body not to issue certification if the requirements for the 
certification are not or are no longer met.” 

A certification is issued for three years maximum, but the validity period could be shorter, without a 
minimum being specified.484 The certification is renewable under the same conditions and process than the 
one used during the initial application. The certification is renewed for the same validity period if the 
applicant again demonstrates its conformity.485 The GDPR authorizes the certification body and/or the 
national DPA to withdraw a certification486 if the conditions of its maintenance are no longer met. 

The complex array of rules and processes defined in Article 42 and 43 highlights the absence of consensus 
on the approach during the lawmaking process. Kamara and De Hert487 stress that the version proposed by 
the Council sought to establish a balance between two opposite approaches: “A strong binding EU common 
data protection seal granted by the supervisory authorities on the one hand (European Parliament), and 
multiple national certification mechanisms granted by accredited third party (certification bodies) auditors 
on the other hand.” The final version of Article 42 and 43 suggests a complex mix of private and public 
initiatives that sometimes conflict with each other.488 

Private and public owned certification  

The GDPR defines certification under 42 and 43 regime (GDPR certification) both as an attestation of 
conformity granted by a third-party in the form of a seal or mark489 and as a voluntary conformity assessment 
process490 conducted by a DPA or an accredited third-party certification body.  

GDPR certification applies to the data processing whether or not it is included in a product.491 The 
certification is issued for a maximum of three years492 and is renewable under the same conditions and 
process than the one used during the initial certification.493  

Private certification bodies are entitled to design and manage GDPR certification schemes at the national or, 
preferably, at the European level.494 They draft their own certification requirements495, audit the conformity 

 
480  Article 43.2 (a)  
481  The NAB must be designated in accordance with Article 4.1 of Regulation EC 765/2008 
482  EDPB Guidelines 4/2018 on the accreditation recognizes that the conformity assessment could be sub-contracted to external auditors 

by the accredited certification body. However, the accredited certification body must assure their competences  
483  Article 43.5  
484  Article 42.7 
485  Ibid 
486  Article 42.7 
487  Kamara, I., De Hert, P., (2018). Data protection certification in the EU: Possibilities, Actors and Building Blocks in a reformed 

landscape, in: Privacy and Data Protection Seals. Springer, 10 
488  Article 42.5 both entitles private certification bodies and DPAs to set up their own schemes. This potentially creates unfair competition 

between DPAs and private bodies. See Lachaud (2016), 825  
489  Article 42.1  
490  Article 42.5. 

The EDPB gives the following reading of certification.in the GDPR.’ ‘Certification’ shall mean the assessment and impartial, third 
party attestation that the fulfilment of certification criteria has been demonstrated.”  See Guidelines 4/2018 on the accreditation of 
certification bodies under Article 43 of the General Data Protection Regulation (2016/679) Revision 3, 7.  

491  Article 42.1 
492  Article 42.7 
493  Ibid 
494  Article 42.1 
495  Under the monitoring of the DPAs. See Article 42.5 
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and issue the attestation when the conformity has been demonstrated.496 They are authorized to withdraw 
one of the certifications they have previously issued when they observe the conditions of its maintenance are 
no longer met.497  

In the meantime, Article 42 and 43 encourage the authorities to contribute to GDPR certification. DPAs can 
set up and manage their own schemes without undergoing an accreditation process.  

The European Commission498 is entitled to issue certification requirements while DPAs are not.499 The 
Member States decide if the DPA and/or the national accreditation body500 accredits, jointly or alone, the 
candidate certification bodies. National DPAs may impose additional requirements501 to the one used by the 
national accreditation body when this institution leads the accreditation process. 

Monitored certification 

In addition, the GDPR grants to the authorities a monitoring power on private certification bodies involved 
in GDPR certification. DPAs or the European Data Protection Board (EDPB) approve the certification 
requirements drafted by third parties. The accredited bodies must provide the national DPA502 “with the 
reason for granting the certification” before doing so. The DPA is entitled to refuse the issuance503 or 
withdraw a certification504 when it observes the conditions of its issuance or maintenance are no (longer) 
met.  

During the preliminary discussions to the reform, DPAs505 pointed out that the certification could facilitate 
the implementation of accountability506, one of the cornerstone measures of the new framework. It could 
also enhance transparency507 and reward privacy-aware technologies.508 As a result, the legislation 
encourages controllers and processors to voluntarily demonstrate their compliance by adhering to 
certification schemes set under Article 42’s regime.509 But, having a certification does not grant any rights 

 
496  Article 42.5 and Article 43.5 
497  Article 42.7 
498  Article 43.8 and Article 57.  
499  Article 42.5 and EDPB Guidelines 1/2018 on certification and identifying certification criteria in accordance with Articles 42 and 43 

of the Regulation 2016/679 - Revised version 3., 11 
500  Article 43.1 
501  Article 43.1 (b) 
502  Article 43.5  
503  EDPB in Guidelines 4/2018 on the accreditation of certification bodies under Article 43 of the General Data Protection Regulation 

(2016/679), 9  
504  Article 42.7 
505  The accountability principles were endorsed by the data protection commissioners in section 23 of the Madrid principles adopted on 

November 3rd, 2009 within the “Global Privacy Standards for a Global World “ – The Civil Society Madrid Privacy Declaration” in 
Madrid, Spain – and their endorsement was reaffirmed by the WP 29 in two opinions. In recital 77 of WP 168 - The Future of Privacy 
- issued on December 1st, 2009 and in recital 66 of WP 173 - The principle of accountability – issued on July 13th, 2010. “Voluntary 
certification schemes would enable verification that a data controller has put in place measures to comply with the legal instrument...” 
in the European Council Of The European Union (2011) European Council conclusion on the communication from the commission to 
the European Parliament and the European Council - A comprehensive approach on personal data protection in the European Union, 
Recital 11. The European Data protection Supervisor (EDPS) fully supports this aim (to explore the creation of EU schemes for 
privacy). The provision should complement the provisions on accountability and privacy by design”. EDPS Opinion (2011) A 
comprehensive approach on personal data protection in the European Union, 24 

506  “Being called ‘to account’ by some authority for one’s actions “implies a process of transparent interaction, in which that body seeks 
answers and possible rectification” in Bennett, C. (2012) The Accountability Approach to Privacy and Data Protection: Assumptions 
and Caveats. in Gauguin, D. et Al eds. “Managing Privacy through Accountability, Basingstoke: Palgrave, 33 

507 “The technological data protection principles and the ensuing concrete criteria should be used as a basis for awarding labels of quality 
(certification schemes) in a framework of a data protection audit” in WP 168, “ The Future of Privacy” 2009, 15”The European Data 
protection Supervisor (EDPS) fully supports this aim (to explore the creation of EU schemes for privacy) and suggests including a 
provision providing for their creation and possible effect across the EU, which may be further developed later on in additional 
legislation. The provision should complement the provisions on accountability and privacy by design”.  In EDPS’s “Opinion of the 
European Data Protection Supervisor on the public survey “A comprehensive approach on personal data protection in the European 
Union”, 2011 

508 “The Stockholm programme - An open and secure Europe serving and protecting citizens” (Official Journal C 115 of 
4.5.2010), Chapter 2.5 

509  In Article 24, Article 28, Article 32 and Article 46 
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or exemptions to the recipient.510 A GDPR certification may alleviate but also aggravate511 the level of 
sanctions depending on the appreciation of the Court.  

GDPR’s view on certification system 

Certification as defined by the GDPR slightly differs from the definition of this notion as provided in section 
6.  

Firstly, Articles 42 and 43 suggest an extended view of the certification system by including the drafting 
process of the requirements and the accreditation of private certifiers in the system. It demonstrates that 
certification is an open living system that is able to include new components. 

Secondly, as previously mentioned, the GDPR makes the authorities participate in the design of the 
certification requirements. Art 43.9 delegates to the European Commission the task of drafting technical 
standards with the aim of establishing the relevant requirements and Article 42.5 entitles DPAs to approve 
the requirements submitted by third parties.  

Third, the GDPR limits the scope of GDPR certification to the schemes based on requirements drafted or 
approved by the authorities. The scope defined in Article 42.1 excludes the certification of persons and of 
management systems. Nevertheless, the law does not prohibit the establishment of certification schemes 
outside Articles 42 and 43. The second market scan realized during the EU study512 identified many schemes 
offering to certify the competences of DPOs, and some of these schemes are established by DPAs.513 The 
scan also confirmed that the conformity to ISO/IEC 27018514 is regularly attested. Certification under the 
Article 42 regime and outside of its scope, do not conflict with each other from a legal point of view to the 
extent that the GDPR made it clear that only approved certifications are eligible to comply with 
accountability requirements set in the GDPR.515 However, the experience of certification in other activities 
has shown that the proliferation of certification schemes without any monitoring could threaten the 
confidence in GDPR certification as a whole.516    

Fourth, Article 42 defines two categories of third-parties certification bodies bound by a hierarchical link. 
On the one hand, DPAs are public third-party certification bodies authorized to conduct conformity 
assessments and issue certifications. On the other hand, private certification bodies operate under the 
monitoring of the DPAs. They must be accredited. The requirements they intend to use must be approved. 
They are required to submit their assessment report before granting a certification and the certifications they 
have granted can be withdrawn at any time. This hierarchy could rapidly question the value of certification 
granted by public and private third parties. For instance, it could be safer for businesses to be certified by 
public third parties rather than private ones because it remains unlikely that public certification bodies take 
enforcement actions against the entities they have certified before taking actions against others. Moreover, 
DPAs could simultaneously be certification bodies and monitoring authorities. This could create conflict of 
interest for DPAs517 and give an unbalanced advantage at the expense of private certification bodies. 

 
510  Article 42.4 
511  The draft EDPB Guidelines on certification provide that obtaining a certification could also be considered an aggravating circumstance 

in case of non-compliance. See introduction of Guidelines 1/2018 on certification and identifying certification criteria in accordance 
with Articles 42 and 43 of the Regulation 2016/679.  

512  Kamara, I et al, (2019) 
513  Lachaud, E. (2018) 
514  ISO/IEC 27018:2014 Code of practice for protection of personally identifiable information (PII) in public clouds acting as PII 

processors 
515  Article 24, 28, 32 and 46 GDPR 
516  Lachaud, E. (2018) 
517  The possible conflict of interest is highlighted in the most recent version of EDPB’s Guidelines on certification. See EDPB, 2019. 

Guidelines 1/2018 on certification and identifying certification criteria in accordance with Articles 42 and 43 of the Regulation 
2016/679 - Revised version 3, paragraph 67  
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Controllers and processors will be more likely to apply for certification from a supervisory authority than a 
private certification body when a scheme relates to the same subject matter and scope. 

The development of DPC before, within and outside the scope of Article 42 of the GDPR questions the 
nature of DPC. What really makes a DPC? The origin of the scheme, its aims, its components, the nature of 
audited requirements or a mix of all these features?  

The schemes focusing on other topics than data protection but including some data protection criteria in their 
requirements518 do not seem eligible. They are not marketed to be DPC schemes and do not pretend to 
enforce data protection laws. The data protection criteria included in these schemes usually represent a subset 
of data protection principles selected to fit with the main purpose of the scheme. This approach certainly 
contributes to consider data protection in other activities but does not turn these schemes into data protection 
ones.519  

Other schemes are dedicated to data protection, commonly framed as privacy in those cases, but enforce 
criteria that are not based on the European or national data protection laws. Are the schemes based on the 
ISO privacy standards520 or the OECD Guidelines521 equivalent to the ones based on the GDPR? The answer 
depends on the legitimacy granted to these institutions. Black522 argues that “legitimacy is rooted in the 
acceptance of that organization by others, and more particularly in the reasons for that acceptance”. She adds 
that ‘role legitimacy’ “is particularly relevant when considering the role of non-state regulators, as not all 
organizations will be perceived as legitimate in performing regulatory roles”. Based on that, ISO and OECD 
are certainly more legitimate than professional associations523 or NGOs524 involved in DPC. The OECD 
Guidelines have with, Convention 108, provided the basics for EU data protection framework. Moreover, 
the principles included in OECD Guidelines and ISO Privacy standards are very close to the ones enshrined 
in the GDPR. Although no formal mutual recognition work has been done yet by the European authorities 
to bridge the gaps existing between these different sources525, this work would make sense to improve 
interoperability with controllers and processors not submitted to the GDPR.   

The certification schemes which are following the regime set in Article 42 and 43 offer the core component 
of DPC in 2018 because they are fully based on the European data protection law and closely monitored by 
DPAs. The status of DPC schemes flourishing outside Article 42 regime is more problematic. A few are 
closely monitored by DPAs526 while many others are not. In addition, the normative basis on which these 
schemes are based can be multifarious and has not been reviewed or approved by DPAs.       

It is difficult, at this stage of the reform to say what form will take DPC in this context. Therefore, the 
discussion about the nature of DPC cannot be closed. The future practices of DPC could bring new elements 
on the table to reconsider the topic. For now, the study suggests defining DPC as third-party schemes 

 
518  The web trustmarks commonly include a few data protection criteria in their requirements to ensure that certified bodies respect data 

protection requirements linked to e-business activity (consent, data retention). To only name a few examples of this type of web 
trustmarks, see Trusted Shops from Trusted Shop GmbH and Euro-Label EHI Retail Institute GmbH in Germany, the Thuiswinkel 
from the Nederlandse Thuiswinkel Organisatie, E-mærket from E-mærket in Denmark, Confianza Online from Adigital et Autocontrol 
and BeCommerce from BeCommerce in Belgium.   

519  CSR certification schemes above mentioned. 
520  ISO/IEC 29100:2011 Information technology -- Security techniques -- Privacy framework 
521  SQS Good Priv@cy. See the presentation of the scheme on SQS” s website (In German). Available at < 

https://www.sqs.ch/de/Leistungsangebot/Produkte/Labels/GoodPriv@cy%C2%AE/L.GPR/ > Last Accessed 30/092019 
522  Black, J. (2008). Constructing and contesting legitimacy and accountability in polycentric regulatory regimes ». Regulation & 

Governance 2,144. 
523  The EDAA-OBA Certification from the European Interactive Digital Advertising Alliance in Belgium, The Keurmerk Particulier 

onderzoekbureau from Vereniging van Particuliere Beveiligingsbureaus (VPB) in the Netherlands  
524  Fair Data from the Marketing Research Services in UK, the E-VOTE scheme from the French Fédération des Tiers de Confiance 

(FNTC), Confianza Online from the Spanish ONGs Adigital and Autocontrol, the privacy by design certification scheme from 
Canadian Ryerson University. See for details Kamara I. et al. (2019): Annexes  

525  ISO/IEC 29100:2011 and OECD Guidelines are talking of privacy framework when the GDPR is referring to the data protection one. 
ISO talks of Personal Identifiable Information while the GDPR refers to personal data.   

526  The AEPD and CNIL’s DPO certification schemes for instance. See Lachaud (2018) 
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enforcing data protection criteria, approved or not by the EU authorities, but directly derived from the 
European or national data protection laws. 

 

 

Figure 11: ‘Certification’ under Articles 42 and 43 GDPR 
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7. General Conclusion  
 
This research intended to answer the question ‘what could be the contribution of certification to data 
protection?’ and to determine whether certification could help data controllers and processors to comply 
with data protection principles, and if so, how and to what extent. More specifically, the study first clarified 
the theoretical and practical contributions that certification could have to the regulation of data protection. It 
sought to identify direct and indirect contributions, short-term and long-run ones, positive and negative ones. 
Secondly, the thesis sought to identify the types of certification where the contribution of DPC could be the 
most relevant to data protection. It also meant to determine which functional and geographical scopes would 
be the most suitable for DPC to contribute to data protection. Finally, the study identified limitations inherent 
to certification itself, the subject matter (data protection) and the regulatory framework applying to it. It 
sought to evaluate the methodological, technical and legal shortcomings of DPC. 

The research took place during a transition period for data protection and Data Protection Certification. It 
was started in 2012 around the time the first draft of the GDPR was issued by the European Commission. At 
that time, the landscape of DPC in the EU mostly referred to national data protection laws in the Member 
States based on Directive 95/46/EC. The schemes available in 2013/2014 have been surveyed to sketch a 
picture of DPC in Europe. The second market survey was conducted three years later in 2017 for a study 
commissioned by the European Commission. This survey has shown that the first screening was accurate 
and that the DPC landscape had not changed that much.  

The DPC landscape has remained relatively immature compared to other certification domains in December 
2018 and the development of DPO certification in Member States showed that DPC will not be limited to 
certification under the regime of Articles 42 and 43; certification of people working in the field of data 
protection might be more prominent than certification of processing operations. The future landscape of DPC 
could, in some respect, look like the previous one. Unregulated DPC will survive alongside GDPR 
certification under Articles 42 and 43 regime. 

Articles 42 and 43 GDPR were deeply modified since the initial proposal, augmented and finally split in two 
different articles in the final version of the GDPR compared to the single article in the 2012 Commission 
proposal. There was no consensus between lawmakers (Commission, Parliament and Council) on the 
approach to adopt DPC in the GDPR. The final arrangement was agreed upon late in the drafting process 
and many elements of DPC still need to be clarified. Guidance from authorities, practice, case law and 
scholarly research should, in the coming years, improve the understanding of this novel concept in data 
protection regulation. The fact that this study was conducted in a transition period makes its conclusions 
temporary, and the contributions described in the following sections are for this reason tentative; further 
field analysis may amend the conclusions in the coming years. 

The study found that DPC remains a moving target. Its endorsement in the GDPR has contributed to fragment 
DPC in two subsets, one following the definition suggested in Articles 42 and 43, the other, thriving outside 
Articles 42 and 43, remaining relevant.  

The GDPR proposes an extended view of the certification system by including the drafting process of the 
requirements and the accreditation of private certifiers. It also involves the authorities in the drafting process 
of the requirements and creates two categories of third-party certifiers bound by a hierarchical relationship. 

The GDPR approach to certification is certainly debatable, but the research aims neither at verifying whether 
DPC aligns with other types of certification nor at providing an extensive study on certification in general. 
Certification is, with no doubt, a thrilling topic that needs to be explored more in depth by legal research 
since it plays increasingly a role as a regulatory instrument in many activities.  

The main purpose of the research was to determine the contribution of DPC to data protection, regardless of 
how the schemes have been arranged (public or private). Two types of contributions of certification to data 
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protection regulation have been identified as part of the research. A first type of contribution follows from 
the basic features of certification when used in any regulatory environment. A second type of contribution 
is closely related to the regulatory context in which certification is being applied. The following sections 
details the two types of contribution of DPC to data protection.   

7.1 General Contribution  
 

Certification offers a voluntary and additional enforcement process that does not challenge traditional 
enforcement managed by DPAS. It reflects a form of monitored self-regulation based on requirements 
designed by a private body and approved by supervisory authorities. The requirements in this context are 
assessed in a dialogue between regulatee and certification body. The regulatee amends the processes until 
the assessor/certifier confirms the conformity in view of the requirements. In case of confirmation, the 
certificate, eventually accompanied with seal or mark, serves as demonstration of compliance. Traditional 
enforcement processes remain the prerogative of DPAs as they have the authority to assess the compliance 
of organizations, even those that were already certified.  

Certification extends the enforcement capacity of the authorities by offering ‘extra enforcement capacity’’ 
provided by private certification bodies. In the meantime, this ‘extra enforcement capacity’ does not 
challenge DPA’s power insofar as certification has no ‘clear’ legal consequences. Moreover, certification 
promises that the entity to be certified will voluntarily contribute by taking over the technical and financial 
burden of assessing and monitoring its own compliance with the help of trustable third parties.  

While traditional enforcement processes sanction non-compliant bodies, certification, at the opposite, 
rewards compliant ones. It reveals positive information on the certified entity where traditional enforcement 
only discloses negative information in case of observed noncompliance.  

The certification seal, when granted, signals that the compliance has been verified by a trustable third-party. 
It offers tangible evidence that can be displayed. It makes compliance visible, like a stamp theoretically 
legible to end users/customers who were not involved in the certification process. 

Finally, certification introduces a periodic and systematic enforcement process. It requires regular 
reassessment with the predefined set of criteria where traditional enforcement processes randomly verify 
compliance with the legal provisions because of resource limitations of the regulatory authorities. 

The above contributions derive from the very nature of certification. Certification is a private and voluntary 
mechanism. It attests and signals the conformity with the requirements after such conformity has been 
assessed and demonstrated. These features apply wherever certification is involved. However, the 
contribution of certification to data protection is not limited to these by-design contributions. The study has 
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also demonstrated that the contribution of certification depends on the regulatory environment in which it 
applies.  

7.2 Contribution within the context of data protection   
 

DPAs are confronted with a very rapid increase in the volume of data processing to monitor. They can, 
however, not significantly extend human resources and technical capacities to cope with their expanded field 
of jurisdiction and additional enforcement tasks.  

Self-regulatory instruments, like certification, possibly offer a suitable solution because they provide speed, 
flexibility and perhaps also the opportunity for regulated bodies to prevent or, at least, postpone the lawmaker 
intervention in the nascent and promising activity of personal data management.  

Self-declaration of conformity527 has been encouraged528 especially as a means to regulate cross-border data 
flows between the European Union and the US.529 However, self-declarations have been rapidly undermined 
by a lack of monitoring resulting in the misapplication of the rules.  

The Safe Harbor agreement is particularly representative of this failure. Signed in 2000 with the aim to 
ensure a minimal level of protection to the European citizen data transferred in the US, the Safe Harbor has 
been quickly criticized for the lack of enforcement encouraging free riding behaviors.530 Despite efforts 
deployed by the US authorities to address the issues531, the framework was finally withdrawn by the EU 
Court of Justice.532 The Privacy Shield533 was proposed by the US authorities to mend the shortcomings of 
the Safe Harbor scheme and succeed it. This scheme still based on a mechanism of self-declaration of 

 
527  The US authorities refer to self-certification in this case. See a full presentation of the US Privacy Shield on the US department of 

Commerce.  Available at < https://www.privacyshield.gov/Program-Overview > last accessed on 30/092019 
See also footnote 240 on self-declaration of conformity assimilated to self-certification 

528  “In 1998, the FTC called strongly for industry self-regulation of online privacy and threatened that, if it were not forthcoming, the 
government would move towards direct regulation. The Online Privacy Alliance (OPA), a group that leading Internet firms had formed 
in the mid-1990s,123 responded by issuing a set of Guidelines for Online Privacy Policies” in Hirsch, D.D., (2010). The Law and 
Policy of Online Privacy: Regulation, Self-Regulation or Co-Regulation? ExpressO. 

529  The Safe Harbor agreement was concluded in 2000 between the US Department of Commerce and the European Commission allowing 
US companies to transfer EU citizen Data to the US. The Safe Harbor is a self-regulation process in which US companies self-certify 
to respect a series of high-level principles.  After persisting criticisms about its reliability, the Safe harbor was invalidated by the Court 
of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) in its Schrems decision Schrems v. Data Prot. Comm”r in 2015 and replaced by the Privacy 
Shield. 

530  See Weichert, T. (2010) 10th Anniversary of Safe Harbor – many reasons to act, but none to celebrate ULD press release. Accessed 
21/12/2015. See also Hunton and Williams” blog (2013) Commissioner Reding Criticises Safe Harbor Framework. Blog post from 
Privacy and Information Security Law, July 23, 2013.See also Hunton and Williams” blog (2013) Commissioner Reding Criticises 
Safe Harbor Framework. Blog post from Privacy and Information Security Law, July 23, 2013See Marotta-Wurgler, F., (2016) 
Understanding Privacy Policies: Content, Self-Regulation, and Markets. New York University Law and Economics Working Papers 4–
2016. The study concluded that only 66 out of 261 policies studied comply with more than half of the 2012 FTC Guidelines.See also 
Gellman, R. and Dixon, P. (2014) Many Failures: A Brief History of Privacy Self - Regulation in the United States, World Privacy 
Forum. 

531  The US Federal Trade Commission condemned, in 2014, the certification body Truste because they did not ensure the renewal 
assessments of companies although their claim to have done it. Federal Trade Commission, (2014) TRUSTe Settles FTC Charges it 
Deceived Consumers through Its Privacy Seal Program. Press Release. 

532  Judgment in Case C-362/14. Maximillian Schrems v Data Protection Commissioner 
533  The Privacy Shield intends to address the shortcomings of the Safe Harbor arrangement underlined by the European Commission and 

later by the CJEU decision Schrems v. Data Prot. Comm”r. The Privacy Shield suggests implementing improved data protection 
principles, better enforcement by the U.S. authorities, redress mechanisms for EU citizens and safeguards surrounding law 
enforcement and intelligence activities. The Privacy Shield is still a self-regulatory system: companies that want to participate in the 
system agree to a set of data protection principles and implement those principles within their organization. “In May 2014, the FTC 
called for additional Guidelines for “data brokers” to protect consumer privacy, in part, because monitoring and enforcement by self-
regulating organizations have not sufficiently addressed regulators” concerns” Listokin, S., (2015). Industry Self-Regulation of 
Consumer Data Privacy and Security, 32 J. Marshall J. Info. Tech. & Privacy L. 15 (2015). The John Marshall Journal of Information 
Technology & Privacy Law 32, 16. 
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conformity. Although improvements can be noticed, the new framework is still under scrutiny by the 
European authorities534 for its lack of reliable enforcement. 

Certification, with the involvement of independent third parties, offers a possible solution to the enforcement 
issue plaguing Privacy Shield like instruments. As explained, certification attests the conformity only once 
the conformity has been fully demonstrated by some third-party assessors.   

Articles 42 and 43 of the GDPR also introduced additional mechanisms to improve the quality of compliance 
monitoring in certification. It introduces, in Article 43, a mechanism to monitor certification bodies. This 
additional monitoring layer has contributed to turn DPC in the GDPR into what the study535 calls monitored 
self-regulation. On the one hand, the schemes falling under Articles 42 and 43 remain instruments of self-
regulation because certification is still optional and intentional in the GDPR. The schemes in Articles 42 and 
43 can be initiated and managed by private third parties. On the other hand, private certification bodies are 
closely monitored by DPAs which accredit the certification bodies536, approve the criteria, authorize the 
issuance and monitor the conformity over time.537 

Thus, certification under the GDPR offers a middle ground filling the gap between pure self-regulatory 
instruments (self-enforced) and traditional enforcement by the supervisory authorities. The data protection 
regulation encourages private third parties to design and manage the schemes but require the DPAs to 
approve the requirements and monitor the certification process. Thus, certification under Article 42 could 
contribute to build a regulatory continuum bridging self-regulation and traditional command and control 
regulation in data protection.  

Certification under the GDPR does not seek to substitute authorities’ enforcement power; the supervisory 
authorities can still sanction certified entities. The lawmaker has made it clear that the authorities may call 
any certification into question during an enforcement process and withdraw it in case of discovered non-
compliance.538 The EDPB539 has even indicated that having a certification could be deemed an aggravating 
factor in case of actual noncompliance with the GDPR. 

The research has suggested that certification in data protection could be a transposition of quality 
management in public regulation.540  Quality management proposes a continuous improvement cycle (Plan-
Do-Check-Act or Deming’s wheel)541 to constantly improve the quality of products and services through 
management processes regularly audited. To some extent, the endorsement of certification in data protection 
could be a way for DPAs to introduce a similar continuous improvement cycle in data protection.  

To some extent, certification in data protection could harmonize compliance because it applies similar 
processes and uses similar criteria to all certification candidates. The renewal and monitoring processes could 

 
534  See EDPB report “EU - U.S. Privacy Shield - Second Annual Joint Review” Adopted on 22 January 2019.  

Data Privacy Shield: MEPs alarmed at undermining of privacy safeguards in the US 
Press release - Justice and home affairs − 06-04-2017. Last Accessed 30/092019ed 3rd August 2017. Available at < 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/news-room/20170329IPR69067/data-privacy-shield-meps-alarmed-at-undermining-of-
privacy-safeguards-in-the-us > Last Accessed on 30/092019.  
See also EDPB Opinion 01/2016 on the EU – U.S. Privacy Shield draft adequacy decision adopted on 13 April 2016. 
EU Parliament Press release of 5 July 2018 “Suspend EU-US data exchange deal, unless US complies by 1 September, say MEPs”. 
Available at <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20180628IPR06836/suspend-eu-us-data-exchange-deal-unless-us-
complies-by-1-september-say-meps> Last Accessed 30/092019 
The European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) opinion 4/2016 issued on the 30th May 30, 2016. Available at < 
https://edps.europa.eu/sites/edp/files/publication/16-05-30_privacy_shield_en.pdf > Last Accessed on 30/092019 

535  Lachaud, E., (2017). The General Data Protection Regulation and the rise of certification as a regulatory instrument. Computer Law & 
Security Review. 

536  National Accreditation Bodies can also accredit certification bodies (Art 43.2 GDPR) 
537  Article 42.5 GDPR 
538  Article 42.4 and 42.7 GDPR 
539  EDPB, (2018). Guidelines 1/2018 on certification and identifying certification criteria in accordance with Articles 42 and 43 of the 

Regulation 2016/679, Introduction, 3. 
540  Lachaud, E., (2016). Why the certification process defined in the General Data Protection Regulation cannot be successful. Computer 

Law & Security Review 32, 820.  
541  Kiran, D., (2016). Total quality management: Key concepts and case studies. Butterworth-Heinemann. Section 1.10 dedicated the 

PDCA wheel also called Deming wheel 
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also contribute to streamline compliance over time, at least for entities seeking to maintain the certification. 
Certification could facilitate the application of data protection principles within a technological context 
because the certification requirements could act as technical guidelines for controllers and processors.   

Legal criteria are rarely incorporated as such in certification requirements because the assessment of legal 
principles, whose interpretation can sometimes be open, needs to be transposed in auditable criteria.542 The 
transposition however also offers the opportunity to clarify the legal provisions and make them applicable 
and auditable.  

The challenge is to ensure the normative transfer remains in line with the intents of the lawmaker and is 
conducted by a legitimized entity. The GDPR introduces different mechanisms to ensure consistency 
between the legal criteria and certification requirements. DPAs monitor the normative transfer through a 
formal approval process and the European Commission is entitled by the GDPR543 to issue certification 
requirements. But the approval only applies to the schemes operating under the Article 42 regime and leaves 
the schemes established outside Article 42 without any monitoring from supervisory authorities.544  

The contribution of certification to data protection could be potentially multifarious. However, 
evaluating the actual contribution of certification remains challenging545 since there are no reliable 
means of assessing this contribution yet. Moreover, certification is voluntary, and its contribution is 
limited to certified entities within the scope they have requested to be certified. Moreover, as the 
following section demonstrates, the contribution of DPC is also undermined by certain debatable 
choices made as part of its endorsement in the GDPR. 
 

7.3 Limited contribution of certification to data protection 

 
Certification attests compliance of certified entities but does not say anything about non-certified entities. 
Its contribution to compliance remains limited to the certified entities even though some economic studies 
attribute a spillover effect on non-certified ones.546 The contribution of certification is also limited to the 
certification scope defined within the specific certification schemes.547 The requirements usually determine 
a certification scope within which compliance is verified and, eventually, attested. 

Given that we have no way of establishing how popular certification will be in the data protection 
landscape and the fact that any processor/controller needs to be compliant with the GDPR anyway, the 
absence of a certification (seal or mark) says little to nothing. The presence of certification (or mark or 
seal), confusingly also potentially says little about the entity’s compliance, because Articles 42 and 43 
leave open the exact scope of concrete certification schemes. Some will cover the entirety of the GDPR 
while other schemes may cover only a very limited scope (e.g. handling data about minors).  

Certification appears to be a limited information-driven form of regulation to the extent it only reveals 
limited information about certified entities without disclosing to third parties complete information on the 
processes and criteria used to assess the level of compliance. The authorities, aware of this issue, 
recommend548 that certification bodies involved in the Article 42 regime make public the processes and 

 
542  Agarwal, S., Steyskal, S., Antunovic, F., & Kirrane, S. (2018). Legislative Compliance Assessment: Framework, Model and GDPR 

Instantiation. Available at < http://epub.wu.ac.at/6487/1/Agarwal-2018-APF.pdf> Last Accessed on 30/092019 
543  Article 43.8  
544  Lachaud (2018) 
545  The challenge is not limited to certification in data protection. See Van der Ven, H., Cashore, B., (2018). Forest certification: the 

challenge of measuring impacts. Current Opinion in Environmental Sustainability 32, 104–111. 
546  Woodward, C.D., (1972). BSI-the Story of Standards. British Standards Institution., 79 
547  Wenning, R., Kirrane, S., (2018). Compliance Using Metadata, in: Semantic Applications. Springer, 32 
548  EDPB, (2018). Guidelines 1/2018, Section 5.5, 15 
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criteria used to make their compliance assessment. However, such a request challenges the intellectual 
property rights on certification methodologies and could impede the uptake of DPC by international CABs. 

Furthermore, certification is plagued by a conflict of interest: the certification candidate is also a client! This 
(financial) relation between regulator and regulatee challenges the general trust in certification. The 
certification body must, at the same time, satisfy a client that is paying to be certified and assess its products 
or services with the highest impartiality. The risk for the certification body to be complaisant or to be 
suspected of complaisance is always at stake.         

Trust is central in certification since the value of the certification depends on the trust granted to the body 
issuing the certification and the trust enjoyed by the scheme among the end users. Trust is fragile and can 
instantly be destroyed by any incident involving, whether for good or bad reasons, the reliability of the 
scheme or its owner. Trust in certification is a common wealth shared by all the bodies operating on a same 
market and any loss of trust in one of the scheme or certification bodies affects trust throughout the whole 
activity and can severely damage the sustainability of the activity.  

The limited contribution of certification is not only related to the very nature of certification; it also stems 
from the status granted to certification in the GDPR and the way the lawmaker has planned to implement it 
in data protection. 

The creation of an EU certification mark549 offers a first step towards the harmonization of the proprietary 
status of certification in Europe. But the legal value granted to certification in the EU in relation to data 
protection remains unclear and the GDPR has not provided more clarity on this issue. Having a certification 
does not reduce the responsibilities of controllers and processors550 and the benefit of having a certification 
remains uncertain because the GDPR leaves it ultimately to the courts to appreciate its value, on a case by 
case basis. 

Moreover, certain organizational measures provided for by the GDPR remain debatable. The limitation of 
the scope, excluding certification of management systems and certification of persons, for instance, is 
puzzling. Surprisingly, the lawmaker did not leverage the fact that management system schemes were 
already available on the DPC market551 and already offered a comprehensive approach of compliance with 
the GDPR.552 The limited scope553 defined in the GDPR could force excluded schemes like DPO certification 
to thrive outside the legal framework with the risk of creating a dual market of DPC in Europe.554 Graz and 
Hartmann555 have already highlighted this risk in certification of IT skills where the “effort to differentiate 
their offer from others in a proliferating market has resulted in a highly fragmented and confusing landscape 
of vendor-independent certifications, often lacking transparency and comparability. The growing confusion 
makes it difficult for prospective trainees and employers to distinguish between good offers and mediocre 
or frankly bad ones”. Article 42.1 GDPR lets this question pending dangerously in data protection.556 

The opportunity offered by the GDPR to the DPAs to compete with private certification bodies by creating 
their own schemes encourages an unfair competition in the DPC market because authorities do not have 
profit requirements. On the one hand, this possible competitive advantage this creates for DPAs in the 
certification market could challenge the sustainability of private schemes and impede the interest of private 
bodies to enter this market. On the other hand, it is not clear how the authorities would manage handling a 

 
549  Regulation (EU) 2017/1001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 June 2017 on the European Union trade mark (Text 

with EEA relevance. OJ L 154, 16.6.2017, 1–99 
550  Article 42.3 
551   See detailed study of BS 10012 Personal Information Management System in Kamara et al. (2019): Annexes  
552  CIPL, (2018). Comments by the Centre for Information Policy Leadership on the European Data Protection Board’s “Draft Guidelines 

1/2018 on certification and identifying certification criteria in accordance with articles 42 and 43 of the Regulation 2016/679. 
553  Article 42.1 and Recital 100 limit the scope of certification to products and processes. Article 43.1(b) limits the accreditation scope to 

the bodies falling within the scope of ISO 17065 dedicated to bodies certifying products, processes and services, excluding 
management system certification schemes. 

554  Lachaud, E, (2018) Certification of Data Protection Officers Should Be Regulated. See note 381 
555  Graz, J.C, Hartmann E. (2012) Transnational Authority in the Knowledge- Based Economy: Who Sets the Standards of ICT Training 

and Certification? - International Political Sociology 6, 308. 
556  Lachaud, E, (2018) Certification of Data Protection Officers Should Be Regulated. See note 381 
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potentially large number of certification requests given their resource limitations and the inherent tension 
between the different roles they fulfil (GDPR enforcement, providing advice) that already exists and would 
be furthered with this additional role.   

The GDPR does not prohibit national and European schemes to compete. National schemes could be then 
competing with EU-wide recognized ones557 on a same market without having the same capacity to make 
their credential recognized from one country to another as the legislation has not established any mechanisms 
to foster mutual recognition. This unbalanced condition of competition could challenge sustainability of 
local schemes each time they are in competition with EU-wide ones.  

The incentive offered by the GDPR to apply for certification does not seem attractive enough to balance the 
apparent and hidden costs of certification, especially for SMEs. The only trustable conclusion that could be 
drawn from the pre-GDPR experience of DPC underlines the absence of a strong incentive to encourage 
businesses to apply for a certification.  

The lack of strong incentives in the GDPR for obtaining certification could paradoxically favor large 
companies and conflict with the provisions requiring taking special care of SMEs” needs. Large companies 
could be the only ones able to afford certification as a risk management tool, in order to demonstrate their 
good will and possibly reduce administrative fines in case of infringement.  

The GDPR arrangement seeking to closely monitor the reliability of certification could paradoxically 
represent the main obstacle to certification uptake in data protection. The involvement of authorities in the 
process defined in Articles 42 and 43 raises important issues that are still unresolved when these lines are 
drafted in December 2018. Some DPAs, if not all, could be unable, by lack of internal competences and 
experience, to manage DPC schemes on their own. The decision taken by the French CNIL558 in March 2018 
to give-up certification activities and entrust the management of its own schemes to private accredited bodies 
seems representative of the limits of public regulated schemes. Furthermore, most of the DPAs do not have 
the competences and experience to manage certain tasks the GDPR has entrusted to them. The accreditation 
of certification bodies, as required by Article 43.1 of the GDPR to confirm the competences of certification 
bodies, remains a highly specialized task that DPAs are unable to effectively conduct on their own without 
hiring skilled people in this area. Thus, the accreditation of the first candidate bodies could take considerable 
time.  

In the meantime, ISO plans to publish559 a new standard, ISO/IEC 27701, designed as “an enhancement to 
ISO/IEC 27001 for privacy management”.560 The standard promotes a management system organizing “the 
processes for protecting the capture, accountability, availability, integrity and confidentiality of personal 
data”. Once published, it could be the basis for third party certification schemes. ISO standard based 
certification offers competitive advantages that Article 42 regime does not leverage. ISO’s approach is well 
known and already managed by one million businesses worldwide using ISO 9001. The market of ISO based 
certification bodies is mature, and ISO/IEC 27552 plans to offer an attractive approach completing IT 
security management with data protection compliance. The likeliness that ISO/IEC 27701 based certification 
will be competing with GDPR art 42 based certification is relatively high, and the possible normative 
competition between ISO privacy standards and GDPR based certifications could question the positioning 
of Article 42 regime.  

However, the implementation of certification under the GDPR is still in its early stages. The EDPB has 
barely drafted the implementation guidelines and it remains difficult, if not impossible, to predict what will 
be the contribution of certification under the GDPR framework. We can only sketch what could be the ideal 

 
557   Article 42.5 GDPR 
558  See the official statement on the CNIL’s website (In French) “Transition vers le RGPD: des labels à la certification. Available at <  

https://www.cnil.fr/fr/transition-vers-le-rgpd-des-labels-la-certification > Last Accessed on 30/092019 
559  The ISO/IEC 27552 standard is scheduled to be published end of 2019.  
560  International Standards provide toolkit for GDPR compliance in “e-tech, News & Views from the IEC” - Issue 2/2018. Available at < 

https://iecetech.org/Technology-Focus/2018-02/International-Standards-provide-toolkit-for-GDPR-compliance > Last Accessed on 
30/092019 
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contribution of certification to data protection and stress the underlying conditions that should be met to 
make it sustainable over time.  

 

7.4 Ideal Data Protection Certification Landscape 
 

There are many areas in data protection where the capacity of certification to regularly and externally assess 
legal compliance could be useful. Certification could be, for instance, an interesting extension, or sometimes 
a substitute, to the Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) required by the GDPR.561 It could be 
voluntarily used to demonstrate that all protection measures required in a DPIA are effectively applied and 
maintained over time. It could also be a mandatory instrument to closely monitor compliance in high risk 
activities or areas where technological changes are frequent and substantial. Certification could be again an 
interesting solution for validating and monitoring the compliance of proprietary algorithms. It could attest, 
without revealing confidential information, the compliance of proprietary algorithms with GDPR 
requirements.562 Certification could help monitoring compliance of complex systems for which the DPAs 
do not have the technical competences or financial means to ensure effective enforcement. It could be a 
means to ensure the interoperability between different legal frameworks through the establishment of 
common certifiable requirements. One can even imagine that certification could, in a near future, monitor, 
even in real time, the content and volume of data flows exchanged between the EU and the rest of the world 
to verify and attest prior declarations made by exporters.  

Making some prospective is easier than defining what could be the ideal DPC scheme. This exercise is a 
perilous one because there is no one fits all solution addressing the numerous issues raised by DPC. As 
shown above, certification is complex, multifarious and DPC is operating in a fast-moving technological 
environment. Therefore, the ideas and directions suggested in the following subsection do not have more 
ambition than sketching the ideal landscape of DPC to contribute the ongoing debate on the future 
development of DPC.563  

According to the author, an ideal DPC landscape should open the scope set in Article 42 GDPR as wide as 
possible to prevent the proliferation of unregulated schemes established outside the monitoring of DPAs. 
For instance, the author is convinced that certification of management systems should be included in the 
scope defined in Article 42.1 and should be interpreted, to fit that scope, as processes established to manage 
personal data processing.   

An ideal DPC should open the accreditation process set in Article 43 to non-EU certification bodies in order 
to certify non-EU companies against EU approved requirements. EU authorities do not have extra-territorial 
powers to enforce the actual compliance of businesses established outside the EU. Offering them to be 
certified against EU approved requirements could make the culture of compliance with the GDPR more 
widespread. Certifying non-EU businesses would also be consistent with Article 3.2 of the GDPR that 
requires non-EU companies managing EU resident data to be compliant with the GDPR and, thus, to be able 
to demonstrate compliance.   

Different options could be envisioned. The accreditation could be granted to a subsidiary established in the 
EU and extended, under certain conditions, to non-EU ones. The accreditation process could be remotely 

 
561  Article 35  
562  Desmoulin-Canselier, S., Le Métayer, D., (2019). Algorithmic Decision Systems in the Health and Justice Sectors: Certification and 

Explanations for Algorithms in European and French Law. European Journal of Law and Technology 9. 
563  See Rodrigues, R. (2018) Conclusion: What Next for Privacy Seals? In Privacy and Data Protection Seals. TMC Asser Press, The 

Hague 
See also Barnard-Wills, D., De Hert, P., Papakonstantinou, V., (2016). The future of privacy certification in Europe: an exploration of 
options under article 42 of the GDPR AU - Rodrigues, Rowena. International Review of Law, Computers & Technology 30, 248–270.  
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done under the authority of the European authorities564 or entrusted to recognized accreditation bodies 
locally565 or granted through mutual recognition566 of existing certification schemes. 

An ideal DPC landscape should limit category of seals available on the market as their proliferation 
contributes to confuse the public. It should even promote a single seal approach567 that is usually adopted by 
certification based in technical568 and regulatory569 conformity assessment. The experience of the Kitemark, 
Keurmerk, CE marking or the geographical indications should be carefully considered together with the 
CNIL’s seal to determine the most suitable approach for preventing misunderstandings about DPC seals.  

In an ideal DPC landscape, schemes should be coordinated570 rather than encouraging competition between 
them. It would be paradoxical if the monitoring imposed in the Article 42 regime contributed to thrive 
certification outside this regime. One option, to prevent competition, could be to design Article 42 schemes 
with the aim of supplementing the schemes based on ISO privacy standards.571 The EU authorities could 
promote a maturity level approach572 where companies already owning certification based on ISO privacy 
standards could secure their compliance by undergoing an additional process based on GDPR approved 
requirements. Another possible option, which is not incompatible with the previous one, could be, under the 
Article 42 GDPR regime, to focus on topics not yet covered by international standards like data protection 
in the Internet of the things, genetics, children or cross-border flows. The authorities could mandate573 EU 
standardization bodies (ESOs) to design such standards and leverage international agreements574 to make 
them more widespread in the ISO community. Another option could be, for EDPB, to directly contribute in 
the drafting process of international standards to promote an EU-wide approach. Yet another option, that is 
supported by the EU Cybersecurity Act575, could be to set up an overriding policy, replacing older national 
certification schemes with more recent Europe-wide ones when they are conflicting with each other. 

An ideal DPC landscape should also regulate the schemes established outside Article 42 because, as already 
highlighted, the proliferation of unmonitored certification schemes could create consistency and reliability 
issues. EU authorities should encourage and/or directly draft EU-wide standards on topics falling outside the 
scope set in Article 42 to prevent requirement inconsistencies as already observed in DPO certification 
schemes.576  

An ideal DPC should offer a strong incentive because certification remains costly and time-consuming, 
especially for SMEs. To be in line with Article 42.1 requiring addressing SMEs’ needs, a dedicated premium 

 
564  See accreditation of control bodies in organic farming under the protocol defined Annex IV of regulation 1235/2008. Presentation 

available on the website of the European Commission. Available at < https://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/organic/eu-policy/eu-rules-on-
trade/control-bodies_en> Last Accessed on 15/06/2019 

565  Multilateral recognition agreements (MRA) have been signed between participating countries to the International Accreditation Forum 
(IAF) and the International Laboratory Accreditation (ILAC).  

566  Privacy Bridges, (2015). EU and US Privacy Experts in Search of Transatlantic Privacy Solutions, 37 
567  The proposal of an overarching certification scheme suggested by the CIPL goes in this direction. See Centre for Information Policy 

Leadership GDPR Implementation Project, (2017). Certifications, Seals and Marks under the GDPR and Their Roles as Accountability 
Tools and Cross-Border Data Transfer Mechanisms. 

568  The Kitemark in the UK, the Keumerk in the Netherlands, the GS Mark in Germany and the NF Mark in France or the EU Keymark 
are using a single seal to attest to the conformity with many different technical standards. 

569  CE marking and Geographical Indications are using the same sign to show their attestation. 
570  Recital 57 of Regulation (EU) 2019/881 so called Cybersecurity Act states that European schemes override national ones in the same 

domain. No national schemes are allowed where an EU one already exist. The draft schemes must be prior reviewed by the EU 
authorities. See Regulation (EU) 2019/881 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 April 2019 on ENISA (the European 
Union Agency for Cybersecurity) and on information and communications technology cybersecurity certification and repealing 
Regulation (EU) No 526/2013 (Cybersecurity Act) (Text with EEA relevance) 

571  Certification schemes based on ISO/IEC 27018:2019 Information technology -- Security techniques -- Code of practice for protection 
of personally identifiable information (PII) in public clouds acting as PII processors and forthcoming ISO/IEC DIS 27552  Security 
techniques -- Extension to ISO/IEC 27001 and ISO/IEC 27002 for privacy information management -- Requirements and guidelines  

572  Article 52 of Cybersecurity Act defines three assurance levels. basic, substantial and/or high 
573  Following the process defined in Regulation (EU) No 1025/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2012 

on European standardization. See ‘Standardisation requests – mandates’ in the European Commission website for a presentation of this 
process. < https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/requests_en> Last accessed on 15/06/2019 

574  Agreement on Technical Cooperation signed between ISO and CEN, so called “Vienna Agreement” see Büthe, T., Mattli, W., (2011). 
The new global rulers: The privatization of regulation in the world economy. Princeton University Press, 155 ff. 

575  Article 57.1 of Cybersecurity Act  
576  Lachaud, E., 2018. Certification of Data Protection Officers Should Be Regulated. Available at < https://ssrn.com/abstract=3176471 > 

Last accessed on 15/06/2019 
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could be offered to SMEs using DPC. Maturity levels and modular schemes577 should be introduced to 
improve the uptake of certification in SMEs. Another option could be to use certification as an entry barrier 
granting certified SMEs578 the right to access special or sensitive markets (i.e. health, genetics)  

The ideal DPC landscape should clarify and harmonize the legal status of certification at the European level. 
The fragmentation of the legal status and value of certification creates legal uncertainties for businesses and 
makes certification less attractive for international companies.  Moreover, the uncertainty existing in the 
benefits offered in Article 83.2 of the GDPR579 could paradoxically favor the wealthiest businesses at the 
expenses of smaller one. A first stage has been reached with the enactment of the EU certification mark in 
Article 83 of Regulation (EU) 2017/1001, but more harmonization efforts remain to be done.  

An ideal DPC landscape should consider the state of the art regarding the design of the schemes. The drafting 
process, especially the one managed by authorities, should involve all interested stakeholders including 
business and civil society representatives in order to ensure the best acceptance of the criteria.580 The 
authorities should clarify the relationship between public and private schemes to prevent any competition 
between them. Moreover, the involvement of DPAs in certification activities raises certain questions on the 
impartiality of the process so far unresolved. An ideal DPC should also consider the criteria already defined 
in existing international standards so as not to be in opposition to or inconsistent with them. The drafting 
process should respect the recommendations set by FSOs to ensure their accuracy and consistency during 
audit processes.  

Finally, the authorities should encourage and support the technological research seeking to turn certification 
into a real-time monitoring instrument.581 Technical progress is so swift that we can imagine that data 
protection compliance could be, in a near future, automatically enforced with dedicated algorithms. A series 
of research projects582 in different fields are already evaluating the possibilities and limits offered by a 
technological approach in DPC.  

It would be relevant to carry on research on DPC in this direction and investigate how the normative transfer 
required from the law to algorithms could be efficiently managed in this context. Laws are not primarily 
drafted to be auditable and automatic enforcement of legal provisions is still largely ineffective today. 
However, certain laws and regulations could be drafted like standards and become auditable by design. The 
normative transfer between the law and the auditable requirements should also be properly organized and 

 
577  Practitioners have interestingly suggested to promote modular certification schemes, offering to progressively complete the 

certification scope with additional modules, reducing the cost of the initial investment. See TrustCloud, (2016). Working paper – 
Modular Certification of Cloud Services. Available < https://tcdp.de/index.php/english > Last accessed on 15/06/2019 
See also the assurance level approach suggested in Article 52 Cybersecurity Act. 

578  The Swiss DPA certification scheme has multiplied by five the number of certified entities since it became compulsory for insurance 
companies exchanging electronic data with Swiss hospitals. The French ASIP-Santé – Ministry of Health’s approval process has been 
adopted by most of the market actors.  

579  Article 83.2 (f) offers to alleviate administrative sanctions when the controllers or processors possess GDPR certification. However, it 
lets courts decide of its value during the definition of the sanction.   

580  Recital 62 and 83 of  Cybersecurity Act makes proposals in this direction. 
581  Desmoulin-Canselier, S., Le Métayer, D., (2019). Algorithmic Decision Systems in the Health and Justice Sectors: Certification and 

Explanations for Algorithms in European and French Law. European Journal of Law and Technology, 9. 
582  See for instance the Scalable Policy-aware Linked Data Architecture For Privacy, Transparency and Compliance project (SPECIAL). 

Available at < https://www.specialprivacy.eu/ > Last accessed on 15/06/2019 
See also Legalese project. < https://legalese.github.io/aboutus#what-is-legalese> Last accessed on 15/06/2019 
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monitored to ensure an adequate level of democratic legitimacy in this process. Algorithmic conformity 
assessments could have, in certain topics, a legal value recognized in court. 

The author is fully convinced that the future of DPC goes in this direction and is eager to carry on this 
thrilling research in the field of certification with a research project closely related to these topics.    
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Annex 1: Data protection certification schemes in Europe in 2014 
 

# Scheme name Origin Active scheme 

1 ADV Compliance Checked Siegel Germany No information 

2 APEP Certification on Privacy Spain No information 

3 Certificazione di Privacy Officer e Consulente 
della Privacy Italia No information 

4 Certified Data Privacy Professional (CDPP) Spain  No information 

5 Certified Information Privacy 
Professional/Europe (CIPP/E) USA Yes 

6 Data Privacy and Security certification The 
Netherlands Yes 

7 Data privacy and security compliant with the 
Federal Data Protection Act Germany No information 

8 Data Privacy Certification for Companies  Germany No information 

9 Data protection audit certificate Hungary Yes 

10 Data Protection Officer e Privacy Consultant Italia No information 

11 Datenschutz Zertifikat Germany No information 

12 Datenschutz Zertifizierter Germany No information 

13 Datenschutz-Gütesiegel der Freien Hansestadt 
Bremen Germany No information 

14 Datenschutz-Siegel Auftragsdatenverarbeitung Germany No information 

15 Datenschutz-Zertifikate Germany No information 

16 Datenschutzsiegel Germany No information 

17 Datenschutzzertifikat Germany No information 

18 DESAG Zert Datenschutz Gütesiegel  Germany No information 

19 DeuDat Datenschutz für Deutschland  Germany  No information 

20 E-privacy seal Germany Yes 

21 EuroCloud Star Audit Software as a Service  Germany Yes 

22 European Privacy Seal - EuroPriSe Germany Yes 
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23 Fair Data UK Yes 

24 Good Priv@cy Switzerland Yes 

25 Gütesiegel Datenschutz Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern Germany Yes 

26 Gütesiegel für Online-Dienstleistungen Germany No information 

27 Keurmerk Particulier onderzoekbureau Private 
investigator industry’s Quality Mark program 

The 
Netherlands No information 

28 Label CNIL Coffre-fort numérique France Yes 

29 Label CNIL formations informatique  
et libertés France Yes 

30 Label CNIL gouvernance informatique  
et libertés France Yes 

31 Label CNIL Procédures d’audit France Yes 

32 OBA certification Germany Yes 

33 OCPD - Federal ordinance on privacy 
certification (SR 235.13) Switzerland Yes 

34 Privacy Seal - Gütesiegel   Germany Yes 

35 Priventum Germany No information 

36 Qualifizierter Datenschutz-Codex Germany No information 

37 SCHUFA PrivacySeal Germany  Yes 

38 SQS – OCPD (based on Swiss Regulation 
235.13) Switzerland Yes 

39 Tacticx Datenschutz Siege Germany No information 

40 Trusted Ads UK Yes 

41 Trusted Site Privacy  Germany Yes 

42 Zertifizierte Datenschutzbeauftragte Germany No information 

43 Zertifizierter Datenschutz Germany No information 

44 Zertifizierung der Datenschutzqualifikation 
(GDDcert.)  Germany No information 

45 Pharmasoft ISDP©10003:2014 DATA 
PROTECTION Italy No information 

46 E-privacy App  Germany  Active 
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47 ICO certification programme UK In progress 

48 BSI – ISO 27018 certification scheme UK No Information 

49 Bureau Veritas – certification ISO 27018 France No information 

 
 
Annex 1.1: Data protection certification schemes active in Europe in 2014 
 

# Scheme name Origin 

1 Certified Information Privacy Professional/Europe (CIPP/E) USA 

2 Data Privacy and Security certification The Netherlands 

3 Data protection audit certificate Hungary 

4 E-privacy seal Germany 

5 EuroCloud Star Audit Software as a Service  Germany 

6 European Privacy Seal - EuroPriSe Germany 

7 Fair Data UK 

8 Good Priv@cy Switzerland 

9 Gütesiegel Datenschutz Mecklenburg-Vorpommern Germany 

10 Label CNIL Coffre-fort numérique France 

11 Label CNIL formations informatique et libertés France 

12 Label CNIL gouvernance informatique et libertés France 

13 Label CNIL Procédures d’audit France 

14 OBA certification Germany 

15 OCPD - Federal ordinance on privacy certification (SR 235.13) Switzerland 

16 Privacy Seal - Gütesiegel  Germany 

17 SCHUFA PrivacySeal Germany  

18 SQS – OCPD (based on Swiss Regulation 235.13) Switzerland 
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19 Trusted Ads UK 

20 Trusted Site Privacy  Germany 

21 E-privacy App Germany 
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Annex2:  Example of scheme’s description completed  
 

The Privacy Seal - 
Gütesiegel 

 
 

Owner 
Unabhängige Landeszentrum  für Datenschutz Schleswig-Holstein (ULD) 
(Independent Centre for Privacy Protection - Data Protection Authority of the 
Schleswig-Holstein 

Country Land of Schleswig-Holstein in Germany 

Creation date 2002 

Number of seals 
delivered 200 (June 2014) 

Coverage Land of Schleswig-Holstein 

Scope Products and processes 

Optional/Mandatory Optional 

Licensing  No 

Validity 2 years 

Foundations 

The Data Protection Law of the 9th of February 2000 created in his section 4 
“the Independent Centre for Privacy Protection Schleswig-Holstein” (ULD). 
The Article 43 al. 2 of the law states that the ULD is the DPA of Schleswig-
Holstein. The ULD may “audit and appraise” the processes and devices 
managing personal data of public institutions who make the request. 

Requirements 
Regulation 

Provisions of the Data Protection Law 

Accreditation 

Mandatory prior accreditation operated by the ICPP Board 
 
Accreditation scope:  
Legal, technical or both. Not based on accreditation ISO standard.  
 
Steps of the process:  
Candidates for certification must demonstrate probity, independence and 
competence. The first two requirements are subject to a statement from the 
candidate. The Applicants for accreditation are then invited to follow a seminar 
presentation of the ULD certification program in Kiel. Following the seminar, 
a case study is submitted to them for which they must deliver within a 2 
months period an audit report whose scope (technical or/and legal) is defined 
by the scope of accreditation for which they apply. Candidates are invited to 
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send their evaluation to the European Privacy Seal Board for approval and 
admission decision as an ICPP expert.  The accreditation is granted for a period 
of three years, renewable if the expert has conducted one audit at least in this 
area in the meantime or if he followed the upgrade training proposed by the 
European Privacy Seal Board. 

Process 

Assessment:  External accredited bodies or experts 
Both legal and technical assessment 
Issuance of an assessment report by the accredited bodies or experts 

Certificate issuance: done by the ULD board 
Control of the report 
Issuance of the certificate 

Duration: At least 2 or 3 months 

Monitoring  No information 

Renewal  On request at the end of the validity period 
Partial assessment or full if important changes in the scope of certification 

Guarantees No 

Alternative Dispute 
Regulation No information 

Costs 

+ assessment cost (depending of assessor’s prices)  
Annual fee charged by ULD: between 1 280 € and 3 840 € depending of the 
size of the applicant body (in 2014) 
 

Contact  

Independent Centre for Privacy Protection Schleswig-Holstein  
+49 (0) 431/988-1398  
siegel@datenshutzzentrum.de   

Website  https://www.datenschutzzentrum.de/guetesiegel/ 
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The General Data Protection Regulation and the
rise of certification as a regulatory instrument

Eric Lachaud *
Tilburg Institute for Law, Technology, and Society (TILT), Tilburg Law School, The Netherlands

A B S T R A C T

The endorsement of certification in Article 42 and 43 of the General Data Protection Regu-
lation (hereinafter GDPR) extends the scope of this procedure to the enforcement of
fundamental rights. The GDPR also leverages the high flexibility of this procedure to make
of certification something else than a voluntary process attesting the conformity with tech-
nical standards. This paper argues that the GDPR turned certification into a new regulatory
instrument in data protection, I suggest to call it monitored self-regulation, seeking to fill
the gap between self-regulation and traditional regulation in order to build a regulation
continuum.

© 2017 Eric Lachaud. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The Economist1 has suggested a meaningful comparison on
the progress made by computing power during the last decades.
“If cars and skyscrapers had improved at such rates since 1971”,
it said, “The fastest car would now be capable of a tenth of
the speed of light; the tallest building would reach halfway to
the Moon”. Nordhaus2 notices that chips produced today are
400 000 times more powerful than it was at the beginning of
the 70s. In the meantime, the capacity of data storage available

has rocketed.3 Within the last 15 years, “hard disks had in-
creased their capacity 1,000-fold”.4 The success met by the TCP/
IP protocol made of the Internet something more than a simple
technical innovation. As quoted by the Internet founders5

themselves, “the Internet is at once a world-wide broadcast-
ing capability, a mechanism for information dissemination,
and a medium for collaboration and interaction between
individuals and their computers without regard for geographic
location”.

The above technological breakthroughs enhanced and broad-
ened the capacity of businesses to collect, store and exchange

* Tilburg Institute for Law, Technology, and Society (TILT), Tilburg University, P.O. Box 90153, 5000 LE Tilburg, The Netherlands.
E-mail address: eric.lachaud@gmail.com

1 ’The future of computing’ The Economist, Mar 12th 2016. Last accessed 3rd August 2017. http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/
21694528-era-predictable-improvement-computer-hardware-ending-what-comes-next-future “Intel CEO Brian Krzani.ch explained that
if a 1971 Volkswagen Beetle had advanced at the pace of Moore’s law over the past 34 years, today “you would be able to go with that
car 300,000 miles per hour. You would get two million miles per gallon of gas, and all that for the mere cost of four cents.” in Moore’s
Law Keeps Going, Defying Expectations Annie Sneed for the Scientific American May 19, 2015. Last accessed 3rd August
2017.http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/moore-s-law-keeps-going-defying-expectations/.

2 Nordhaus, W.D. (2001).The Progress of Computing. Cowles Foundation Discussion Paper No. 1324, 28 Available at SSRN. Last accessed
3rd August 2017. http://ssrn.com/abstract=285168.

3 “Toshiba: hard drives will be 40TB by 2020, SSDs will be 128TB by 2018” by Matthew Humphries on Geek.com Aug. 28, 2015. Last ac-
cessed 3rd August 2017.http://www.geek.com/chips/toshiba-hard-drives-will-be-40tb-by-2020-ssds-will-be-128tb-by-2018-1632425/.

4 Walter, C. (2005). “Kryder’s Law”. Scientific American. August 2005 issue.
5 Leiner, B M. et al. “Brief History of the Internet”. Available on the website of the Internet Society. Last accessed 3rd August

2017.http://www.internetsociety.org/internet/what-internet/history-internet/brief-history-internet.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.clsr.2017.09.002
0267-3649/© 2017 Eric Lachaud. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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digitized data from any location around the world.The growing
complexity of data processing6 widened the asymmetry of in-
formation existing between the data controllers7 and individuals
and gave birth to new data types born from the interactions
between individuals and machines, and machines to ma-
chines. This metadata8 can be very sensitive when they are
derived from individuals’ behavior and their body condi-
tions. The sanction policy suggested by Directive 95/46/EC in
case of non-compliance9 never ensured a deterrence effect on
data controllers. The national data protection authorities do
not have enough time, money, and competence to enforce more
than a limited volume of processing. Moreover, the territorial
scope on which the Directive is based10 limits the rights of Eu-
ropean citizens11 to the borders of the Union and does not offer
a satisfying response to the growing volume of cross-border
data flows.12 The self-regulatory instruments set up, in this area,
to complete the legal framework have never demonstrated their
effectiveness in the absence of real enforcement.13

The long awaited General Data Protection Regulation14

(hereinafter GDPR), enacted in April 2016, intends to address

these shortcomings and, among other improvements, it
makes data controllers and processors accountable of their
compliance15 and encourages companies to use certification
procedures16 for demonstrating their compliance with the new
framework. Within this context, the paper questions how the
GDPR contributes to the rise of certification as a regulatory in-
strument. The first section defines the regulatory nature of
certification and demonstrates its scope progressively ex-
tended over time. The second shows that the European
lawmaker, by endorsing certification in the GDPR, purposely
planned to turn this instrument into a regulatory instru-
ment; I suggest calling it monitored self-regulation, seeking to
ensure a regulatory continuum between self-regulation and tra-
ditional regulation.

2. Regulatory nature of certification

The regulatory nature of certification is still in discussion and
scholars do not agree on the approach to adopt. Moreover, the
high flexibility of this procedure, allowing endlessly to arrange
and rearrange the schemes, makes any attempt of taxonomy
a moving target. Defining certification from its purposes sounds
easier and more fruitful. However, the analysis of the certifi-
cation’s scope shows it continuously broadened over time. Its
endorsement in the GDPR contributes to extend it again to the
enforcement of legal provisions.

2.1. Moving target

Some authors17 define certification as a conformity assess-
ment process. They argue that certification is a voluntary
assessment process realized by an external and accredited
auditor,18 based on requirements issued by a recognized au-
thority. The assessment, if successful, leads to the issuance of
a formal attestation of conformity,19 sometimes accompanied

6 Arbesman, S. (2016). Overcomplicated: Technology at the Limits of
Comprehension. Penguin.

7 Article 2 (d) of Directive 95/46/EC defines the data controller as
the natural or legal person which alone or jointly determines the
purposes and means of the processing.

8 “Metadata is structured information that describes, explains,
locates or otherwise makes it easier to retrieve, use, or manage an
information resource. Metadata is often called data about data or
information about information.” NISO (2004) Understanding
Metadata, NISO Press, 1 http://www.niso.org/publications/press/
UnderstandingMetadata.pdf.

9 Article 24 of Directive 95/46/EC suggests the Member States es-
tablish their own sanction policy.

10 Article 4 of Directive 95/46/EC.
11 See law case: Google Spain SL, Google Inc. v Agencia Española de

Protección de Datos, Mario Costeja González. See law case: Weltimmo
s. r. o. v Nemzeti Adatvédelmi és Információszabadság Hatóság and com-
ments on the law case in “EU court ruling outlines which countries’
data protection laws apply to businesses with interests in mul-
tiple EU countries” Outlaw blog entry of the 2 October 2015. Last
accessed 3rd August 2017.

12 Even if Article 25.1 requires that the country in which the data
is transferred to ensure adequate level of protection.

13 Nielsen, N. (2013). Hundreds of US companies make false data
protection claims. EUobserver.com blog entry of 8 October 2013.
Last accessed 3rd August 2017https://euobserver.com/justice/
121695.

14 Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with
regard to the processing of personal data and on the free move-
ment of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data
Protection Regulation) The GDPR is completed with two dedi-
cated data protection Directive applying to the individuals under
prosecution and travelling by plane. Directive (EU) 2016/680 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the
protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of per-
sonal data by competent authorities for the purposes of the
prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal of-
fences or the execution of criminal penalties, and on the free
movement of such data, and repealing Council Framework Deci-
sion 2008/977/JHA. Directive (EU) 2016/681 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the use of pas-
senger name record (PNR) data for the prevention, detection,
investigation and prosecution of terrorist offences and serious crime.

15 Article 22 of the GDPR.
16 Article 42 of the GDPR.
17 “Certification is a method of (conformity) assessment”

Eijlander, P. et al. (2003). De inkadering van certificatie en accreditatie
in beleid en wetgeving [The framing of certification and accredi-
tation policies and legislation]. A study commissioned by
the Ministry of Economic Affairs. Instituut, Centrum voor
Wetgevingsvraagstukken, Universiteit van Tilburg, 2003 - 194
pp, 12.

18 “Certification is the (voluntary) assessment and approval by an
(accredited) party on an (accredited) standard”Meuwissen, M. (2003)
Technical and economic considerations about traceability and cer-
tification in livestock production chains, In Jahn, G. et al. (2005) The
Reliability of Certification: Quality Labels as a Consumer Policy Tool,
Journal of Consumer Policy, 28, 57.

19 ‘Certification schemes . . . provide assurance (through a certi-
fication mechanism) that certain characteristics or attributes of the
product or its production method or system, laid down in speci-
fications, have been observed’ EU best practice guidelines for
voluntary certification schemes for agricultural products and food-
stuff (2010/C 341/04).
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by a graphic sign. A second approach20 envisages certification
as an attestation of conformity. Its issuance is conditioned by
the conformity with predefined requirements and its main-
tenance over time that is periodically verified. The approach
focusing on the assessment process appears more logical if one
assumes that the attestation of conformity is issued once the
assessment concludes to the conformity.The attestation of con-
formity theoretically should not be issued without a successful
assessment but the relationship is not always true. Certain
schemes are issuing the attestation after a self-assessment or
a self-declaration of conformity without any assessment.21

From a legal point of view, certification is commonly defined
as a trademark22 protecting the rights of third parties autho-
rized to use it. Certification is also a management system23 in
which a set of core components24 interact with each other to

produce an outcome, offering the word certification to desig-
nate either the process or its result.

One finds a wide variety of certification schemes.25 Some
are self-regulated26 and fully designed by the private sector.
Others are co-regulated27 and involve, as in the case of Article
42 of the GDPR,28 the authorities at some stages of the process.
Others include civil society representatives, along with private
and public stakeholders, in the design or/and management
of the scheme29 in what Haufler called a multi-stakeholder
arrangement.30 Others again are fully regulated and fully
managed by some public authority.31 The variety in the pos-
sible arrangements of the schemes and the flexibility with
which similar certification schemes can be rearranged32 makes
any attempt of taxonomy difficult.

Another option could be to define certification through its
components to the extent a certification scheme encom-
passes, at least, some certifiable requirements and a certification
process. However, the requirements and the processes can20 “Third party attestation related to products, processes, systems

or persons” in ISO/IEC 17000:2004 - Conformity assessment – Vo-
cabulary and general principles– subclause 5.5«A process by which
a third party give a written assurance that a product, a process or
a service is conform to the specified requirements” in ISO/EN
45020:2007 - Standardization And Related Activities – General
Vocabulary“Certification includes all activities under which an
independent, expert and reliable institution adopts and writing
that there is a justified confidence that a clearly defined object
(product, process, system or the competence of a person) meets
predetermined requirements” Dutch Ministry of Industry (2003)
Kabinetsstandpunt over het gebruik van certificatie en accreditatie
in het kader van overheidsbeleid’.

21 A Trustmark may be“[a] label or visual representation showing
participation in a Trustmark scheme. A subscriber to a Trustmark
scheme can display a Trustmark if he meets the Trustmark
requirements.”UNICE-BEUC e-confidence project, 2001 (Glossary).“A
signal adherence to a set of rules (hereafter referred to as a code of
conduct) in order to increase the consumer’s confidence in the online
trader.” In Trzaskowski, J. (2006) E-Commerce Trustmarks in Europe
– an overview and comparison ofTrustmarks in the European Union,
Iceland and Norway European Consumer Centre Denmark, 11.

22 ‘A certification mark is statutorily defined as an indication that
goods, or services in connection with which the mark is used, are
certified by the proprietor in respect of origin, material, mode of
manufacture of goods or performance of service, quality, accu-
racy or other characteristics’ UK Trade Mark Act of 1994. In Belson,
J. (2002) Certification Marks. London: Sweet and Maxwell, 20.

23 “Certification is not only an assessment. It’s a complete eco-
system”.Conroy, M.E. (2001) Can Advocacy-Led Certification Systems
Transform Global Corporate Practices? Evidence and Some Theory
Program on Development, Peacebuilding, and the Environment, 64.

24 What a certification scheme contains is- A Standard – A Process
to check initial and over time compliance- A Mark to reward com-
pliance” Conroy, M.E. (2007) Branded! How the certification revolution
is transforming global corporations”. New society publish, 12 A cer-
tification scheme involves: - Set of requirements, - Assessment
process, - Certification can be issued by self-assessment or 1/3 party.
Civic Consulting (2012) A Pan-European Trustmark for E-Commerce:
Possibilities and Opportunities – Study for the Directorate-General
for internal Policies – European Parliament, 40–41 “certification
scheme contains in general the following components: - the (in-
terpretation of the) norm(s) – the operating procedures and
methodology to be used for inspections – the certification criteria
and rules with regard to non-compliance – additional qualifica-
tion criteria and demands for certification personnel”Staaij, J.V.D
(2008) Certification as sustainable self-regulation” Master Thesis –
Rotterdam School of Management Erasmus University, Depart-
ment Business-Society Management, 35.

25 The Ecolabel index is currently is referencing «465 ecolabels
in 199 countries and 25 industry sectors » as described on its
website. Last accessed 3rd August 2017 http://www.ecolabelindex
.com/.

26 For a complete overview of the different types of self-regulation
see Koops, B.-J. et al. (2014). Should Self-Regulation be the Start-
ing Point, in: Self-Regulation and Legalization: Making Global Rules
for Banks and Corporations, Global Issues. Palgrave Macmillan UK.

27 Co-regulation involves both the government and the private sector
in the processes of regulation, with market actors often delegated the
task of developing standards and the public sector applying sanctions for
non-compliance” in HAUFLER, V. (2003) New Forms of Governance:
Certification Regimes as Social Regulations of the Global Market.
In n Chris Elliott, Errol Meidinger, and Gerhard Oesten, eds. Social
and Political Dimensions of Forest Certification (Remagen-
Oberwinter, Germany: Forstbuch Verlag, 238 Co-regulation “combin[e]
state and non-state regulatory activities” and contrasting it with self-
regulation which operate without any state involvement”. In Strauss,
J. and Rogersson, K.S (2002) Policies for Online Privacy in the United
States and the European Union, 19 TELEMATICS AND INFORMAT-
ICS pp.173–188.

28 Lachaud, E. (2016) ‘Why the certification process defined in the
General Data Protection Regulation cannot be successful’ Com-
puter Law & Security Review 32(6), 814.

29 The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is certainly the most em-
blematic multi-stakeholder certification scheme. See Lang, B. (2006)
Experiences with voluntary standards initiatives and related multi-
stakeholder dialogues.See also Kirton, J. Trebilcock, M.J., eds. (2004).
Hard choices, soft law: voluntary standards in global trade, envi-
ronment, and social governance. Aldershot,

30 Haufler, V. (2003). New Forms of Governance: Certification
Regimes as Social Regulations of the Global Market, in: N Chris
Elliott, Errol Meidinger, and Gerhard Oesten, Eds. Social and Po-
litical Dimensions of Forest Certification (Remagen- Oberwinter,
Germany: Forstbuch Verlag. 2003), 237.

31 The French data protection authority CNIL’s labels are fully de-
signed and managed by the French data protection authority
following the Article 11.3 C of the French data protection law n°
78-17 du 6 janvier 1978 modifiée relative à l’informatique, aux
fichiers et aux libertés.

32 The inventory of agrifood certification schemes realized in Europe
suggests 6 possible classifications for the 424 schemes identified
in the study -Inventory of certification schemes for agricultural prod-
ucts and foodstuffs marketed in the EU Member States – Study
conducted by Areté for DG AGRI.
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bemultifarious and does not simplify the definition of this
notion.

Another option again suggests analyzing certification from
its purposes. The next section explores such an approach that
potentially seems easier and more fruitful. It shows that the
scope of certification is the results of layers progressively added
to its original purpose.

2.2. Extending scope

Certification is a very ancient procedure, originally used to vali-
date the reality of a claimed situation. One found out the first
traces of the word certificatio33 in a codex written in Germany
in the 8th century A.D. It appears in a charter granted, in 1295,
by the Duke of Lorraine34 and validated by two bishops. In 1452,
a collection of certified charters confirms the rights of Robert
de Chamberlenc, Lord of Tancarville, on a series of estates in
Normandy. In 1630, the court of the holy inquisition deliv-
ered a certificate to the Duke of Medinasidonia35 confirming
its ability to the highest positions in the Holy Office in Roma.
At the end of the 18th century, George Washington,36 hand-
wrote a certificate confirming the role played by a certain
Colonel B.R Woodbridge during the War of Independence of the
United States. One can find traces of this original purpose of
certification in the modern hallmarking activity, which issues
certification marks to confirm the claimed amount of pre-
cious metal in the gold exchanges. This goal also bases the
European Geographical Identifications37 that certify the origin and
taste of agricultural products with respect to their geographi-
cal origin.

The scope of certification broadened when certification
came to be used, from the beginning of the 20th century, to
enforce the conformity of industrial products with the newly
published technical standards.38 The British Standard Mark
was introduced in 1903 to certify the conformity of tramway
rails with technical standards. The use of certification marks
remained very limited until the UK Trademark Act of 1919 in
which the lawmaker suggests, in accordance with the recent
progress of statistical analysis, to test only a sample of prod-
ucts, rather than all the series, before delivering the certificate.
This change ensured the rapid success of certification39

in UK and in the other European countries.40 Conformity
certification still represents today the core activity in the
certification business. A few multinationals41 dominate the
market and offer conformity certification processes as a paying
service.42

The rise of the mass-market after World War Two and the
competition it created between manufacturers, offered the
process of certification an additional purpose. Certifying
the outstanding features of products and services, promoted
certified items above the non-certified ones and offered manu-
facturers a collective brand, especially useful to those which
were unable to afford the design of their own commercial
brand.43 Cochoy and Woodward44 argue that the success of
quality certification45 was closely related to the development
of quality standards. The release of ISO 9000 European New
Approach policy and the Agreement on Technical Barriers
to Trade (TBT)46 actively contributed to the development of
the standard family, along with the enactment of quality

33 The word certification is coming from the Latin word
certificare built from certus and facere meaning make sure. The
word certificatio appears for the first time with this meaning in
the codex epistolaris Karolinus written in Germany between 739
and 791 A.D.

34 Bibliothèque Nationale de France (BNF) – Département des
manuscrits – Ref : NAL 2530. III n° 54.

35 Biblioteca Nacional de España (BNE) Ref : VC/250/64.
36 Benjamin R. Woodbridge, December 22, 1775, Military Certifi-

cations. The library of Congress.
37 Regulation No. 510/2006 of the 20 of March 2006 on the

protection of geographical indications and designations of
origin for agricultural products and foodstuffs – OJ L 93, 31.3.2006,
12.

38 Woodward, D.C., (1972). Buying with assurance: the Kitemark
and other certification schemes, in: The Story of Standards. British
Standards Institution, 78–84.

39 The first is the General Electric bulbs in 1926.

40 The Kema-Keur has been established in the Netherlands in 1924
and the marque NF in 1939 in France.

41 The conformity assessment business represented a turnover of
5 billion Euros in 2013. A few multinationals in Europe dominate
this market. The swiss SQS, the French Bureau Veritas, The German
TÜV and the English Intertek. In the US, the Underwriter Labora-
tories still occupy a very dominant position on the certification
market.Société Générale de Surveillance (SGS) has been founded in 1878
in Geneva to ensure health inspections in agriculture. SGS is now
the largest assessment and certification body in the world em-
ploying 70,000 people worldwide Bureau Veritas (BV) has been
established in the wake of a series of shipping disasters occur-
ring during the winter of 1821, which caused 2,000 ships sank
and 20,000 people died. This series of disasters also caused the
collapse of many marine insurance companies. The Office of In-
formation for Marine Insurance was then founded in 1828 in
Antwerp. It changed its name in Bureau Veritas in 1829. Its initial
mission as Lloyd Register of London was to inform insurers about
the quality of the vessels in order to evaluate the premium to pay
by the ship-owners. Its activity gradually extended. Further the clas-
sification, Bureau Veritas came to verify the compliance with various
regulations and technical standards, environmental and social
regulations.

42 The international standardization activity does not certify
the compliance with the standards they publish. However, the
British Standardization Institution (BSI), l’Agence Française de
Normalisation (AFNOR) and even the European standardization body
(CEN) have developed certification activities aside their core ac-
tivity of standardization body. They offer to certify the compliance
with their own standards raising thus a threat of conflict of
interest.

43 Cochoy, F. (2000). “De l’AFNOR” à “NF”, 77.
44 Cochoy, F. (2000), Ibid see also Woodward D.C. (1972). The Story

of Standards, 78.
45 The Kitemark delivered by the British Standard Institution (BSI)

met a huge success during the 1950s and the 1960’s. The number
of certified soars from 171 in 1939 to 1 450 at the end of the 1960’s.
Woodward D.C. (1972).The Story of Standards. London: British Stan-
dards Institution, 80. The notoriety of the NF mark in the public
from the AFNOR also boomed. NF mark was known by 8 % of the
people in 1961 and 64 % by 1965 in Cochoy F. (2000). De “l’AFNOR”
à “NF, 81.

46 The Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade requires signa-
tory countries to recognize the conformity assessments made in
the country of origin of the product.Belson, J. (2002). Certification
Marks. Sweet and Maxwell – London, 92.
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certification that is still today an important market in the cer-
tification business.47

Consumers, in developed countries, are increasingly con-
cerned with the social and environmental conditions under
which the products they are buying are manufactured.48 The
Non-Governmental Organizations49 (hereinafter NGOs) lever-
aged this nascent conscientious consumerism50 to increase their
pressure on multinationals and improve the working condi-
tions of individuals in outsourcing countries.

They organized media campaigns against multinationals,
such as the iconic Nike’s Vietnamese subcontractor in 1997,51

which had a highly detrimental effect on their brand image.
NGOs suggested, in exchange to the end of media campaigns,52

that multinationals demonstrate their good will through cer-
tification processes.

As Conroy53 notes, globalization of trade turned the brand
into a strategic asset54 and its wider exposure made the brand
very sensitive to all events that could have detrimental effects.
Thus, certification offered multinationals a business strategy
to “avoid the risk of brand damage. . . an insurance against
malfeasance”.55

Conroy56 argues that globalized capitalism fostered a “new
era of corporate accountability,” where certification could, ac-
cording to Barnes,57 be a toolbox with which companies could
implement positive behaviors. In this evolution, Fiorini58 sees
a possible new division in the regulation of tasks between the
state and civil society representatives with the emergence of
new actors, such as non-governmental organizations (NGOs),
representing a global consciousness.

The outsourcing of manufacturing facilities in countries
that do not always guarantee social, health and environmen-
tal protections, created demand to cover the legal risks created

by the absence of reliable regulation. Van Der Meulen59 argues
that certification offered a suitable response to the legal un-
certainty created by the globalization of trade and authorities’
incapacity to enact binding transnational regulations.

Cafaggi60 and Havinga61 rather see, in the rise of certifica-
tion, one of the outcomes of the growing intertwinement
between public and private regulators in the transnational pro-
cesses of regulation.

Cochoy62 underlines that certification could represent the
outcome of the long running effort of businesses to internal-
ize their externalities. In other words, certification could be a
management solution suggested by companies to address the
issues created by their own business operations.

To Bartley,63 certification could be a compromise in the
balance of power between multinationals, authorities and civil
society representatives.64 Multinationals would adopt certifi-
cation to protect their brand image. The authorities would
consider this procedure to be soft monitoring preventing new
administrative burdens and, for NGOs, a “shift in firm’s ac-
ceptable behavior”.65

2.3. GDPR and certification of fundamental rights

The rise of Internet technologies, at the turn of the millen-
nium, encouraged businesses to promote self-regulation66

instruments in data protection, because the authoritative top

47 More than 1.5 million ISO 9001 certification have been issued
since the beginning of the 1990s. See the ISO survey.

48 Micheletti, M. (2003), Political Virtue and Shopping: Individu-
als, Consumerism, and Collective Action, New York: Palgrave
Macmillan.

49 A. Florini defines the “third force” as “someone acting as a global
conscience” in Florini, A.M.N.Kokusai and K. Senta (2000) The Rise
of Transnational Civil Society – Carnegie Endowment for Interna-
tional Peace.

50 Bartley, T et al. (2015). Looking behind the label: global indus-
tries and the conscientious consumer. Indiana University Press.

51 Greenhouse, S. (1997) Nike Shoe Plant in Vietnam Is Called Unsafe
for Workers – New York Times Nov. 08,1997.

52 Conroy M.E. (2007), 68.
53 The value of Coca Cola brand has been evaluated at $ 136 billion

in 2002. For companies having the highest market value, the value
of their brand represents more than 50% of their own value. Conroy,
M.E. (2007). Branded! How the certification revolution is transform-
ing global corporations. New society publish. chap 1, 9.

54 Ibid.
55 Ibid.
56 Conroy, M.E., (2005) Certification Systems as Tools for Natural

Asset Building: Potential, Experiences to Date, and Critical Chal-
lenges. Political Economy Research Institute (PERI) University of
Massachusetts Amherst Working Papers, 3.

57 Barnes, P. (2006) «Capitalism 3.0: A Guide to Reclaiming the
Commons (San Fransisco: Berret-Koelher Publishers, 2006).

58 Florini, A. et al. (2000) « The Rise of Transnational Civil Society»
- Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.

59 Van Der Meulen, B. (2011), 59.
60 Cafaggi, F. (2014). A comparative analysis of transnational private

regulation: legitimacy, quality, effectiveness and enforcement, Private
Transnational Regulatory Regimes – Constitutional Foundations and
Governance Design. Hague Institute for the Internationalization of
Law.

61 Havinga, T., 2012. Conceptualizing Regulatory arrangements:
Complex Networks of Actors and Regulatory Roles Nijmegen So-
ciology of Law Working Papers Series 2012/01.

62 Cochoy, F., (2005). La normalisation sociale ou le fétichisme de
la marchandise renversé. Centre d’Etude et de Recherche Travail
Organisation Pouvoir (CERTOP).

63 Bartley T. (2007) Ibid, 301.
64 What J. Knight defines as a “cooperation-for-collective-benefits”

in Knight, J. (1992). Institutions and Social Conflict. New York: Cam-
bridge University Press cited in Bartley, T. (2007) p. 306Certification
is considered as the “by-product of conflicts over distributional
gains” in KNIGHT, J. (1992). Institutions and Social Conflict. New York:
Cambridge University Press, 19.

65 Vogel, D. (2008). Private Global Business Regulation. Haas School
of Business, Department of Political Science, University of Califor-
nia. Berkeley, 262.

66 Self-regulation may be defined as “the possibility for economic
operators, the social partners, non-governmental organisations or
associations to adopt amongst themselves and for themselves
common guidelines at European level” European Commission, Eu-
ropean Parliament & European Council of Ministers, ‘Inter-
Institutional Agreement on Better Lawmaking’, OJ C 321, 31.12.2003,
p.1 in Van Heesen-Lacléa, S.D and Meuwese. A.C.M (2007) The legal
framework for self-regulation in the Netherlands Utrecht Law
Review, Volume 3, Issue 2 (December), 116 See, for instance, The
Online Behavioural Advertising (OBA) of the European Interactive
Digital Advertising Alliance (EDAA) for instance. See a full presen-
tation on the website of the EDAA Last accessed 3rd August 2017
http://www.edaa.eu/>.
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down rules,67 enshrined in the European data protection Di-
rective (Hereinafter Directive 95/46 EC), was unable to address
the challenges without requiring a complete overhaul of the
framework.

Self-regulation agreements have been encouraged,68

especially for regulating transborder data flows between
Europe and the US,69 because these arrangements offered
speed, flexibility and maybe the opportunity to postpone the
lawmaker’s intervention in this nascent and promising
activity.

However, the Safe Harbor agreement, between the
European Union and United States, has been undermined
by the lack of enforcement70 and although recent efforts
have been deployed by the US authorities to improve this
aspect,71 the framework has been finally challenged by
the European Court of Justice.72 The new self-regulatory

arrangement suggested instead by the authorities, which
was supposed to address the shortcomings of the initial
framework,73 remains under severe criticism again for its lack
of reliability.74

There is a strong belief in Europe, based on international
experiences75 and firmed-up during the preliminary discus-
sions of the data protection framework reform,76 that
certification could be a solution for ensuring an effective en-
forcement of self-regulation instruments.

67 «First, regulation contains the idea of control by a superior: It
has directive function. . . Secondly, it is a public law that in general
it is for the state (or its agents) to enforce the obligations, which
cannot be overreached by private agreement between the parties
concerned. Thirdly. . . it is typically centralised» in Ogus, A. (1994)
Regulation: Legal Form and Economy Theory Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 355 pp,

68 “In 1998, the FTC called strongly for industry self-regulation of
online privacy and threatened that, if it were not forthcoming, the
government would move towards direct regulation.The Online
Privacy Alliance (OPA), a group that leading Internet firms had
formed in the mid-1990s,123 responded by issuing a set of Guide-
lines for Online Privacy Policies” in Hirsch, D.D., (2010).The Law and
Policy of Online Privacy: Regulation, Self-Regulation or Co-
Regulation? ExpressO.

69 The Safe Harbor agreement has been concluded in 2000 between
the US Department of Commerce and the European Commission
allowing the US companies to transfer European citizen Data
towards the US.The Safe Harbor is a self-regulation process in which
the US companies self-certify to respect a series of high-level prin-
ciples. After persisting criticisms about its reliability (see following
note 67) the Safe harbor has been invalidated by the Court of Justice
of the European Union (CJEU) in its Schrems decision Schrems v.
Data Prot. Comm’r in 2015 and replaced by the Privacy Shield (See
note 69).

70 See Weichert, T. (2010) 10th Anniversary of Safe Harbor –
many reasons to act, but none to celebrate ULD press release.
Accessed 21/12/2015. See also Hunton and Williams’ blog (2013)
Commissioner Reding Criticises Safe Harbor Framework. Blog
post from Privacy and Information Security Law, July 23, 2013.See
also Hunton and Williams’ blog (2013) Commissioner Reding
Criticises Safe Harbor Framework. Blog post from Privacy and In-
formation Security Law, July 23, 2013See Marotta-Wurgler, F., (2016)
Understanding Privacy Policies: Content, Self-Regulation, and
Markets. New York University Law and Economics Working Papers
4–2016.The study concluded that only 66 out of 261 policies studied
comply with more than half of the 2012 FTC guidelines.See
also Gellman, R. and Dixon, P. (2014) Many Failures: A Brief History
of Privacy Self – Regulation in the United States, World Privacy
Forum.

71 The US Federal Trade Commission condemned, in 2014, the cer-
tification body Truste because they did not ensure the renewal
assessments of companies although their claim to have done it.
Federal Trade Commission, (2014) TRUSTe Settles FTC Charges it
Deceived Consumers through Its Privacy Seal Program. Press Release.

72 Judgment in Case C-362/14. Maximillian Schrems v Data Protec-
tion Commissioner.

73 The Privacy Shield intends to address the shortcomings
of the Safe Harbor arrangement underlined by the European
Commission and later by the CJEU decision Schrems v. Data
Prot. Comm’r. The Privacy Shield suggests to implement im-
proved data protection principles, better enforcement by the
U.S. authorities, redress mechanisms for EU citizens and safe-
guards surrounding law enforcement and intelligence activities.
The Privacy Shield is a still a self-regulatory system: companies
that want to participate in the system agree to a set of data pro-
tection principles, and implement those principles within their
organization.“in May 2014, the FTC called for additional guide-
lines for “data brokers” to protect consumer privacy, in part, because
monitoring and enforcement by self-regulating organizations
have not sufficiently addressed regulators’ concerns” Listokin, S.,
2015. Industry Self-Regulation of Consumer Data Privacy and
Security, 32 J. Marshall J. Info. Tech. & Privacy L. 15 (2015). The
John Marshall Journal of Information Technology & Privacy Law 32,
16.

74 Data Privacy Shield: MEPs alarmed at undermining of privacy
safeguards in the US Press release – Justice and home affairs !
06-04-2017. Last accessed 3rd August 2017 http://www.europarl
.europa .eu/news/en/news-room/20170329IPR69067/data-privacy
-shield-meps-alarmed-at-undermining-of-privacy-safeguards-in
-the-usSee also Article 29 Data Protection Working Party Opinion
01/2016 on the EU – U.S. Privacy Shield draft adequacy decision
adopted on 13 April 2016. Last accessed on 01/05/2017 The Euro-
pean Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) opinion 4/2016 issued on
the 30th May 30, 2016. Last accessed 3rd August 2017 https://
edps.europa.eu/sites/edp/files/publication/16-05-30_privacy
_shield_en.pdf.

75 The Cross-border Privacy Rules System (CBPR) set up by the Asia
Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Board in 2011 assigns to an
accredited certification body – The accountablity agent – the task of
certifying the conformity of international of data flows between
the 21 member countries of the APEC against the privacy prin-
ciple included in the Privacy framework. See Chatelois, D. et al. (2011).
APEC’s Cross-Border Privacy Rules System – A New Model for Ac-
countable Data Flows. Presented at the IAPP Canada Privacy
symposium, Toronto.

76 “Voluntary certification schemes would enable verification that
a data controller has put in place measures to comply with the legal
instrument. . .” in the European Council Of The European Union
(2011) European Council conclusion on the communication from
the commission to the European Parliament and the European
Council – A comprehensive approach on personal data protec-
tion in the European Union, Recital 11 The European Data protection
Supervisor (EDPS) fully supports this aim (to explore the creation
of EU schemes for privacy). . . The provision should complement
the provisions on accountability and privacy by design”. EDPS
Opinion (2011) A comprehensive approach on personal data pro-
tection in the European Union, 24“The technological data protection
principles and the ensuing concrete criteria should be used as a
basis for awarding labels of quality (certification schemes) in a
framework of a data protection audit“ in WP 168, “ The Future of
Privacy” 2009, 15.
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Although data protection certification has so far met a very
limited audience77 in Europe and its actual benefits in the terms
of compliance have yet to be demonstrated,78 the European law-
maker has decided to give opportunities for certification in the
GDPR. Certification has been endorsed as a tool with the codes
of conduct in Section 5 of Regulation (EU) 2016/67979 dedi-
cated to self-regulation tools.

For the first time, the European lawmaker has officially en-
dorsed and organized a full certification and accreditation
process80 in the European Law. Certification can be used for
demonstrating the conformity with the general accountability
requirement81 set by the law, or demonstrating the control-
ler’s compliance in certain processing enumerated in the law.82

The GDPR extends the scope of certification to the enforce-
ment of legal provisions and even to a special type of legal
provisions. Certifying conformity with data protection law sig-
nifies certifying the compliance with fundamental rights, fully
recognized as such by the fundamental laws of the European
Union.83

The GDPR did not introduce the certification of funda-
mental rights. Some schemes already offer opportunities to
enforce conformity with high level principles84 and the Euro-
pean New approach policy85 uses certification procedures to

77 The oldest certification scheme set up in 2000 by the data pro-
tection authority of Schlesswig Holstein had certified around 200
bodies in 2014.The EuropriSe label set up in 2008 at the European level
had certified 30 bodies in 2014.See Rodrigues, R. et al. (2014) Study
on EU Privacy Seals.Trilateral research andVrije Universiteit Brussel
for the Institute for the Protection and Security of the Citizen (IPSC).

78 The scholar research on certification is still very limited.To date,
there is no general study available on the certification procedure.
One can find some literature on the certification schemes in the
food regulation and in sustainable development. However, there
are a very few studies on data protection certification. See Ro-
drigues, R. et al. (2014) Study on EU Privacy Seals. Trilateral research
and Vrije Universiteit Brussel for the Institute for the Protection
and Security of the Citizen (IPSC).

79 Article 40 and 41 of Regulation (EU) 2016/679.
80 Article 42 and 43.
81 Article 24 of the GDPR establishes a general principle of ac-

countability that can be demonstrated, among other means, by the
use of certification procedures. See Article 22.2 (b).

82 The certification procedures may also be used in order to dem-
onstrate sufficient guarantees brought by the processors in Article
26. 2 (aa), to make the demonstration of an accurate level of security
in the processing in Article 30.2 (a) and appropriate safeguards are
put to ensure lawful transfer of data towards third countries in
Article 42.2 (d).

83 The data protection is fully recognized as fundamental rights
in Article 16 of theTreaty on the Functioning of the European Union
and Article 8 European Convention on Human Rights and Article
8 of Charter of Fundamental rights of the European Union. Even if
Article 16 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
recognized a general right to the data protection and entitle the
European authorities to establish the adequate legislations to protect
it, Article 8 of the Charter of Fundamental rights of the European
Union seems more restrictive in the scope of this right when it states
in its first paragraph, that ‘everyone has the right to the protection
of personal data concerning him or her’. In the second paragraph,
it states that ‘such data must be processed fairly for specified pur-
poses and on the basis of the consent of the person concerned or
some other legitimate basis laid down by law’, and that ‘everyone
has the right of access to data which has been collected concerning
him or her, and the right to have it rectified’. Finally, in the third
paragraph, it states that ‘compliance with these rules shall be subject
to control by an independent authority’. Does it mean that all the
provisions of the GDR should be considered as fundamental rights
or only the principles specified in Article 8 of the Charter? See

Hustinx, P. (2013) EU Data Protection Law: The Review of Directive
95/46/EC and the Proposed General Data Protection Regulation,”
Course given at the European University Institute’s Academy of Eu-
ropean Law, 24th Session on European Union Law, 1–12 July 2013, 16.

84 The SR10 certification scheme has been set up in 2011 by the
Swiss certification body SQS to certify principles derived from the
ISO 26000 standards. The SA 8000 standard has been elaborated
during the 1990s by the American association for the defense of
human rights in the world of work – Social Accountability Inter-
national (SAI). This standard turned into the global benchmark for
corporate social responsibility (CSR) in the world. The reasons for
this success are related to the circumstances.There was in the 1990s
no requirements available allowing multinational to demonstrate
their goodwill in decent working conditions in the context of their
offshore activities in emerging countries.The SA 8000 standard pro-
posed a short but auditable framework. As recognized in 1998 the
President of PricewaterhouseCoopers at the time, Dominic A.
Tarantino, the SA 8000 standards was “the first universal standard
on ethics” and it remains to this day a best seller for the certification
bodies even if its hegemony in the field of corporate social respon-
sibility has been challenged with the publication of the ISO 26000.

85 The New Approach policy has been adopted in Europe by the
Council Resolution 85/C136/01 of the 7th of May 1985. This policy
aimed at speeding-up the harmonization of EU requirements for
product safety and reduces the technical barriers existing between
member states in order to realize the single market before 1992.
The «New Approach» Legislative Commission. The New Approach
policy suggested that essential requirements should be enacted by
the legislator and included in clear and concise provisions in the
annexes of New Approach Directives. The essential requirements
could be translated, at the request of the legislator, in technical
standards by the European standardization bodies. Once the stan-
dard agreed between the stakeholders involved in its drafting, the
standard would become mandatory, harmonized in the wording
of the European Commission, and replacing all the former stan-
dards issued on the same subjects and already in force in the
standards’ library of member states.The NewApproach policy defined
four main principles:(i) The products must at least comply with the
principles laid down in directives before to be introduced on the
market.(ii) These principles are defined in the Directives so-called
«New Approach».They are available at the request of the legislator
in technical standards by the European standardization bodies.These
standards are technical specifications designed to facilitate com-
pliance with the principles set out in the Directives “New Approach».
These standards called harmonized standards are mandatory in
all member states. Member states must repeal that all texts that
contradict these harmonized standards.(iii)The application of stan-
dards remains voluntary.(iv)The products that comply with the
standards benefit of a «presumption of conformity» with the prin-
ciples set out in the Guidelines. They can be distributed in all the
Member states. See Mark. R. Barron. (2007) “Creating Consumer Con-
fidence or Confusion?The Role of Product Certification in the Market
Today”, (Marquette Intellectual Properties Maw review, Volume 11
Issue 2), 427. A full presentation of the basics of the CE marking
process can be found in the ‘Blue Guide’ on the implementation of
EU product rules 2016. http://ec.europa.eu/DocsRoom/documents/
18027/ See also Jacques Pelkmans “The New Approach to Technical
Harmonization and Standardization”. Journal of Common Market
Studies, XXV, No 3 3 March 1987. Accessed June 14, 2015 https://
courses.washington.edu/eulaw09/supplemental_readings/
Pelkmans_New_Approach_Harmonization.pdf.
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demonstrate the conformity with principles86 included in Eu-
ropean Directives.

However, the data protection framework has introduced no-
ticeable peculiarities in the certification mechanisms included
in the GDPR. This has turned this procedure into a special type
of regulatory instrument encompassing mixed features. The
third section of this paper intends to explore these features
in order to determine the nature of this instrument.

3. Monitored self-regulation

To some extent, certification in the GDPR remains a self-
regulatory instrument. This is a voluntary process, initiated by
data controllers,87 providing a presumption of conformity
without legal consequences.88 This is also a co-regulated in-
strument in which the authorities contribute to the design and
the management of the schemes.89 However, the authorities
rather monitor and substitute the private sector than they col-
laborate with them. Thus, certification in the GDPR is a mixed
bag, locating this instrument between self-regulation and co-
regulation. It seems that the authorities have voluntarily set-
up this monitored self-regulatory instrument to ensure a
continuum in data protection regulation.

3.1. Self-regulation

The introduction of certification in the GDPR can be analyzed
in many ways,90 but it represents, at least, a voluntary attempt
by the lawmaker to fill the gap existing between traditional
command and control regulation,91 underlying Directive 95/46
EC and self-regulation instruments that flourished at the margin
of the framework without a sufficient level of enforcement.

The endorsement of certification recognizes that someone
other than the authorities may enforce conformity to the law.
It modifies the traditional architecture of the enforcement of
the law by introducing a new optional and voluntary layer del-
egated to the private sector. It also establishes a new hierarchy
in the enforcement of the law. Certification ensures an optional
level of conformity, offering a presumption of conformity92

without legal consequences93 to the certified data controllers.

Another level, still assigned to the authorities, randomly as-
sesses the conformity with the law, even with certified bodies.94

This level creates contractual and legal consequences in case
of non-compliance,95 but not in the case of full conformity.96

Certification remains a pure self-regulatory process. This is
an optional and private enforcement process without legal con-
sequences in case of conformity.97 Moreover, a certification can
be challenged any time by the authorities “where the require-
ments for the certification are not or are no longer met”.98

The legal status of certification in the European Law remains
largely unclear. For instance, the European Geographical
Indications99 has the status of a collective mark,100 while the
CE marking101 is neither a collective mark nor a certification
mark.102 On the one hand, The CE marking grants full access

86 Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union - 2012/C
326/02 in Article 31 and 32 intends to protect safety and health at
work, Article 38 of the Charter ensures the right of consumer pro-
tection and Article 37 the environmental protection.

87 Article 42.3 of Regulation (EU) 2016/679.
88 Article 42.4.
89 Article 42.5 and 42.6.
90 Lachaud, E., (2016), 820.
91 The Command and control regulation is the traditional state

of the regulation specified by “the promulgation of an authorita-
tive set of rules, accompanied by some mechanism, typically a public
agency, for monitoring and promoting compliance with these rules”
in Jordana, J. and Levi-Faur, D. (2004) The Politics of Regulation in
the Age of Governance, 2004, 3. In Jacint Jordana, David Levi-Faur,
“Handbook on the Politics of Regulation”, Edward Elgar Publishing.

92 Article 83.2 (j) of Regulation (EU) 2016/679.
93 Article 42.4.

94 Article 42.7 of Regulation (EU) 2016/679.
95 Article 43.6.
96 Lachaud, E., (2016), 822.
97 Article 42.4.
98 Article 42.7.
99 See note 29.

100 Belson J. (2002). Certification Marks. Sweet and Maxwell – London,
20.
101 Bock, C (2009) CE Marking : What can legal metrology learn from
intellectual property – Milestone in Metrology III – Rotterdam con-
ference 2009.
102 The UK Trade Mark Act (TMA) of 1938 was the first to intro-
duce the notion of “Certification Trade Mark” in the European legal
framework. The framework suggested by the UK TMA establishes
the principles that can be found in all legal systems about the cer-
tification mark in Europe and also the United States.The recognition
of the certification mark was done later in Europe than in the United
States where it occurred at the turn of the 20th century. The case
Pillsbury-Washburn Flour Mills Co. et al. v. Eagle in 1898 gave a legal
recognition to the certification scheme of geographical origins. The
judge admitted in this case that the appellation of origin about flour
cannot be applied to a product if the product is not originated from
the region mentioned onto the certification. The Trademark Act of
1905 recognizes the right to register a certification mark as a trade
mark. The certification mark is a registered trademark. This legal
recognition gives its owner an exclusive right to use the certifica-
tion mark.The unauthorized and unfair use may trigger a civil action
for misuse or infringement. The registration of the document de-
scribing the requirements to obtain the mark is the legal basis of
the certification mark. It differentiates the certification mark from
the collective mark. A collective mark is a trademark that in-
tended to identify products and services from an association «of
manufacturers, producers, suppliers of services, or traders». The
collective mark is required to register a trademark regulation but
no requirements are required. A certification mark like the collec-
tive mark is available to the exclusive use of third parties. These
two marks cannot be used by the owner of the mark to identify
its products or services. This feature differentiates the certifica-
tion mark and the collective mark from the traditional trademark.
The latter is established for the exclusive use of the owner or his
representative. The third-party must be authorized by the owner
to use the certification mark. However, pursuant to the principle
of the open door existing in the common law, a certification mark
like the collective mark, may not be refused to those who fulfill
the conditions for obtaining it. The owner of the mark or his rep-
resentative has the duty to ensure that the certification mark is
used in accordance with the specified requirements. This control
is necessary to protect the credibility of the mark. The Italian law
allows the certified body suing the owner for negligence in the
absence of control of the certification mark.
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to the European market for manufacturers that obtain it.103 On
the other, it renders the manufacturers fully liable even if their
products are certified.104

The legal status of certification is also inconsistent between
the Member States.105 Some endorse certification in a dedi-
cated legal framework106 while some others assimilate a
certification to a collective mark. The majority of the Member
States do not even recognize certification at all.107 The incon-
sistencies in the legal status of certification make any attempt
to establish pan-European schemes a nightmare108 for lawyers.
Without a harmonized status or, at least a mutual recogni-
tion agreement between the Member States, the future of the
pan-European schemes109 promoted in the GDPR110 remains very
unlikely.

The question of the legal value of certification remains an
open question. Delegating the public power to some private
bodies challenges the relationships between public and private
authorities and exposes public authorities to the threat of au-
thority capture as Eijlander et al.111 already demonstrated in
the Netherlands. The huge success met by certification in food
regulation has created confusion in the public about the sig-
nificance and value of this procedure. This situation forced
stakeholders to establish, in what Verbruggen and Havinga
called meta-regulators,112 the ability to monitor the reliability of
the growing number of unregulated private certification
schemes.

3.2. Co-regulation

To address this issue, the GDPR suggests an arrangement mixing
public and private involvement. Private bodies remain free
to set their own requirements and certification processes.
However, they are required to submit them for approval to the
data protection authorities.113 The law also requires private

certification bodies to declare and justify the certification they
intend to issue.114 National data protection authorities keep the
right to randomly enforce the compliance of certified bodies
and, eventually, of withdrawing the certification in case of
non-compliance.115

The processes suggested above modify the original arrange-
ment existing in conformity and quality certification used in
the standardization activity. It creates what scholars116 have
called a hybrid model combining different arrangements between
private bodies, authorities and, even in certain schemes,117 civil
society representatives.

Loconto and Busch118 see in this arrangement the emer-
gence of what they call the Tripartite Standard Regime (hereinafter
TSR). They analyze it as a “shift from binding to voluntarist,
neo-corporatist regulation through private standards and
with varying levels of accountability, which have a quasi-
governmental function”.119 The TSR represents, they add, a form
of governance aiming “at producing security through the market
strategy of self-governance that pre-empts state-led regula-
tion of markets”.120

The TSR also modifies the status and role of the standard.
In quality and conformity certification, the standard pre-
exists the certification schemes and leads eventually to the
establishment of the latter.121 However, the standard remains
optionally certifiable in the standardization activity. In the TSR

103 See note 77.
104 The Directive on General Safety of Products allows the Member
State to remove from the market the products identified as dan-
gerous even if they have demonstrated their compliance against
the European technical standards. Article 8 of Directive 2001/95/
EC of the European Parliament and of the European Council of 3
December 2001 on General Safety of Products (OJ L 11, 15.1.2002).
105 Uzcategui-Angulo, A.C. (2006) Las marcas de certificacion p 152.
106 French law, for instance, considers certification mark to a col-
lective certification mark in Article L. 715-1 al.2 du Code de Propriété
Intellectuelle. In UK, the Trade Mark Act of 1994, considers certi-
fication mark an additional layer to the collective mark. TMA 1994
Section 62 in BELSON J. (2002).
107 Ibid.
108 Heavner, B., Justus, M.R., (2009). World-wide Certification-
Mark Registration A Certifiable Nightmare. Bloomberg Law Reports.
109 Article 42.1 and Recital 100 of Regulation (EU) 2016/679.
110 Lachaud, E. (2016), 814.
111 Eijlander,P.(2008) ‘Over de Groei En Bloei van Certificatie:
Haarlemmerolie Voor Het Handhavingstekort?’ [On the Growth and
Development of Certification Panacea for the Enforcement Deficit?].”
Tijdschrift Voor Bouwrecht, 2008, 607–15.
112 Verbruggen, P., & Havinga T. (2014) “The Rise of Transnational
Private Meta-Regulators,” TBGI Project Subseries No. 20, Vol. 10/
Issue. 16.
113 Article 42.5 of Regulation (EU) 2016/679.

114 Article 42.6.
115 Article 42.7.
116 To Bartley, for instance, an ‘hybrid approach’ is a combination
of command and control, market based, and voluntary approaches
involving ‘a variety of actors and institutions pursuing different
strategies and interacting in complex ways.” “Levi-Faur distin-
guishes four hybrid forms of regulation, three involve a combination
of regulator and regulatee, the fourth is multilevel regulation. Thus,
for Levi-Faur an hybrid form can consist of only state or only non-
state actors as long as they perform different roles or operate on
a different level” Havinga,T. and Verbruggen, P. (2014) “Hybridisation
of Food Governance: Trends, Types and Results Panel Hybridisation
of RegGov: Trends, Types and Results of Public/Private Interac-
tion”, 2014. ECPR on Standing Group on Regulatory Governance
Conference, Barcelona 25/27 June 2014, 6.
117 Conroy, M.E. (2005) « Certification Systems as Tools for Natural
Asset Building: Potential, Experiences to Date, and Critical Chal-
lenges ». Political Economy Research Institute (PERI) University of
Massachusetts Amherst Working Papers, n° 100 See also Conroy,
Michael E. (2001). « Can Advocacy-Led Certification Systems Trans-
form Global Corporate Practices? Evidence and Some Theory ».
Political Economy Research Institute (PERI) University of Massachusetts
Amherst.
118 Van Der Meulen, B., (2011). Private food Law: Governing food
chains through contract law, self-regulation, private standards, audits
and certification Schemes (p. 436). Wageningen Academic Publish-
ers. See also Galland, J-P., (2015). Big Third-Party Certifiers and the
Construction of Transnational Regulation. Presented at the Society
for the Advancement of Socio-Economics, London.
119 Loconto, A., Busch, L. (2010). Standards, techno-economic net-
works, and playing fields: Performing the global market economy.
Review of International Political Economy 17, 510.
120 Loconto, A., Busch, L., (2010), 509.
121 Some standards are not certifiable. For instance, the ISO
26000:2010 – guidance on social responsibility and the ISO/IEC
29100:2011- Privacy framework did not give birth to a certifica-
tion scheme.
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model, the standard is mainly, if not exclusively, a set of re-
quirements especially designed to be certified.122

The GDPR123 adds some noticeable features to the data
protection standard. It turns the standard into a sub-legal in-
strument, using technical vocabulary to define social boundaries124

to some technical issues.125 Thus, it can contribute to what
Bartley, following Cashore et al.,126 calls a political settlement and
an institution-building project seeking to address the issues born
with the advent of Information Technologies.

The data protection standard transfers legal provisions
towards non-legal documents and thus raises the issue of the
legal status of these documents and the legitimacy127 of their

issuer. The legitimacy of technical standards is commonly
based, in the official standardization activity, on the consensus128

mode with which this document is adopted.129 The European
New Approach policy130 introduced a novelty during the 1980’s,
by delegating the standard setting process to the European
standardization bodies.131 Food regulation and sustainable
development went even further by including civil society

122 Article 43.9 of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 refers to « technical stan-
dards for certification mechanisms”.
123 The standard is an organizational document collecting and or-
ganizing the scientific and technical knowledge in order to suggest
solutions to a constant technical problem. This standard is pri-
marily “ une forme conventionnelle qui assure la coordination des
activités en situation d’incertitude critique” argues Benezech, D.
(1996). “La norme: une convention structurant les interrelations
technologiques et industrielles,» Revue d’économie Industrielle,
Programme National Persée, vol. 75(1), 33 This is also an archive
compiling the technical knowledge to facilitate the innovation and
relationships between industrial partners. See ISO/CEI Guide 2:2004
subclause 3.2 See also O’Connell, J. (1993). Metrology: The cre-
ation of universality by the circulation of particulars. Social studies
of science, 23(1), 129–173.This is finally a reference allowing the
manufacturers to objectively evaluate the quality of their output
in relation with some specified criteria Foray, D (1994). Diversité,
sélection et standardisation: les nouveaux modes de gestion du
changement technique. In: Revue d’économie industrielle. Vol. 75.
1er trimestre 1996, 257. Private standards and public regulations
are two similar and sometimes overlapping forms of governance,
or of what Foucault called governmentality in Busch, L., 2012. The
Power of Standards, in: Standards: Recipes for Reality. MIT press,
p.27.
124 « Standards are often (perhaps always) boundary objects» argues
Busch, L. 2012. “The Power of Standards.” In Standards: Recipes for
Reality. MIT press. p.25.
125 The GDPR delegates to the private bodies and the European Com-
mission the task of drafting the standard in Article 42.5 and 43.8
of Regulation (EU) 2016/679.
126 Bartley, T. (2007), ‘Institutional Emergence in an Era of Global-
ization: The Rise of Transnational Private Regulation of Labor
and Environmental Conditions’, American Journal of Sociology,
113 (2), 297–351. See also Cashore, B. et al. 2004, Governing through
Markets: Forest Certification and the Emergence of Non-state Au-
thority, New Haven: Yale University Press. Cited in Bartley,Tim. (2010),
10.
127 The legitimacy can be defined as ‘a generalized perception or
assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or
appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms,
values, beliefs, and definitions. In Scott, W. R., and Meyer, J. W. (1994).
Institutional environments and organizations: Structural complex-
ity and individualism. Sage.There are different sources of legitimacy.
It can be a legal mandate, due process, efficiency, effectiveness and
expertise to which may be added says J. Black the representative-
ness and / or democratic mandate, and conceptions of justice. Black,
J. (2008). Constructing and contesting legitimacy and accountabil-
ity in polycentric regulatory regimes. Regulation and Governance,
2(2), 137–164. See also Baldwin, R. and McCrudden, J.C (1987) Regu-
lation and Public Law (London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson), and R.
Baldwin and Cave, M. (1999) Understanding Regulation. (Oxford:
OUP).

128 IEC/ISO Guide 2:2004 subsection 1.7 defines a consensus
mode upon which the technical standard are adopted at the ISO
as a “general agreement, characterized by the absence of sus-
tained opposition to substantial issues by any important part of
the concerned interests and by a process that involves seeking to
take into account the views of all parties concerned and to rec-
oncile any conflicting arguments. NOTE Consensus need not imply
unanimity.
129 Hauert argues that the legitimacy of the international stan-
dardization bodies in Europe also relies on their recognition by the
states as organized bodies and their exclusive competence in tech-
nical matters in Hauert, C. and Graz, JC, (2013) “La Normalisation
des Services Aux États-Unis et en Europe.” In Services Sans
Frontières, Presses de Sciences Po., 65–102,
130 The New Approach policy has been adopted in Europe by the
Council Resolution 85/C136/01 of the 7th of May 1985. This policy
aimed at speeding-up the harmonization of EU requirements for
product safety and reduces the technical barriers existing between
member states in order to realize the single market before 1992.
The «New Approach» Legislative Commission. The New Ap-
proach policy suggested that essential requirements should be
enacted by the legislator and included in clear and concise pro-
visions in the annexes of New Approach Directives. The essential
requirements could be translated, at the request of the legislator,
in technical standards by the European standardization bodies. Once
the standard agreed between the stakeholders involved in its draft-
ing, the standard would become mandatory, harmonized in the
wording of the European Commission, and replacing all the former
standards issued on the same subjects and already in force in the
standards’ library of member states. The New Approach policy
defined four main principles:(i) The products must at least comply
with the principles laid down in directives before to be intro-
duced on the market.(ii) These principles are defined in the
Directives so-called «New Approach». They are available at the
request of the legislator in technical standards by the European
standardization bodies. These standards are technical specifica-
tions designed to facilitate compliance with the principles set out
in the Directives “New Approach». These standards called harmo-
nized standards are mandatory in all member states. Member states
must repeal that all texts that contradict these harmonized
standards.(iii) The application of standards remains voluntary.(iv)The
products that comply with the standards benefit of a «presump-
tion of conformity» with the principles set out in the Guidelines.
They can be distributed in all the Member states. See Mark. R.
Barron. (2007) “Creating Consumer Confidence or Confusion? The
Role of Product Certification in the Market Today”, (Marquette In-
tellectual Properties Maw review, Volume 11 Issue 2), 427. A full
presentation of the basics of the CE marking process can be found
in the ‘Blue Guide’ on the implementation of EU product rules 2016.
http://ec.europa.eu/DocsRoom/documents/18027/. See also Jacques
Pelkmans “The New Approach to Technical Harmonization and Stan-
dardization”. Journal of Common Market Studies, XXV, No 3 3 March
1987. Last accessed 3rd August 2017 https://courses.washington.edu/
eulaw09/supplemental_readings/Pelkmans_New_Approach
_Harmonization.pdf.
131 The standardization bodies are mandated by the European Com-
mission at the request of the European Parliament.
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representatives in the design of the requirements.132 Even if
the European Parliament133 envisaged something similar during
the reform, the final of version the GDPR gave up this multi-
stakeholder approach. The GDPR introduced new sources of
legitimacy in the standard setting process with the entitle-
ment of private bodies in the drafting process.134 However,
private standards have to be prior approved by national or Eu-
ropean authorities to be legitimate.

When the co-regulation135 suggests a discussion and a col-
laboration between the stakeholders, the GDPR rather imposes
a monitoring by the authorities of the private bodies.

3.3. Monitored self-regulation

This arrangement, mixing self-regulation and co-regulation,
could be seen as a voluntary attempt on the part of the Eu-
ropean lawmaker to preserve the flexibility of self-regulation
and overcome the enforcement issue with the introduction of
co-regulation features.

Power136 argues that the introduction of audit processes
in the European regulation has been “a way of reconciling
contradictory forces: on the one hand, the need to extend a
traditional hierarchical command conception of control, in order
to maintain existing structures of authority; on the other, the
need to cope with the failure of this style of control, as it gen-
erates risks that are increasingly hard to specify and control.”

Schulz and Held137 talk about it as enforced self-regulation
and see it as a third way for regulating the information society.

They are foreshadowing, with the information society, the emer-
gence of a continuum of regulatory instruments starting from
pure self-regulatory tools towards the full regulatory ap-
proach, without clean-cut separation between them.

Thus, one can argue that the introduction of certification
procedures in the data protection regulation contributes to this
move, seeking at filling the gap existing between self-regulation
and full regulation. Gunningham et al.138 stress that the effec-
tiveness of what they call smart regulation requires using
different regulatory tools and not only the law that demon-
strates its limits, especially on enforcement issues.

The enforcement of the law has turned, with technolo-
gies, into a complex and costly process. The regulators do not
always have enough financial, technical capacity or time to
ensure this task is performed efficiently.

Certification offers the opportunity to involve the regu-
lated bodies in their own regulation and let them support
the technical and financial burden of the enforcement of the
regulation. This could lead to a new division in the regulatory
work, entitling to the authorities the design of the rules and
delegating the enforcement of these rules to the regulated
bodies.

The introduction of certification in the data protection
regulation could also represent a transposition of quality
management139 principles that were introduced with the pub-
lication of the ISO 9001 standard. It could offer the opportunity
to the authorities to manage the entire lifecycle of the
regulation140 from the design of the requirements to the moni-
toring of their implementation and thus apply the Plan-Do-
Check-Act approach democratized with the Deming wheel141 in
regulation management.

4. Conclusion

This paper argues that the GDPR again plays a trailblazing
role in the European Law with the endorsement of certifica-
tion. The lawmaker voluntarily leveraged the flexibility of
this procedure to turn it into a new regulatory instrument,
located between self-regulation and co-regulation.The absence

132 Conroy argues that the largest involvement of the stakehold-
ers increases the legitimacy of the requirements in Conroy, M.E.,
(2007). Branded! How the certification revolution is transforming
global corporations. New society publish. Ed, 62.
133 The European Parliament version of former Article 39. 3 stated
“The Commission shall be empowered to adopt, after requesting
an opinion of the European Data Protection Board and consulting
with stakeholders, in particular industry and non-governmental
organizations, delegated acts in accordance with Article 86 for the
purpose of further specifying the criteria and requirements for the
data protection certification mechanisms referred to in para-
graph 1-1h, including requirements for accreditation of auditors,
conditions for granting and withdrawal, and requirements for rec-
ognition within the Union and in third countries. These delegated
acts shall confer enforceable rights on data subjects”. European Par-
liament legislative resolution of 12 March 2014 on the proposal for
a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of per-
sonal data and on the free movement of such data (General
Data Protection Regulation) (COM (2012)0011 – C7-0025/2012 – 2012/
0011(COD).
134 Article 43.8.
135 “Co-regulation combines binding legislative and regulatory action
with actions taken by the actors most concerned, drawing on their
practical expertise. The result is wider ownership of the policies
in question by involving those most affected by implementing rules
in their preparation and enforcement. This often achieves better
compliance, even where the detailed rules are non-binding”. Eu-
ropean governance – A white paper/COM/2001/0428.See also note
27 for co-regulation definition.
136 Power, M (2014) The Audit Explosion, Demos, 5.
137 Schulz, W., Held, T. (2002). Regulierte Selbstregulierung als Form
modernen Regierens. Im Auftrag des Bundesbeauftragten für
Angelegenheiten der Kultur und der Medien. Endbericht. Hamburg:
Verlag Hans-Bredow-Institut.

138 «the use of multiple rather than single policy instruments, and
a broader range of regulatory actors, will produce better regula-
tion.» in Gunningham, N and Grabosky, P (1998) Smart Regulation:
Designing Environmental Policy, 4.
139 Quality Management suggests to manage the quality of the pro-
duction system rather than the quality of products. It results in
the transfer in the industrial field of Quality Assurance (QA) pro-
grams initiated in US military programs during the 60’s. The QA
is also a legacy of the seminal work initiated by the BSI in the early
1970’s and inherited the ideas of theorists such as E. Deming, K.
Ishigawa or A. Feigenbaum.
140 Baldwin et al., finds three basic elements in the regulation.
(i) Standard settings, (ii) monitoring compliance and (iii) enforce-
ment cited by Havinga,T. and Verbruggen, P. (2014), 6.
141 The contribution of W.E Deming in quality management is pre-
sented on the website of the American Society of Quality (ASQ).
Last accessed on 3rd August 2017. http://asq.org/about-asq/who
-we-are/bio_deming.html.
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of legal consequences and the fact it remains optional clearly
makes the certification a self-regulatory instrument. However,
the involvement of the authorities in the design and the man-
agement of the schemes introduce co-regulated features. The
authorities monitor the private stakeholders, rather than col-
laborate with them. Thus, certification, in the GDPR, introduces
a special type of co-regulated arrangement, located between
self-regulation and co-regulation. I suggest calling this moni-
tored self-regulation. This new instrument in the data protection
regulation intends to fill the gap existing between self-
regulation and traditional regulation. It also contributes to
building a regulation continuum some authors already fore-
shadow with the advent of Information Technologies. However,
this tool is still in its early implementation phase to the extent
that the GDPR will not be enforced until May 2018. It will be
interesting to evaluate, after the regulation is live, how the dif-
ferent stakeholders organize and use this new instrument.
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Should the DPO be certified?
Eric Lachaud*

Introduction
The status of the Data Protection Officer (DPO) is still
under discussion in the General Data Protection Regula-
tion (GDPR) proposal amended by the LIBE committee
of the European Parliament in order to determine
whether it should be optional or mandatory and what
should be the threshold justifying its appointment. The
competences of the DPO required in Article 35(5) of the
GDPR have never been discussed even if it raises some
interesting questions. Indeed, Article 35(5) formulates
detailed requirements1 but does not specify the way con-
trollers could verify that requirements are met. The
GDPR expects a high profile DPO but does not provide
controllers any tools to find competent candidates. I
explore in this paper the option of introducing a proced-
ure of certification in order to attest the required compe-
tences of the DPO. Introducing such a procedure might
help controllers to hire competent DPOs and facilitate
the professional recognition of DPOs in their organiza-
tion. Maintaining a high and consistent level of compe-
tences throughout Europe could also help European
authorities at spreading the principles included in the
GDPR. Article 39 of the GDPR encourages the establish-
ment of certification schemes and the amended version
voted in October 2013 by the LIBE committee of the
European Parliament has confirmed this orientation.2

Although Article 39 of the GDPR does not target person-
al certification,3 it might be interesting to evaluate
whether the framework could support it without
changes. Some private schemes already certify the skills
of data protection professionals against the national or
European Data protection framework. I suggest verifying
whether these private schemes could support a proced-

ure of certification of a DPO in conformance with the
GDPR. This paper does not aim to discuss the nature of
the requirements set by the GDPR concerning the com-
petence of a DPO. It focuses only on the processes
needed to enssure that a DPO really has the competences
required. I intend to demonstrate that the introduction
of a European certification scheme could be a valuable
solution to achieving a general improvement in the com-
pliance sought by policy-makers through the establish-

* E. Lachaud, PhD candidate at TILT, the Tilburg Institute for Law,
Technology, and Society, Tilburg University, PO Box 90153, 5000 LE
Tilburg, The Netherlands. Email: eric.lachaud@outlook.com

Disclosure: the author reports no conflicts.

1 Article 35(5) of the proposal states that ‘The controller or processor shall
designate the data protection officer on the basis of professional qualities
and, in particular, expert knowledge of data protection law and practices
and ability to fulfill the tasks referred to in Article 37. The necessary level
of expert knowledge shall be determined in particular according to the
data processing carried out and the protection required for the personal
data processed by the controller or the processor.’

2 The paper intends to discuss this issue based on the last version of the
GDPR amended by the LIBE Committee of the European Parliament in
October 2013 available on the website of the Parliament at this address
,http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/libe/
dv/comp_am_art_01-29/comp_am_art_01-29en.pdfhttp://www.europarl.
europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/libe/dv/comp_am_art_30-
91/comp_am_art_30-91en.pdf. accessed 15 Feb. 2014.

3 Recital 77 of the GDPR states that the certification process should ‘assess
the level of data protection of relevant products and services’ but Recital
60 states that the compliance of the Data Protection Officer should be
verified by ‘independent internal or external auditors’.
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ment of the DPO. The framework and the actors are
almost in place to implement such a procedure. The first
part of the paper explores the reasons why certification
could be useful for stakeholders. The second shows that
the integration of a scheme dedicated to individuals in the
GDPR framework is feasible even though it has not been
envisioned so far. The third part demonstrates that the
private schemes which certify the skills of data protection
professionals could rapidly fulfil this role with little funda-
mental change to their processes. I conclude by question-
ing the relevancy of introducing a process of certification
that presents some drawbacks and I explore possible alter-
natives that could achieve a similar outcome.

Why it could be useful to certify DPOs?
Requirements for the qualification of a DPO
Article 35(5) of the GDPR states that a DPO must have
‘an expert knowledge of data protection law and prac-
tice’ but does not specify how controllers could appreci-
ate this ‘expert knowledge’. Is the expertise related to a
specific academic level and/or to a working experience?
Should this expertise be focused on the GDPR or is it
related to the whole data protection framework?
Nothing in the proposed regulation gives any clues. One
can make the presumption that the expert knowledge
expected by the policy-makers corresponds to a deep
knowledge of the General Data Protection framework
updated with the provisions of the new GDPR associated
with the long practice of the law. In short, the DPO
should be a senior data protection lawyer. Article 35(5)
also requires that a DPO should be able ‘to fulfill the
tasks referred to in Article 37’. Article 374 states that a
DPO should possess the skill to act as an adviser and
supervisor in the implementation and maintenance of
data protection policies within a company.5 It adds that

a DPO should also be able to perform training and
auditing tasks. In short, DPOs should be an experienced
project manager. The requirements established by the
GDPR are both precise and extensive. A DPO must be
both a legal expert on data protection laws and a project
manager skilled in many different management activ-
ities. Where might DPOs who are able to meet such
extensive requirements be found? It could be a human
resources issue.

Article 35(5) adds that the required level of expertise
for a DPO may vary according to the nature of the data
processing and the level of protection required by these
processes.6 A supervisory authority may require busi-
nesses that handle sensitive7 data to hire a DPO whose
level of expertise is higher than one involved in a busi-
ness that does not deal with sensitive data. The level of
expertise of a DPO is not clearly related to the volume of
data processed by the controller. Thus, a startup that
handles biometric and genetic data should have a DPO
with more expertise than a large retailer or a social
network. This approach is not fully consistent with the
initial conditions of appointment of a DPO as defined in
section 35(1) that binds the appointment first to the
volume of data processed8 and second to the sensitivity
of the data handled.9 The rather vague wording of the
article leaves the door open to conflicting interpreta-
tions. The rule does not specify what should be the
threshold in each type of activity and the nature of the
competences expected.

The challenges of the verification of the
qualification of the DPO
Article 35(5) states that the DPO must be hired ‘on the
basis of professional qualities’ which is a rather vague
and subjective criterion. This wording questions the
purpose sought by the policy-maker. Are ‘professional

4 The tasks of the DPO described in the article 37 consist: ‘(a) to inform
and advise the controller or the processor of their obligations pursuant to
this Regulation and to document this activity and the responses received;
(b) to monitor the implementation and application of the policies of the
controller or processor in relation to the protection of personal data,
including the assignment of responsibilities, the training of staff involved
in the processing operations, and the related audits; (c) to monitor the
implementation and application of this Regulation, in particular as to the
requirements related to data protection by design, data protection by
default and data security and to the information of data subjects and their
requests in exercising their rights under this Regulation; (d) to ensure that
the documentation referred to in Article 28 is maintained; (e) to monitor
the documentation, notification and communication of personal data
breaches pursuant to Articles 31 and 32’

5 According to the Article 35(80, the DPO could be a permanent position
or a contractor.

6 ‘The necessary level of expert knowledge shall be determined in particular
according to the data processing carried out and the protection required
for the personal data processed by the controller or the processor’ stated
article 35(5).

7 Sensitive data are defined by Article 8 that refers to the processing of
personal data of a child and Article 9 with data concerning ‘Race or ethnic
origin, political opinions, religion or philosophical beliefs, sexual
orientation or gender identity, trade-union membership and activities,
and the processing of genetic or biometric data or data concerning health
or sex life, or administrative sanctions, judgments, criminal or suspected
offences’.

8 Article 35(1) (b) states in the commission version that ‘The controller and
the processor shall designate a data protection officer in any case where:
The processing is carried out by an enterprise employing 250 persons or
more’.

9 Article 35(1) (c) and 35(1) (d) added by LIBE committee version that
states (c) the core activities of the controller or the processor consist of
processing operations which, by virtue of their nature, their scope and/or
their purposes, require regular and systematic monitoring of data
subjects; or (d) The core activities of the controller or the processor
consist of processing special categories of data pursuant to Article 9(1),
location data or data on children or employees in large scale filing
systems.
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qualities’ related to a special diploma or academic level,
to a working experience, or both? It might be difficult
for the controllers to evaluate the working experience of
candidates for a job that barely exists in Europe.

Recital 60 of the GDPR states that the controllers have
‘a comprehensive responsibility and liability’ in compli-
ance of the Data Protection Officer and that the compli-
ance should be verified by ‘independent internal or
external auditors’. The controller’s liability includes the
conformity of the complete ‘life cycle ’ of the DPO. If
Recital 60 clearly establishes who should be in charge to
demonstrate and verify the compliance, it does not set
the basis on which this task should be undertaken.

However, does a formal verification of the qualifica-
tion really matter? No verification is required before
appointing a DPO in European countries in which this
role has been established10 but the requirements are not
as stringent as those defined by the GDPR. In the Neth-
erlands, France, or Sweden, for example, the required
qualifications of a DPO are defined in very general terms
as ‘sufficient knowledge to ensure his duties’11 as stated
in the Dutch framework. Requirements are more
precise12 under the German data protection law where
the appointment of a DPO13 without sufficient qualifica-
tion may result in fines of up to E 50,000. However, no
formal verification is either organized or required by the
law. Hungarian and Slovakian frameworks both ask for a
degree in law but do not impose any verification on con-
trollers. Only Luxembourg both requires and verifies
through a prior accreditation process,14 led by the na-
tional Data Protection Authority (DPA), that the appli-
cant has the required academic level.

The deterrence value of sanctions associated to the
law and the random controls eventually exercised by
DPAs should normally ensure that the provisions of the
law are strictly applied by controllers. But, controls are
actually rare15 and the authorities are not able to verify

the background of every appointed DPO. Moreover, the
provisions of the GDPR are rather vague and difficult to
enforce. The risk of non-compliance is high and it could
undermine the purpose of establishing DPOs which is to
enhance data protection within companies. The intro-
duction of a certification process could facilitate the en-
forcement of the GDPR.

Advantages of introducing a certification
procedure
A certification procedure presents three benefits: (i) it
verifies conformity against a predefined set of require-
ments; (ii) it delivers an attestation of conformity to the
applicant for a limited period of time when the require-
ments are fully met; (iii) tt helps to monitor compliance
over time insofar as the applicant is required at the end
of the validated period to voluntarily renew the con-
formity assessment process to retain its certification.
Certification procedures are used to ensure the conform-
ity of products, processes, and increasingly to verify the
accuracy of the skills of workers especially in Internet
Technology (IT) related jobs.16 Certification has been
introduced to face the challenge of the rapid changes in
the competences required in IT jobs and the incapacity
of public education systems to offer training pro-
grammes adapted to this issue.17 Certification offers the
employers the assurance that their employees have
reached a minimum level of skill that is regularly
updated and verified in order to maintain the benefit of
certification.

Introducing a certification procedure to attest the
competences of the DPO could have interesting benefits
for stakeholders. It could confirm to the authorities that
the appointed DPO meets the requirements set by the
GDPR. It could help the authorities to build and main-
tain a high and consistent level of skill in order to spread
the provisions of the regulation and improve the level

10 A comparative study of the DPO was issued in 2009 by the French
Association of Data Protection Officers (AFCDP) that is available in
French on the European Commission website ,http://ec.europa.eu/
justice/news/consulting_public/0006/contributions/not_registered/
afcdp_table3_fr.pdf. accessed 10 Mar. 2014. Another study has been
issued in English by Hutton & Williams LLP that is available at ,http://
www.hunton.com/files/Uploads/Documents/Centre/
Centre_DPO_Comparative_Table_Under_Selected_DP_Laws.pdf.
accessed 10 Mar. 2014.

11 Chapter 4 and chapter 9 section 2 of the Wet Bescherming
Persoonsgegevens (WBP) of 6 July 2000 and section 5.2 of the Algemene wet
bestuursrecht of February 1994.

12 M Brown, New requirements for data protection officers in Germany
Arcticle issued in Lexology—Association of Corporate Counsel (2011)
available at ,http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=be491227-
65f2-4785-8ee6-66e772672dbe. accessed 15 Mar. 2014.

13 Datenschutzbeauftragter or DSB in the German data protection law,
Bundesdatenschutzgesetz (BDSG). Section 4f, Subsection 2 of Federal
German Data Protection Act set precise qualification requirements. The

DPO must ‘fulfill several legal, technical and organizational qualifications’.
This means having a deep knowledge of the data protection law, of
constitutional law in general and to be aware of the legal practices of the
activity in which the DPO is involved Brown (n 12).

14 Article 40(7), 40(8) and 40(9) of the the Data Protection Law of 2 August
2002 ,http://www.cnpd.public.lu/fr/legislation/droit-lux/doc_
loi02082002mod_fr.pdf#page=20&zoom=125,0,800&pagemode=none.
and Article 1 of the Regulation of 27 November 2004 ,http://eli.legilux.
public.lu/eli/etat/leg/rgd/2004/11/27/n1. accessed 10 Mar. 2014.

15 The Authors underline the under-enforcement of the German authorities
on the appointment of a DPO in KA Bamberger and DK Mulligan,
‘Privacy in Europe: Initial Data on Governance Choices and Corporate
Practices’ (2013) 81(5) George Washington Law Review 1586 at 1576.

16 J-C Graz and E Hartmann, ‘Global regulation of the knowledge-based
economy: The rise of standards in educational services’ Universite? de
Lausanne Institut d’Etudes Politiques et Internationales (2010) 16.

17 Ibid, at 19.
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of compliance in Europe. It could be a means of legal
certainty for companies aiming to demonstrate their
compliance. It could help controllers to hire more confi-
dently by reducing the asymmetry of information.18 It
could facilitate the recognition of DPOs within their
organizations by signalling that their competences have
been verified by a reliable third party. It could also force
them to regularly update their knowledge in order to
maintain their credentials and thus their credibility
within their organization. Finally, the introduction of a
certification procedure may offer a new business oppor-
tunity to private certification bodies.

Safeguarding the quality of the DPO
The DPO as it is envisioned in the GDPR is deemed as
red tape19 by businesses and some European author-
ities20 and the intense lobbying to mitigate this obliga-
tion21 demonstrate that companies see the DPO as a new
legal burden. There is a real risk that companies ensure
only a minimum application of the law and that they
follow what scholars in sociology used to call a rational
myth22 pattern. Hence, the European authorities have
no guarantee that companies will do their best to hire
skilled DPOs. Furthermore, national Data Protection
Authorities (DPAs) do not have the resources to control
all the companies required to hire a DPO and they are
not entitled to remove incompetent DPOs. Although
Article 35(7) states that DPOs can be relieved of their
duties if they no longer fulfil the ‘conditions required for
the performance of their duties’,23 it does not specify
whether the supervisory authorities are entitled to use
this right. The wording of the requirements as given in
Article 35(5) could be widely interpreted and it does not
provide a solid legal foundation to the authorities to
challenge the conformity of the DPO.24

Theoretically, businesses would benefit from hiring a
competent DPO to the extent that he or she would act to
ensure a high level of compliance in order to prevent the
risk of sanctions. But the potential inability of compan-
ies to fully meet the requirements of the Regulation
because of the shortage of DPO competence could make
this work of conformity assessment more difficult. What
would be the acceptable threshold for the DPA? Would it
be same everywhere in Europe?

The provisions of Article 35(5) also raise the issue of
the liability of a DPO in a case of non-compliance iden-
tified by the supervisory authorities. When the author-
ities discover non-compliance in a company that hired a
DPO, what would be the consequences for the DPO if it
turns out that non-compliance is due to a lack of compe-
tence? Would he or she be dismissed by the supervisory
authorities or could they make this request to the sanc-
tioned controllers? Would the responsibility fall on the
DPO in a case of non-compliance due to his or her own
non-compliance with the requirements of Article 35(5)?
And finally, would the controller be liable if it appears
that its DPO does not meet the criteria established by
the Regulation? Nothing in the proposal gives any
answers to these issues.

It underlines the absence of conformity assurance, which
is today a general issue at stake in the data protection
regulation. The capacity to produce formal evidence of
conformity would be useful for (i) the DPO in order to
demonstrate his competence, (ii) to his employer to prove
that she did her best to hire a skilled DPO and (iii) finally
for the DPAs in order to control without need of verifica-
tion that the DPO possesses the required competence.

Article 39 of the GDPR25 encourages the establish-
ment of certification schemes in order to demonstrate
compliance with the provisions of the Regulation and

18 The signalling theory in economics demonstrates that a diploma does not
only assure the qualification of a candidate for a job but it is used by
recruiters as a signal in order to reduce the asymmetry of information
existing between the hiring company and the candidate during the
recruitment process. AM Spence, Market Signaling, Information Transfer
in Hiring and Related Processes (Harvard University Press 1974).

19 J Wagley, EU Data Protection Regulation Proposal Criticized Security
Management website magazine (2013). ,http://www.securitymanagement.
com/article/eu-DataProtection-proposal-criticized-0012007?page=0%2C0.
accessed 1 Aug. 2013.

20 Information Commissioner’s Office (2012) initial analysis of the
European Commission’s proposals for a revised data protection legislative
framework, p. 19 ,http://ico.org.uk/~/media/documents/library/
Data_Protection/Research_and_reports/ico_initial_analysis_
of_revised_eu_dp_legislative_proposals.ashx. accessed 1 Aug. 2013.

21 The Confederation of British Industry and Ministry of Justice in the UK
are firmly opposed to the mandatory appointment of a DPO because this
measure would harm the businesses, argues the MoJ in his answer to the
European Commission published in January 2013 ,https://www.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/217296/
response-eu-data-protection-framework-proposals.pdf. accessed 14 Jan.
2013. Also see OutLaw.com articles ‘MoJ wants obligation to appoint data

protection officers scrapped from EU reform proposals’ at ,http://www.
out-law.com/en/articles/2013/january/moj-wants-obligation-to-appoint-
data-protection-officers-scrapped-from-eu-reform-proposals/. and
‘Unworkable’ data protection reforms may place businesses at competitive
disadvantage, CBI says’ ,http://www.out-law.com/en/articles/2012/
march1/unworkable-data-protection-reforms-may-place-businesses-at-
competitive-disadvantage-cbi-says/. both accessed 15 Mar. 2014.

22 The theory of the rational myth explains that a company could adopt
external rules superficially with the only goal of conforming with the
regulation and with no check on efficiency. JW Meyer and B Rowan,
‘Institutional organizations: formal structure as myth and ceremony’
(1977) 84 American Journal of Sociology 340–63.

23 ‘During their term of office, the data protection officer may only be
dismissed if the data protection officer no longer fulfills the conditions
required for the performance of their duties’, Article 35(7) of the GDPR.

24 A further complication is that is difficult to determine that the DPO no
longer fulfils the conditions of competence defined in the Regulation
when one is not able to evaluate these requirements when hiring the DPO.

25 Article 39(1) states that ‘The Member States and the Commission shall
encourage, in particular at European level, the establishment of data
protection certification mechanisms and of data protection seals and
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this provision has been confirmed in the amended
version delivered by the LIBE committee of the Euro-
pean Parliament. The process of certification has also
been detailed in this version of the GDPR. In the next
section, I discuss the relevance of including a DPO certi-
fication scheme within this framework.

DPO certification in the framework of
Article 39 of the GDPR
The initial version of Article 39 of the GDPR, issued at
the beginning of 2012 by the European Commission,
encouraged in very general terms the implementation of
certification schemes. It granted the Commission the
right to enact delegated acts in order to clarify the
process of the schemes. The compromise amendments
adopted in October 201326 has denied this role to the
Commission and completed the process of certification.
It provides an interesting insight into the nature and
modalities that European data protection certification
schemes could bring. The framework described in this
section remains, however, a proposal that does not pre-
judge the final outcome.

The nature of the European Data Protection
seal
The amended Recital 77 of the GDPR states ‘that the
authorities shall encourage the establishment of certifi-
cation schemes and that a “European Data Protection
Seal” should be established on the European level’. The
wording indicates that the GDPR intends to encourage
the development of private certification schemes and
suggests establishing a pan-European public seal. The
European Data Protection Seal might be a sort of
umbrella brand27 or in legal language a collective certifi-

cation mark28 that could house several certification
schemes under the same seal, such as the French labeling
programme.29 Further, the provisions of Article 39
define a general process of issuance and maintenance of
the seal. The national DPAs should be entitled to issue
the seal as a result of a conformity audit. The conformity
audit might be done by private or public third-party
bodies that must be first accredited by the national
DPAs. The Commission remains in charge of issuing the
requirements of the different schemes, and technical
standards pre-approved by the new European Data Pro-
tection Board may also be used as requirements. The
label is issued to the bodies whose products or services
have been recognized in accordance with the require-
ments. The seal is issued for five years without specifying
whether it is renewable. The European or non-European
bodies are allowed to request the seal from every Euro-
pean DPA30 which is a way to ensure mutual recognition
of the seal. This mutual recognition process is reinforced
by the requirement31 imposed by the European Data
Protection Board to establish a single list of certified
bodies.

The advantages of the European seal for the
DPO certification
By creating a seal that can house different certification
schemes, the process suggested in Article 39 seems suffi-
ciently flexible to include a scheme dedicated to DPOs.
The pan-European character of the proposed seal, which
provides mutual recognition in all the member states,
represents a real asset to ensure the consistency of DPOs
throughout Europe.

The voluntary character of the process may offer certi-
fied DPOs a competitive advantage on the job market
insofar as certification acts as a differentiation tool be-

marks, allowing data subjects to quickly assess the level of data protection
provided by controllers and processors. The data protection certifications
mechanisms shall contribute to the proper application of this Regulation,
taking account of the specific features of the various sectors and different
processing operations.’

26 European Parliament, Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs (LIBE)
General Data Protection Regulation—Compromise amendements (2013).
The amended text of the Regulation is available on the website of the
Parliament at ,http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/
documents/libe/dv/comp_am_art_01-29/comp_am_art_01-29en.pdf.
and ,http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/
libe/dv/comp_am_art_30-91/comp_am_art_30-91en.pdf. both accessed
20 Dec. 2013.

27 The umbrella brand or family brand is a marketing concept where a group
of different products share the same brand. To have a more general
presentation of umbrella branding and its advantages see H Hakenes and
M Peitz, Umbrella branding and the provision of quality, CESifo working
papers, No. 1373 (2004).

28 A certification mark is a collective mark insofar as it can be applied to
each third party that makes the request and that conforms to the
requirements set for the use of the mark. A certification mark differs from

a collective mark because the owner of the latter does not need to register
requirements with the mark but solely use a regulation. This commonly
accepted definition has been confused by European legislation with the
introduction of Geographical Indications in 1993. The Protected
Designation of Origin (PDO) and the Protected Geographical Indication
(PGI) are registered in Europe as collective marks for which the
commission has voluntarily merged the requirements and the use
regulation in the same Directive. One of the recurrent issues about
certification is the lack of harmonization in legal status. For a general
discussion about the legal status of the certification mark see J Belson
Certification Marks (Sweet and Maxwell, London 2002) and AC
Uzcategui-Angulo, Las marcas de certificacion. Tesis de doctora en
derecho—Area des relaciones internationales(Universidad Federal de Santa
Catarina, Brasil 2006).

29 The French CNIL label houses two certification schemes so far. One is
dedicated to the data protection audit processes and the other to the
DPOs training sessions. A presentation is available (in French only) on the
site of the CNIL at ,http://www.cnil.fr/linstitution/labels-cnil/. accessed
20 Dec. 2013.

30 Article 39(1) (a) of the compromise.

31 Article 39(1) (h).
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tween certified and non-certified DPOs. This could en-
courage non-certified DPOs to request certification in
order to enjoy this benefit and finally participate in a
general adoption of the process. However, the potential
success of DPO certification could change the process in a
de facto requirement requested by controllers being hired
as DPOs.32 Further, the voluntarily character of the pro-
cedure could also cause fragmentation in the practice of
certification. DPOs could be certified in certain countries,
activities, or businesses whereby the recourse to certifica-
tion becomes common in some areas but not in others.

The proposal of the LIBE committee to draft schemes
that are accessible33 and affordable34 represents another
positive element in order to establish a workable certifi-
cation scheme because a DPO certification process
should be financially supported by individuals. Setting a
five-year period of validity can alleviate the administra-
tive and financial burden of frequent renewal processes.
Let a limited period of validity may be a means of ensur-
ing that the recipient would update his or her knowledge
in order to retain its certification if a renewal process has
been set up at the end of this period.

The shortcomings of a European seal
The amended Article 39 suggests that the national DPAs
should be entitled to issue certification35 and more sur-
prisingly to ensure the accreditation36 of Conformity
Assessment Bodies (hereinafter CAB) in charge of the
evaluation of the candidates to the certification. This
proposal introduces an unusual process. The most
common practice observed on the conformity assess-

ment market entitles the CAB to audit and to issue the
certification mark for which they have been accredited.37

The certification mark is not necessarily their own prop-
erty and can be licensed.38 Since Regulation 765/2008,39

the process of accreditation is managed by a unique na-
tional accreditation body.40 The European Commission
requires41 that this accreditation42 process is used prior
to the notification of the certification bodies because im-
portant gaps have been observed in the competences of
the CABs involved in the CE Marking process. To
prevent any competition between national accreditation
bodies that could harm their credibility and those of the
bodies they accredit, the Commission required the
Member States to designate a unique national accredit-
ation body.43

It is quite surprising that the LIBE committee of the
Parliament introduces such a derogating process for data
protection certification based on non-transparent
reasons. It might be explained by the influence of
pioneer experiences in data protection certification44 led
by certain European DPAs. It may also be based on a le-
gitimate wish of European authorities to control the
whole process of certification and prevent any risk of
cheating and complacency over certification that fre-
quently harm the reputation of such a procedure.
However, this derogating process presents the serious
risk of isolating the data protection certification from
other forms of certification. It might reduce the interest
of private CABs to include data protection certification
in their service portfolio. In addition, there is no assur-
ance that all the European DPAs will be able to cope
with these new functions because they lack competence

32 One finds a de facto requirement of certification into the professions of
accountants and financial auditors.

33 Article 39(1) (b) states that the the process should not be ‘unduly
burdensome’

34 Articles 39(1) (a) and 39(1) (b).

35 Article 39(1) (e).

36 Article 39(1) (d).

37 The international conformity assessment market is a E5 billion market
dominated by a few multinationals (SGS, Underwriter Laboratories,
Bureau Veritas, Intertek Moodys, Lloyds Register Group. Most of these
conformity assessment bodies play the role of auditor and certifier to the
extent that they designed the scheme or they have obtained a licence from
the owner of the scheme to deliver the certification. The viability of their
business model depends partly on their ability to manage the complete
process.

38 The European Keymark belongs to the CEN, but a lot of CABs have been
accredited to audit and issue the Keymark, The FSC label (FSC) which
belongs to the ONG Forest Stewardship Council follows the same process
as the other sustainable development labels like the FairTrade label, Max
Haavelar label, or SA 8000.

39 Regulation (EC) No. 765/2008 of 9 July 2008 setting out the requirements
for accreditation and market surveillance relating to the marketing of
products and repealing Regulation (EEC) No 339/93 ,http://eur-lex.
europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2008:218:0030:0047:en
:PDF..

40 Article 4 of Regulation (EC) No. 765/2008 states that ‘Each Member State
shall appoint a single national accreditation body’.

41 Communication from the Commission of 7 May 2003 to the Council and
the European Parliament ‘Enhancing the implementation of the New
Approach Directives’ [COM(2003) 240 final—Not published in the
Official Journal] ,http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.
do?uri=COM:2003:0240:FIN:EN:PDF..

42 Enhancing the implementation of the New Approach Directives part ‘The
role of accreditation’ ,http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/
internal_market/single_market_for_goods/technical_harmonisation/
l21001d_fr.htm..

43 Article 4 states that ‘Each Member State shall appoint a single national
accreditation body’ Regulation (EC) No. 765/2008 of 9 July 2008 setting
out the requirements for accreditation and market surveillance relating to
the marketing of products and repealing Regulation (EEC) No. 339/93
,http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2008:218
:0030:0047:en:PDF..

44 The Independent Centre for Data Protection Protection—the Data
Protection Authority of the Schleswig-Holstein (ICPP) Unabhängige
Landeszentrum für Datenschutz Schleswig-Holstein (ULD) in German
has set up The Data Protection Seal—Gütesiegel issued to 200 companies
so far. More information is available on the website of the DPA ,https
://www.datenschutzzentrum.de/faq/guetesiegel_engl.htm#4..
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in this arena. This is particularly true given the sharp
cuts in public budgets since 2008 and when governments
everywhere in Europe are announcing their focus on
critical tasks.

To conclude this section, one can say that there are no
fundamental objections to including a DPO certification
scheme within the framework suggested by the amended
Article 39. The provisions are flexible enough to house
such a scheme. The mutual recognition suggested, the
affordability, and the length of the period of validity
could fit into a scheme dedicated to individuals. However,
some features set by the framework are more question-
able. Even if the DPO scheme meets with success and
transforms this process into a de facto requirement, its
voluntary nature does not guarantee that the process
would be applied evenly throughout Europe and assure
the consistency of the DPO. Moreover, the involvement
of national DPAs in the process casts some doubt on the
success of such a procedure. The European DPAs do not
have the experience and the skills to deal with this work.
Further, this choice deprives national accreditation
bodies of a task that the European authorities have re-
cently assigned to them. This choice does not appears to
be in line with the European policy of standardization
and conformity assessment. Hence, the demand for cer-
tification (if any) might turn towards the private sector
if they offer more manageable solutions. Some schemes
that certify the skills of data protection professionals are
already in force in Europe. The next section intends to
show that these private schemes are almost ready to
certify DPOs and they could be a relevant alternative to
or complement a public scheme.

3. Existing privacy certification schemes
Private certification schemes in Europe already certify
the qualifications of professionals involved in data pro-
tection. Some have been set up by certification bodies.
Others have been initiated by Privacy professional asso-
ciations. Some training companies also issue certificates
of attendance after the successful completion of a final
exam set at the end of training sessions. I will review
these different type of schemes in order to evaluate
whether they could fit the requirements set by the

GDPR. I conclude by evaluating the relevancy of the
private schemes in order to certify a future DPO.

The schemes initiated by certification bodies
TÜV Italia in collaboration with the Italian Privacy Pro-
fessional Association established in 2011 the Certifica-
zione di Data Protection Officer Consulente e della Data
Protection45 in order to verify and attest the legal knowl-
edge of candidates on the Italian and the European data
protection framework. It also attests the general knowl-
edge of the candidate in computer science and quality
management. The process of certification is open to
Italian individuals without a predefined academic back-
ground or work experience.46 The programme checks
the probity, academic level, and work experience in
order to determine whether the candidate is capable of
presenting directly for the certification exam or whether
he must attend a pre-exam . Candidates admitted to the
certification exam must answer a series of multiple
choice questions, a written case study, and face a final
interview. Certification is issued for a period of two
years. Renewal is automatic as long as the certified pro-
fessional maintains his activity, handles complaints he
receives with care, follows the training sessions proposed
by TüV Italia, and pays his membership fees.

The Italian certification body Know How Certification
(KHC) initiated and manages the Data Protection Officer
e Data Protection Consultant47 scheme which validates
the theoretical and practical capacity of professionals
experienced in Italian data protection. The KHC scheme
attests the minimum knowledge of the applicant on the
Italian and European data protection framework, on IT
security procedures and standards, and, what is more ori-
ginal, the written competence of the applicant to docu-
ment technical issues. The scheme is open to Italian
professionals with a predefined academic background and
work experience. The candidate must have a grade recog-
nized by KHC and a minimal amount of work experience
of three years. The candidate should have been involved
in five complete data protection policy implementation
cycles and fulfilled at least ten days of audit during the
three last years. Admitted candidates must successfully
pass a one-hour interview with KHC experts who assess

45 A complete presentation of the scheme is available in Italian on the
website of the TÜV Italia at ,http://www.tuv.it/it-it/attivita/
certificazione-del-personale/privacy-officer-e-consulente-della-privacy.
accessed 15 Mar. 2014.

46 The statistics provided by the Italian Data Protection Professional
Association (FederData Protection) shows that around 25% of the
applicants succeed in the exam. The statistics are available on the site of
FederData Protection at ,http://www.federData Protection.it/

documentazione/FederData Protection_Dati_DataProtection_Officer_
2013.pdf?force_translation ! 1. accessed 20/12/2013.

47 A complete presentation of the scheme is available in Italian on the
website of the KHC at ,http://www.khc.it/public/livelli/Schema%
20Requisiti%20Certificazione%20Data%20Protection%20Officer%20e%
20Privacy%20Consultant%20QI%2060%2001%2001b%20Rev.02.pdf.
accessed 15 Mar. 2014.
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their theoretical and practical knowledge in data protec-
tion through a series of legal, technical, and managerial
questions. The legal questions ascertain the minimum
knowledge of the candidate on both the European and
Italian data protection framework. The technical and
managerial questions evaluates his knowledge of IT secur-
ity, governance, and quality management. Certification is
issued for a period of three years. It is renewed automatic-
ally every year if the professional certifies in writing that
he handles with care the complaints he has received,
follows at least four hours of legal update as proposed by
KHC, and, of course, pays his membership fees.

Some certification bodies in Germany offer certifica-
tion in the qualification of the German mandatory
DPO,48 the Datenschutzbeauftragte. These schemes verify
and attest by a written exam that a DPO has the
minimum qualifications required by the German Data
protection law.49 TÜV IT, a certification body specialized
in IT certification, offers the services of external certified
DPOs to German companies. These external DPOs are
certified by TÜV IT, who verifies and attest to the quali-
fications of their consultants.

Schemes initiated by professional associations
The German privacy professional association, the Gesell-
schaft für Datenschutz und Datensicherheit (GDD) offer
through the Zertifizierung der Datenschutzqualifikation
(GDDcert.)50 to attest the legal, technical, and manager-
ial qualifications required by German data protection
law. Three written tests assess the knowledge of the can-
didate on the German data protection legal framework
and on the technical and organizational aspects of data
protection. A final oral exam submits a case study to the
candidate. The successful applicant is certified for an un-
limited period of time without any requirement to
renew his certification.

Since 2010, the Spanish privacy professional associ-
ation, the Asociación Profesional Española de Privacidad
(APEP) offers certification of the knowledge of Spanish
DPOs in the legal Spanish data protection framework
through the las Certificaciones en privacidad51 scheme.

The IT security professional association in Spain, the
ISMS Forum in Spain, attests via the Certified Data
Privacy Professional (CDPP) the minimum knowledge
of experienced privacy professionals on the Spanish data
protection framework. The certification exam is open to
Spanish data protection professionals who are able to
demonstrate at least three years of experience in the
field. The candidates must attend a theoretical exam to
be certified for a period of three years. Privacy Profes-
sionals who are able to demonstrate more than three
years of relevant experience may request the certification
without attending the examination.52

The American International Association of Data Pro-
tection Professionals (IAPP) has offered since 2011 to
certify the skills of data protection professionals against
the European legal framework through the Certified In-
formation Data Protection Professional/Europe (CIPP/E)53

programme. According to its manager,54 the scheme
aims to ‘demonstrat[e] a strong foundation in European
data protection laws and regulations and understanding
of the legal requirements for the responsible transfer of
sensitive personal data to and from the U.S., the EU and
other jurisdictions’. The certification exam is open to
European and non-European candidates who are active
members of the IAPP without any academic level pre-
requisite. The applicants must pass two consecutive
exams which consist of multiple-choice questions to be
completed in a limited period of time. Success in both
exams entitles the recipient to use the title of ‘Certified
Information Data Protection Professional/Europe (CIPP/
E)’ and affix the CIPP/E graphic sign on its commercial
documentation and resumé. Access to each exam is
subject to a fee.55 Certification has a validity period of
one year. It is automatically renewed if the certified per-
son can demonstrate at least ten hours of continuing
Data Protection Education (CPE) by attending confer-
ences and following online training sessions provided by
the IAPP and pays his membership fee.56. The Certified
Information Data Protection Manager (CIPM) also
issued by the IAPP certifies via the same process the cap-
acity of a candidate to ‘demonstrate an understanding of
data protection program governance and the skills ne-

48 Section 4f, Subsection 1 of the German Federal Data Protection Act
(Bundesdatenschutzgesetz, or ‘BDSG’) requires private companies to
appoint a DPO (Datenschutzbeauftragte) when they employ more than
10 persons or 20 persons if they are using non-automated data processing.

49 These qualification requirements are set by Sect. 4f subsection 2 of the
Federal German Data Protection Act as quoted in note 13.

50 A complete presentation of the scheme is available in German on the
website of the GDD at ,https://www.gdd.de/seminare/pdf-dokumente/
GDD-Basisschulung.pdf. accessed 15 Mar. 2014.

51 Ibid.

52 The CEO of ISMS forum presented in 2010 the Certified Data Privacy
Professional scheme in an interview available on the website ,http://www.

redseguridad.com/opinion/articulos/dpi-presenta-las-bases-de-la-
certified-data-privacy-professional. accessed 15 Mar. 2014.
A commercial presentation of the scheme is available on the ISMS Forum
in Spain website at ,http://www.ismsforum.es/ficheros/descargas/
dipticocursocdpp1390841525.pdf. accessed 15 Mar. 2014.

53 Ibid.

54 Marla Berry is Director of Certification at IAPP. Interviewed by the author
in September 2013.

55 The exam fee is 250 $ US/exam at the end of 2013 accessed 20 Dec. 2013.

56 The price of the annual membership fee of the IAPP depends of the status
of the individual. It starts from $US50 for students to $US250 for
professionals.
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cessary to establish, maintain and manage a data protec-
tion program across all stages of its operational life
cycle’.57 However, the CIPM scheme focuses on the
project management skills of the candidate and his or
her ability to implement and maintain data protection
policies. The CIPM certification exam is open to Euro-
pean and non-European active members of the IAPP
with no academic prerequisite.

The certificates offered by training companies
Some training companies offer to certify the knowledge
of the attendants of training sessions dedicated to data
protection. PDP Training58 in the UK issues the Practi-
tioner Certificate in Data Protection59 to trainees who
successfully complete an exam at the end of five days of
training sessions dedicated to data protection manage-
ment. The three-hour exam consists of 40 per cent mul-
tiple choice questions and 60 per cent written questons.
The applicant must also demonstrate that he or she has
followed at least 25 hours of training and has achieved a
minimum knowledge of operational data protection
management60 in the UK. The IT certification body
BCS61 in the UK also issues a Certificate in Data Protec-
tion according to the same process as PDP Training.
This certificate attests that the candidate has followed 40
hours of training and ascertains that he or she has a
minimum level of knowledge of the UK data protection
legal framework.62

The European Institute of Public Administration
(EIPA) in the Netherlands offers a certificate to trainees
who have followed five days of training and have success-
fully completed an exam at the end of the Training and
Certification Programme for Data Protection Officers
and Other Data Protection Professionals.63 The certifi-

cate of the EIPA verifies and attests that the trainee pos-
sesses a minimum knowledge of the European data
protection framework and of management techniques
for data protection policies.

Some training bodies in Germany, such as Integrata
with its Datenschutz Ausbildung mit Zertifizierung,64 the
Forum für Datenschutz with their Zertifizierung zum
Datenschutzbeauftragten65 scheme, the Ulmer Akademie
für Datenschutz und IT-Sicherheit with the Udis-Gütesie-
gel,66 and the Fachkraft für Datenschutz scheme managed
by Dekra on behalf of Datenschutzexperten67 certify the
attendance and knowledge acquired by trainees during
five days of training sessions offered by these companies.
Neither academic nor working experience is required for
certification to be sought in these schemes. The certifi-
cate is issued for an unlimited period of time and no
renewal process is required to maintain this benefit.
These private schemes offer a wide variety of arrange-
ments, in which some assess the legal knowledge of the
candidates to the certification while others emphasize
the practical capacity of individuals to manage Data Pro-
tection policies. Which are those if any that fit the
requirements set by the GDPR?

No existing scheme fits the requirements of
the GDPR
The PDP Training’s Practitioner Certificate in Data Pro-
tection of and the CIPM issued by the IAPP do not
assess the legal aspects of Data Protection and thus do
not comply with the requirements set by Article 35(5) of
the GDPR.68 Some schemes69 only attest the knowledge
of the applicant in the national legal framework. Others
focus on national the framework but also verify the
candidate’s general knowledge of the European Data

57 Marla Berry, Director of Certification at the IAPP. Interviewed by the
author in September 2013.

58 A presentation of the Practitioner Certificate in Data Protection is available
on the PDP website ,http://pdptraining.com/practitioner-certificate-in-
data-protection..

59 A complete presentation of the scheme is available on the website of the
IAPP at ,https://www.privacyassociation.org/certification/
cipp_certification_programs/cipp_e. accessed 15 Mar. 2014.

60 The programme of the training session is required for the certification
exam ,http://pdptraining.com/images/pdf/syllabus_39.pdf..

61 A complete presentation of the scheme is available on the website of the
IAPP at ,https://www.privacyassociation.org/certification/
cipm_certification_program. accessed 15 Mar. 2014.

62 The programme of the training session that is used as the requirements
for the certification process is available on the website of the BCS ,http
://certifications.bcs.org/upload/pdf/infosec-dp-syllabus.pdf. accessed 15
Mar. 2014.

63 The Training and Certification Programme for Data Protection Officers and
Other Data Protection Professionals is presented on the website ot the
European Institute of Public Administration (EIPA) ,http://seminars.
eipa.eu/en/activities09/show/&tid=5317#..

64 The Datenschutz Ausbildung mit Zertifizierung is presented in German on
the website of integrata at ,http://www.integrata.de/seminare/
zertifizierungen/personal-und-organisationsentwicklung-
informationstechnologie/datenschutzbeauftragter-mit-zertifikat.html.
accessed 15 Mar. 2014.

65 The Zertifizierung zum Datenschutzbeauftragten is presented in German
on the website of Forum für Datenschutz (FFD) at ,http://www.ffd-
seminare.de/zertifizierung.html. accessed 15 Mar.2014.

66 The Udis-Gütesiegel is presented in German on the website of the Ulmer
Akademie für Datenschutz und IT-Sicherheit ,https://www.udis.de/
udis_zert/. accessed 15 Mar. 2014.

67 The Fachkraft für Datenschutz is presented in German on the website of
Datenschutzexperten.de at ,https://www.datenschutzexperten.de/
grundlagenseminar-ausbildung-betrieblicher-datenschutzbeauftragter-
nach-bdsg-mit-dekra.html. accessed 15 Mar. 2014.

68 Article 35(5) states indeed that the DPO must have ‘an expert knowledge
of data protection law and practice’.

69 The BCS’s Certificate in Data Protection, Las Certificaciones en
privacidad of the APEP, the Certified Data Privacy Professional (CDPP) of
ISMS Forum in Spain, Zertifizierung der Datenschutzqualifikation
(GDDcert.) of the GDD and Datenschutz cert. through his Zertifizierte
Datenschutzbeauftragte scheme.
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Protection framework.70 The CIPP/E and EIPA schemes
only verify the candidate’s legal knowledge of the Data
Protection Directive 95/46/E while the CIPP/E also
attests the knowledge of the candidate on other Euro-
pean data protection rules.71 The requirements set by
the CIPP/E scheme are those that best fit the require-
ments of Article 35(5) even if they evaluate the knowl-
edge of Directive 95/46/EC. This scheme verifies the
candidate’s knowledge of the different parts of the Euro-
pean legal framework and its theoretical expertise in the
framework. The notion of expertise is difficult to evalu-
ate and the levels of qualification set by Article 35(5)
according to the type of data processed72 add even more
confusion. How to assess these levels of expertise? By
using an academic degree or working experience? At the
time of writing, only the Italian KHC scheme requires
both a diploma and three years of work experience as a
prerequisite for applying for the certification.

Conversely, the requirements of the CIPP/E and BCS’s
Certificate in Data Protection, which focus only on the
legal aspects, do not match the managerial requirements
set by Article 3773 of the GDPR. TÜV Italia and KHC
partially fit the requirements to the extent that the
schemes assess the knowledge of Italian privacy profes-
sionals on IT security, quality, and written communica-
tion skille. The requirements included in the CIPM
scheme are those that best fit the requirements set by
Article 37 of the GDPR to the extent that it verifies a
wide array of the candidate’s management qualifica-
tions.74 But, does the assessment of a theoretical body of
knowledge in management really comply with the
requirements of Article 37? The provisions are ambigu-
ous insofar as they specify the role of a DPO but it does
not define the qualification necessary to play this role.
Indeed, what should the qualification be in order to
‘monitor the implementation and application of the pol-
icies of the controller’? The notion of expertise ‘in prac-
tice’ defined in Article 35(5) left room for interpretation.
Is this ‘in practice’ expertise related to the role of a DPO

as specified in Article 37? Nothing in the GDPR gives
any indication of how to address this issue.

In sum, none of the schemes outlined in this section
fully comply with the requirements set by Article 35(5)
and 37. Brought together, the schemes proposed by the
IAPP are those that best fit the requirements of the
GDPR concerning DPOs. The CIPM fulfils the require-
menets of Article 37 by attesting to the theoretical cap-
acities of candidates to lead a data protection policy,
while the CIPP/E attests to the comprehensive knowl-
edge that a candidate must have of the European legal
framework according to Article 35(5). These schemes
present the advantage of already being in force and being
able to certify individuals whatever their nationality.
They have the same value throughout Europe and the
USA. It is now well recognized on the job market in the
USA and to a slightly lesser extent in Europe and
requests for this type of credential are steadily increasing
in job advertisement. The lenient process of renewal of
these schemes represents an advantage for the DPOs
insofar as it prevents a periodical challenge of their cre-
dential with the risk of losinf their certification and pos-
sibly their job. It might turn the certification process
into a long-term investment valuable for the career of a
DPO in the same way as for professional accountants.
However, can one really talk of certification in the
schemes presented above? They sound closer to a licen-
cinf system than a certification process for which a
partial or full reassessment is periodically required.
A licence75 is generally issued by a public authority
without any time limit and its maintenance is bound to
the respect of the licensure conditions with or without a
renewal process. Although they are private, most of the
schemes76 presented in this paper fit this definition of a
licence. A certificate issued by a training body,77 because
it is included in a training session and neither requires a
renewal process nor imposes binding conditions of
maintenance, must be considered as a certificate of at-
tendance rather than actual certification. Only the

70 TÜV Italia and KHC.

71 The body of knowledge of the CIPP/E requires that the candidate knows
the content of the Directive on Privacy and Electronic Communications
(2002/58/EC) and Data Retention Directive (2006/24/EC). Presented in
the body of knowledge of the CIPP/E available on the IAPP website
,https://www.privacyassociation.org/media/pdf/certification/
CIPP_E_BoK.pdf. accessed 05 Mar. 2014.

72 ‘The necessary level of expert knowledge shall be determined in particular
according to the data processing carried out and the protection required
for the personal data processed by the controller or the processor.’ states
Article 35(5).

73 Article 37(1) (b) of the GDPR states that the DPO must ‘monitor the
implementation and application of the policies of the controller or
processor in relation to the protection of personal data, including the
assignment of responsibilities, the training of staff involved in the
processing operations, and the related audits’.

74 The CIPM ‘Body of Knowledge’ presented on the website of the IAPP
,https://www.privacyassociation.org/media/pdf/certification/
CIPM_BoK.pdf. accessed 05 Mar. 2014.

75 The licence is the certificate which is issued at the end of a formal
examination in order to exert a particular activity, eg the driving licence,
pilot licence, licence to teach. The notion of licence is very close to tht of a
permit. The licensing process has been extensively developed in the USA
but less so in Europe where each EU Member State has its own
procedures.

76 The IAPP schemes, TÜV Italia, KHC, GDD, Datenschutz Cert., APEP and
ISMS forum in Spain.

77 PDP Training, BCS, EIPA, Integrata, Ulmer Akademie für Datenschutz
and Datenschutzexperten.
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schemes offered by TÜV Italia, KHC, and TÜV IT are
organized according to the recommendations of the
ISO/IEC 1702478 standard, which provides internation-
ally recognized requirements to lead a process for the
certification of individuals.

The different arrangements of the schemes discussed
demonstrate the flexibility of the process of certification
which can be shaped and reshaped in many ways
without changing the very nature of the conformity
assurance of this procedure. However, in a complex chan-
ging landscape, a process like these offered by private
bodies in which the individuals basically remain certified
as long as they pay their dues may not be enough to guar-
antee the quality that the regulation intends to establish.

The shortcomings of the existing schemes
Furthermore, the schemes outlines hereare private and
the owner could arbitrate in favour of their revenues
rather than the quality of the process of certification.
Certification bodies may be confronted by what scholars
in economics call the dilemma of quis custodiet ipsos cus-
todes79 that occurs when a certification body applies
stringent procedures to maintain the legitimacy of the
scheme. This situation potentially drives candidates to
turn to more lenient certification bodies whose compla-
cency contributes to the progressive loss of legitimacy of
their scheme. Because existing schemes are private, can-
didates have to pay for examinations and membership
fees. To be compliant with the GDPR,80 DPOs should
have to be certified under both the CIPP/E and the
CIPM schemes. This constraint raises the issue of afford-
ability of the certification process that may lead to a dis-
criminatory effect regularly denounced by SMEs and
developing countries that do not have the financial and
technical capacities to be certified and thus to access the
market. Certification might act as an entry barrier on the

market for non-certified individuals.81 The optional
nature of the schemes must theoretically prevent this
risk. However, it raises an issue of consistency to the
extent that the optional nature of the private schemes
does not guarantee that all the DPOs in Europe would
be certified. Introducing a mandatory process could
provide the assurance of a minimum level of qualifica-
tion in all the member states. Moreover, this solution
could offer companies the capacity to hire DPOs
without supporting the cost of training and certification.
A mandatory certification option could also offer the
DPOs a way to protect their status and make their quali-
fication officially recognized. However, a mandatory
process would have some drawbacks. For example, when
should the DPO be certified? Before or after being
appointed? The latter option appears unmanageable for
companies. Indeed, should the DPO be dismissed if he
failed to obtain the certification or when he loses it? The
only workable solution would require that DPOs obtain
the certification before being hired. Thus, a DPO would
have to support alone the financial burden of the process
of certification and this raises again the issue of afford-
ability and the discriminatory effect of certification. This
vicious circle raises questions about the relevancy of a
certification solution to ensure that a DPO is qualified. I
will address this relevancy in the last section.

Alternatives to a DPO certification
scheme
The issue of reliability
One can question the value of a procedure that certifies
only compliance to the law. The law is by nature manda-
tory and its full implementation is monitored by public
agencies.82 Certifying conformity to the law is normally
useless since non-compliance exposes the violator to

78 ISO/IEC 17024:2012, Conformity assessment—General requirements for
bodies operating certification of persons has been issued by the
International Standardization Organization (ISO) to replace the ISO
45000 series to help certification bodies to organize their processes of
individual certification. A full presentation of the standard is available on
the website of the ISO ,http://www.iso.org/iso/home/news_index/
news_archive/news.htm?refid=Ref1625. accessed 15 Mar. 2014.

79 F Rochelandet, F. ‘Réglementation, Corégulation ou laissez-faire’ In
Economie des données personnelles et de la vie privée La Découverte (2010)
section 8, pp. 88–114.

80 The DPO must comply with the requirements set by Article 35 and 37 of
the GDPR.

81 The discriminatory effect of the certification is regularly denounced as the
counter effect of its capability to distinguish a product or service from
others. The certification operates a classification between certified and
non-certified goods or services detrimental to the producers who are not
able to afford the certification. Therefore, certification can act as an entry
barrier to the market for non-certified manufacturers. The developing
countries argue that the growing recourse to certification encouraged by
the World Trade Organization (WTO) since the signature of the TRIPS

treaty in 1994 represents a new form of technical protectionism. For more
general discussion about certification as disguised measures of
protectionism and other drawbacks see J-M Siroën, ‘Existe-t-il une
justification économique à la clause sociale? Quelques éléments de
réflexion’, in De Melo and Guillaumont (eds), Commerce Nord-Sud,
migration et délocalisation, conséquences pour les salaires et l’emploi (Paris,
Economica 1997) 62 or Ch Mason and F. Sterbenz ‘Imperfect Product
Testing and Market Size’ (1994) 35(1) International Economic Review, or
L Linnemer and A Perrot, ‘Conflits liés à la certification dans une relation
commerciale’ (2007) 2 (178–9) Economie & prévision 15–24.

82 A regulation is commonly defined as a ‘[s]pecific set of commands.
A binding set of rules to be applied by a body devoted to this purpose . . .
accompanied by some mechanism, typically a public agency, for
monitoring and promoting compliance with these rules’ R Baldwin, C
Scott, and C Hood ‘Introduction’ in R Baldwin, C Scott, and C Hood
(eds), A Reader on Regulation (Oxford, Oxford University Press 1998)
1–55; J Jordana and D Levi-Faur ‘The Politics of Regulation in the Age of
Governance’ in D Levi-Faur (ed.), Handbook on the Politics of Regulation
(Cheltenham, Edward Elgar Publishing 2010) 3.
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legal sanctions. Some authors would even argue that cer-
tifying the conformity to the law could be an unfair be-
havior towards consumers.83 The certification of legal
conformity is, however, a very common procedure in
Europe, whether used either as a substitute or a comple-
ment to public action.84 A study of 15 of the 80 certifica-
tion schemes set up in different public administrations
in the Netherlands, led by the University of Tilburg, con-
cluded that certification may be a complement to regula-
tion but certainly not a substitute because this process
lacks reliability and can lead to authority being captured
by private operators.85.

The issue of reliability is partly related to the funda-
mental contradiction existing in the design of a process
of certification in which the applicant is also the client. It
places the external certification bodyinvolved—which is
also a service provider—in an uncomfortable position.
They have to satisfy their client and scrutinize their pro-
cedures with impartiality at the same time. Thereby, the
certification bodies must constantly arbitrate between
the need to maintain a sufficiently stringent process to
ensure the quality of the certification and the need to
satisfy a client who can change providers at any time.
The dilemma of quis custodiet ipsos custodes86 discussed
in the previous section may lead to adverse selection
behaviour to the extent that ‘the impossibility for opera-
tors . . . to report . . . the quality of their policy . . . do[es]
not encourage them to use certification processes.’87

The real or perceived lack of reliability of certification
undermines confidence in the process88 and studies on
the construction of trust89 show that it is much more dif-

ficult to rebuild trust when it has been hard to establish.
Distrust may have paradoxical consequences. It has
encouraged90 manufacturers in the CE marking process,
for example, to affix national third-party certification
marks to their products91 in addition to the CE mark.
Thus, distrust created a stacking effect of certification
marks on products that participate to the confusion and
illegibility of certification marks92 among the public.Can
a public scheme address the problem? This is far from
certain, to the extent that the issue of reliability is both
related to the fundamental contradiction discussed above
and to a lack of monitoring of the certified bodies. It
has been empirically demonstrated93 that distrust in CE
marking is mainly related to the absence of public moni-
toring94 of the self-certification process that represent 95
per cent of the certification processes in CE marking. The
absence of control encourages cheating. The schemes
may be submitted to what sociology calls the logic of
collective action, 95 in which the larger i the community,
the higher the cost of fraud detection. The cost of cheat-
ing is then spread over a large number of participants
and cheating is less noticeable and the incentive to cheat
increases. This may lead to a new adverse selection situ-
ation where certified companies paradoxically have twice
as much chance of cheat than non-certified ones.96

4.2 The possible alternatives
Certification cannot provide a panacea97 to ensure con-
formity, but are there alternative solutions able to
provide an equivalent outcome? As discussed in this
article, licensees may have to follow periodical training

83 Civic Consulting Study A Pan-European Trustmark for E-Commerce:
Possibilities and Opportunities, Study for the Directorate-General for
Internal Policy, European Parliament (2012) 71 ,http://www.europarl.
europa.eu/committees/en/studiesdownload.html?languageDocument=
EN&file=75183..

84 ‘Since 2007, the programme ‘Vernieuwing Rijksdienst’ (‘Public Service
Reform’) and the following cutbacks have led to leaving more inspections
to the private sector through certification . . . certification and
accreditation are widely used as alternative policy instruments’, in AM
Bokhorst ‘Effectiveness of certification and accreditation as a public policy
instrument in the Netherlands’ paper, ECPR conference, Reykjavik
(2011).

85 P Eijlander, Guido JM Evers, RAJ van Gestel, AJC Moor-van Vugt (2003)
‘De inkadering van certificatie en accreditatie in beleid en wetgeving’
Schoordijk Instituut, Centrum voor Wetgevingsvraagstukken, Universiteit
van Tilburg (2003).

86 F Rochelandet, ‘Réglementation, Corégulation ou laissez-faire’ in
Economie des données personnelles et de la vie privée La Découverte (2010)
88–114.

87 A Rallet and F Rochelandet, ‘La régulation des données personnelles face
au web relationnel: une voie sans issue?’ (2011) 3(167) Réseaux 36.

88 MM Head and K Hassanein ‘Trust in e-Commerce: Evaluating the Impact
of Third-Party Seals’ (2002) 3(3) Quarterly Journal of Electronic
Commerce 307–25.

89 Head and Hassanein (n 88) 325.

90 Ibid, at 43.

91 Consumer Research Associates Ltd for European Free Trade Association
(EFTA) ‘Certification and Marks in Europe A Study commissioned by
EFTA’ (2008) 16.

92 The results of the survey regularly conducted on public awareness about
certification marks concludes that they are generally recognized but not
always very well understood by the public. The EC survey conducted in
2012 give the following results—66% recognize the CE marking—33%
believe that it means ‘made in Europe’—25% respond corrrectly to this
finality Commission Staff Working Document on Knowledge-enhancing
aspect of consumer empowerment 2012–2014 ,http://ec.europa.eu/
consumers/strategy/docs/swd_document_2012_en.pdf. accessed 15 Mar.
2014.

93 ‘The results of the study research conducted on behalf of Teknikföretagen,
the Association of Swedish Engineering Industries shows that a lack of
efficient market surveillance on the Internal Market is undermining
confidence in CE marking’ in Consumer Research Associates
‘Certification and Marks in Europe’. A Study commissioned by EFTA
(Consumer Research Associates Ltd 2008) 43.

94 ‘Certification and Marks in Europe’. A Study commissioned by EFTA
(Consumer Research Associates Ltd 2008) 45.

95 M Olson, Logic of Collective Action (Cambridge, MA, Harvard University
Press 1965).

96 B Edelman, Adverse Selection in Online ‘Trust’ Certification. Proceedings
of ICEC’09 (2010). , http://www.benedelman.org/publications/advsel-
trust.pdf..

97 P Eijlander, Over de groei en bloei van certificatie: Haarlemmerolie voor
het handhavingstekort? (2008) Tijdschrift Voor Bouwrecht 607–15.
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sessions to retein the benefit of their licence but updating
processes are not systematic. Would a licensure proced-
ure be relevant for the DPO? The public origin of the
licensure may be a guarantee of the affordability and
impartiality for individuals and the absence of a renewal
exam would be a financial and time saving advantage for
DPOs. But the supervisory authorities would have no as-
surance that the DPO is always up to date, particularly
in a changing environment. Licensure is generally set up
by supervisory authorities and sometimes by universities
and this option would again raise the issue of compe-
tences and question the resources of national DPAs to
manage such a process.

Another solution might be to let the DPO’s profession
organize itself and wait for a self-regulation98 arrange-
ment to emerge. A recent study99 shows that the infor-
mal exchanges occurring between privacy professionals
within national and international networks contribute
to the international standardization of the privacy prac-
tices of professionals within their organizations. Euro-
pean professional associations have a deep interest in
ensuring the consistency of their members in order to
develop and protect the profession. After a series of
bankruptcies caused by unskilled accountants in the
mid-nineteenth century,100 professional associations of
accountants in UK quickly imposed on their members a
need to demonstrate their competence in order to access
the membership that was the assurance required to
secure a well-paid job. The success of the International
Register of Certificated Auditors (IRCA) in the auditing
professions shows that self-regulation might be a work-
able solution. However, self-regulation could be ham-
pered by the absence of real enforcement of the rules
that frequently results in the non-application or the mis-
application of self-regulation rules.

Conclusion
A DPO should be certified insofar as the use of certifica-
tion could be a way to assure that the qualifications
required in Article 35(5) of the GDPR are met and they
are maintained over time. This procedure could certainly
facilitate the recruitment of DPOs whose profiles as

requested by the Regulation might be hard to find, espe-
cially for controllers who do not have examples of suit-
able profiles to guide them. Certifying DPOs could
improve and accelerate their integration within organi-
zations by ensuring the companies’ hierarchies of their
professional capabilities.

The framework suggested in the amended Article 39
of the GDPR would allow a DPO certification scheme.
The pan-European coverage of the proposed European
Data Protection Seal and the principle of mutual recog-
nition of the seal represent an interesting way to ensure
that DPO skills would be consistent throughout Europe
and maybe beyond the frontier of the Union by the
ratcheting-up effect101 of the European Regulation.
However, the optional character of the European seal
contradicts the statement above to the extent that this
feature increases the risk of fragmentation in the practice
of certification in the different member states. Further-
more, the process involving national DPAs in the issu-
ance of the certificate and in the accreditation of
assessment bodies is highly questionable and raises the
issue of being unmanageable in the absence of dedicated
competences within the DPAs’ team.

Private certification, therefore, could be a workable
alternative. Some existing schemes aiming to certify data
protection professionals are almost ready to certify the
requirements set by the GDPR insofar as their own
requirements include similar provisions. The internation-
al coverage offered by schemes such as the American
International Association of Data Protection Professionals
(IAPP) could ensure the consistency sought through this
procedure. Their experience in certification processes and
their immediate availability would be valuable assets
should such a scheme be set up.The recourse to a certifi-
cation process to ensure the compliance of DPOs to the
Regulation remains questionable to the extent that (i) the
value added brought by such a procedure to only enforce
the law is weak and (ii) the certification procedure pre-
sents some basic shortcomings. Certification is certainly
not a panacea but the alternative solutions are not much
more convincing. Certification appears today as a work-
able compromise that fits the historical period aiming to
reduce the weight of public intervention and to build

98 Self-Regulation encompasses ‘the possibility for economic operators, the
social partners, non-governmental organisations or associations to adopt
amongst themselves and for themselves common guidelines at the
European level’ European Commission, European Parliament & Council
of Ministers, ‘Inter-Institutional Agreement on Better Lawmaking’, OJ C
321, 31 Dec. 2003, p.1 in ZD Van Heesen-Laclé and ACM Meuwese The
legal framework for self-regulation in the Netherlands. (2007) 3(2)
Utrecht Law Review 116.

99 These informal exchanges between professionals participate to the
construction of an ‘institutional isomorphism’ in KA Bamberger and DK

Mulligan Privacy in Europe: Initial Data on Governance Choices and
Corporate Practices (2013) 81(5) George Washington Law Review 1586,
1618.

100 E Boyd, ‘The History of Auditing’ in R Brown (ed.), A History of
Accounting and Accountants (Routledge 2004) 74–93.

101 M Rotenderg and D Jacobs ‘Updating the Law of Information Data
Protection: The New framework of The European Union’ (2012) 36
Harvard Journal of Law & Public Policy 637.
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partnerships between the public and private sectors in
an impetus towards co-regulation that seeks to involve
the regulated bodies in their own regulation to improve
efficiency and acceptance.102 In this sense, both public
and private options might co-exist. A public certification
scheme that is more stringent might be set up to certify

the skills of DPOs in charge of highly sensitive data
(medical and justice) and private schemes could manage
the more routine cases.

doi:10.1093/idpl/ipu008
Advance Access Publication 19 May 2014

102 The ‘co-regulation’ or ‘collaborative governance’ aims at meeting challenges
of modern regulation without the burdens of law in DD Hirsch, ‘The Law
and Policy of Online Privacy: Regulation, Self-Regulation or Co-

Regulation?’ (2010) ExpressO 7 ,http://works.bepress.com/
dennis_hirsch/1..
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Abstract This paper aims at evaluating the relevance of using the CE marking pro-
cess to enforce Data Protection by Design principles suggested by Article 23 of the 
proposed General Data Protection Regulation in connected devices involved in the 
Internet of Things. The CE marking is a conformity assessment process (A quick 
presentation of the basic principles of the CE marking is available on the website 
of the European Commission. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://europa.eu/legislation_
summaries/other/l21013_en.htm. More information can be found within the recently 
updated guide issued by the European Commission’s “Guide to the implementation 
of directives based on the New Approach and the Global Approach”, 2014. Accessed 
May 21, 2015 http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/newsroom/cf/itemdetail.cfm?item_
id=7326.) designed by the European Commission during the 1980s to allow manu-
facturers to voluntarily demonstrate their compliance with mandatory regulations on 
safety, health and environment. This process offers some interesting features for the 
enforcement of data protection rules in products especially in the context of the glo-
balization of trade. It promoted a co-regulation process between public and private 
stakeholders and contributed to the spreading of European technical standards world-
wide. However, it does not fully address data protection issues raised by the IoT 
and it has been criticized for its lack of reliability. Moreover, this process has never 
been designed to include an unlimited list of requirements and adding data protec-
tion requirements could undermine it. Another option might be to transform the CE 
marking in an overarching European mark housing different certification schemes 
dedicated to the compliance of products. This option might preserve the existing pro-
cess and offer the opportunity to set up a scheme arranged according a similar pro-
cess but dedicated to the enforcement of Data Protection by Design principles.
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1  Introduction

“The meaning of things lies not in the things themselves, but in our attitude 
towards them”. A. de Saint Exupéry

Analysts1 foresee the IoT as one of most disruptive evolutions in ICT for next 
decade. Some authors2 even talk of “a new revolution of the Internet” insofar as 
the IoT promises to create a global network of connected devices “from the fridge 
in your home, to sensors in your car; even in your body”.3 Connected devices will 
be able to collect and share a huge amount of data regarding the behavior and bod-
ily condition of their handlers. This evolution could certainly provide useful break-
throughs in many domains. It could also be very intrusive to the extent that it 
could promote a permanent monitoring of sensitive personal data.4

1Deloitte “Tech Trends 2014, Inspiring Disruption” (Deloitte’s annual Technology Trends 
report 2014), 55. Accessed June 14, 2015. http://dupress.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/
Tech-Trends-2014_FINAL-ELECTRONIC_single.2.24.pdf.
2“Internet of Things is a new revolution of the Internet. Objects make themselves recognizable and 
they obtain intelligence thanks to the fact that they can communicate information about themselves 
and they can access information that has been aggregated by other things” in Ovidiu Vermasen 
“Europe’s Internet of things Strategic Research Agenda 2012” “in Internet of Things 2012” ed. 
by Ian G. Smith (New Horizons, 2012). “We are only in the very nascent stage of the so-called 
“Internet of Things,” when our appliances, our vehicles and a growing set of “wearable” tech-
nologies will be able to communicate with each other” in John Podesta et al. “Big Data: Seizing 
Opportunities, Preserving Values”, 2014 (Executive Office of the President). Accessed June 14, 
2015 http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/docs/big_data_privacy_report_may_1_2014.pdf.
A study led in 2013 estimated that 4 billion objects were connected in 2010, 15 billion in 
2012 and 80 billion are expected to be connected in 2020 in IDATE “Internet of things: 
Outlook for the top 8 vertical markets”, 2013. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://www.idate.org/fr/
Research-store/Collection/In-depth-market-report_23/Internet-of-Things_785.html.
3“The Internet of Things promises to bring smart devices everywhere, from the fridge in your 
home, to sensors in your car; even in your body. Those applications offer significant benefits: 
helping users save energy, enhance comfort, get better healthcare and increased independence: in 
short meaning happier, healthier lives. But they also collect huge amounts of data, raising privacy 
and identity issues”. Foreword of Nelly Kroes in Ian G. Smith “Internet of Things”, 2012 (New 
Horizons). See Janna Anderson and Lee Rainie “The Internet of Things Will Thrive by 2025”, 
2014 (Pew Internet Project report). Accessed February 21, 2015. http://www.pewinternet.org/
files/2014/05/PIP_Internet-of-things_0514142.pdf.
4“Smart objects can accumulate a massive amount of data, simply to serve us in the best possible 
way. Since this typically takes place unobtrusively in the background, we can never be entirely sure 
whether we are being (observed) when transactions take place” in Riad Abdmeziem and Djamel 
Tandjaoui “Internet of Things: Concept, Building blocks, Applications and Challenges”, 2014 
(Cornell University Library). arXiv preprint arXiv:1401.6877. Accessed June 14, 2015. http://arxiv.
org/pdf/1401.6877v1.pdf. See also: European Commission fact sheet “IoT Privacy, Data Protection, 
Information Security” for an overview of the different threats rose by IoT”. Last accessed June 
14, 2015 http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/newsroom/cf/dae/document.cfm?doc_id=1753; 
Federal Trade Commission. “Internet of Things: Privacy and Security in a Connected World”. 
FTC Staff Report, 2015. Last accessed June 14, 2015. http://www.ftc.gov/system/files/docu-
ments/reports/federal-trade-commission-staff-report-november-2013-workshop-entitled-inter-
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To tackle this threat, the proposed General Data Protection Regulation 
(Hereinafter GDPR) suggests that controllers and processors apply principles of 
Data Protection by Design or by Default5 (hereinafter DPbD). Article 236 and 
Recital 617 of the proposed GDPR, require controllers and processors to apply 
technical and organizational measures that ensure data protection compliance 
throughout the lifecycle of products and services. However, the European regula-
tion neither specifies when and how a manufacturer becomes a data controller nor 
does it say if DPbD applies strictly to the European manufacturers or to non-EU 
suppliers as well? The Working Party 29 (hereinafter WP29) argues8 that the mar-
ket destination of the device makes the manufacturer liable under the European 
regulation, but WP29s opinions are however non-binding. Article 4 of the proposed 
GDPR states that the European regulation applies when the data of European 

5Data Protection by Design and Data Protection by default represents the European interpreta-
tion of the concept of Privacy by Design primarily elaborated by the Privacy Commissioner of 
Ontario at the end of the 1990s. This approach encourages controllers and processors at including 
data protection measures from the design stage of their products and services. Since 2009, this 
approach has been strongly supported by the European authorities and has been integrated into 
the reform of the European data protection framework in 2012. Article 23 of proposed regula-
tion prefers talking about data protection rather than privacy to be consistent with other provi-
sions and the European approach considering privacy as larger than data protection. Article 23 
also makes a difference between Data Protection by Design and Data Protection by Default. 
The latter requires that the safeguards be applied without any intervention of the end user. The 
7 Foundational Principles leading the implementation of Privacy by Design are presented on the 
dedicated website of the Commissioner of Ontario. Last accessed May 21, 2015 https://www.pr
ivacybydesign.ca/index.php/about-pbd/7-foundational-principles/. The European counterpart has 
recently been detailed in ENISA, 2015. Privacy and Data Protection by Design—from policy to 
engineering. European Union Agency for Network and Information Security. December 2014, 
p. iii. Last accessed May 21, 2015 https://www.enisa.europa.eu/activities/identity-and-trust/
library/deliverables/privacy-and-data-protection-by-design.
6Article 23 of the proposed General Data Protection Regulation (hereinafter GDPR) in amended 
version of the European Parliament requires controllers to “implement appropriate and propor-
tionate technical and organizational measures and procedures in such a way that the process-
ing will meet the requirements of this Regulation and ensure the protection of the rights of the 
data subject” Accessed June 14, 2015 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/
documents/libe/dv/comp_am_art_01-29/comp_am_art_01-29en.pdf.
7Recital 61 of the Parliament version of the proposed GDPR also states that “The principle of 
data protection by design require data protection to be embedded within the entire life cycle of 
the technology, from the very early design stage, right through to its ultimate deployment, use 
and final disposal”.
8On the basis of Article 4 of the Directive 95/46/EC. See Article 29 Data Protection Working 
Party “Opinion 8/2014 on the on Recent Developments on the Internet of Things”, 2014, 10.

net-things-privacy/150127iotrpt.pdf. See also Harald Sundmaeker et al. “Vision and Challenges 
for Realising the Internet of Things”, 2010. (CERP-IoT—Cluster of European Research 
Projects on the Internet of Things). Last accessed June 14, 2015 http://bookshop.europa.eu/en/
vision-and-challenges-for-realising-the-internet-of-things-pbKK3110323/.

Footnote 4 (continued)
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residents is involved in a process even if the process is located outside Europe. 
Article 3 adds that the processes included in products must be compliant as well. 
However, do these provisions apply to built-in processes included in connected 
devices? The question is still open insofar as the regulation of products remains a 
topic largely unsettled in the GDPR. Moreover, stakeholders involved in data pro-
tection are increasingly demanding conformity assurance. Authorities are seeking 
to make businesses accountable9 of their conformity. The public, and especially the 
European citizens, are increasingly concerned by the massive and unregulated col-
lection of data10 and request more transparency in the processing of their personal 
data.11 The overhaul of the data protection general framework has created momen-
tum to assess the possible options to address regulation issues raised by the IoT.

The CE marking is a conformity assessment process12 designed by the European 
Commission during the 1980s. It offers the EU and non-EU manufacturers the 
capacity to voluntarily demonstrate their compliance with mandatory regulations on 
safety and health and environment. The CE marking approach was originally a 

9Article 22 of the Parliament version of the proposed GDPR states that “the controller shall adopt 
appropriate policies and implement appropriate and demonstrable technical and organizational 
measures to ensure and be able to demonstrate in a transparent manner that the processing of per-
sonal data is performed in compliance with this Regulation”.
1083 % of users of mobile services in Europe are concerned by collection of data and 65 % check 
the data collected by their smartphone’s apps in GSMA “Mobile Privacy: Consumer research 
insights and considerations for policy makers”, 2014. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://www.gsm
a.com/publicpolicy/wpcontent/uploads/2014/02/MOBILE_PRIVACY_Consumer_research_
insights_and_considerations_for_policymakers-Final.pdf; TRUSTe “UK Consumer Confidence 
Privacy Report”, 2014. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://info.truste.com/lp/truste/Web-Resource-
HarrisConsumerResearchUK-ReportQ12014_LP.html; TRUSTe “Internet of Things Privacy 
Index—US Edition”, 2014 underlines that 83 % of the 2000 people surveyed are concerned 
by the idea that personal information are being collected by smart devices. Accessed June 14, 
2015 http://www.truste.com/resources/?doc=468; Sciencewise. Big Data, Public views on the 
collection, sharing and use of personal data by government and companies, April 2014. Assed 
May 21, 2015 http://www.sciencewise-erc.org.uk/cms/assets/Uploads/SocialIntelligenceBigDa
ta.pdf; Cited in Data Protection Rights: What the public want and what the public want from 
Data Protection Authorities. Prepared by the ICO for the European conference of Data Protection 
Authorities, Manchester, May 2015. Accessed May 21, 2015.
11The apparent failure of Google+ network and the changes suggested by Facebook’s founder in 
his last keynote of April 30, 2014 seems at suggesting a slight inflexion—to be confirmed—in the 
way data are shared by people on social media. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://newsroom.fb.com/
news/2014/04/f8-introducing-anonymous-login-and-an-updated-facebook-login/. The public 
have also developed strategies in order to avoid the full disclosure of their personal data. See 
Symantec—State of Privacy Report 2015 (February 2015) http://www.symantec.com/content/en/
us/about/presskits/b-sta.
12A quick presentation of the basic principles of the CE marking is available on the website of 
the European Commission. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/
other/l21013_en.htm. More information can be found in the European Commission’s “Guide 
to the implementation of directives based on the New Approach and the Global Approach”, 
2014. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/newsroom/cf/itemdetail.cfm?item_ 
id=7326.
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regulatory arrangement aimed at tackling technical harmonization issues that 
endangered the achievement of the single market. It was undoubtedly a creative 
solution to address this urgent topic but it demanded many adjustments to achieve 
its full potential. Even today, its efficiency and reliability remains criticized by com-
mentators.13 Why then suggest in this paper the re-use of such a process in data pro-
tection? The CE marking offers interesting features to enforce the Data Protection 
by Design principles, especially in the context of the globalization of trade.14 It sug-
gested an original process of co-regulation and provides a strong incentive for man-
ufacturers to demonstrate their conformity to the regulation. Moreover, its 
arrangement achieved unexpected and valuable outcomes that are worth underlin-
ing. This option presents shortcomings as well. The CE marking process only 
ensures manufacturer’s compliance when the device is put on the market but does 
not address data protection issues occurring during the lifecycle of the device and 
its reliability is still challenged as quoted above. The CE marking has been initially 
designed to enforce a certain type of requirements and adding data protection 
requirements in the existing process could undermine its functioning. The relevance 
of such a solution seems dubious. Another option might be to redesign the CE 
marking to transform it in an overarching certification mark dedicated to the com-
pliance of products. This option would offer the opportunity to preserve the existing 
process and create apart a European wide scheme dedicated to DPbD compliance.

The first section of this paper demonstrates why the CE marking may be seen 
as a suitable solution to enforce DPbD principles. The second shows the practical 
and theoretical shortcomings making this solution impracticable as such. The last 
evaluates the relevance of redesigning the CE marking process in order to create an 
overarching mark capable of housing certification schemes under the same mark.

2  Why CE Marking Could Be a Relevant Option for DPbD 
Enforcement?

This section defines the IoT both as connected devices and as a communication 
network connecting these devices. It explains why this paper intends to focus on 
the compliance issues of connected devices rather than on the network and dis-
cusses legal provisions applicable to manufacturers. It finally questions the possi-
ble contributions of certification schemes in the regulation of the IoT.

13ANEC “Caveat Emptor—Buyer Beware” 2012 (The European Association for the 
Co-ordination of Consumer Representation in Standardization). Accessed June 14, 2015 
http://www.anec.eu/attachments/ANEC-SC-2012-G-026final.pdf. See also Consumer Research 
Associates Ltd. “Certification and Marks in Europe”, 2008 (Study commissioned by EFTA), 11. 
Accessed June 14, 2015 http://www.efta.int/sites/default/files/publications/study-certification- 
marks/executive-summary.pdf.
14“Regulation framework of IoT has to be global because IoT has no border especially with 
globalization” in Rolf. H Weber “Internet of Things—New security and privacy challenges”, 
Computer Law & Security Review, Volume 26, Issue 1, January 2010, pp. 23–30.
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2.1  The Twofold Nature of the IoT

The IoT is generally defined as a communication protocol by analogy with the 
Internet of services. R.H. Weber15 presents the IoT as an “information architecture 
facilitating the exchange of goods and services in global supply chain networks”. 
The most well-known example of the IoT network, he adds, are the RFID net-
works “based on an Electronic Product Code (EPC)”. The European funded pro-
ject CASAGRAS16 similarly defines the IoT as “a global network infrastructure, 
linking physical and virtual objects through the exploitation of data capture and 
communication capabilities”. However, the IoT does not encompass only a com-
munication protocol. Sundmaeker et al.17 stress that “In the IoT, “things” are 
expected to become active participants in business, information and social pro-
cesses where they are enabled to interact and communicate amongst themselves 
and with the environment by exchanging data and information “sensed” about the 
environment, while reacting autonomously to “real/physical world” events and 
influencing them by running processes that trigger reactions and create services 
with or without direct human intervention”. Weber18 argues that the things are 
physical objects carrying RFID tags with a unique EPC. CASAGRAS supple-
ments the definition by stating that IoT “will be characterized by a high degree of 
autonomous data capture, event transfer, network connectivity and interoperability. 
WP29 adds19 that the exchange can be done directly “machine to machine” 
(M2M) or with human intervention in between (B2B).

Therefore, the IoT may be defined as a communication infrastructure set to 
connect a full array of devices with autonomous capabilities to collect process and 
transfer data. Both of these features define the twofold nature of the IoT, in which 
a connected device collect the data and the communication infrastructure and 
transfers it to third party systems. Smartphones are undoubtedly the most illustra-
tive example of the twofold nature of the IoT. They incorporate different types of 
sensors by design offering the capability to collect data concerning localization, 

15Rolf. H Weber “Internet of Things—Need for a New Legal Environment”, 2009, Computer 
Law & Security Review, Volume 25, Issue 6, November 2009: 522–527.
16CASAGRAS—Coordination and support action for global RFID-related activi-
ties and standardisation. European Internet of things Initiative. Accessed June 14, 2015 
http://www.iot-i.eu/iot-database/all/organizations/internet-of-things-initiative/fines-future-internet- 
enterprise-systems/casagras.
17Harald Sundmaeker et al. “Vision and challenges for realising the Internet of Things”, 2010. 
CERP-IoT—Cluster of European Research Projects on the Internet of Things European 
Commission—Information Society and Media DG–EUR-OP, 2010, 43. Accessed June 14, 2015. 
http://www.theinternetofthings.eu/sites/default/files/Rob%20van%20Kranenburg/Clusterbook%20
2009_0.pdf.
18Rolf. H. Weber “Internet of Things—New security and privacy challenges” 2010, 23.
19Article 29 Data Protection Working Party “Opinion 8/2014 on the on Recent Developments on 
the Internet of Things.” 2014, 5.
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behavior and bodily condition of their handler. They are also able to transmit these 
data to third parties through a bunch of communication protocols20 most of the 
time operated by telecommunication companies.

The communication side of the IoT has been voluntarily excluded from the 
scope of this paper. It focuses on data protection issues raised by built-in mecha-
nisms embedded by design in connected devices. This choice has been made to be 
in line with the very nature of the CE marking process that focuses on the com-
pliance of manufactured products. Moreover, data protection compliance issue 
of communication infrastructures, especially those related to cloud computing, 
represents one of the trickiest issues of data protection and requires be treated 
independently.

2.2  Challenges for the Regulation of the IoT

The data protection regulation of products remains unclear so far. Nothing in 
Directive 95/46 EC and in the proposed GPDR addresses this issue. Only data 
processing activities enter into the scope of the regulation according Article 3.2 
(a).21 Does this wording mean that the scope of the regulation would be limited to 
the collection and communication processes without any monitoring of built-in 
collection mechanisms embedded in devices? Does it mean conversely that pro-
cesses included by design in the IoT devices should be considered as data process-
ing, as the WP29 suggested in its recent opinion about the IoT22? However, what 
should the status of devices communicating personal information within a domes-
tic network be, without any professional and commercial purposes? Would they 
fall under the domestic use exemption set in Article 2.2 (d) and Recital 15 of the 
proposed regulation? What should then be the status of the same device when 
built-in collection mechanisms are used later or simultaneously for commercial 
purposes? Would it mean that a same collection mechanism would have different 
legal statuses depending of its purposes and the period of time? The final use of 
the device remains uncertain when it is put on the market and legal provisions 
applicable by default are questionable. It is too early to bet on the interpretations 
that will be provided by the European authorities about the notion of processes in 
connected devices, but it promises to be a tricky issue. One can nevertheless 
assume that a broad interpretation of Article 3 would include connected device 
manufacturers in the scope of the regulation.

20GSM, Bluetooth, Wifi 802.11, NFC to cite only the most known.
21Article 3.2 (a) of the Parliament version of the GDPR states: “This Regulation applies to the 
processing of personal data of data subjects residing in the Union by a controller or processor not 
established in the Union, where the processing activities are related to: (a) the offering of goods 
or services, irrespective of whether a payment of the data subject is required, to such data sub-
jects in the Union”.
22Working Party “Opinion 8/2014, 11” see Footnote 17 for details.
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The relevance of applying DPbD principles to IoT devices is also questionable. 
Why use these particular principles rather than general principles of data protection 
set in Article 5 of the GDPR? Both principles are complementary and Article 23 
even states that DPbD principles should be implemented in order to “ensure the 
protection of the rights of the data subject, in particular with regard to the principles 
laid out in Article 523”. However, privacy by design principles as suggested in 
Article 23 could be more suited to the regulation of products to the extent that they 
are performance requirements.24 Performance requirements are generally more 
suited for technical issues and they are recommended in the drafting of technical 
standards. Furthermore, this type of devices is generally produced in large series, 
making modifications much more difficult once they have been designed. Thus, 
implementing data protection requirements at the early stage of the design process 
could be easier and more efficient for manufacturers.

Article 23 suggests a very limited set of principles and the European Parliament 
removed, in its proposal, the right for European Commission to “adopt delegated 
act” to supplement principles presented as examples25 in text. The European 
Parliament version of the regulation may hinder the efficiency of DPbD by limit-
ing the possibility to extend the set of DPbD principles. How can the lawmaker be 
sure that DPbD principles defined in the regulation will be sufficient to address the 
future technological evolutions? Is there, for instance, any principle suited to the 
collection and processing of genetic data? Will this sensitive issue merely be a 
matter of minimization and pseudonymization?

The GDPR relies essentially on a deterrence model with a higher level of finan-
cial sanctions in case of infringement. Will it be enough to ensure that DPbD 
principles be correctly implemented in the absence of enforcement? The grow-
ing complexity of technical systems make these tasks harder for Data Protection 
Authorities (hereinafter DPAs), who do not always have the financial resources to 
hire laboratories to perform assessment tasks.

The proposed GDPR offers through Article 22 and 3926 the capacity for the 
authorities to transfer to businesses the burden of demonstrating conformity with 
the regulation. The European Parliament suggests in Recital 77 that certification 

23Article 23.1 and Recital 61 of the draft GDPR.
24Article 23.1 states that “Data protection by design shall have particular regard to the entire 
lifecycle management of personal data from collection to processing to deletion, systematically 
focusing on comprehensive procedural safeguards regarding the accuracy, confidentiality, integ-
rity, physical security and deletion of personal data.” Article 23.2 states that “The controller shall 
ensure implement mechanisms for ensuring that, by default, only those personal data are pro-
cessed which are necessary for each specific purpose of the processing and are especially not col-
lected, or retained or disseminated beyond the minimum necessary for those purposes.” Recital 
61 states that “the principle of data protection by default requires privacy settings on services and 
products which should by default comply with the general principles of data protection, such as 
data minimization and purpose limitation”.
25Article 23.1 and Recital 61 of the Draft GDPR.
26Article 22 requires controllers to be accountable of their compliance. Article 39 encourages the 
set up of certification schemes dedicated to data protection.
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could be a means to “export European data protection standards by allowing non-
European companies to more easily enter European markets by being certified”. 
The WP 2927 encourages the authorities to explore the use of certification schemes 
to regulate privacy and security issues in this domain.

The regulation of the IoT needs innovative solutions. Paradoxically, the inno-
vation may lie in a regulation instrument set up thirty years ago. The next sec-
tion explores the possible contributions that the CE marking process could offer to 
enforce the DPbD principles in IoT devices.

2.3  Possible Contributions of the CE Marking

The CE marking process could be attractive insofar as it offers a ready to use con-
formity assessment process applicable to non-EU manufacturers. The CE marking 
process is able to translate high profile legal provisions into technical require-
ments. It sets different processes of assessment depending on the risk carried out 
by devices and manages the issuance and maintenance of a public sign fully recog-
nized by stakeholders. The original features of the CE marking could offer suitable 
solutions to some issues that data protection authorities are seeking to address. For 
instance, it could offer the opportunity to share the burden of regulation and partic-
ipate in the realization of a single market of data that remains a high profile objec-
tive for the authorities.28 It could also spread European data protection standards 
worldwide and thus participate in the achievement of extraterritorial ambitions 
enshrined in Article 3.229 of the proposed regulation.

2.4  Innovative Division of Regulation Work

A New Approach policy has been suggested in 198530 by the European 
Commission to reorganize the lawmaking process set to ensure technical harmo-
nization because the current one was burdensome and endangered the achievement 
of European single market.

27Working Party “Opinion 8/2014, 24” see Footnote 17 for details.
28Speech of Viviane Reding, former Vice-President of the European Commission, EU 
Commissioner for Justice “Data protection reform: restoring trust and building the digital single 
market- European Commission” 2013 (SPEECH/13/720-17/09/2013). Accessed June 14, 2015 
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-13-720_en.htm.
29Article 3.2 (a) of the Parliament version of the GDPR states “This Regulation applies to the 
processing of personal data of data subjects in the Union by a controller or processor not estab-
lished in the Union”.
30The New Approach policy has been adopted in Europe by the Council Resolution 85/C136/01 
of 7 May 1985. This policy has been set up to speed-up the harmonization of EU requirements 
for product safety and reduce the technical barriers between member states in order to realize 
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This new policy suggested that essential requirements should be enacted by 
legislators and included in clear and concise provisions31 in the annexes of New 
Approach Directives dedicated to a range of product. Essential requirements could 
be translated, at the request of the legislator, in technical standards by European 
standardization bodies.32 Once the standard was agreed between the stakeholders 
involved in its drafting, it would become mandatory, harmonized in the wording of 
the European Commission, and replacing former standards issued on the same 
subjects and already in force in the standards’ library of member states. As a 
result, the New Approach policy succeeds in speeding up the law making process. 
More importantly, it offered the stakeholders innovative divisions of the regulation 
work in which general principles are defined by the legislator while technical 
requirements necessary to supplement the legal principles are entrusted to stand-
ardization bodies who became a new actor in the European legislative process.

31An interesting example of wording of essential requirements can be found into the annex 
of the Directive 2006/95/EC Low voltage. Accessed June 14, 2015. http://eur-lex.europa.
eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2006:374:0010:0019:EN:PDF.
32The European Committee for Standardization called Comité Européen de Normalisation 
(CEN) has been created in 1961 in order to harmonize technical standards drafted in Europe. The 
CEN is headquartered in Brussels. He is composed of the 28 members of the European Union 
and the EFTA countries (Iceland, Norway and Switzerland). The CEN like the ISO is work-
ing with two sectorial partners: The Comité de Normalisation Electrotechnique (CENELEC) 
who is composed of the National Electrotechnical Committees of 30 European countries. The 
CENELEC is responsible for developing standards in electrotechnical area on behalf of the 
CEN. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) is responsible for devel-
oping standards in telecommunications. This process involves over 600 companies and institu-
tions from 55 European countries. For instance, the ETSI is at the origin of the DECT and GSM 
standards.

the single market before 1992. The “New Approach” Legislative Commission has defined four 
main principles: (i) The products must at least comply with the principles laid down in direc-
tives before to be introduced on the market; (ii) These principles are defined in the Directives 
so-called “New Approach”. They are available at the request of the legislator in technical 
standards by the European standardization bodies. These standards are technical specifications 
designed to facilitate compliance with the principles set out in the Directives “New Approach”. 
These standards called harmonized standards are mandatory in all member states. Member states 
must repeal that all texts that contradict these harmonized standards; (iii) The application of 
standards remain voluntary; (iv) The products that comply with the standards benefit of a «pre-
sumption of conformity» with the principles set out in the Guidelines. They can be distributed 
in all the Member states. In Mark. R. Barron. “Creating Consumer Confidence or Confusion? 
The Role of Product Certification in the Market Today”, 2007 (Marquette Intellectual Properties 
Maw review, Volume 11 Issue 2), 427. A full presentation of the foundations of the CE mark-
ing process can be found in the ‘Blue Guide’ on the implementation of EU product rules issued 
by “the European Commission” 2014, 6. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/
newsroom/cf/itemdetail.cfm?item_id=7326. See also Jacques Pelkmans “The New Approach 
to Technical Harmonization and Standardization”. Journal of Common Market Studies, XXV, 
No 3, 3 March 1987. Accessed June 14, 2015. https://courses.washington.edu/eulaw09/
supplemental_readings/Pelkmans_New_Approach_Harmonization.pdf.

Footnote 30 (continued)
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Data Protection regulation faces rapid technological changes including a grow-
ing technical complexity in many domains. To be relevant over time, the regulation 
must be technology neutral and drafted in general principles. However, technical 
issues like the compliance of build-in mechanisms cannot be efficiently enforced 
through general principles and the proposed framework does not suggest any 
process to translate general principles of DPbD into workable technical require-
ments. The European Parliament version of the regulation even denies the right for 
the Commission to supplement the legislative work. How then to breach the gap 
between general principles and technical requirements? The process suggested by 
the New Approach policy could be helpful to complete this task and to adopt such 
an approach could also promote a new way of regulation in data protection that 
could be used to address other technical issues.

2.5  Co-regulation

The CE marking promoted an original co-regulation arrangement between the 
stakeholders involved in this process. Lawmakers, standardization bodies, manu-
facturers and private conformity assessment bodies (hereinafter CAB) must col-
laborate but remain responsible for their part of the process. The lawmaker issues 
high-level requirements in new approach Directives, while standardization bodies 
supplement them with technical requirements. Manufacturers or Private conform-
ity assessment bodies (hereinafter CAB) audit and attest the conformity with the 
technical standards and national authorities monitor CABs33 and manufacturers on 
their own market.

Certification processes are today at the intersection of two main idea streams. 
The first seeks at encouraging businesses to demonstrate their compliance through 
mechanisms of accountability.34 The second seeks at involving regulated bodies 
into their own regulation process in order to improve their efficiency and accept-
ance by the regulated bodies. Co-regulation, also called collaborative govern-
ance,35 aims at meeting these challenges required by modern regulation and the 
original regulatory arrangements suggested by the CE marking process could help 
to achieve these goals.

33Regulation 765/2008/EC of July, 9 2008 setting out the requirements for accreditation and mar-
ket surveillance relating to the marketing of products and repealing Regulation (EEC) No 339/93. 
Accessed June 14, 2015. http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2008:218
:0030:0047:en:PDF. See also the accreditation process in the Blue Guide on the implementation 
of EU product rules p. 73.
34Colin Bennett. “International Privacy Standards: Can Accountability Be Adequate”, 2010 
(Privacy Laws and Business International), 3.
35Dennis D. Hirsch. “The Law and Policy of Online Privacy: Regulation, Self-Regulation 
or Co-Regulation?” 2010 (ExpressO), 7. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://works.bepress.com/
dennis_hirsch/1.
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2.6  Accountability

The CE marking promoted original accountability processes in which only the 
conformity to essential requirements is mandatory. The manufacturer remains free 
to choose the method to demonstrate its conformity and the requirements on which 
it intends to make its demonstration.36 Before affixing the CE mark on its product, 
it must issue technical documentation describing the procedures followed to 
ensure the conformity with essential requirements. In order to encourage conform-
ity with harmonized standards, the CE marking process offers suppliers who vol-
untarily comply with harmonized standards, a presumption of conformity allowing 
the manufacturers to market their product in all member states without any further 
administrative procedure. The presumption of conformity offers a powerful incen-
tive for manufacturers to comply with harmonized standards. It also gives some 
flexibility to manufacturers to demonstrate their conformity by different ways, and 
it ensures the traceability of the assessment through the obligation to document 
this process. Therefore, using a regulatory approach mixing obligations, flexibility 
and practical benefits may certainly encourage manufacturers to implement DPbD 
in connected devices. The absence of such an incentive within the current drafting 
of Article 39 limits the attractiveness of data protection certification schemes.

Moreover, data protection authorities have sought for some time to promote a 
general principle of accountability from businesses, now recognized by Article 22 
of the proposed regulation. Businesses themselves might be interested in accounta-
bility procedures in order to demonstrate their good will to customers and, eventu-
ally, to the court. The public, who discovers new infringements in data protection 
on a daily basis, is increasingly reluctant to share data without any assurance of 
transparency in the processing of their data. It sounds very unlikely that authorities 
could respond alone to the growing demand of conformity assurance insofar as 
they do not have enough resources and competences to assess the overwhelming 
flow of connected devices. Therefore, encouraging businesses to voluntarily dem-
onstrate their conformity through self or third party assessment processes might be 
a valuable solution to involve stakeholders in this quest for conformity assurance.

2.7  Risk Based Approach

The assessment requirements set in the CE marking process are closely related to 
the risk presented by the product. The Global Approach enacted in 1993 

36Conformity assessment under the CE marking could be carried out, at the manufacturer's 
discretion, with respect to the harmonized standards or directly against essential requirements 
included into the Directive. The provisions of the Directive can also serve as requirements of 
substitution in case of absence of standards in this arena. In order to be assessable, new approach 
Directives must be written in such way that they can be easily audited by the certification bodies. 
In Section III of the Council Resolution of May 7, 1985 states “They (the Directives) should be 
so formulated as to enable the certification bodies straight away to certify products as being in 
conformity, having regard to those requirements in the absence of standard”.
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establishes eight levels of conformity assessment37 depending of the level of risk. 
A self-assessment process done by the supplier is deemed sufficient for products 
presenting low risks while the highest module requires manufacturers to set up a 
Total Quality Management system (TQM)38 in which an external monitoring must 
be regularly performed by a third party certification body on each product unit.

The one size fits all approach prevailing so far in Directive 95/46 EC is com-
monly denounced as red tape because it requires from businesses burdensome and 
unnecessary procedures even for processes presenting low risks. Some commenta-
tors39 argue that this situation undermines business opportunities and the achieve-
ment of the single market of data. The Data Protection Commissioner40 and 
scholars41 in UK actively support the idea of including a risk-based approach in 
data protection regulation in order to improve the efficiency of the proposed regu-
lation. This proposal could mitigate, they argue, the effort of conformity assess-
ment required from businesses according the risk presented by products, thus 
allowing the focusing of monitoring effort on risky processing. This approach has 
been partially endorsed in the proposal made by the European Council42 but 
remains criticized43 and have to be confirmed during the tripartite negotiation.

37Council Decision 93/465/EEC July 22, 1993 concerning the modules for the various phases of 
the conformity assessment procedures and the rules for the affixing and use of the CE conformity 
marking, which are intended to be used in the technical harmonization directives. Accessed June 14, 
2015 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:1993:220:0023:0039:EN:PDF.
38The different levels of assessment are called assessment modules in the European regu-
lation. Module (A) requires the manufacturer to conduct itself a conformity assessment of its 
product in order to establish a Self-Declaration of Conformity (SdoC). At the other end, mod-
ule (H) requires the manufacturer to set up a Total Quality Management (TQM) system in 
which a third party body certifies each unit of product. For a detailed presentation of the 
Global Approach and associated assessment modules, see European Commission “Guide to the 
Implementation of Directives Based on the New Approach and the Global Approach” 2014, 
28. Accessed June 5, 2015. http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/single-market-products/files/
blue-guide/guidepublic_en.pdf.
39John Wagley “EU Privacy Proposal Criticized”, 2013 (Security Management website magazine).
40ICO “Comparative analysis of the European Commission text and the European Parliament’s 
LIBE (civil liberties) Committee amendments of Proposed draft EU General Data Protection 
Regulation and ‘law enforcement’ Directive”, 2013, 2.
41Neil Robinson et Al. “Review of the European data protection directive” 2009. (Cambridge: 
RAND), X. Accessed June 5, 2015 http://www.rand.org/pubs/technical_reports/TR710.html.
42Privacy & Information Security Law Blog “Council of the European Union Proposes Risk-
Based Approach to Compliance Obligations” Posted on February 2, 2015. Accessed June 5, 2015 
https://www.huntonprivacyblog.com/2014/10/29/council-european-union-proposes-risk-based-
approach-compliance-obligations/. See also European Delegations’ comments regarding risk 
based approach. European Council Accessed June 5, 2015 http://register.consilium.europa.eu/
doc/srv?l=EN&f=ST%2012267%202014%20REV%202.
43Article 29 data protection working party, 2014 ‘Statement on the role of a risk-based 
approach in data protection legal frameworks’ WP 218 Adopted on 30 May 2014 http://ec.
europa.eu/justice/data-protection/article-29/documentation/opinion-recommendation/
files/2014/wp218_en.pdf.
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2.8  Widespread European Standards

The long-awaited GDPR promises to harmonize the legal framework within the 
Member States but its influence on sub-regulatory rules like standards and private 
codes of conduct remain hypothetical and definitely slower. Using the CE marking 
and especially the mechanism of harmonized standards44 could offer the opportu-
nity to streamline technical regulations in all member states and complete data 
protection harmonization.

The CE marking contributed to what some authors call the ratcheting up effect of 
European regulation.45 Manufacturers who were interested to market their products 
on the highly profitable European market have been encouraged to comply with 
European standards in order to benefit from the presumption of conformity. Thereby, 
European standards have had a discreet but deep influence on manufacturing pro-
cesses in foreign countries, promoting the European viewpoint on safety and health 
worldwide. The CE marking process influenced international standardization pro-
cesses through a series of agreements46 signed during the 90s in order to organize 
cross collaboration between European and international standardization bodies to 
prevent standard duplication. European standards also benefit from the behaviour of 
multinational companies that commonly align their internal processes on the most 
stringent rules in order to prevent further needs for adjustment in the different regions 
in which they make business.47 Therefore, using the same process for data protection 
could have the same effects and including DPbD requirements in the CE marking 
might be an interesting way to spread European data protection48 worldwide.

44See Footnote 28 section (ii).
45The ratcheting effect can be defined as the influence played by the regulation of one region 
or country on some others. One observes a ratcheting effect when “businesses adopt a uniform 
set of data practices that satisfy the rules of the most protective jurisdiction”. To use words of 
economics, there is a ratcheting effect when “regulations in one jurisdiction create positive 
externalities in another jurisdiction” in Mark Rotenberg and Daniel Jacobs “Updating the Law 
of Information Privacy: The New framework of The European Union”, 2012 Harvard Journal of 
Law & Public Policy, Vol. 36, 637–641.
46The Vienna agreement has been signed in 1991 by the International Standardization 
Organisation (ISO) and the Comité Européen de Normalisation (CEN) and renewed in 2001. 
The Dresden Agreement has been signed in 1996 between the International Electrotechnical 
Committee (IEC) and the Comité de Normalisation Electrique (CENELEC). These agreements 
allow international standards to become European standards and vice versa when relevant. An 
interesting abstract of the content of these agreements has been published by the American stand-
ardization body ANSI. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://publicaa.ansi.org/sites/apdl/…/ISO-CEN-
Vienna.doc.
47Streamlining procedure reminded by Scott Taylor, representing Hewlett Packard during 
“Accountable organisations deserve benefits from regulators” panel at CPDP 2015. Brussels, 
January 22, 2015.
48The influence of European data protection regulation on the other frameworks is already 
underway underlined Mark Rotenberg and Daniel Jacobs in “Updating the Law of Information 
Privacy: The New framework of The European Union”, 2012 Harvard Journal of Law & Public 
Policy, Vol. 36, 637–641.
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Finally, the CE marking contributed to the realization of the single market with-
out penalizing international free trade to the extent that non-EU manufacturers 
have benefited from the presumption of conformity.49 Hence, the CE marking 
played a role of one stop shop approach for non-EU suppliers that surely prevented 
any accusation of protectionism through technical barriers that could have been 
claimed by EU partners against the requirement to apply only European standards.

The CE marking process is now a well-known procedure especially by manu-
facturers outside EU. Using it to enforce data protection requirements would pre-
vent the adding of new administrative layers with the possible issues related to the 
introduction of a new procedure. Some authors even stress that it could be useful 
“to establish a governing body similar to the W3C for the IoT to oversee the stand-
ardization and certification processes”.50

The CE marking process offers two valuable contributions to the data protection 
regulation. Firstly, it suggests a workable process of co-regulation, relevantly combin-
ing contributions of the European lawmaker, standardization bodies, private assessment 
bodies and manufacturers. Secondly, it provides, with the presumption of conformity, a 
strong incentive for manufacturers to demonstrate their conformity with the regulation. 
These two features could be beneficial to data protection regulation when the authori-
ties seek to encourage co-regulation and accountability within the future framework. 
However, such a procedure only addresses conformity issues of built-in processes but 
does not solve those raised by processes implemented during the lifecycle of the 
device. The major role played by self-assessment in the CE marking process still 
receives criticisms for its reliability.51 Furthermore, the CE marking has not been ini-
tially designed for an elaborate future extension of the number of requirements assessa-
ble through this process. The introduction of data protection requirements could 
undermine the whole system of the CE marking. The next section reviews why the CE 
marking could not be a suitable solution to enforce DPbD in connected devices.

3  Shortcomings of This Solution

Using a signaling approach to attest the conformity of IoT devices does not guar-
antee the conformity lasting beyond the moment the device is marketed. Affixing 
a certification mark on the product could even be misleading for consumers to the 

49The supplier self declares the conformity of its product with the requirements of applicable legisla-
tion without any mandatory third party intervention. In European Commission DG Trade “European 
Commission submission to the WTO about ‘Supplier’s Self Declaration of Conformity”, 2003, 1.
50Charith Perera et al. “Privacy of Big Data in the Internet of Things Era” 2015. (IEEE IT 
Special Issue Internet of Anything), 6. Accessed May 27, 2015. http://arxiv.org/abs/1412.8339.
5195 % of the declaration of conformity in the CE marking process result from self-assessment 
processes in Consumer Research Associates Ltd. “Certification and Marks in Europe”, 2008 (A 
Study commissioned by EFTA), 11. See also ANEC. “Caveat Emptor—Buyer Beware”, 2012 
(The European Association for the Co-ordination of Consumer Representation in Standardization. 
Accessed June 14, 2015 http://www.anec.eu/attachments/ANEC-SC-2012-G-026final.pdf.
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extent that data processing might change during the lifecycle of the device. Third 
party businesses could implement non-compliant features at any time. Moreover, 
the relevance of this option remains challenged by the weaknesses of the CE 
marking itself and by the unforeseeable consequences that the introduction of 
DPbD requirements might cause to the balance of this process.

3.1  Limits of a Seal Policy for the IoT

The visual demonstration of compliance, a masterpiece of the CE marking pro-
cess, may be questionable for certain connectible devices. Would this solution still 
be relevant on nanometric devices on which the sign would not be viewable52? 
How could the manufacturer affix a conformity mark on devices like cameras or 
webcams which are not submitted to the same regulation requirements when sold 
alone or as part of a CCTV system?

The issuance of a seal attests to the conformity when the assessment is made 
and it attests to the conformity in specified conditions of use. The compliance can-
not be challenged if the product is used under different conditions than those for 
which it has been assessed. But conditions of use for IoT devices are not always 
precisely defined when the device is marketed. A camera may have many different 
final uses and uses can change during the lifecycle of the device. The same camera 
that has been previously used for domestic purposes can be sold to become part of 
a CCTV system. Therefore, the guarantee of conformity offered by the CE mark-
ing may be limited in time and scope.

3.2  Misleading

Affixing a CE marking on a product could be misleading by falsely inferring the 
compliance of the whole system while only one part has been assessed. The pres-
ence of the CE mark on the product does not mean that external third party bodies 
audited the product. It only signifies that the manufacturer realized the necessary 
tests in order to comply with the European regulation before marketing its product.53 

52The American authorities recently authorize manufacturers to remove certification sign from 
marketed devices and display these signs on accompanying documentation. “Obama signs 
E-Label Act, allows manufacturers to remove rear logos”, 2014, Electronista.com website. 
Accessed June 14, 2015 http://www.electronista.com/articles/14/11/27/regulatory.symbols.
on.devices.can.be.removed.shown.in.software.instead/#ixzz3QW0GCzju.
53This definition is confirmed in Article 2.20 of Regulation 765/2008 of July,9 2008 stating that 
the CE marking is “a marking by which the manufacturer indicates that the product is in con-
formity with the applicable requirements set out in Community harmonization legislation provid-
ing for its affixing”.
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Thus, the CE marking presents a basic ambiguity related to its process of issuance. 
Depending on the assessment process required in the Directive, it could be a mark of 
self-certification54 or a third party certification mark. The only viewable difference 
for the consumer lies in the obligation for the manufacturer to mention, under the 
mark, the name of the certification body that delivered the third party certification. 
This ambiguity explains why some consumer associations55 denounce the mislead-
ing effect of CE marking to the extent that it lets the public falsely believe “products 
that have been tested as to their safety by an independent party, or even by a public 
authority” they argue.56

The development of Quality Management Standards (hereinafter QMS) further 
to the introduction of the ISO 9000 standards57 in 1987 and the requirement set by 
certain modules to organize a Total Quality Management process has also contrib-
uted to blurring boundaries between safety and quality in the CE marking ration-
ales.58 The misunderstanding in the CE marking purposes is periodically 
highlighted by the different surveys led by authorities59 and scholars.60 These stud-
ies show that certification marks are generally recognized61 by consumers but their 
purposes are not very well understood.62 The most common confusion lies in the 
belief that the CE marking is a certificate of European origin or a European quality 

54See Footnote 50.
55The European Consumer Consultative Group (ECCG). “ECCG, Opinion on CE Marking”, 
2008. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/cons_org/associations/committ/
opinions/eccg_op_02022008_en.pdf.
56The European Consumer Consultative Group (ECCG), 1.
57ISO 9000 standard series offers to manage the quality of production systems rather than the 
quality of the products. For this reason, some authors call them “metastandards”. Mr Uzumeri 
for instance defines the metastandards as “lists of design rules to guide the creation of entire 
classes of management systems. Since systems theorists use the term metasystem for lists of this 
type, it follows that this type of management standard should be referred to as a metastandard”. 
Mustata Uzumeri “ISO 9000 and Other Metastandards: Principles for Management Practice?”, 
1997 Academy of Management Executive, 11(1): 21–36.
58This blurring has certainly also participated to the confusion of the public in the actual pur-
poses of the CE marking.
59Commission Staff Working Document on Knowledge-Enhancing Aspects of Consumer 
Empowerment 2012–2014, “Consumer attention and understanding of labels and logos”, 2012 
(SWD, Final, 19.7.2012 4.1), 26.
60P.T. van der Zeijden et al. “Keurmerken, erkenningsregelingen en certificaten; klare wijn of 
rookgordijn? Zoetermeer: EIM Onderzoek voor Bedrijf en Beleid”, 2002.
61NF mark (FR) is recognised by 64, 5 % of the people interviewed. The Kitemark (UK) 
by 44, 7 %. The KEMAKEUR (NL) by 39, 4 %. The GS Mark (Germany) by 28, 2 % in 
“Eurobarometer Europeans and EC logos”, 2000 (INRA for The Directorate-General for 
Health and Consumer Protection). Accessed June 14, 2015 http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/
archives/ebs/ebs_137_en.pdf.
62Consumer Research Associates Ltd. “Certification and Marks in Europe”, 40.
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mark.63 The ambiguous meaning of the CE abbreviation does not help.64 Indeed, 
few are aware whether CE means “Conformité Européenne” (European conform-
ity) or “Communauté Européenne” (European Community)” or something else?65

3.3  Unreliable

National authorities are in charge to ensure the permanent monitoring of the mar-
ket and to sanction infringements by the withdrawal66 from the market of non-
compliant products. Studies led on the CE marking monitoring67 concluded with 
the insufficient monitoring and the lack of deterring sanctions in case of infringe-
ment. The default of monitoring entailed a low confidence in the CE marking and 
encouraged manufacturers to voluntarily affix additional certification marks68 to 
demonstrate their conformity.69 This situation created an accumulation of certifica-
tion marks on the products contributing to the public’s70 confusion. Some com-
mentators71 concluded in a slightly provocative manner that CE marking should be 
deemed as a caveat emptor (buyer beware) mark72 rather than a quality mark. 

63Commission Staff Working Document on Knowledge-Enhancing Aspects of Consumer 
Empowerment 2012–2014, SWD (2012) Final, 19.7.2012 cited in ANEC. “Caveat Emptor—
Buyer Beware”.
64“What does the acronym “CE” represent? Although no explanation is provided in Regulation 
765/2008, it is thought to mean “Conformité Européenne”. The absence of clear explanation as 
to its exact meaning contributes to the confusion around what CE Marking is.” in ANEC “Caveat 
Emptor—Buyer Beware”, 5.
65The article dedicated to the CE marking in the English edition of Wikipedia underlines that 
“in former German legislation, the CE marking was called “EG-Zeichen” meaning “European 
Community mark”.
66The principle of withdrawal is defined by Article 21b of Directive 93/68/EEC.
67«The results of the study research conducted on behalf of Teknikföretagen, the Association 
of Swedish Engineering Industries shows that a lack of efficient market surveillance on the 
Internal Market is undermining confidence in CE marking» in Consumer Research Associates 
“Certification and Marks in Europe”, 43.
68The study conducted by Teknikföretagen confirmed the demand of additional marks because of 
a lack of confidence in CE marking. In Consumer Research Associates “Certification and Marks 
in Europe”, 18.
69The German GS mark. A co-regulated certification mark monitored by German ministry of 
Industry has a growing success in Europe for these reasons. In Consumer Research Associates 
“Certification and Marks in Europe”, 43.
70“The proliferation of labels may create confusion rather than facilitate purchasing. 
Organisations, surveys and studies point to a risk of information overload and the need for 
clearer and more reliable labels”. In Commission Staff Working Document on Knowledge-
Enhancing Aspects of Consumer Empowerment 2012–2014, SWD(2012) Final, 27.
71The ANEC is the European consumer association involved in standardization. A presentation of 
its action is available on its website. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://www.anec.eu.
72ANEC “Caveat Emptor—Buyer Beware”. See Footnote 46.
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Although a bit exaggerated, this opinion gives a good idea of the type of criticisms 
still at stake against the CE marking process.

Some theoretical remarks about the very nature of certification schemes are 
worth referring to at this stage of the discussion. First, the lack of monitoring 
may have negative consequences on the reliability of certification marks. A cer-
tification scheme is a management system in which every component is closely 
related to the others. Each one participates in the balance of the whole. If one of 
them does not work properly, the balance of the scheme could be quickly compro-
mised and the confidence in the scheme severely undermined. Second, the notion 
of confidence is a key component in the balance of a certification scheme and 
trust is a fragile construction. Long to build and difficult to maintain, trust can be 
destroyed at any time for true or false reasons. Therefore, the balance of certifica-
tion schemes remains strongly dependent of external influences.

3.4  No Legal Status

The CE marking has been recently registered as a trade mark to offer some protec-
tion against counterfeiting and the opportunity for manufacturers to claim damages 
in case of misuse. However, The CE marking is neither a certification mark nor a 
collective mark73 and although the attempts to address it,74 the issue is still pending.

The presumption of conformity offered by the CE marking has no legal value 
for the manufacturers. They remains liable even if their product has obtained a 
third party certification.75 Furthermore, the General Safety of Products Directive76 
allows member state authorities to remove dangerous products from the market 
even if they have demonstrated their compliance to the European standards. From 
a theoretical point of view, some scholars77 argue that certification marks should 

73Article 2.4 of the COM/2003/0240 final—Communication from the Commission to the 
Council and the European Parliament—Enhancing the Implementation of the New Approach 
Directives http://eur-lex.europa.eu/smartapi/cgi/sga_doc?smartapi!celexplus!prod!DocNumber&l
g=en&type_doc=COMfinal&an_doc=2003&nu_doc=240.
74Christian Bock “CE Marking: What can legal metrology learn from intellectual property”—
Milestone in Metrology III—Rotterdam conference 2009. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://
fr.slideshare.net/cbock/ce-marking-what-can-legal-metrology-learn-from-intellectual-property.
75Jacques Ghestin “Normalisation et contrat”, ed. “Le droit des normes professionnelles et tech-
niques”,1985, (Bruylant), 504.
76Article 8 of the Directive 2001/95/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 
December, 3 2001 on general product safety.
77Stephen Pericles Ladas. “Patents, trademarks and related rights”, 1975, Vol. II, p. 1290 et seq.—
Harvard: Cambridge University Press. Larry Allman “Callman on Unfair Competition, Trademarks 
and Monopolies” 1998 (4th ed., St Paul: West Group) Vol 3, Par. 17.18, p. 76 and R. Rozas et Al. 
“Impact of Certification on Innovation and The Global Market Place” 1997, 598 and N. Dawson 
“Certification Trade Marks Laws and Practice”, 1988 (Intellectual Property Publishing, Ltd, 
London), 11 in Jeffrey Belson “Certification Marks”, 2002. (Sweet and Maxwell—London), 73.
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be regarded as a warranty for consumers to the extent that they certify that a prod-
uct or a service presents certain qualities. For others,78 the willingness to make 
certification a warranty is irrelevant because certification bodies are not able to 
verify every product and a certification body does not aim to be an insurer.79 There 
is no legal relationship between the notion of quality and certification, they argue. 
Quality remains an expectation that cannot involve legal sanctions in its absence. 
Others80 again, define certification as an indication of conformity at a given time 
without any legal consequences. This assertion is partially true to the extent that 
certification marks have legal consequences in some Member States81 but the legal 
status of certification is inconsistent at the European level.82 Data protection could 
inherit these shortcomings and this could seriously limit the expected results. 
Moreover, adding new rationales to the CE marking could introduce more confu-
sion in the legibility of the CE marking and undermine its balance.

3.5  Limited Scope

The New Approach policy has been primarily enacted to address harmonization 
issues concerning safety and health but nothing in the legislation limits of the 
scope of the CE marking per se. Extending its rationale to include data protection 
requirements would be technically possible. The European legislation is regularly 
updated and its scope modified and broadened. The European Commission even 
underlines that it may cover other fundamental requirements than safety and 
health.83 Essential requirements focusing on environmental protection have been 
already introduced in a New Approach Directive.84 However, such an update could 

78Jeffrey Belson “Certification Marks”, 73.
79Some certification schemes like Google Trusted Stores or Trusted Shops Gmbh in Germany 
offer complete refund of the purchase when a buyer make the request. Google Trusted Stores 
“How the program works”. Accessed June 14, 2015 https://support.google.com/trustedstores/
answer/1669761?hl=en.
80“A certificate is only an indication of the situation at a given moment in time (t) at which it 
is checked whether a product, process or person meets the requirements. It does not give any 
guarantee that such a product, process or person functions that well at t + 1.” In Meike Bokhorst 
“Effectiveness of certification and accreditation as a public policy instrument in the Netherlands” 
(Paper presented at ECPR conference in Reykjavik, 2010), 12.
81Germany, The Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, UK, Portugal, Spain and France have estab-
lished a dedicated legal framework to certification. In Astrid Cormoto Uzcategui Angulo “Las 
marcas de certificacion”. (PhD diss., Universidad Federal de Santa Catarina—Brasil, 2006), 62.
82B. Brett Heavner “World-wide Certification-Mark Registration A Certifiable Nightmare”, 
Bloomberg Law Reports, December 14, 2009.
83European Commission 2014. The Blue Guide on the implementation of EU product rules, 32.
84Directive 2000/14/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 May 2000 on the 
approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to the noise emission in the environ-
ment by equipment for use outdoors—OJ L 87 of 31/03/2009.
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not be made straightforward. A EU-commissioned study on privacy seals made 
very clear that the recourse to the CE marking in data protection, although it could 
be valuable, should be limited to the products in which “it is possible to achieve 
EU-wide policy and regulatory consensus85”. Indeed, the enactment of a 
European-wide regulation on data protection does not prevent divergences in 
national regulations dedicated to the connected devices. Furthermore, the suitabil-
ity of the process itself remains questionable. For instance, would the assessment 
modules in force be adapted to devices containing upgradable software? Is the 
validity period of 10 years not too long for products in which technological com-
ponents evolve rapidly? How to differentiate between a CE mark granted for 
safety, health, environment and one issued for data protection? By using a special 
mention on the mark? By creating different marks according their destination? A 
proliferation of marks may worsen the legibility issue already at stake.

3.6  Redundant Enforcement Tool

Article 33.1 of the proposed GDPR requires controllers and processors to conduct 
a Data Protection Impact Assessment86 (Hereinafter DPIA) in order to evaluate 
and mitigate the risks existing for data protection in new processing including per-
sonal data. Controllers are also required to review and update the DPIA periodi-
cally87 and keep its documentation available on request to DPAs.88 The DPIA is 
designed, in the proposed regulation, as a self-assessment process that should be 

85Rodrigues, R., Wright, D., Barnard-Wills, De Hert, P., D., Remoti, L., Damvakeraki, T., 
Papakonstantinou, V., Beslay, L., Dubois, N., 2014. EU privacy seals project: Challenges and 
possible scope of an EU privacy seal scheme: final report study deliverable 3.4, 25.
86“…The controller or the processor acting on the controller’s behalf shall carry out an assess-
ment of the impact of the envisaged processing operations on the rights and freedoms of the 
data subjects, especially their right to protection of personal data” states the Commission and 
the Parliament version of Article 33.1. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://www.europarl.europa.
eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/libe/dv/comp_am_art_01-29/comp_am_art_01-29en.pdf. 
“…The controller shall, prior to the processing, carry out an assessment of the impact of the 
envisaged processing operations on the protection of personal data.” states the Council version of 
Article 33.1 in Council of the European Union, 2014. Proposal for a Regulation of the European 
Parliament and of the Council on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of 
personal data and on the free movement of such data (General Data Protection Regulation) [First 
reading] Chapter I, 27. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/
ST-13772-2014-INIT/en/pdf.
87“The assessment shall be documented and lay down a schedule for regular periodic data protec-
tion compliance reviews” states Article 33.3b of Parliament version of the GDPR.
88“The controller and the processor and, if any, the controller’s representative shall make the 
assessment available, on request, to the supervisory authority” states Article 33a of Parliament 
version of the GDPR.
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done by controllers against the provisions of the data protection law. Nevertheless, 
a few sectorial standards89 have already been issued to help the controllers, and a 
general assessment methodology is in preparation90 within the technical commit-
tees of the ISO. 95 % of the CE marks affixed on products marketed in EU result 
from a self-assessment done by manufacturers.91 Thus, one can wonder if the 
DPIA would not be redundant and even conflicting with the CE marking process.

However, the DPIA is so far optional and its status is pending within the pro-
posed GDPR. The proposal of the Council seeks to water-down this requirement, 
making it mandatory only for certain types of processing, presenting a high risk 
for data protection.92 There would be far less incentive for controllers to use it in 
this case. Moreover, the DPIA does not require the use of third party assessments, 
although they are generally considered to be more reliable. Neither does it require 
the assessment to be made against recognized requirements like international 
standards. It lets the controller make its own interpretation of the law, raising the 
risk to undermine the consistency of the assessment. The DPIA does not issue any 
formal and public attestation of conformity. It remains a purely self-regulatory 
instrument of which the reliability is strongly disputed. Finally, the scope of the 
DPIA is questionable at the stage of the reform. In the Commission and 
Parliament version of Article 33, the scope of the DPIA appears larger than data 
protection.93 Therefore, the relationship between this process and the CE marking 
largely depends on the future status of the DPIA in the proposed regulation.

In sum, all of this challenges this proposal and questions the relevance of this 
option. The introduction of these new requirements would certainly not address 
the shortcomings of the CE marking and, even worse, data protection could inherit 
these shortcomings. Furthermore, the CE marking process has not been designed 
to achieve such a purpose and including data protection requirements could 

89The Privacy and Data Protection Impact Assessment Framework for RFID Applications 
issued in 2011. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/enet/documents/rfid-pia-
framework-final.pdf. See also ISO 22307:2008—Financial services—Privacy impact assessment 
issued in 2008. A quick presentation of the content of the standard is available on the website of 
the ISO. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://www.iso.org/iso/home/news_index/news_archive/news. 
htm?refid=Ref1133.
90The ISO/IEC WD 29134—Privacy impact assessment—Methodology is still a Working Draft 
(WD) in the drafting process of the International Standardization Organization. Accessed June 
14, 2015.
91Manufacturers are also required in the CE marking process to document the procedures they fol-
lowed to ensure their conformity and keep this documentation available on request to the authorities.
92Article 33.1 of the Council version of the GDPR says “Where a type of processing in particular 
using new technologies, and taking into account the nature, scope or purposes of the processing, 
is likely to result in a high specific risks for the rights and freedoms of individuals”.
93“…The controller or the processor acting on the controller's behalf shall carry out an assess-
ment of the impact of the envisaged processing operations on the rights and freedoms of the 
data subjects, especially their right to protection of personal data” states the Commission and 
the Parliament version of Article 33.1. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://www.europarl.europa.
eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/libe/dv/comp_am_art_01-29/comp_am_art_01-29en.pdf.
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undermine its functioning. Another option could be to re-organize the CE mark-
ing process in order to transform it into an overarching certification mark capable 
of housing multiple schemes dedicated to the conformity of products. This option 
would preserve the existing CE marking and allow the setting up of a data protec-
tion CE marking. This option would be in line with provisions included in Article 
39 of the proposed GDPR, in which lawmakers intend to promote an overarching 
European-wide certification scheme. The section below discusses the most salient 
features of this possible option.

4  CE Marking as an Overarching Certification Mark  
for Products

This last section aims at providing an overview of how a data protection CE mark-
ing might look. It focuses on the changes to be made in the existing procedure and 
the innovative features that could be introduced to improve it.

4.1  Updating the Existing Process

Most of the components and processes in force in the existing CE marking are 
suitable to be used as such in a data protection CE marking. The DPbD principles 
specified in the Council version of Recital 6194 provide a list of essential require-
ments that could be included as such in New Approach Directives dedicated to the 
regulation of the connected devices. The European standardization bodies recently 
accepted a new request from the European Commission, asking them to draft 
“Privacy by Design principles for security technologies”.95 A further extension of 

94Recital 61 of the Council version of the GDPR introduces a list of principles to apply while the 
Commission and Parliament version does not provide any details on the measures to implement. 
Article 23.2 in all versions requires applying data minimisation and transparency in the processing 
of personal data. The measures suggested in the Council version of Recital 61 consist at “mini-
mising the processing of personal data, pseudonymising personal data as soon as possible, trans-
parency with regard to the functions and processing of personal data, enabling the data subject to 
monitor the data processing, enabling the controller to create and improve security features”.
95During the plenary meeting of CEN-CENELEC JWG 8 ‘Privacy management in products and ser-
vices’ took place in Paris on March, 5 2015, the Standardization bodies jointly accepted the standard 
request on ‘Privacy management in the design and development and in the production and service 
provision processes of security technologies’. “The request aims at the implementation of Privacy-
by-design principles for security technologies and/or services lifecycle. The new standardization 
deliverables are intended to define and share best practices balancing security, transparency and pri-
vacy concerns for security technologies, manufacturers and service providers in Europe”. Accessed 
June 14, 2015 http://www.cencenelec.eu/standards/Sectors/DefenceSecurityPrivacy/Privacy/Pages/
default.aspx. See also the standardization request issued by the European Commission. Accessed 
June 14, 2015 ftp://ftp.cencenelec.eu/EN/EuropeanStandardization/Fields/Privacy/EN_privacy.pdf.
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this mandate, in order to design DPbD requirements for connected devices, would 
be certainly possible. Manufacturers might use a DPIA to document their compli-
ance for low risk devices.96 This could offer the opportunity to streamline the pro-
cess of technical documentation required in the CE marking and address the issue 
related to the absence of common requirements in the DPIA. Private conformity 
assessment bodies with competences in data protection should be accredited at the 
European level97 in order to ensure a mutual recognition of the assessments real-
ized in the different member States. All these updates seem achievable without 
requiring, in first analysis, fundamental changes to the legislation already in force.

4.2  Certificate Without Seal

As quoted above, the meaning of the CE mark and certification marks generally 
speaking remain misunderstood by the public and it could be worse if authorities 
came to issue a series of CE marks. However, does it really matter and what is the 
most important? That the product is compliant or that the public understands that the 
product is compliant? The CE marking certification process does not aim at differenti-
ating products in order to provide a marketing advantage to certified one. It only 
attests the conformity with regulatory requirements and most of certification schemes 
dedicated to conformity do not issue any sign even on the consumer market.98 
Moreover, the CE marking is a certification scheme used as an entry gate on the 
European market. Only compliant products are authorized on the market. The availa-
bility of the product on the market plays as the sign of its conformity. Why not then 
envisage issuing a data protection CE marking without any sign. This could prevent 
proliferation of certification marks on products that contributes to the confusion of the 

96Module (A) of the assessment modules requires the manufacturer to conduct itself a conform-
ity assessment of its product in order to establish a Self-Declaration of Conformity (SdoC). See 
Footnote 38.
97The European Commission created an original mechanism of accreditation of Conformity 
Assessment Bodies in order to facilitate mutual recognition of conformity assessment within 
the CE marking process. Every Conformity Assessment Bodies authorized in a Member State 
to verify the conformity of products with essential requirements must be prior declared and rec-
ognised—notified in the European Commission language—by the European Commission. Once 
accepted by the Commission, conformity assessments realized by the notified bodies are recog-
nised in all member states.
98Most of the certification schemes in food safety, building, housing industry and sanitary certi-
fication do not issue a seal. A recent study led by the European Commission found 464 agrifood 
certification schemes active in the UE in which a large majority of them do not deliver a sign. 
See “the Inventory of certification schemes for agricultural products and foodstuffs marketed 
in the EU Member States”—Study conducted by Areté for DG AGRI? Accessed June 14, 2015 
http://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/quality/certification/inventory/inventory-data-aggregations_en.pdf.
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public. The American Senate recently allowed US manufacturers to remove conform-
ity seals from devices and display the seal only in the accompanying documentation.99

4.3  National DPAs as Market Monitoring Authorities

The leniency of national authorities in charge of market surveillance, who tend rarely 
to sanction the infringements and even more rarely to withdraw products from the 
market, have largely contributed to the low confidence in the CE marking. In order to 
improve monitoring capacities, it could be interesting to involve national DPAs in 
addition to the traditional market surveillance authorities, in the monitoring process 
of IoT devices. This could offer the opportunity to entrust the monitoring of devices 
presenting high risk and/or high complexity, to the DPAs and leave the monitoring of 
the others to traditional market monitoring authorities. Nothing so far in the pro-
posed regulation100 prohibits DPAs to play this role. Although the role and power of 
DPAs will be strengthened thanks to the high monetary sanctions envisaged in the 
future regulation, the question of the DPA’s resources has not been addressed in the 
draft so far. Adding a new role to national DPAs without any further resources would 
be unrealistic and bound to fail. Some solutions could be explored. For instance, why 
not envision setting up a funding system managed by the Commission or the future 
European Data Protection Board, entrusted to grant financial resources to DPAs 
according the volume of goods entering into each member State.

4.4  Algorithmic Regulation

Ongoing researches, seeking to implement automatic processes to enforce data pro-
tection policies throughout algorithmic sequences,101 offer interesting perspectives 

99News on Electronista.com, November, 27 2014 “Obama signs E-Label Act, allowing manufactur-
ers to remove rear logos”. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://www.electronista.com/articles/14/11/27/
regulatory.symbols.on.devices.can.be.removed.shown.in.software.instead/#ixzz3QW0GCzju. See 
the full text of the act on the website of the US Senate. Accessed June 14, 2015 http://www.fischer.
senate.gov/public/_cache/files/4b6e357d-1414-4974-b1c7-9b0751cdd931/071014---e-label-act.pdf.
100Article 52 1 (a) of the Parliament version of the proposed regulation states that the role of DPAs 
consist to “monitor and ensure the application of this Regulation” and to “monitor relevant develop-
ments, insofar as they have an impact on the protection of personal data, in particular the development 
of information and communication technologies and commercial practices” adds subsection 1 (d).
101See the recent experiment led by Microsoft Bing team which implemented a so called 
Legalease meta-language in order to translate data protection requirements in encoded instruc-
tions. See Shayak Sen et Al. “Bootstrapping Privacy Compliance in Big Data Systems”, 2014 
(SP ’14 Proceedings of the 2014 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy, Oakland): 327–342. 
See also the experiment of INRIA team which suggest a log architecture in order to implement 
“strong accountability” in Denis Butin et al. “Log Design for Accountability”. Article presented 
at the 4th International Workshop on Data Usage Management, 2013. Accessed June 14, 2015 
http://www.ieee-security.org/TC/SPW2013/papers/data/5017a001.pdf.
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to supplement the procedural processes in force. Although this type of process 
remains so far unable to enforce all legal principles,102 one can assume that they 
might be relevant for those that do not require interpretation. Certain technical 
requirements designed from legal DPbD principles could be drafted in such a way 
that they can be easily enforced by algorithms. Hoepman103 already defined a 
library of basic privacy design strategies that could be used as a foundation to draft 
such binary requirements. Interesting experiments have also been made in the 
course of the Bitcoins project that provides a certain form of certification of the 
transactions through the Blockchain technology “that stands as proof of all the 
transactions recorded by computers participating to the network”.104 Smart con-
tracts105 in bitcoin transactions are also promising and could bring some interesting 
and workable solutions to this issue. In the same vein, some authors recently sug-
gested that “certification mechanism for the IoT would be similar to the ‘certificate 
authority model’ that is used for the Internet106” These innovative approaches 
remain at the very early stage of development and leave room for improvement 
insofar as it does not address yet the need to issue and monitor a recognized certifi-
cate of conformity.

5  Conclusion

A data protection CE marking could certainly be useful to regulate the connected 
devices involved in the IoT. It does not aim at providing a one size fits all solution 
for the regulation of the IoT but it could be the first link in the regulatory chain, 
enforcing the conformity of data collection and transmission through built-in pro-
cesses. Furthermore, a data protection CE marking may be an interesting means 

102Bert J. Koops and Ronald Leenes “Privacy regulation cannot be hardcoded. A critical com-
ment on the “privacy by design” provision in data protection law”, 2013. International Review of 
Law, Computers & Technology.
103Jaap-Henk Hoepman “Privacy Design Strategies” Article Presented at the Privacy Law 
Scholars Conference (PLSC) 2013. Accessed June 14, 2015. http://arxiv.org/abs/1210.6621.
104The blockchain in the Bitcoin project is a “public ledger of all Bitcoin transactions that have 
ever been executed. It is constantly growing as ‘completed’ blocks are added to it with a new 
set of recordings. The blocks are added to the blockchain in a linear, chronological order”. 
Investopedia entry for Blockchain, http://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/blockchain.asp.
105Smart contracts are “computer protocols that facilitate, verify, or enforce the negotiation or 
performance of a contract” says the Wikipedia entry—http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_con-
tract. See also the contributions of the American economist Nick Szabo on its blog. Accessed 
June 14, 2015 http://szabo.best.vwh.net/idea.html. See also the Ethereum project which offers 
an open source framework for developers to easily design smart contracts in their applications. 
Accessed June 14, 2015 https://www.ethereum.org.
106Charith Perera (2015). “Privacy of Big Data in the Internet of Things Era.” 2015 (IEEE IT 
Special Issue Internet of Anything), 6.
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to promote accountability and co-regulation and a discreet vehicle of the EU to 
spread European values. It may be tempting to include Data Protection by Design 
requirements into the existing CE marking process, but this option would be haz-
ardous for both the CE marking and data protection. Indeed, it remains uncertain 
whether the current process would meet all the requirements for the regulation 
of connected devices and accept such changes without undermining the whole 
process. It may be more fruitful to transform the existing CE marking into an 
overarching certification mark, housing a series of schemes dedicated to the con-
formity of products. This option could offer the opportunity to design a data pro-
tection CE marking, dedicated to the regulation of connected devices involved in 
the IoT. The project seems, in first analysis, technically achievable without deep 
changes in the legislation already in force. Its success and sustainability depend on 
the issuance of workable Data Protection by Design principles in the final version 
of the regulation. It should also require the involvement of European standardi-
zation bodies to draft, within a reasonable period of time, technical requirements 
adapted to the different types of connected devices. It should rely on the incen-
tive made to private certification bodies to develop expertise in data protection. 
However, this project would require further assessment to evaluate its conse-
quences on legal and practical points of view. The legislative process to organize 
such a new process has not been discussed in this paper and the role of Article 39 
of the draft GDPR dedicated to certification schemes must be clarified. The design 
of assessment modules and the subtle balance between self and third party assess-
ments should be discussed more in depth.
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This paper analyses the final version of Articles 42 and 43 dedicated to the certification pro-
cedures in the General Data Protection Regulation (hereinafter GDPR). It questions the
introduction of this procedure in the data protection regulation framework and argues that
the purposes assigned to the certification in the GDPR meet the needs of the different con-
tributors to the preliminary discussions to the reform. It also argues that the processes defined
in Articles 42 and 43 to issue the certification diverge from the commonly accepted prac-
tices in this activity and the processes suggested in the new regulation impede its chance
to be successfully implemented.
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1. Introduction

The endorsement of the certification has been enacted with
the GDPR1 and two articles2 are now included in the EU
regulation framework organizing this procedure. The certifi-
cation has been recognized in the legal framework of certain

Member States3 and a few schemes (Table 1)4 already offer to
assess the conformity with the national data protection
laws. The oldest one, established fifteen years ago in the
German länder of Schleswig-Holstein certified the compli-
ance of 200 public bodies with the local data protection law.
However, this endorsement represents a noticeable innova-
tion to the extent that this is the first time a complete

* TILT, the Tilburg Institute for Law, Technology, and Society, Tilburg University, P.O. Box 90153, 5000 LE Tilburg, The Netherlands.
E-mail address: eric.lachaud@outlook.com.

1 See the Joint Statement on the final adoption of the new EU rules for personal data protection of the 14 April 2016. See also Euro-
pean Parliament Press release. Data protection reform – Parliament approves new rules fit for the digital era- Press release – Police cooperation
/ Citizens’ rights / Justice and home affairs ! 14-04-2016 - 12:11.

2 Article 42 and Article 43.
3 Uzcategui Angulo, A. C. (2006). Las marcas de certificacion.Tesis de doctora en derecho – Area des relaciones internationales – Universidad

Federal de Santa Catarina – Brasil.
4 See Table 1.
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certification ecosystem5 is included into the European law.
The scientific literature suggests two approaches to define
the certification. Some6 envisage it as a conformity assess-
ment process. They argue that the certification is essentially
a voluntary assessment process realized by an external and
accredited auditor7 on the basis of requirements issued by
some recognized authority. The assessment, if successful,

leads to the issuance of a formal attestation of conformity8.
A second approach9 mainly defines the certification as an
attestation of conformity. Its issuance is conditioned by the
achievement and maintenance of the conformity with the
requirement that it is periodically challenged. From a legal

5 So far, the European regulation used certification processes
without ever endorsing them. Only the codes of conduct have been
endorsed in Directive 95/46 EC under Recital 26, Recital 61 and Article
27. The CE marking process uses certification procedures to dem-
onstrate the compliance with the harmonized standards. More than
95% of the CE marking are issued following a process of self-
assessment called self-declaration of conformity (SDoC). The CE
marking promoted an original co-regulation arrangement between
the stakeholders involved in this process. The lawmaker, the stan-
dardization bodies, the manufacturers and the private certification
bodies must collaborate but remain responsible for their part of
the process. The lawmaker issues high-level requirements in
annexes of the new approach Directives, while the standardiza-
tion bodies supplement them with technical requirements.
Depending on the risk level defined in the Directive, the manu-
facturer or the third party certification body audits and attests the
conformity with the technical standards. Finally the national au-
thorities are entitled to monitor the compliance of the products
on their local market. For more details on the CE marking process,
see European Commission, “The Blue Guide on the Implementa-
tion of EU Product Rules”, 2014. See also Barron, M. Creating
Consumer Confidence or Confusion? The Role of Product Certifi-
cation in the Market Today, 2007. Marquette Intellectual Properties
Maw review Volume 11 Issue 2, 422The geographical identifica-
tions have been set up in the European countries during the 1930s
and 1940s to guarantee the characteristics and the taste of agri-
cultural products according to their geographical origin and a
combination of local and natural conditions and production ex-
pertise. A European equivalent of this national identification has
been created at the initiative of Belgium, France and Luxembourg
in 1992 for agricultural except the wine and spirits. The Protected
Denomination of Origin (PDO), the Protected Geographical Indica-
tion (PGI) and Traditional Speciality Guaranteed (TSG) have been
extended to the other countries of the European Union by the Eu-
ropean Council Regulation No. 510/2006. Only groups or associations
of food producers are allowed to apply for registration to a PDO
or a PGI. They are issued without time limitation after an exami-
nation by the competent national authorities. See geographical
indications and traditional specialties on the website of the Eu-
ropean Commission. Accessed 10/04/2016 http://ec.europa.eu/
agriculture/quality/schemes/index_en.htm.

6 “Certification is a method of (conformity) assessment”Eijlander,
P., Evers, G., De Moor, A. J. and Peters, H. (2003). De inkadering van
certificatie en accreditatie in beleid en wetgeving [The framing of
certification and accreditation policies and legislation]. A study com-
missioned by the Ministry of Economic Affairs. Instituut, Centrum
voor Wetgevingsvraagstukken, Universiteit van Tilburg, 2003 - 194
pp, 12.

7 “Certification is the (voluntary) assessment and approval by an
(accredited) party on an (accredited) standard”Meuwissen, M. (2003)
Technical and economic considerations about traceability and cer-
tification in livestock production chains, In Jahn, G. et al. (2005) The
reliability of certification: quality labels as a consumer policy tool,
Journal of Consumer Policy, 28, 57.

8 ‘Certification schemes . . . provide assurance (through a certi-
fication mechanism) that certain characteristics or attributes of the
product or its production method or system, laid down in speci-
fications, have been observed’EU best practice guidelines for
voluntary certification schemes for agricultural products and food-
stuff (2010/C 341/04).

9 “Third party attestation related to products, processes, systems
or persons” in ISO/IEC 17000:2004 - Conformity assessment – Vo-
cabulary and general principles– subclause 5.5«A process by which
a third party give a written assurance that a product, a process or
a service is conform to the specified requirements” in ISO/EN
45020:2007 – Standardization and Related Activities – General
Vocabulary“Certification includes all activities under which an in-
dependent, expert and reliable institution adopts and writing that
there is a justified confidence that a clearly defined object (product,
process, system or the competence of a person) meets predeter-
mined requirements”Dutch Ministry of Industry (2003)
Kabinetsstandpunt over het gebruik van certificatie en accreditatie
in het kader van overheidsbeleid’.

Table 1 – Data protection certification schemes active in
Europe in 2016.

# Scheme name Origin Number of
certification

issued
(in 2013)

2 Data privacy and security
certification

The Netherlands 1

3 Data protection audit
certificate

Hungary 7

4 E-privacy seal Germany 12
5 EuroCloud Star Audit

Software as a Service
Germany 20

6 European Privacy Seal –
EuroPriSe

Germany 25

7 Fair Data UK 17
8 Good Priv@cy Switzerland 50
9 Gütesiegel Datenschutz

Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern

Germany 0

10 Label CNIL
Coffre-fort numérique,
formations informatique
et libertés, gouvernance
informatique et libertés,
Procédures d’audit

France 44

14 OBA certification Germany 0
15 OCPD – Federal ordinance

on privacy certification
(SR 235.13)

Switzerland 20

16 Privacy Seal – Gütesiegel Germany 200
17 SCHUFA PrivacySeal Germany 7
18 SQS – OCPD (based on

Swiss Regulation 235.13)
Switzerland 15

19 Trusted Ads UK 0
20 Trusted Site Privacy Germany 20
21 E-privacy App Germany 0
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point of view, the certification is commonly defined as a
special trademark10 protecting the rights of the third parties
that have been authorized to use it. The certification is also a
management system11 in which a set of components12 are
interacting with each other, offering the word certification to
either designate the process or its result. The approach
focusing on the assessment process appears more logical if
one assumes that the attestation of conformity may be
issued when the assessment concludes. Theoretically, the
attestation of conformity cannot be issued without a success-
ful assessment but this relationship is not always true. Some
certification is issued following a self-assessment or even a
self-declaration of conformity without required assessment13.

The huge diversity existing in the arrangements of this
procedure and the flexibility with which it can be indefi-
nitely rearranged make its definition difficult.The endorsement
of the procedure in the GDPR adds some new questions.
Does it meet the needs and is there any chance the compa-
nies and especially the smallest one adopt it? It is risky and
certainly presumptuous trying to foresee the possible out-
comes of this endorsement before having the feedback from
the implementation. However, Articles 42 and 43 offer an
overview of the possibilities offered by this procedure in the
GDPR. Moreover, the experiences of certification led during
the two last decades in different activities offer interesting
insights as to the capacities and limits of this procedure.
This paper intends to argue that the certification has been
endorsed in accordance with the expectations of the contribu-
tors involved in the preliminary discussions to the data
protection reform. This alignment can be demonstrated by
comparing the content of the final version of Articles 42 and
43 with the comments and proposals issued by the different
contributors during the preliminary discussions, especially
those published following the public survey led by the Euro-
pean Commission in 2010–201114. This paper also argues that
the arrangements enacted to organize this procedure in the
GDPR do not offer workable conditions for a broad accep-
tance. To show this, the paper suggests comparing the
arrangements enshrined into the law with the commonly
accepted practices in the certification activity. The first section
of this paper presents an overview of Articles 42 and 43. The
second seeks at understanding the significance of the intro-
duction of this procedure in relation to the data protection
framework. The third compares the purposes assigned to the
certification in Articles 42 and 43 with the expectations of
the different contributors. The last analyses the certification
processes diverging from the common practices of the

10 ‘A certification mark is statutorily defined as an indication that
goods, or services in connection with which the mark is used, are
certified by the proprietor in respect of origin, material, mode of
manufacture of goods or performance of service, quality, accu-
racy or other characteristics’ UK Trade Mark Act of 1994.Belson, J.
(2002) Certification marks. London: Sweet and Maxwell, 20.

11 “Certification is not only an assessment. It’s a complete
ecosystem”.Conroy, C. (2001) Can Advocacy-Led Certification Systems
Transform Global Corporate Practices? Evidence and Some Theory
Program on Development, Peacebuilding, and the Environment, 64.

12 “ What a certification scheme contains is

- A Standard
- A Process to check initial and over time compliance
- A Mark to reward compliance”

Conroy, C. (2007) Branded! How the certification revolution is
transforming global corporations. New Society Publish, 12A certi-
fication scheme involves:

- Set of requirements
- Assessment process
- Certification can be issued by self-assessment or 1/3 party

Civic Consulting (2012) A Pan-European Trustmark for
E-Commerce: Possibilities and Opportunities – Study for the
Directorate-General for internal Policies – European Parliament, 40–
41“certification scheme contains in general the following
components:

- the (interpretation of the) norm(s)
- the operating procedures and methodology to be used for

inspections
- the certification criteria and rules with regard to non-compliance
- additional qualification criteria and demands for certification

personnel”

Staaij, J.V.D (2008) Certification as sustainable self-regulation
[Master’s thesis]. Rotterdam School of Management Erasmus Uni-
versity, Department Business-Society Management, 35.

13 A Trustmark may be“[a] label or visual representation showing
participation in a Trustmark scheme. A subscriber to a Trustmark
scheme can display a Trustmark if he meets the Trustmark
requirements.”UNICE-BEUC e-confidence project, 2001 (Glossary).“A
signal adherence to a set of rules (hereafter referred to as a code
of conduct) in order to increase the consumer’s confidence in the
online trader.” In Trzaskowski, J. (2006) E-Commerce Trustmarks in
Europe – an overview and comparison of Trustmarks in the Euro-
pean Union, Iceland and Norway European Consumer Centre
Denmark, 11.

14 This review includes most of the opinions publicly expressed
on the desirable role of certification in the data protection regu-
lation. It would be presumptuous to ensure it does not forget any
opinion but it presents, at least, the opinions of a representative
sample of the stakeholders involved in preliminary discussions of
the reform.It has been realized from the analysis of the 288 opin-
ions issued during the public consultation on the European
Commission’s’ Comprehensive Approach on Personal Data Pro-
tection in the European Union’ organized from 4 November 2010
to 15 January 2011 and summarized in the Commission 2012 com-
munication (COM(2010) 609 final Communication From the
Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the Eco-
nomic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions:
a comprehensive approach on personal data protection in the Eu-
ropean Union.The review also takes into account the opinions issued
by the Working Party 29, especially opinion 168 on the future of
privacy and WP 173 on the principle of accountability. It also in-
cludes different official declarations made by the European
authorities and the data protection commissioners during the
meeting and conferences, especially the Stockholm programme –
an open and secure Europe serving and protection citizens and the
Jerusalem Declaration Calls for International Agreement on Data
Protection Enforcement. It finally includes the work done by certain
think tanks, especially the project on the accountability led by the
Centre for Information Policy Leadership.
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certification activity and evaluates their possible impact on
the acceptance of the procedure in the data protection
regulation.

1.1. Overview of Articles 42 and 43

Article 42, Article 43 and Recital 100 of the GDPR require the
national and European authorities to encourage the establish-
ment of certification schemes and/or certification marks15

preferably, but not exclusively, at the European level.
It should enhance the transparency for consumers16 and

promote the compliant products and services. It offers the op-
portunity to the controllers and processors to voluntary17

demonstrate their compliance with the regulation and, for con-
trollers located out of the reach of the GDPR18, to voluntary
demonstrate they put in place appropriate safeguards19 to trans-
fer data outside the Union20. However, the law introduces a
puzzling provision requiring controllers and processors to issue
a “binding and enforceable commitment”21 in addition to the
certification. What was the purpose of the lawmaker when he
set this double commitment? Does it seek to introduce an
equivalent of the process used by the APEC’s Cross-Border
Privacy Rules22 and prepare for the interoperability between the
two legal frameworks? Nothing in the GDPR or the prelimi-
nary discussions provides any evidence of this hypothesis.

A certification may be a process, a sign or even a written
certificate23. The ability for a certification sign to house mul-
tiple certification processes remains unclear like the definition
of the European Data Protection Seal24. However, the GDPR
makes a difference between the certification seals and marks25

but without specifying the meaning of the difference. One can
assume that a certification mark refers in to a letter mark rep-
resenting a typographic symbol26 when the seal would be rather
a graphical sign27. The certification mark is also the name of
the status granted to this procedure in the Member States in

which it has been recognized28. Has the lawmaker antici-
pated a future harmonization for the European certification
mark? Again, nothing in the law and the preliminary discus-
sions provides any evidence of this hypothesis.

A third party accredited auditor29, with which the appli-
cant to the certification is required to proactively collaborate30,
realizes the conformity assessment. The certification is issued
after the demonstration of conformity with the requirements31.
The process must be transparent32 but the law does not specify
the conditions of this transparency. The GDPR neither speci-
fies whether the lack of collaboration prevents the applicant
to obtain the certification and how the auditor and, eventu-
ally, the court should appreciate the fair level of collaboration
required in the law33.

The certification bodies duly accredited by a supervisory au-
thority or/and the national accreditation body34 are authorized
to realize the conformity assessment and, if successful, to issue
the certification. A certification body is accredited for a
maximum period of five years renewable35 once it has dem-
onstrated its independence and expertise36 in data protection
to their national DPA. The wording of the law seems to suggest
that the final decision of the accreditation belongs to the na-
tional DPA37 even if the national accreditation body realized
the accreditation process alone. However, the GDPR does not
specify how the issue process is organized between the na-
tional accreditation body and the DPA.

Each Member State is entitled to define if the Data Protec-
tion Authority or/and the national accreditation body38 is/are
in charge of the accreditation process of the bodies involved
in the data protection certification. The national accredita-
tion body is required to realize the accreditation process on
the basis of the ISO standard dedicated to the accreditation39

supplemented “with the additional requirements established
by national supervisory authority40.” However again, the GDPR
does not specify whether the accreditation process led by the
DPA should be based on the same requirement set. If yes, this
provision could conflict with another41 requiring that the ac-
creditation and certification requirements “shall be made public
by the supervisory authority in an easily accessible form”. So
far, the standards issued by the ISO remain private and their
access is paying. If the answer is no, the accreditation process

15 Article 42.1.
16 Recital 100.
17 Article 42.2.
18 One can wonder how a company transferring data from the EU

could be out of the scope of the regulation unless transferring non-
EU resident data according to Article 3.

19 In the sense specified in Article 42.
20 Article 42.2.
21 Article 42.2.
22 For a detailed presentation of the Cross-Border Privacy Rules,

see Information Integrity Solutions (2013) Towards a Truly Global
Framework for Personal Information Transfers – Comparison and
Assessment of EU BCR and APEC CBPR Systems, 5–6.

23 Article 42.5 does not specify whether the accredited certifica-
tion body should either issue a certification seal or mark
Furthermore, Article 42.8 makes clear that the European Data Pro-
tection Board must collect both “certification mechanisms and data
protection seals and marks in a register”.

24 Article 42.5
25 Article 42.1 and Recital 100.
26 The CE marking is certainly the best-known lettermark certi-

fication in Europe. However, there are some others like the GS mark
in Germany or the NF mark in France.

27 One can cite for instance the Kitemark in the UK, the Webshop
Keumerk in The Netherlands.

28 Belson, op. cit.See also Couret, A. et al. (1995) La certification,
Que sais-je? Presse Universitaire de France.

29 Article 43.4.
30 Article 43.6.
31 Article 42.5 and Article 43.5.
32 Article 42.3.
33 Article 42.3.
34 The national accreditation body must be designated in accor-

dance with Article 4.1 of Regulation EC 765/2008.
35 Article 43. 4.
36 Article 43.2.
37 Article 43.2 (a).
38 Article 43.1.
39 It refers to the international standard ISO/IEC 17065: 2012 Con-

formity assessment – Requirements for bodies certifying products,
processes and services.

40 Article 43.1 (b).
41 Article 43.6.
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in the GDPR could be based on a different set of require-
ments and raise a consistency issue.

The drafting of the requirements remains open to all third
parties even if the GDPR encourages the European Commis-
sion to handle this task42. The national DPAs or the European
Data Protection Board (hereinafter EDPB) approves the third
party requirements before their issuance.The requirements ap-
proved by the EDPB become the basis of what the GDPR calls
a European Data Protection Seal43. The GDPR does not define
the event triggering the involvement of the EDPB in the ap-
proval process. It neither specifies if a European seal can house
different certification schemes. It finally does not say if the re-
quirements of existing certification schemes44 should be
approved by the authorities. If not, it could signify that the GDPR
intends at creating different levels in the data protection cer-
tification schemes.

The law entitles the accredited certification bodies and the
DPAs to issue and withdraw the certification45 if the condi-
tions of its maintenance are no longer met. The certification
bodies have to inform the national DPA46 “with the reason for
granting the certification” before issuing the certification.
However, the GDPR does not specify whether the DPA is en-
titled to refuse the issuance of the certification after being
informed. It neither establishes in which case, if any, the DPA
is to issue a certification rather than the private certification
body.

A certification is issued for three years maximum but the
validity period could be shorter. No minimum has been
specified47 and nothing prohibits a different validity period
between the controllers and processors. The certification is re-
newable under the same condition and process than the initial
application. It is renewed for the same validity period if the
applicant maintained its conformity48. The European Data Pro-
tection Board is entitled to collect from the national DPAs all
the certifications issued in the Union and “make them pub-
licly available through any appropriate means”49.

The certification in the GDPR offers a complex array of pro-
cesses in which some of them remain to be clarified during
the implementation phase. The novelty of the procedure in the
European regulation toolbox, the lack of examples in the Eu-

ropean law50 and four years of political trade-offs may explain
this outcome.The introduction of the certification into the data
protection regulatory framework represents, nevertheless, a no-
ticeable innovation. It underlines again the trailblazing role
played by the European lawmaker in the data protection regu-
lation.The paper suggests analysing its meaning more in depth
in the next section.

2. Meaning of Articles 42 and 43

On the one hand, the certification appears as a promising re-
sponse to the enforcement issue. It adds an optional
enforcement layer delegated to the private bodies under the
monitoring of the DPAs to address the self-regulation failure
and complete the regulatory arrangement enacted in Direc-
tive 95/46 EC. On the other hand, it plays the vanguard of the
data protection regulation with the recognition a new type of
regulation by information signalling and rewarding the com-
pliant products and services. It also offers the European
authorities an opportunity to associate the regulated bodies
to their own regulation in their effort to promote co-regulation
in the European law. However, the GDPR leaves the reform un-
finished to the extent that the certification does not benefit
from a clear and consistent legal status at the European level.

2.1. New enforcement layer

The introduction of the certification recognizes that someone
other than the authorities may enforce the conformity to the
law. This modifies the traditional architecture of the enforce-
ment of the law by introducing a new layer delegated to the
private certification bodies. It also establishes a new hierar-
chy in the enforcement of the data protection law. The private
certification bodies ensure a first optional level, offering a pre-
sumption of conformity51 without legal consequences52 for the

42 Article 43.8 and Article 57.
43 Article 42.5.
44 ISO/IEC 27018:2014 — Information technology – Security tech-

niques – Code of practice for protection of Personally Identifiable
Information (PII) in public clouds acting as PII processors.See for
the analysis of this standard, De Hert, P. and Papakonstantinou,
VN. (2014) The new cloud computing ISO/IEC 27018 standard through
the lens of the EU legislation on data protection. Computer Law &
Security Review, April 2016.See also Bellamy, B. (2015) Privacy Cloud
Certification Forecasts Bright Future for Cloud Computing. Privacy
Perspectives. IAAP blog post – Mars 12, 2015.

45 Article 42.7.
46 Article 43.5.
47 Article 42.7.
48 Ibid.
49 Article 42.8.

50 There are four certification schemes in Europe established by
the public authorities.The DPA of the German land of Schleswig-
Holstein based on Article 43.2 of the Data Protection law is allowed
“to audit and appraise” the processes and devices managing per-
sonal data of public institutions who make the request.The
EuroPriSe project is a consortium project led by the ICPP in part-
nership with European data protection authorities, universities and
private bodies launched in 2007 to certify the compliance of prod-
ucts and procedures in relation to the European regulations
regarding the protection of personal data, especially the Directive
95/46/EC. It aimed at promoting the Schleswig-Holstein DPA
experience.The French CNIL based on Article 11-3 of the French
data Protection law amended in 2009 states that “delivers a label
to the processes and to the product. . .compliant with the data pro-
tection law”.The law does not allow the CNlL to build a certification
scheme by itself. Professional associations and businesses con-
sortia ask the CNIL to establish the requirements in order to build
a new scheme.The Swiss federal law on data protection of the 19
June 1992 suggests a “procedure for certification of systems and
procedures dealing with personal data.” The general principle of
certification laid down by the 1992 Act has been further specified
in the Ordinance of the 28 September 2007 on the certification for
data protection so called SR 235.13. The accredited certification
bodies operate the certification process.

51 Article 83.2 (j).
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applicants. A second level, always assigned to the DPA, ran-
domly assesses the conformity of the bodies eventually certified
with contractual and legal consequences53.

The recognition of this optional enforcement level repre-
sents a novelty in the data protection regulation. It can be seen
as a further step towards the involvement of private regula-
tors into the public regulation54 and evidence55 that the origin
of the regulation is no longer centred on the public authorities.

2.2. Missing link of the regulation

The introduction of the certification in the GDPR could be seen
as an attempt to fill the gap existing between the traditional
command and control regulation56 underlying Directive 95/
46 EC and the self-regulation57 instruments that flourished at
the margin of the framework. The rise of Internet Technolo-
gies at the turn of the millennium encouraged businesses to
promote self-regulation instruments insofar as the authori-
tative top down rules enshrined in Directive 95/46 EC58 were
unable to address this challenge without a complete over-
haul. The self-regulation offered speed, flexibility and maybe
the opportunity to postpone the lawmaker’s intervention in

this new area. However, the self-regulation has been quickly
and largely undermined by its lack of reliability59.

Power60 argues that the introduction of audit processes in
the European regulation has been “a way of reconciling con-
tradictory forces: on the one hand, the need to extend a
traditional hierarchical command conception of control, in order
to maintain existing structures of authority; on the other the
need to cope with the failure of this style of control, as it gen-
erates risks that are increasingly hard to specify and control.”
This seducing argument does take into account the rise of self-
regulation instruments already endorsed in Directive 95/46 EC61

and reaffirmed in the GDPR62. Thus, the introduction of vol-
untary mechanisms of enforcement could be an attempt to
preserve the flexibility of the self-regulation and overcome its
failure in a sort of monitored self-regulation. However, this
formula offers an interesting but only partial picture of the phe-
nomena because it does not capture the full nature of this
instrument that is in fact larger and more collaborative.

2.3. Marketing tool

The certification seal has been independently endorsed from
the certification process in the GDPR63. This can be seen as the
recognition that the information could be an instrument of the
regulation64 although the certification is sometimes considered65

as a limited form of regulation by information because it dis-
closes only a few and positive forms of information on regulated
bodies.

The seal plays the role of a shortcut66, a visual signal high-
lighting the conformity of the processing67. It aims at reducing

52 Article 42.4.
53 Article 43.6.
54 Cafaggi, F (2014) A comparative analysis of transnational private

regulation: legitimacy, quality, effectiveness and enforcement, Private
Transnational Regulatory Regimes – Constitutional Foundations and
Governance Design. Hague Institute for the Internationalisation of
Law.

55 Black, J. (2002) Critical Reflections on Regulation. London School
of Economics and Political Science, SRC Centre for Analysis of Risk
and Regulation.See also Black, J. (2008) Constructing and contest-
ing legitimacy and accountability in polycentric regulatory regimes.
Regulation and Governance 2, 137–164.See also Cata Backer, L. (2015)
Governance Polycentrism Or Regulated Self-Regulation – Rule
Systems for Human Rights Impacts of Economic Activity Where
National, Private and International Regimes Collid, in Blome, K. et al.
(eds.) Contested Collisions: Interdisciplinary Inquiries into Norm
Fragmentation in World Society.

56 The command and control regulation is the traditional state of
the regulation specified by “the promulgation of an authoritative
set of rules, accompanied by some mechanism, typically a public
agency, for monitoring and promoting compliance with these rules”
in Jordana, J. and Levi-Faur, D. (2004) The Politics of Regulation in
the Age of Governance, 2004, 3. In Jacint Jordana, David Levi-Faur,
“Handbook on the Politics of Regulation”, Edward Elgar Publish-
ing, 335 pp.

57 Self-regulation may be defined as “the possibility for eco-
nomic operators, the social partners, non-governmental
organizations or associations to adopt amongst themselves and
for themselves common guidelines at European level” European
Commission, European Parliament & European Council of Minis-
ters, ‘Inter-Institutional Agreement on Better Lawmaking’, OJ C 321,
31.12.2003, p.1 in Van Heesen-Lacléa, S.D and Meuwese. A.C.M (2007)
The legal framework for self-regulation in the Netherlands Utrecht
Law Review, Volume 3, Issue 2 (December), 116.

58 «First, regulation contains the idea of control by a superior: It
has directive function. . .. Secondly, it is a public law that in general
it is for the state (or its agents) to enforce the obligations, which
cannot be overreached by private agreement between the parties
concerned. Thirdly. . . it is typically centralised» in Ogus, A. (1994)
Regulation: Legal Form and Economy Theory Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 355 pp.

59 The US Federal Trade Commission condemned in 2014 the cer-
tification body Truste because they did not ensure the renewal
assessments of companies although their claim to have done
it.Federal Trade Commission, (2014) TRUSTe Settles FTC Charges
it Deceived Consumers through Its Privacy Seal Program. Press
Release.The Safe Harbour program set by the US Department of
Commerce in 2000 in order to manage the transborder flows of data
with EU countries offer a meaningful demonstration of the limits
of self-regulation.See Weichert, T. (2010) 10th Anniversary of Safe
Harbor – many reasons to act, but none to celebrate ULD press
release. Accessed 21/12/2015.See also Hunton and Williams’ blog
(2013) Commissioner Reding Criticises Safe Harbor Framework. Blog
post from Privacy and Information Security Law, July 23, 2013.

60 Power, M (2014) The Audit Explosion, Demos, 5.
61 Recital 26, 61 and Article 27.
62 Article 41.
63 Article 42.1.
64 Espeland, W.N, and Sauder, M. (2006) Rankings and Reactivity:

How Public Measures Recreate Social Worlds’, American Journal of
Sociology, 113 1–40.See also RONATAS, A. (2010), The Role of Ratings
in the Subprime Mortgage Crisis: The Art of Corporate and the
Science of Consumer Credit Rating, Research in the Sociology of
Organizations.

65 Bartley, T. (2010) Certification as a Mode of Social Regulation,
Department of Sociology Indiana University-Bloomington), 6.

66 Bock, K. (2008) EuroPriSe Trust Certification: An Approach to
Strengthen User Confidence Through Privacy Certification. DuD –
Datenschutz und Datensicherheit 1/2008, 3.

67 Recital 100 envisions the seal as a means “allowing data sub-
jects to quickly assess the level of data protection of relevant
products and services”.
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the information asymmetry68 existing between the controllers
and data subjects. Thus, it acts as a brand label promoting the
selective qualities69 of the compliant products and services, pro-
viding them with a theoretical economic advantage. However,
the promotion capacity of the certification is regularly de-
nounced for its discriminating effect70 and it appears useless in
the legal conformity. The compliance to the regulation is man-
datory and cannot be used as a selective quality. Some authors71

even argue, based on the Directive on Unfair Commercial
Practices72 that certifying the conformity to a regulation might
be considered as unfair behaviour towards consumers when this
procedure is used to differentiate a commercial offer.

The GDPR finally envisages the certification seal as a visa
offering non-EU controllers the opportunity to lawfully ex-
change the data with the European market once they have
demonstrated73, with the certified processes put in place,
which appropriate safeguards exist to transfer EU citizen
data to third countries74. However, the absence of legal

consequences75 for the certification limits the scope of this
feature.

2.4. Political instrument

The promotion of the co-regulation76 has been included in the
political agenda established by the European Commission to
improve the European regulatory environment. As Senden
notices: “the Lisbon treaty called on the institutions and the
Member States to establish a coordinated strategy for the sim-
plification and improvement of regulation, which was
subsequently put forward by the Commission in June 2002 in
its Action Plan on ‘Simplifying and Improving the Regulatory
Environment’ ”77. The reform of the data protection frame-
work offered authorities the opportunity to put forth this
agenda. However, the scope of the co-regulation introduced in
the GDPR remains limited to the certification and the code of
conducts, representing 4 of the 99 articles the law encom-
passes. The pattern of co-regulation defined in the GDPR
remains unclear. It builds a complex matrix of responsibili-
ties, sometimes duplicating78 the responsibilities between public
and private bodies.

2.5. Unfinished regulation tool

The certification remains a presumption of conformity79 in the
GDPR that the court may take into account to mitigate the level
of sanctions in the case of infringement80. A certification does
not grant any rights to the controller and processor but its
absence may increase their sanctions. Article 83 of the GDPR
seems to be arguing that a certification is, somehow, a risk man-
agement instrument offering the opportunity to mitigate their
data protection risk. Thus, it could create a new discrimina-
tion between the businesses that are able to afford it and those
that cannot81.

The value of the presumption of conformity is also unclear
in the European law. On one hand, it grants full access to the
European market to the manufacturers that obtained a CE
mark. On the other, it leaves them fully liable even if their
products have obtained a third party certification during the

68 The Economic Science theory of the asymmetry of informa-
tion demonstrates that a seller benefits of a level of information
about the product or service the buyer does not have at the moment
of the exchange. The buyer is not always able to assess the quality
of the product with the only indication of the price because some
sellers use the asymmetry of information to increase the price
without any relation to quality. In the 1970s, G. Akerlof has shown
that the asymmetry of information creates adverse selection
behaviour on the market benefiting to low quality products to the
extent that the good ones are unable to value their quality by a
difference of price. Akerlof argued that the solution lies in the re-
quirement from the party that benefit of the asymmetry to reveal
hidden information. In Akerlof, G., The market for lemons: quality
uncertainty and the market mechanisms, 1970. The Quarterly Journal
of Economics, Vol. 84. See also Spence, M Job Market signaling, 1973
.The Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 87, No. 3 and Tirole, J. Théorie
de l’organisation industrielle, 1993. tome 1, Económica.

69 Selective qualities are those that allow a product or a service
to outperform its competitors to the extent that its features or quali-
ties are above the average level of quality of competitors.

70 Siroen, J.M (2007) Existe-t-il une justification économique à la
clause sociale? Quelques éléments de réflexion in De Melo, J and
Guillaumont, P (eds) (2007) Commerce Nord-Sud, migration et
délocalisation, conséquences pour les salaires et l’emploi Paris,
Economica, 62.See also for the last developments of this issue in
Agritrade (2014) WTO discusses how to make certification stan-
dards less of a barrier to trade Blog post February 3, 2014.Briec, L.,
Mandard, M. (2016) L’échec de la certification forestière. Le cas de
la certification FSC examiné au travers de la sociologie de la tra-
duction. Mondes en développement 1, 63–78.

71 Civic Consulting (2012) Study A Pan-European Trustmark for
E-Commerce, Possibilities and Opportunities, Study for the
Directorate-General for Internal Policy – European Parliament [2012],
71.

72 Directive 2005/29/EC “Unfair Commercial Practices Directive” Pro-
vision 10 in Table 1 “considers as unfair “Presenting rights given
to consumers in law as a distinctive feature of the trader’s offer.”

73 Article 42.2.
74 This proposal could be seen as a contribution of the EU and the

APEC to the common effort to build interoperability between their
respective frameworks. See Hunton & Williams LLP (2015) APEC
Privacy Committee Meets to Discuss CBPR System and EU Coop-
eration. Privacy & Information Security Law Blog. Posted on February
3, 2015.See also DataGuidance (2015) Asia Pacific: New Processor
Certification to ‘Boost’ APEC CBPR System”, 2015. Privacy this week.
DataGuidance. Posted on February 12, 2015.

75 Article 42.4.
76 The Co-regulation “combines state and non-state regulatory ac-

tivities” and contrasts with self-regulation, which operates without
any state involvement in Strauss, J. and Rogerson, K.S (2002) Poli-
cies for Online Privacy in the United States and the European Union.
Telematics and Informatics, 173–188.

77 Communication from the Commission, Action plan “Simplify-
ing and improving the regulatory environment”, COM (2002) 278
final, 5 June 2002, 7. In Senden, L. (2005) Soft law, self-regulation
and co-regulation in European law: where do they meet? Elec-
tronic Journal of Comparative Law, vol.9.1.

78 The GDRP suggests that the establishment of the certification
scheme and the issuance of the certification may either be done
by the DPAs or the private certification bodies. See Section 3.

79 Article 42.2.
80 Article 83.2 (j).
81 It could be argued that Article 83.2 (j) conflicts with the prin-

ciple established in Article 42.1 stating “The specific needs of micro,
small and medium-sized enterprises shall be taken into account.”
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CE marking process. The Directive on General Safety of Prod-
ucts even allows the Member State to remove from the market
the products identified as dangerous even if they have dem-
onstrated their compliance against the European technical
standards82. Bokhorst83 argues that the certification in Europe
is no more than a simple indication of conformity at a given
time. This is partially true to the extent that the certification
mark benefits from a legal status in certain Member States84

but it remains a private contract in which the value in court85

remains uncertain.

2.6. Future of regulation

The significance of the partial endorsement of the certifica-
tion in the GDPR remains unclear and leads to the formulation
of three hypotheses to explain the position of the lawmaker.
It could be a first step towards a full recognition of the certi-
fication with the establishment of a harmonized legal status
at the European level. The certification could be then a new
layer in the enforcement of the law placed under or aside the
enforcement process of the authorities and could have legal
consequences86. However, this approach conflicts with the
content of the GDPR that clearly granted a status of presump-
tion of conformity to the certification87. Moreover, what should
be the role and the power of the DPA if the certification has a
legal value? Should the DPA abandon part of its enforcement
power or would it rather mean that the certification has a
legal value that can be challenged by the DPA? This situation
underlines one of the difficulties of the co-regulatory arrange-
ment. It does not specify how to confer a legal value to the
private decisions. However, the information requirement prior
to the issuance of the certification88 could become part of the
recognition process. Nothing in the GDPR prohibits this
approach.

A second hypothesis could see the endorsement of the cer-
tification in the GDPR as an attempt by the European lawmaker
to monitor the private regulation tools flourishing at the fron-

tier between the hard and soft laws89 in the data protection
regulation. The huge success met by the certification proce-
dures gave birth to a myriad of schemes in other activities90,
contributing to the confusion in the public about the meaning
and value of the certification91. This situation required the es-
tablishment of meta-regulators92 in food regulation and
sustainable development to accredit and monitor the private
schemes. One could argue that the data protection regula-
tion sought at preventing this situation by monitoring the whole
process of the certification from the establishment of the
scheme93 to the issuance of the credential94 and its with-
drawal, when necessary.The endorsement has been voluntarily
partial and oriented to ensure a clearer transition between the
soft and hard law instruments in the data protection regulation.

A third hypothesis could see the endorsement of certifica-
tion as the contribution of data protection to the long run
evolution of the regulation that Conroy95 foreshadows as the
“new era of certified corporate accountability.” It could be
the outcome of the growing intertwinement existing between
the public and private regulation and a contribution of the in-
dustrial world to build an equivalent of the quality management
system96 in the regulation making process. This could offer au-
thorities the opportunity to manage the entire life cycle of the

82 Article 8 of Directive 2001/95/EC of the European Parliament and
of the European Council of 3 December 2001 on General Safety of
Products (OJ L 11, 15.1.2002).

83 Bokhorst, M. (2010) Effectiveness of certification and accredi-
tation as a public policy instrument in the Netherlands, ECPR
conference in Reykjavik, 12.

84 The Germany, The Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, UK, Por-
tugal, Spain and France established a dedicated legal framework
to the certification mark. See Uzcategui Angulo. Op.cit. for a com-
parative approach.

85 Picard and Fremaux argue that the legal value of the certifica-
tion in France is closely related to the legal value granted to the
standard it certifies. In Picard, J.-M., Fremaux, C., (2012) Sécurité
sociétale: la prise en compte des aspects juridiques induits par les
normes de management. Presented at the 18me Congrès de Maîtrise
des Risques et Sûreté de Fonctionnement – 16–18 octobre 2012 Tours.

86 The certification could be equivalent to an adequacy decision
for instance.

87 Article 42.3.
88 Article 43.5.

89 Senden defies the soft law as a set of“ Rules of conduct that
are laid down in instruments which have not been attributed legally
binding force as such, but nevertheless may have certain indirect
– legal effects, and that are aimed at and may produce practical
effects.” In Senden, L.A. (2005). Soft law, self-regulation and co-
regulation in European law: where do they meet? Available at SSRN
943063 9.1,13.See also In Senden, L., 2004. Soft law in European com-
munity law, modern studies in European law, Bloomsbury Publishing,
112.

90 The Ecolabels project identified more than 450 certification
schemes in sustainable development. Cited in Bartley, T. (2015).
Looking behind the label: global industries and the conscientious
consumer. Indiana University Press, 2.

91 The EC survey conducted in 2012 gives the following results:66%
of the panellists identify the CE marking33% thinks that it signi-
fies made in Europe25% are able to provide its actual goalCommission
Staff Working Document on Knowledge-enhancing aspect of con-
sumer empowerment 2012–2014See also Van Der Valk, W.D.M and
Van Der Zeijden, P.T (2002) Keurmerken, erkenningsregelingen en
certificaten; klare wijn of rookgordijn? Zoetermeer: EIM Onderzoek
voor Bedrijf en Beleid.

92 Verbruggen, P., and Havinga, T. (2014) The Rise of Transna-
tional Private Meta-Regulators, TBGI Project Subseries No. 20, Vol.
10/Issue. 16.See Also Sigit Sayogo,D. et al.. Going beyond Open Data:
Challenges and Motivations for Smart Disclosure in Ethical Con-
sumption. 2014. Journal of Theoretical and Applied Electronic
Commerce Research 9 (2): 1–16.See also Cafaggi, F. et al (2013) Trans-
national Private Regulation.” International Regulatory Co-Operation:
Rules For a Global World, OECD, Vol.1.

93 Article 42.2.
94 Article 43.5.
95 Conroy, M.E (2007) Branded! How the certification revolution is

transforming global corporations, New society publish, 254.
96 A quality management system is defined in the ISO 9000 stan-

dard as a “management system to direct and control an organization
with regard to quality” in ISO 9000 – Quality management systems
– Fundamentals and vocabulary, subclause 3.2.3.
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regulation97 – from the design of the requirements to the moni-
toring of their implementation – and thus provide a workable
response to the regulatory challenges existing in the modern
world in which the regulated bodies have to demonstrate their
full and consistent conformity with fast changing rules in real
time98.

Although its significance remains subject to debate, the en-
dorsement of the certification in the data protection framework
represents an interesting innovation demonstrating, once again,
the trailblazing role played by the European authorities in the
data protection regulation. The certification introduces in the
GDPR a new flexible architecture in the enforcement of the law,
aiming at improving compliance with the law. It promotes new
co-regulatory arrangements involving the different stakehold-
ers in the design and the management of the regulation and
offer to the public the opportunity to quickly identify the com-
pliant products and processes. However, the endorsement of
the certification remains partial to the extent that it does not
address this issue of its legal status. It remains unclear at this
stage of the reform, whether this partial endorsement repre-
sents a first step towards a full recognition, a voluntary approach
seeking to monitor the soft law instruments at the border of
the data protection regulation or a long run evolution of the
regulation in which the regulated could voluntarily monitor
their own regulation to prevent costly fines.

3. Suitability of Articles 42 and 43

The preliminary discussions to the reform debated at length
the benefits of introducing certification procedures into the data
protection regulation. A comparison between the wishes and
expectations issued during the discussions with the content
of the final version of Articles 42 and 43 shows that the law-
maker finally took them into account in the drafting of the law.
In contrast, the processes set for issuing the certifications have
never been debated during these discussions. The relation-
ship between this absence of debate and the processes
introduced into the law remains difficult to demonstrate.
However, certain arrangements suggested in Articles 42 and
43 differ, for non-obvious reasons, from the most accepted prac-
tices used in the certification activity and undermine the
workability of the whole process.

3.1. Purposes meet the needs

The purposes assigned to the certification in the GDPR meet
the contributors’ expectations and, in some respects, the GDPR
even goes further by suggesting some purposes that have not

been envisaged within the preliminary discussions to the
reform.

3.1.1. Accountability
The authorities99 recognized that the introduction certifica-
tion procedures could help at implementing the accountability100

from an operational point of view in the data protection regu-
lation. The WP29101 even suggested in 2010 that controllers
should use this procedure to demonstrate their conformity
when they plan to transfer data outside the Union. Bennett102

underlined that the authorities, because they do not have
enough resources and time to monitor the controllers’ com-
pliance, “must rely on surrogates, including a complicated array
of private-sector actors with different levels of competence and
independence” to alleviate the burden of the enforcement of
the law. McQuay103 added that certification could be a certifi-
cate of the good will of the controllers if this procedure was
used to validate the last of the four steps he foresaw in the
accountability process. The GDPR finally endorsed this ap-
proach, making the certification104 an optional process that can
be used by controllers and processors to voluntarily comply
with the general accountability principle set in the law105 and
the appropriate safeguards required to transfer the data outside
the Union106.

97 According to Robert Baldwin et al., one finds three basic ele-
ments in the Regulation. (i) Standard settings, (ii) monitoring
compliance and (iii) enforcement cited by Havinga,T. and Verbruggen,
P. (2014), op. cit., 6.

98 Shrupti S. et al. (2015) The regulator of tomorrow, Deloitte Con-
sulting LLP.

99 The accountability principles has been endorsed by the data
protection commissioners in section 23 of Madrid principles adopted
on the 3rd of November 2009 within the “Global Privacy Stan-
dards for a Global World“ – The Civil Society Madrid Privacy
Declaration” in Madrid, Spain – and its endorsement has been re-
affirmed by the WP 29 in two opinions. In recital 77 of WP 168 –
The Future of Privacy – issued the 1st of December 2009 and in
recital 66 of WP 173 – The principle of accountability – issued the
13th of July 2010.“Voluntary certification schemes would enable veri-
fication that a data controller has put in place measures to comply
with the legal instrument. . ..” in the European Council Of The Eu-
ropean Union (2011) European Council conclusion on the
communication from the commission to the European Parlia-
ment and the European Council – A comprehensive approach on
personal data protection in the European Union, Recital 11.The Eu-
ropean Data protection Supervisor (EDPS) fully supports this aim
(to explore the creation of EU schemes for privacy). . .. The provi-
sion should complement the provisions on accountability and
privacy by design”. EDPS Opinion (2011) A comprehensive ap-
proach on personal data protection in the European Union, 24.
100 “Being called ‘to account’ by some authority for one’s actions
“implies a process of transparent interaction, in which that body
seeks answers and possible rectification” in Bennett, C. (2012) The
Accountability Approach to Privacy and Data Protection: Assump-
tions and Caveats. In Gauguin, D. et al., eds. Managing privacy
through accountability, Basingstoke: Palgrave, 33.
101 Recital 68 of the WP 173 (2010) Opinion 3/2010 on the prin-
ciple of accountability, 18.
102 Bennett, op.cit., 45.
103 McQuay,T. (2011) Demonstrating Privacy Accountability, Daily
Dashboard IAPP blog. Posted on April 28, 2011.
104 Article 24.3.
105 See Article 24 for the general principle of accountability. See
Article 28.5 for the demonstration of sufficient guarantees brought
by the processors. See Article 32.3 for the demonstration of an ac-
curate level of security in the processing.
106 Article 42.2.
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3.1.2. Transparency
Other contributors107 suggested using the certification to help
the data subjects in “asserting their rights.” The certification
seal, they argued108, could attest to the reality of the control-
ler’s compliance and reduce the asymmetry of information
unbalancing the relationship between the controllers and data
subjects. Recital 100 of the GDPR endorsed this proposal by sug-
gesting that the certification seal could offer to data subjects
the opportunity to “quickly assess the level of data protec-
tion of relevant products and services109.”

Others110 again suggested making the certification a guar-
antee to enhance the legal certainty of the businesses but the
relationship between the certification and the guarantee
remains ambiguous. The guarantee differs from the certifica-
tion because the guarantee normally provides certainty on a
future situation and not only on the present one as the cer-
tification.The certification is deemed a guarantee of conformity
because it can be withdrawn in the case of non-compliance.
However, a certification does not create legal liabilities as in-
surance does111. The certification remains a private attestation
without legal consequences. The GDPR fully endorsed this ap-
proach by stating that a certification remains a presumption

of conformity112, conditional and renewable113, without legal
consequences114.

3.1.3. Promotion
Finally, the European authorities115 supported the idea that the
certification could reward the privacy-aware technologies116 and
offer a competitive advantage117 to these technologies on the
single market.This purpose does not appear as such in the pro-
visions of the GDPR to the extent that it represents an
underlying effect of the certification procedure. However, the
endorsement of the certification in the GDPR de facto recog-
nized this purpose with its drawbacks already highlighted above.

The major expectations and ideas issued during the pre-
liminary discussions to the reform have been included in the
GDPR and the thorough debate on these issues that started
more ten years ago, offered the opportunity to build a con-
sensus on the desirable and acceptable purposes to assign to
this procedure. In contrast, the processes for issuing the cer-
tifications have been totally disregarded118 during the
preliminary discussions. The certification, like the standard-
ization, stays at the margin of the legal universe and remains
poorly documented by the research so far119.To partially address
this absence of debate, the next section suggests reviewing those
of the processes diverging from the commonly accepted prac-
tices in the certification activity in order to understand the
reasons for this threshold and its relevance.

107 “The creation of a normative framework at the EU level for data
protection audits is to be welcomed. Voluntary audits represent a
particularly effective element within the area of preventive self-
regulation, and can make a significant contribution to the
development and strengthening of data protection. The state-
ments made in data protection certificates, in combination with
privacy policies, provide an excellent means for improving the trans-
parency of data processing for data subjects and supporting them
in asserting their rights.”Wojtjowicz, M. (2011) Statement TÜV on
the Communication from the Commission to the European Par-
liament, the European Council, the Economic and Social Committee
and the Committee of the Regions A comprehensive approach
on personal data protection in the European Union. TÜV
Informationstechnik GmbH, 2.
108 “Vodafone supports the concept of an EU privacy certification,
as discussed above in relation to supervision and accountability.
Independent experts who are able to assess and provide privacy
seal of approval is going to alleviate the burden on regulators and
foster consumer confidence in the safety and protection of their
personal information.” Zafeiratou, E.A (2011) comprehensive ap-
proach on personal data protection in the European Union, 2011.
Vodafone’s response to the public survey led by the European Com-
mission, 19.
109 Recital 77.
110 “Accountability . . . goes beyond simple industry self-regulations
in that it requires companies not only to commit and show will-
ingness to ensure a high level of privacy and data protection but
also to demonstrate their capability and ability to do so. This ca-
pability should be validated by an external independent body, which
would certify compliance.” In Pradelles, D. and Bednarich, I. (2011)
HP response to the European Commission’s Public Consultation on
the Review of the Legislative Framework for Data Protection, 9.
111 The label Trusted Store launched by Google in 2013 offers
however some financial guarantees with the issuance of the cer-
tification. See a full presentation of the scheme on the website of
the Trusted Store. Accessed 29/09/2015. https://www.google.com/
retail/trusted-stores/.See also the label Trusted Shops who offers
a compensation plan refunding the full amount of the purchase
to the customer that makes the request. See a full presentation
of the scheme on the website of Trusted shops. Accessed 29/09/
2015 http://www.trustedshops.eu/.

112 Article 42.4 and Article 83.2 (j).
113 Article 42.7.
114 Article 42.4.
115 “The technological data protection principles and the ensuing
concrete criteria should be used as a basis for awarding labels of
quality (certification schemes) in a framework of a data protec-
tion audit“ in WP 168, “ The Future of Privacy” 2009, 15.“The European
Data protection Supervisor (EDPS) fully supports this aim (to explore
the creation of EU schemes for privacy) and suggests including a
provision providing for their creation and possible effect across the
EU, which may be further developed later on in additional legis-
lation. The provision should complement the provisions on
accountability and privacy by design”. In EDPS “Opinion of the Eu-
ropean Data Protection Supervisor on the public survey: A
comprehensive approach on personal data protection in the Eu-
ropean Union”, 2011.
116 “The Stockholm programme – An open and secure Europe
serving and protecting citizens” (Official Journal C 115 of 4.5.2010),
Chapter 2.5.
117 “Furthermore, data controllers – or even products or services
– enjoying the benefit of a certification label are likely to gain a
competitive advantage over others. . .” in European Council of The
European Union “European Council conclusion on the communi-
cation from the commission to the European Parliament and the
European Council – A comprehensive approach on personal data
protection in the European Union” – Point 11 [2011].
118 Only one workshop has been organized in April 2014 on the
subject by the DG Connect in Brussels.
119 The scholar research on certification is still very limited.To date,
there is no general study available on the certification procedure.
One can find some literature on the certification schemes in food
regulation and in sustainable development. However, there are a
very few studies on data protection certification. See Rodrigues, R.
et al. (2014) Study on EU Privacy Seals. Trilateral research and Vrije
Universiteit Brussel for the Institute for the Protection and Secu-
rity of the Citizen (IPSC).
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3.1.4. Questionable arrangements
The European Parliament introduced in the draft GDPR a no-
ticeable shift towards an over-detailed drafting of Articles 42
and 43. Surprisingly, this approach has been endorsed in the
final version of GDPR although its relevance is highly ques-
tionable to the extent that the law, especially a general
regulation, normally aims at establishing general principles
rather than detailed operational instructions. Moreover, the ac-
creditation process defined in Article 43 conflicts with the
existing European regulation for unknown reasons. Article 42
encourages a useless competition between the private and
public bodies, the European and national authorities, chal-
lenging the sustainability of the process. Finally, the GDPR does
not offer a strong incentive for encouraging the businesses, es-
pecially the smallest one, to invest in this costly procedure.

3.1.5. Over-detailed approach
The original version of Article 42 drafted by the European Com-
mission used 170 words within three subsections120. It focused
on principles, specified general purposes and delegated the
implementation details to additional acts. The European Par-
liament version used 400 words in 10 subsections and focused
on the certification processes.The EU European Council version
reached 1,110 words split in two sub-articles, Articles 42 and
43, with 11 subsections in which 10 of them dives even more
deeply into the details of the certification processes. The final
version, gathered in Articles 42 and 43, counts 1189 words and
defines the complex array of processes presented in section
one of this paper.

The “over detailed laws lose their normative power to
become a regulatory obstacle to be circumvented” argues
Reed121. It also denies any flexibility122 and technological
improvements123. It sounds that the lawmaker did not take stock
of the experience of ‘New Approach’ policy. It involved, to some
extent successfully, different stakeholders in similar confor-
mity assessment of high-level principles. The New Approach
policy promoted an interesting repartition of the tasks between
the lawmaker, the standardization bodies and certification
bodies. It contributed, at creating a complete certification eco-
system that remain, although the criticisms124, a worldwide
reference.

3.1.6. Derogating accreditation process
Regulation (EC) 765/2008 requires each Member State to des-
ignate a unique national accreditation body125. The provision
introduced in Article 43 of the GDPR offering Member States
the opportunity to entitle the DPA or/and the national accredi-
tation body,126 conflicts with this principle – although nothing
justifies it from a legal or a technical point of view. The GDPR
further introduces more confusion by establishing a different
set of requirements depending on the type of authority in
charge of the accreditation process127. This arrangement has
certainly been influenced by the pioneer experiences led by
some DPAs in the data protection certification128. It could also
be the result of the legitimate desire of the authorities to prevent
free-riding behaviours129 and complacency certification that fre-
quently harm the reliability of the certification130. However and
because it adds useless complexity to the accreditation
process131, it could isolate this type of certification and reduce
its attractiveness for private certification bodies.

The critical issue of the mutual recognition of the accredi-
tation granted by the national DPAs has not been clearly
envisaged132 and this could raise a new consistency issue in
the competences of the certification bodies in the different
Member States as has already occurred in the CE marking
process during the 1990s133. Moreover, it is not sure that all the
supervisory authorities will be able to deal with this new func-
tion insofar as they lack of competences in this particular field
and, for some, the financial resources to hire them. Finally, this
diverging accreditation process puts the entire process at risk

120 This counting excludes the associated Recital.
121 Reed, C. (2010) How to make bad law: lessons from cyber-
space, Modern Law Review 73, 916.
122 In order to preserve some flexibility in the management of this
procedure, the lawmaker reintroduced in the final version of Article
43.7 and Article 43.8 the right for the European Commission to issue
additional acts.
123 Rosenbush, S. (2015) Lawrence Lessig: Technology Will Create
New Models for Privacy Regulation, 2015. The Wall Street Journal
– CIO Report – December 30, 2015.See Greenberg; 1 (2015) “MIT’s
Bitcoin-Inspired ‘Enigma’ Lets Computers Mine Encrypted Data”
wired.com – June 30, 2015.See also Sen, S. et al. (2014) Bootstrap-
ping Privacy Compliance in Big Data Systems”, Proceedings of the
35th IEEE Symposium on Security & Privacy (Oakland, 2014).See also
Butin, D. et al. (2013) Design for Accountability, 4th International
Workshop on Data Usage Management.
124 Lachaud, E. (2016) Could the CE Marking Be Relevant to Enforce
Privacy by Design in the Internet of Things? Data Protection on the
Move. Springer Netherlands, 135–162.

125 Ibid in Article 4.1 states “Each Member State shall appoint a
single national accreditation body”.
126 Article 43.1.
127 See section one.
128 In the EuroPriSe program, the accreditation of the auditors is
done by the EuroPriSe certification board. This is the same process
in the certification program of the German DPA of the Schleswig-
Holstein.
129 The free-riding has been defined by Mancur Olson as a benefit
without any contribution) in Olson, M. (1971) Logic of collective
action: public goods and the theory of groups, Harvard University
Press.
130 See the breast implant scandal in France where the German cer-
tification body TÜV Rheinland has been recognized guilty by a
French court to have « neglected its duties of vigilance ».See PIP
implant scandal: German firm ordered to pay damages – BBC news
– November 2013. Last accessed 01/04/2016 http://www.bbc.com/
news/world-europe-24936958.
131 The private certification bodies could have to go through a double
process of accreditation in the Member States choosing to both
entitle the national accreditation body and the supervisory au-
thority to ensure this task of accreditation. It could be long and
costly.
132 This raises some questions to which the regulation does not
offer any response. For instance, will the certification bodies have
to be accredited in each Member States? Will the accreditation
process realized both by the national accreditation body and the
supervisory authority have the same value than this issued but only
one authority? Why then involve both the national accreditation
body and the supervisory authority in this process?
133 Communication from the Commission of 7 May 2003 to the
Council and the European Parliament “Enhancing the implemen-
tation of the New Approach Directives” [COM(2003) 240 final – Not
published in the Official Journal].
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for unknown reasons and benefits, and it would certainly gain
to be aligned with the common process of accreditation.

3.1.7. Competition between private and public bodies
The arrangement suggested in Articles 42 and 43 creates un-
necessary competition between the public and private bodies
in the establishment of the certification schemes. On one hand,
the GDPR requires the authorities to encourage private
initiative134 while, on the other, it authorizes, if not encour-
ages, the DPAs to build and manage their own schemes135 and
seals136. The political wish to preserve the schemes already es-
tablished by some Member States has certainly influenced this
arrangement. However, this situation creates unfair competi-
tion between the public and the private schemes and
undermines the sustainability of the private initiatives. Fur-
thermore, the involvement of the authorities in the design of
requirements and the management of the scheme conflicts with
the certification best practices137 that voluntarily separate the
standard setting activity from the scheme management tasks
in order to prevent any conflicts of interest138.

3.1.8. Competition between Member States
The GDPR also creates unnecessary competition between the
Member States and the European authorities when the GDPR139

encourages the establishment of certification schemes at the
European level140 but does not prohibit the national schemes.
The GDPR does not specify how to ensure the mutual recog-
nition of the certification issued in the different Member States.
The law neither says how the businesses should deal with the

legal inconsistencies of the national certification marks141 that
are already there, as Heavner142 underlines, is a nightmare for
lawyers.

It could raise new technical barriers that contradict the au-
thorities’ plan to build a single market of the data. The benefit
of a single regulation in data protection could be under-
mined by the inconsistencies of the processes derived from this
regulation. As thoughtfully quoted by the Dutch representa-
tive during the discussion of the European Council version of
the draft regulation: “the status and legal consequences of ad-
herence to a certification scheme should be considered to
ensure the reform consistency143.” It seems again surprising that
the authorities did not take into account the similar issue oc-
curred in the context of the New Approach policy. It required
the European Commission to enact in 1993 a mutual recogni-
tion agreement144 establishing that a conformity assessment
performed by an accredited certification body in a Member State
should be recognized in all the others.

3.1.9. Lack of incentive
The certification remains a costly procedure and the ques-
tion of the incentive is central in the adoption of this procedure.
However, one does not find in the GDPR an operational benefit
justifying investing in this procedure. The nature of the in-
centive offered in the law remains at a high level, and it is not
sure if the perspective to benefit a comparative advantage or
a responsible image will be enough to encourage the busi-
nesses, especially the smallest ones, to invest in the certification.
One could argue that the lack of incentive dedicated to the SMEs
even conflicts with the principle set in the law requiring that
the special needs of the SMEs should be taken into account145.

The lack of incentive explains the little success so far
achieved by the certification schemes already set up in Europe
in the data protection area146. The Swiss offered an interest-
ing experience, demonstrating that a strong incentive remains
a key success factor in the adoption of this procedure. In 2008,
the Swiss DPA established an optional certification scheme147

134 Article 42.1 and 42.5.
135 Article 42.3 and 43.8.
136 Article 43.8.
137 The International Standardization Organisation neither ensures
the certification against its own standards nor the accreditation
of the certification bodies. The private certification bodies estab-
lish, own and manage the schemes without any intervention of
the IO.The Forest Stewardship European Council (hereinafter FSC)
designed the requirements of the FSC scheme and delegated the
process of certification to the accredited bodies. An independent
accreditation body ensures this task on behalf the FSC board.The
GlobalGap scheme in food safety certification adopted the same
process than the FSC but ensures the accreditation of the certifi-
cation bodies. See GlobalGap – General Regulation – Part III –
Certification and Accreditation rules.
138 Fabrizzio Caffaggi underlines that “the efforts to achieve sepa-
ration (between private standard setters and enforcers) have been
quite successful in some sectors, like sports, advertising and CSR,
and less so in others, such as e-commerce and data protection”.
In Caffaggi, F. (eds.), (2012) Enforcement of transnational regula-
tion: ensuring compliance in a global world, Cheltenham, Edward
Elgar, 34.Caffaggi also underlines that “most important dimen-
sion of governance reform related to transnational regulators, aimed
at increasing legitimacy, concerns the separation of standard setting,
monitoring and enforcement” in Caffaggi, F. (2014) “A compara-
tive analysis of transnational private regulation: legitimacy, quality,
effectiveness and enforcement”, EUI Department of Law Re-
search Paper No. 2014/145.
139 Article39. 1.
140 At the Union, level specifies the European Council version in
Article39 (1).

141 Germany, The Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, UK, Portu-
gal, Spain and France have established a legal framework dedicated
to certification marks. See Astrid Coromoto Uzcategui-Angulo, op.
cit., 62.
142 Heavner, B., Justus, M.R., (2009) World-wide Certification-Mark
Registration A Certifiable Nightmare. Bloomberg Law Reports.
143 Note 523 in the EU European Council version of the draft GDPR,
232 http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9788-2015
-INIT/en/pdf.
144 References 93/465/EEC: European Council Decision of 22 July 1993
concerning the modules for the various phases of the conformity
assessment procedures and the rules for the affixing and use of
the CE conformity marking, which are intended to be used in the
technical harmonization directives. OJ L 220, 30.8.1993, 23.
145 Article 42.1.
146 See Table 1.
147 Ordinance on Data Protection Certification (DPCO) of 28 Sep-
tember 2007 (Status as of 1 April 2010) – The Swiss Federal Council,
based on Article 11 paragraph 2 of the Federal Act of 19 June 19921
on Data Protection (FADP).
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based on the national data protection law148. Even if the man-
agement and the promotion of the scheme have been delegated
to the private sector, it was met with little success149. Since 2014,
the Swiss law requires the insurers planning to exchange health
data with the hospitals to certify their IT processes against the
data protection law150. In two years, 57 insurers applied and
obtained the optional certification while only 20 certifica-
tions have been issued during the 5 previous years. A strong
incentive is certainly a key condition to the broad adoption of
the certification, but it does not offer any guarantee of its
success.The adoption of the CBPR programme, although it offers
a strong incentive151 to the controllers, remains slow and, ac-
cording to some commentators152, uncertain. It is worth noting
the gap existing between the high expectations placed by some

commentators153 in the certification and the limited opportu-
nities offered by the GDPR to ensure its adoption. It is hard to
be optimistic on the chance for this procedure to be success-
ful in these conditions.

4. Conclusion

The endorsement of the certification in the GDPR represents
a noticeable innovation in the European law. For the first time,
a full certification ecosystem is endorsed in the European legal
framework, giving birth to a complex array of processes in-
volving public and private bodies.This endorsement can be seen
as an attempt by the European authorities to address the
complex challenge of enforcing fundamental rights in a tech-
nological context. It can also be seen as the premise of a new
regulation arrangement in which the authorities focus on the
definition of the rules and the regulated bodies support the
demonstration of the conformity with them. However, the final
version of the GDPR offers an underwhelming result. On one
hand, the purposes assigned to the certification meet the ex-
pectations of the contributors who participated in the
preliminary discussions. On the other hand, the processes
defined in Articles 42 and 43 are questionable.The process con-
flicts with the existing European regulation for unknown
reasons. It challenges its sustainability by creating useless com-
petition between the public and private bodies and the national
and European authorities. Finally, it does not offer a strong in-
centive for encouraging businesses, especially the smallest ones,
to invest in this costly procedure. Important work remains,
during the implementation phase, to clarify the process and
make it more attractive. Even with that, it is not certain that
the conditions will be met to ensure a broad adoption of this
procedure.

148 Federal Act on Data Protection (FADP) of 19 June 1992 (Status
as of 1 January 2014) – The Federal Assembly of the Swiss Confed-
eration, based on Articles 95, 122 and 173 paragraph 2 of the Federal
Constitution1,2 and having regard to the Federal Council Dis-
patch dated 23 March 1983,
149 Between 2008 and 2013, 20 Swiss companies applied and ob-
tained this certification. Information collected from the Préposé
fédéral à la protection des données et à la transparence (PFPDT)
in Switzerland.
150 Eidgenössischer Datenschutz-und Öffentlichkeitsbeauftragter
(EDÖB) “SwissDRG: Zertifizierung der neuen Datenannahmestellen”
Press release available on the website of the Swiss DPA.
151 The Cross Border Privacy Rules allows the international data
transfers within the APECs’ Members States as soon as appropri-
ate safeguards have been certified by an accredited third party
certification body. TRUSTe has been the first private certification
body accredited as an accountability agent. See Trust-e press release
“TRUSTe Named First Accountability Agent for APEC Cross Border
Privacy”, 2013. Blog posted on June 25, 2013. The CBPR program
started in 2013 and so far 3 companies have been certified and 14
are in progress. See “TRUSTe Attends APEC Privacy Meeting in
Beijing”. Trust-e blog post of August 22, 2014.For more details on
the accountability agent in the APEC CBPR process, see Informa-
tion Integrity Solutions, op.cit, 9.
152 Heyder, M. (2014) The APEC Cross-Border Privacy Rules – Now
That we’ve Built It, Will They Come?” 2014. Privacy Perspectives.
IAPP blog post of the September 4, 2014.

153 Bellamy, B. and Heyder, M (2016) How to build a cathedral in
two years, 2016 Privacy Perspectives. IAPP blog post of the April 1,
2016.
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